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Preface
During the latter half of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth,
Philadelphia established itself as the country’s center for the study of natural history.
The city’s contribution to the natural sciences has been beautifully presented in two
recent books: A Glorious Enterprise, by Robert McCracken Peck and Patricia Tyson
Stroud;1 and Knowing Nature: Art and Science in Philadelphia, 1740–1840, by Amy R.
W. Meyers.2
This scientific industry produced a trove of historical records of Philadelphia’s flora
and fauna. For some species, the accounts are the first recorded observations and took
place within city limits. The records exist not only in the form of publications but
also in specimens in museums, especially the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel
University (formerly the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia).3
Coexisting with this scientific legacy is a brick-and-mortar heritage. The streetscape
of residential neighborhoods in downtown Philadelphia looks today much as it did
in the nineteenth century. Municipal landmarks cited over a century ago in accounts
of plants and animals remain in place. Environmental change has been recorded in
historical photographic collections.4 Municipal records document the evolution of
pollution of air and water in nineteenth-century industrial Philadelphia and the city’s
largely successful efforts at control.
This book examines the flora and fauna of the city’s downtown district known as
Center City. Each of the book’s first twenty-seven chapters focuses on a different
species, starting with earliest accounts I could find in the vicinity of Philadelphia.The
book highlights additional species in one-page “spotlights.” Most of the species are
common here, but some are common just outside downtown, and others were once
common but are now locally extinct. The chapters explore how they succeeded or
failed to establish local populations. They look at pollution—light, sound, water, air,
and thermal. A recurrent topic is the effect of prejudice, both positive and negative,
on the fate of species downtown.
If this book has a unifying theme, it is the many ways people have shaped communities of plants and animals that inhabit downtown, and the ways these communities
have defied human control and survived in spite of, or because of, dense urban development. The iconic landmarks included in many of my photographs convey this
theme’s immediacy. The ecology of Center City has been dynamic and resilient—
qualities that I expect will endure.
One final reason for choosing downtown Philadelphia: My wife and I have lived
here for almost four decades. What a pleasure it has been to observe natural history
just beyond our front stoop. I hope this book will entice people living downtown in
other cities to explore ecology close to home.
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able to me Thomas Meehan’s nursery catalog from 1858. Joseph K. Sheldon, professor of biology at Messiah College, gave me a firsthand account of his discovery of the
flatworm Bipalium pennsylvanicum near Philadelphia. Keith Russell, of the National
Audubon Society, advised me on interpretation of his online postings of winter bird
counts in Philadelphia. Brenda Malinics told me about her rehabilitation of local
silver-haired bats, including the one I brought to the Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic
of the Schuylkill Valley Center for Environmental Education. Leo Sheng reported
observations based on his fishing in the Schuylkill River; he reported the behavior
and local distribution of brown bullheads and took the photograph that I included
in this book. Bradley Maule, coeditor of Hidden City Daily, generously allowed me to
use his photograph of a red-tailed hawk eating a squirrel in Fairmount Park. Martin
F. Heyworth, physician at the Philadelphia Veterans Affairs Medical Center, identified
beetles that we encountered in Center City. Many neighbors graciously endured my
poking around their properties and taking photographs.
Susan Alix Williams in Rowe, Massachusetts, identified the tree mosses, Orthotrichum
pumilum and Syntrichia papillosa, I found in Center City. Through email correspondence, Susan Munch, associate professor emerita of biology at Albright College,
guided me toward final identification of the liverwort Reboulia hemisphaerica in Center City. Sara M. Lewis, professor of evolutionary and behavioral ecology at Tufts
University, hypothesized in correspondence with me that light pollution might be
the reason that Photuris fireflies are absent in Center City. In correspondence, Peter
K. Ducey, professor of biological sciences, State University of New York at Cortland,
counseled me on how to search for predatory terrestrial flatworms.
Joel Katz read the first manuscript for this book and provided encouragement and
guidance; Joel Katz Design Associates produced the map of Center City. Heather Diacont Rinehart drew a diagnostic picture of Bipalium pennsylvanicum based on photos
and descriptions in the species’ original description. Edward S. Barnard mentored
me during my completion of the manuscript and my preparing it for submission for
publication. Diane Fredrick, my editor, has improved this book in countless ways.
Finally, my wife, Susan, has been my partner in every stage of my studies of natural
history.
I have used captions to credit photographs taken by people other than me. Although
many people helped me produce this book, I take responsibility for any errors.
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Philadelphia fleabane (Erigeron philadelphicus) named after this city by Carl Linnæus in 1753.1 It is native to
North America and grows wild in Center City.
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Introduction

Center City, Philadelphia, along the Schuylkill River, 2007, with University City in the lower left quadrant of
the photo. (Aerial photo credit: Bill Cobb at SkylineScenes.com)

Downtown Philadelphia is commonly called Center City. Interstate highways surround Center City on three sides, but destinations within Center City are accessible
on foot.Within this urban core are residential streets lined with trees and row houses
located a few blocks from bustling commercial districts with vehicular congestion
and tall buildings.
Service industries such as health care, finance, education, and tourism have replaced
heavy industry and manufacturing, which once dominated Philadelphia’s economy.
People are wealthier, more educated, and increasing in number in Center City compared to the rest of Philadelphia,1 which ranks as the nation’s fifth most populous
city.2
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For Philadelphia as a whole, the proportion of the population below the poverty
level is 26 percent, which exceeds that in Boston, New York, Baltimore, and Washington, DC, and is twice that for Pennsylvania.3 Philadelphia shares with all these cities a geographic location along the East Coast and a heritage of nineteenth-century
neighborhoods.
Two rivers border Center City, the Schuylkill on the west, and the Delaware on the
east. Center City has green space in the form of public squares, playgrounds, ball
fields, community gardens, pocket parks, and a trail along the Schuylkill River, but
these places are manicured; Center City has essentially no urban forest or naturalized
areas. Bulkheads, highways, and development along both rivers have eliminated all
traces of riparian habitat. On residential streets, most green space is private and hidden behind row houses, which commonly have rear courtyards and gardens. Vacant
lots are rare.
Wild plants sprout in almost any sliver of soil, including cracks in pavement and strips
between sidewalk and street. Street trees are abundant. Despite heat and desiccation
typical of cities, Philadelphia’s temperate climate is favorable to growth of plants.The
city’s annual precipitation of 104 cm is more than that of London (59 cm), Beijing
(62 cm), Moscow (63 cm), Rome (65 cm), Chicago (84 cm), and Portland (101 cm),
but less than that of Atlanta (120 cm), Seoul (134 cm), and Bangkok (140 cm).4
In a comparison of eight American cities, Philadelphia’s flora most closely resembled
that of New York and Washington, and to a lesser degree Boston; and least that of
Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis, and St. Louis. One third of the flora in these cities
was classified as nonnative.The fraction of species of plants common to all eight cities
was just over 10 percent for native species and just under 10 percent for nonnative.5
Even though it is the core of a large metropolitan area, Center City supports populations of wild plants and animals.Within its dense matrix of streets and buildings are
fragments of habitat varied in composition and size. This book explores how these
habitats and their wild inhabitants have fared over time.
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THE SUBWAY TREE

(Bald cypress, Taxodium distichum)

A tree stump over 36,000 years
old unearthed in downtown
Philadelphia provided clues to the
city’s geologic past and future.

Figure 1.1 Fragment of the Subway Tree, unearthed in 1931 at 8th
and Locust Streets. Carbon-14 dating puts its age at greater than
36,600 years. This specimen is on exhibit at the Wagner Free Institute
of Science of Philadelphia. (Courtesy of the Wagner Free Institute of
Science of Philadelphia. Specimen accession number 15868.)

In 1931 construction workers in Philadelphia discovered well-preserved tree stumps
underground at a depth of 12 meters—3 meters below sea level. They were digging
a subway tunnel at 8th and Locust Streets, one block west of the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Independence National Historical Park. The stumps were positioned upright in swamp sod buried in clay. One stump, referred to as “the Subway
Tree,” had a circumference of over 5 meters.1

Investigation of the Subway Tree
The consulting engineer of the project immediately notified the Academy of Natural
Sciences, and a team of six scientists investigated. They identified the Subway Tree as
bald cypress, Taxodium distichum, a southern wetland species whose current natural
range begins almost two hundred kilometers to the south of Philadelphia and extends to Florida and the Gulf Coast. They examined the clay around the stump for
diatoms; that they found none was evidence that the sediment that buried the swamp
was not from the sea.2
Horace G. Richards, a member of the team, had earlier discovered marine fossils
indicating that climate in this region before the last glaciation had been warmer
than it is currently. He had also found fossil evidence that the sea level off the New
Jersey coast had once been 91 meters (300 feet) lower than it is today. Richards hypothesized that the Subway Tree grew in a warm interglacial period before the last
(Wisconsin) glaciation and that meltwater flowing down the Delaware River from
distant glacial ice had inundated the swamp, buried it in sediment, and contributed to a rise in sea level. Richards acknowledged that against his hypothesis was the
well-preserved state of the wood of the Subway Tree. In this location, preservation of
wood older than the last ice age seemed implausible but possible.3
In 1960, almost three decades after Richards published his hypothesis, carbon-14 dating of the Subway Tree confirmed its antiquity—older than 36,600 years.4 The Subway Tree was indeed older than Pennsylvania’s last glacial ice, which existed north of
Philadelphia 17,000 to 22,000 years ago.5 Richards wrote, “After twenty-eight years,
I have achieved vindication!”6
Pieces of the Subway Tree are on display at the Wagner Free Institute of Science of
Philadelphia. Accompanying the wood is a chunk of clay from the excavation. Lynn
Dorwaldt, librarian at the Wagner, told me that the Wagner accessioned these objects
at the time of the excavation. The wood feels light in weight, not stony like petrified
wood and not blackened like coal. Its grain is visible and smooth, with splintered
ends in cross section. Nothing about the wood’s general appearance gives a clue to
its age, or to the glacial sediment that buried it.

Floods
Glacial meltwater had long been recognized as the source of extensive sedimentary
deposits in the region of what is now Center City, Philadelphia. In two papers published in the early 1880s Henry Carvill Lewis, geologist at the Academy, described
how receding glaciers produced these deposits:
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During the melting of the great Northern Glacier, whose southern terminus crossed the river
probably near Belvidere, the flooded Delaware, then a great torrent five or ten miles wide
and at least 150 feet deeper than it is now, deposited at first gravels and afterwards, when
quieter, clays; while floating ice carried down already rounded boulders and dropped them
upon its bed.…It thus appears that during the Glacial epoch the waters of the Schuylkill
emptied into those of the Delaware at Falls of Schuylkill, the city proper being entirely submerged.7
The great glacier which covered the whole northeastern portion of our continent, and
which, as a great sea of ice, flowed in a continuous stream across Labrador, the Laurentian
highlands of Canada, the Adirondacks, the Catskills and the Alleghenies, was proved to have
finally stopped within sixty miles of our city. At the extreme edge of the glacier it heaped
up a terminal moraine, composed of rock fragments brought from more northern regions,
which moraine was shown to stretch in a continuous line completely across our State.8

Figure 1.2 Rock fragments mark the surface of the terminal moraine of the Wisconsin glaciation at its southern
limit in the Delaware River basin. Photographed near Belvidere, New Jersey, 100 kilometers north of Philadelphia in 1916. (U.S. Geological Survey photo # 871-awc00871, by W. C. Alden)

Philadelphia brick clay
A recent geologic map shows glacial sediments distributed as Lewis described them
in Philadelphia, although some of these deposits preceded the last glaciation.9 The
glacial deposits left bountiful brick clay close to the surface. Called Philadelphia brick
clay, it was still in place when Lewis explored Center City’s geology:
THE PHILADELPHIA BRICK CLAY. The built-up portion of the city stands upon an extensive
deposit of brick clay and gravel, sections of which are exposed in every cutting. The brick clay
invariably overlies the gravel.10

Philadelphia brick clay supported the city’s early building boom. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it was quarried in brickyards within the city, and
Philadelphia produced more bricks than did any other city in America.11 A map of
the city in 1794 identifies fourteen brick kilns, including one in the area that currently is Rittenhouse Square.12 By 1857, the city had fifty brickyards, each of which
produced on average a million bricks per year and employed about thirty men and
boys. By the end of the nineteenth century, Philadelphia’s brickyards were producing
more than 200 million bricks per year, mostly by hand.13
Chapter 1 | The Subway Tree
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Philadelphia’s sprawling inventory of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century red brick
buildings showcases its geologic and industrial past. Once substrate for the region’s
plants and animals, Philadelphia brick clay became the principal raw material for
kilometers of row houses. James Stoops, whose brickyard and kiln were between 9th
and 10th and Race and Vine Streets, produced bricks for the construction of the
Pennsylvania State House, now called Independence Hall.14 He molded and fired
them from Philadelphia brick clay, a legacy of glacial meltwater and climate warming.

Figure 1.3 Independence Hall, constructed with bricks made from clay deposited a few blocks away by glacial
meltwater.
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Rising rivers
Glaciers no longer threaten to inundate the Delaware Valley with torrents of meltwater, but melting ice threatens to raise sea levels and flood low-lying areas within
Philadelphia.15 Center City and neighborhoods east and south are surrounded on
three sides by tidal water that rises and falls with lunar cycles and also with interglacial cycles.16 Climate warming will continue to produce meltwater, raising the level
of Philadelphia’s tidal rivers, creeks and marshes, and submerging wetland trees,17
reminiscent of what happened to the Subway Tree.
Ann Fowler Rhoads and Timothy A. Block, in Trees of Pennsylvania, describe a kind of
tree peculiar to cities. It grows on urban riverbanks and floodplains. It is a backcross
between American sycamores (Platanus occidentalis) and London plane trees (Platanus
× acerifolia), which themselves are sycamore hybrids.18 These trees have the bark of
the stately London plane trees lining old streets downtown, but they grow in wet
habitats typical of American sycamores.Today these backcrossed hybrids thrive along
a narrow intertidal zone on the east bank of the Schuylkill River, just downstream
from the Philadelphia Museum of Art. The rising sea is slowly submerging them.

Figure 1.4 Plane trees (Platanus hybrids) at high tide on the east bank of the Schuylkill River downstream
from the Philadelphia Museum of Art, looking south toward Center City, October 27, 2012. Rising sea level is
submerging the bases of these trees.

Chapter 1 | The Subway Tree
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SPOTLIGHT
HUMAN BODY LOUSE

Human body louse (Pediculosis humanus humanus) that I collected from the clothing of a homeless man in a
primary care clinic in Philadelphia.

In 1837 W.W. Gerhard, a physician at the Philadelphia Alms House Infirmary, described an epidemic of typhus in the city the year before. It afflicted 230 to 250 people, especially in a neighborhood bounded by Lombard and Shippen (Bainbridge)
Streets, and Fifth and Eighth Streets. He wrote:
The origin of the disease is unknown…It attacked those who were sunk in poverty and intemperance, and huddled together in confined apartments.1

The human body louse (Pediculosis humanus humanus) was later shown to transmit
the pathogen that causes epidemic typhus (not to be confused with murine typhus,
transmitted by fleas, as mentioned in Chapter 2). Unlike head lice and pubic lice,
the human body louse resides in its host’s clothing. Only while feeding does it move
onto its host. Human body lice are closely related to head lice and likely evolved
from them. In contrast to infestations of body lice, infestations of head lice in Center
City are common, especially on children, and are not associated with transmission
of disease.2
I diagnosed no case of typhus and encountered only one patient with human body
lice in Philadelphia during my practice of primary care medicine, which spanned
almost four decades. This patient changed his clothes only when they wore out, and
he never washed them—even though he understood that his clothes harbored lice.
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EASTERN GRAY SQUIRREL

(Sciurus carolinensis)

Eastern gray squirrels endure in
Center City despite a history of
persecution and new exposure to
predators and poisons.

Figure 2.1 An eastern gray squirrel hesitates before leaving the safety
of a garden fence for an offering of a peanut in Rittenhouse Square.

In 1748 the Swedish naturalist Peter Kalm came to Philadelphia to document the
region’s plants and animals. After naming eleven species of nut-bearing trees in Pennsylvania, he described how gray squirrels had shifted their food preference to corn,
the cultivation of which had increased “infinitely.” Squirrels devastated corn crops
both in fields and in storage.1

Bounties for squirrels
Governments in Pennsylvania posted squirrel bounties of three pence per head.
In 1749 they paid out £8,000—equivalent in bounties to 640,000 dead squirrels.
Bounty hunting became so lucrative that young men abandoned employment to
shoot squirrels. After payouts exhausted local treasuries, governments in Pennsylvania
reduced the bounty by half. In other colonies, the squirrel bounty was two pence.
In Maryland, mandates required every citizen to present to colonial officials four
squirrel heads annually.2
Kalm described how adept the squirrels were at evading shooters:
Though a grey squirrel does not seem to be very shy, yet is very difficult to kill; for when it
perceives a man, it climbs upon a tree, and commonly chooses the highest about it. It then
tries to hide itself behind the trunk, so that the shooter may not see it, and though he goes
ever so fast around the tree, yet the squirrel changes its place as quickly, if not quicker; if two
boughs bend towards each other, the squirrel lies in the middle of them, and presses itself
so close that it is hardly visible. You may then shake the tree, throw sticks and stones to the
place where it lies, or shoot at it, yet it will never stir. If three branches join, it takes refuge between them, and lies as close to them as possible, and then it is sufficiently safe. Sometimes
it escapes on a tree where there are old nests of squirrels, or of large birds; it slips into such,
and cannot be got out, either by shooting, throwing or any thing else; for the grey squirrels
seldom leap from one tree to another, except when extreme danger compels them.3

Affection for squirrels
Despite persecution, squirrels were occasionally kept as pets. Kalm wrote:
Of all the wild animals in this country, squirrels are some of the easiest to tame, especially
when they are taken young for that purpose. I have seen them tamed so far that they would
follow the boys into the woods, and run about everywhere, and when tired would sit on their
shoulders. Sometimes they only ran a little way into the woods, and then returned home
again to the little hole that had been fitted up for them. When they eat, they sit almost upright, hold their food between their fore feet and their tail bent upward. When the tame ones
got more than they could eat at a time, they carried the remainder to their habitations, and
hid it amongst the wool that they lay upon. Such tame squirrels showed no fear of strangers,
and would suffer themselves to be touched by everybody, without offering to bite. They
sometimes would leap upon strangers’ clothes, and lie still on them in order to sleep. In the
farmhouses, where they were kept, they played with cats and dogs.4

In the mid-eighteenth century squirrels were abundant outside the city, but within
Philadelphia, wild squirrels disappeared, casualties of both hunting and deforestation.
Etienne Benson at the University of Pennsylvania recently reconstructed the historic
ebb and flow of populations of squirrels in downtown Philadelphia in the nineteenth
century. He found that beginning in the late 1840s, the city introduced squirrels into
public squares for the amusement of visitors. In 1864 the Committee on Entomolo-
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gy of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society blamed squirrels for adverse effects on
populations of birds and insect pests; in response, the city captured or killed the squirrels and removed squirrel nest boxes from the squares. Starting in the 1870s, landscaped urban parks and renewed public support for squirrels improved conditions
for squirrels, which dispersed widely in big East Coast cities, including Philadelphia.5

Safe haven from predators
The squares in the city gave squirrels safe haven from large raptors such as red-tailed
hawks. In the early nineteenth century Alexander Wilson, whose interest in ornithology began in Philadelphia, had trouble getting close enough to red-tailed hawks
to describe them. In his American Ornithology, he begins his account of them with a
disclaimer:
Birds naturally thinly dispersed over a vast extent of country; retiring during summer to the
depth of the forests to breed; approaching the habitations of man, like other thieves and
plunderers, with shy and cautious jealousy; seldom permitting a near advance; subject to
great changes of plumage; and, since the decline of falconry, seldom or never domesticated—offer to those who wish eagerly to investigate their history, and to delineate their particular character and manners, great and insurmountable difficulties.6

In 1885, the legislature of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania passed the “Scalp
Act” establishing a fifty-cent bounty for a slain hawk or owl.7 In the following two
years, counties in Pennsylvania paid $90,000 in bounties for killing raptors.8 Near the
end of the nineteenth century, red-tailed hawks were still elusive, as reported by Benjamin Harry Warren, ornithologist for the Pennsylvania State Board of Agriculture:
This hawk—the most abundant of our raptorial birds—is the detested “Hen Hawk” of the
farmer. The Red-tailed Hawk is exceedingly shy and wary, and is taken with difficulty, unless
approached on horseback or in a sleigh or wagon.9

In 1944, John A. Gillespie, a local birder, published an account of the birds of Rittenhouse Square, based on sixteen years of observation. The number of species he
and his friends observed totaled ninety-four, including five species of raptors, but no
red-tailed hawks.10 In 1975 numbers of red-tailed hawks nesting in suburban Philadelphia were declining.11
In the second half of the twentieth century, a series of events coalesced to benefit red-tailed hawks. These included publication of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring;12
banning of DDT;13 passage of protective legislation and implementation of enforcement;14 development of Hawk Mountain Sanctuary in Berks County, Pennsylvania;15
and promotion of recreational birding.16

End of the safe haven
In the last four decades, numbers of red-tailed hawks in Pennsylvania have quadrupled, according to the Breeding Bird Survey.17 Parks and campuses in the Philadelphia metropolitan area, including Rittenhouse Square, have become their hunting
grounds. In a news story with the title “City’s New Pastime: Talon Shows,” Inga
Saffron, writer for the Philadelphia Inquirer, described the transformation:
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So many YouTube videos document hawk kills in the city that they practically constitute a
genre. Besides recording the mayhem on Market Street, humans have filmed hawks in midbite in Rittenhouse Square, on the University of Pennsylvania campus, in the Philadelphia
Museum of Art’s sculpture garden, and in the yards of Bella Vista row houses. One local bystander narrowly missed becoming collateral damage when a large redtail dived for a squirrel outside the museum. The squirrel got away.18

Photos accompanying her story show a crowd of bystanders photographing a young
red-tailed hawk devouring a pigeon on the roof of a car parked at 8th and Market
Streets.
In 1998, Marie Winn’s Red-Tails in Love described red-tailed hawks returning over a
succession of years to a nest on the façade of a building on Fifth Avenue across the
street from Central Park, Manhattan.19 In 2009 a pair of red-tailed hawks began nesting on a window ledge of the Franklin Institute, overlooking the Benjamin Franklin
Parkway.20 The Institute constructed a supporting structure for the nest and installed
a video camera linked to the Internet for live monitoring on the Web. In 2012, it
began providing dead rats for the mother of newly hatched chicks after her mate died
in a collision with a truck on Interstate 76 outside 30th Street Station. Within days
after his death, another male appeared, bonded with the female, and helped raise her
chicks.21 As of the fall of 2012, red-tailed hawks in this nest have raised nine chicks.

Figure 2.2 A pair of red-tailed hawks tends their brood on the Franklin Institute, May 26, 2012. The adult male
has replaced the biological father, who died in a collision with a truck on the Schuylkill Expressway.
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Figure 2.3 Fledgling red-tailed hawk stretches its wings.

Figure 2.4 Red-tailed hawk at Memorial Hall, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. (Photo by Bradley Maule,
Phillyskyline.com)

Resilience of populations of gray squirrels
Unlike urban deer and geese, urban red-tailed hawks continue to fit Alexander Wilson’s description as “thinly dispersed over a vast extent of territory.” Even though
scarce compared to other urban birds, red-tailed hawks have the potential to deplete
localized, vulnerable populations of prey. In one instance, red-tailed hawks reduced
an adult ground squirrel population by over 90 percent.22 Fear of hawks, independent
of actual predation, has suppressed reproduction in sparrows.23
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Populations of gray squirrels have proved resilient despite losses. Hunting killed 38
percent of gray squirrels in Virginia woodlots, but had no measurable impact on
mortality rates.24 In Ireland, where gray squirrels introduced from North America have proliferated, intensive trapping reduced populations of gray squirrels only
temporarily; within ten weeks, young squirrels immigrating from neighboring areas
restored these populations.25
The reproductive life of a wild female gray squirrel may last as long as 12½ years.26
Females have produced two litters annually with around three offspring per litter.27
High mortality offsets this high reproductive potential. In a North Carolina woodland, 75 percent of squirrels died in their first year, and mean life expectancy at birth
was only one year.28 Evidently the gray squirrel’s mobility and reproductive potential can maintain populations despite high mortality, including that from red-tailed
hawks.
Parks in downtown Philadelphia no longer endow squirrels with safe havens from
red-tailed hawks, but they do provide them with refuge from hunters and other
predators, including foxes, coyotes, bobcats, weasels, owls, snakes, and other raptors.29
I have seen feral cats stalking gray squirrels in our backyard, but not in public squares.
In the past decade in Rittenhouse Square, traffic of people and their dogs has increased, preempting space on the ground where squirrels forage and bury nuts. In
Independence National Historic Park, the crowds occupying squirrels’ home ground
are even bigger.

Figure 2.5 Rittenhouse Square, Sunday, April 15, 2012. In recent years, crowds have increased, preempting
territory where squirrels forage.

The gray squirrel’s natural rhythm of activity separates it from these crowds. In summer, its peak activity occurs shortly after sunrise and before sunset, circumventing the
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times when crowds peak. In winter, when crowds are small, its activity is distributed
evenly during daylight hours.30

Figure 2.6 Gray squirrel behind Independence Hall. Squirrels forage early in the morning, before the arrival of
crowds of tourists.

Threats from Norway rats
Squirrels in Rittenhouse Square must contend not only with people, dogs, and
hawks, but also with Norway rats (Rattus norvegicus), which are conspicuous near park
benches in the evening. In 1831 John Davidson Godman, professor of natural history
at the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, described their depredations:
The common, brown, or Norway rat, now so extensively diffused over this country, is not
indigenous to our soil, but introduced from Europe, which received it from Asia in the eighteenth century, as late as the year 1750. There are few parts of the world now visited by
navigators where this animal has not been introduced, and the immediate consequence of
its introduction has been that all the native rats have been destroyed, or obliged to withdraw
beyond the reach of this subtle and implacable enemy…It was brought to this country in
European ships, and has been gradually propagated from seaports over the greater part of
the continent.
He is one of the most impudent, troublesome, mischievous, wicked wretches that ever infested the habitations of man. To the most wily cunning he adds a fierceness and malignancy
of disposition that frequently renders him a dangerous enemy, and a destroyer of every living creature he can master. He is a pure thief, stealing not merely articles of food, for which
his hunger would be sufficient justification, but substances which can be of no possible utility to him.
The brown rat takes up its residence about wharves, storehouses, cellars, granaries &c. and
destroys the common black rat and mouse, or entirely expels them from the vicinities it frequents. To chickens, rabbits, young pigeons, ducks and various other domestic animals, it
is equally destructive when urged by hunger and opportunity. Eggs are also a very favorite
article of food with this species, and are sought with great avidity; in fact, everything that
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is edible falls prey to their voracity, and can scarcely be secured from their persevering and
audacious inroads.
When attacked and not allowed an opportunity of escaping, he becomes a dangerous antagonist, leaping at his enemy and inflicting severe and dangerous wounds with his teeth.
The most eager cat becomes immediately intimidated in the presence of one of these rats
thus penned up, and is very willing to escape the dangers of an encounter.
The cunning of these rats is not less than their impudence; it is almost impossible to take
them in traps after one or two have been thus caught, as the rest appear perfectly to understand the object of the machine, and afterwards avoid it with scrupulous care, however
tempting may be the bait it contains. The surest way to remove them is by poison, which,
however, they frequently detect and avoid.31

Gray squirrels distance themselves from Norway rats. Gray squirrels nest in trees,
whereas Norway rats nest in holes in the ground. Gray squirrels forage on the ground
during the day, whereas Norway rats forage mostly at night.
Although they avoid contact with rats, they are vulnerable to infestations of rats
depleting their food supply. Norway rats are omnivorous and have been reported to
consume even acorns.32 Both species scavenge leftovers from people eating in the
square. Competition for food may take a toll on gray squirrels. In a public park on
the campus of the University of Kansas, scarcity of food in the spring contributed to
deaths of young gray squirrels.33

Danger from rat poison
Gray squirrels are vulnerable to poisons used to control rats. In New York, postmortem examinations showed that rat poisons killed many kinds of wild animals, including red-tailed hawks and gray squirrels.34 In April 2004 rat poison was blamed for
the disappearance of squirrels in Rittenhouse Square. News reports attributed deaths
of squirrels here to bromethalin, a neurotoxin the city’s Vector Control team used
against rats in Rittenhouse Square.35

Danger of rats to people in Philadelphia
The City of Philadelphia’s Department of Health has long struggled with rats and
their control. In 1891 the city’s coroner listed rat poison (arsenic) sold under the
name “Rough on Rats” as the most common poison used in suicides; eight cases
were reported that year.36 In June of 1912, epidemics of bubonic plague broke out
in Cuba and Puerto Rico, threatening port cities such as Philadelphia. Rats are a
reservoir for plague bacteria (Yersinia pestis). That year the city’s Bureau of Health,
offering bounties for rats dead or alive, examined 2,510 rats and found no evidence
of plague.37 In 1932 another survey in the city examined rats,38 this time for a particular species of rat flea (Xenopsylla cheopis) that had been shown just the year before
to transmit the pathogen responsible for a distinctive type of typhus, today called
endemic, or murine, typhus.39 Sixty percent of 4,629 fleas taken from 2,765 rats in
the survey turned out to be this species.40 This discovery occurred in the wake of past
epidemics of typhus in Philadelphia.41
In 1967 a tugboat engineer who fell into the Schuylkill River was hospitalized with
leptospirosis,42 a potentially fatal disease caused by Leptospira icterohaemorrhagiae, a bacChapter 2 | Eastern Gray Squirrel
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teria found in 11 percent of rats (R. norvegicus) sampled in Philadelphia; the rats’ urine
contained the pathogen.43 From 1974 to 1996 the city received reports of over 600
rat bites, primarily involving children under age five bitten between midnight and 8
a.m. in poor neighborhoods.44 The list of human pathogens potentially transmitted
from rats to people is long.45

Figure 2.7 Philadelphia’s Bureau of Health Rat Receiving Station at a wharf along the Delaware River near
Pine Street, 1914. On the right is a baffle designed to prevent rats from using ropes to crawl from ship to shore.
The city offered bounties for rats, dead or alive, that it received here. (Courtesy City of Philadelphia photo
archives)

Norway rats breed all year long, and on average a female produces more than thirty-five offspring a year. In one month a population of Norway rats can increase in
size by 50 percent, making up for losses due to predation or poison.46 Red-tailed
hawks are known to prey on Norway rats,47 but in Rittenhouse Square they have not
prevented outbreaks.

Barriers to rat control
Even if a predator or a poison eliminated every rat in the square, rats from surrounding areas would soon recolonize it. Philadelphia’s nineteenth-century sewer
system harbors rats. Instead of separate systems for storm and sewer drainage, one
system serves both.48 Infestation of rats in sewers is positively correlated with sewers’
concentration of suspended solids49 and with sewers’ age; most occur in sewers over
thirty years old.50 Drain grates by the curb give sewer rats access to the street.
After poison kills rats, their numbers quickly rebound to levels set by availability of
food and nesting sites.51 The same principle applies to rat control by other methods,
such as contraceptives, trapping, and fumigation of burrows.52 In Rittenhouse Square,
sustained reduction in populations of rats through poisoning requires ongoing application of poison. This is the strategy of the city’s Vector Control unit. In theory, the
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ideal strategy would be to effect complete removal of the food that people who use
the park leave behind, but twice-daily removal of trash in Rittenhouse Square has
not eliminated rats.

Protection of squirrels from rat poison
After the accidental poisoning of squirrels in 2004, populations of squirrels in Rittenhouse Square recovered. Workers from the city’s Vector Control unit locate the
rats’ holes, pour poison down the holes, and then cover up the holes. They monitor
the holes, and if a hole they have covered opens, they repeat the process.53 The poisoning of rats theoretically benefits squirrels by reducing competition. In 2004, the
city’s Vector Control unit reported that its rat poison in Rittenhouse Square reduced
the number of rat burrows from fifty to six.54

How populations of squirrels in Rittenhouse Square endure
1. Adaptation
The population of gray squirrels in Rittenhouse Square survives in part because it
is well adapted. It nests in trees, safe from people and dogs. It supplements its diet of
acorns and nuts with handouts and leftovers. Its daily rhythm keeps it away from rats
and crowds. It habituates to the bustle of the city. It tolerates infection by West Nile
virus55 and squirrel pox virus.56 It does not defend territory;57 city parks have supported population densities as high as fifty individuals per hectare.58 Its reproductive
power can buffer its population from losses, such as from red-tailed hawks and rat
poison.

2. Luck
The gray squirrel survives here also because of good fortune. Rittenhouse Square
is endowed with an abundance of nut-bearing trees, including oaks (Quercus) and
horse chestnuts (Aesculus sp.). It has no understory brush to support ticks and chiggers, which infest squirrels in woodlands.59 Unlike rats, the gray squirrel does not
endanger public health. Exterminators spare it. Rittenhouse Square offers squirrels
no downspouts to clog, attics to invade, birdfeeders to rob, or crops to ravage. In this
setting, people and squirrels can coexist with impunity.

3. Charisma
Neither luck nor adaptation alone is sufficient to explain the success of gray squirrels
in populating downtown. In contrast to Norway rats, gray squirrels have charisma.
The affection that people reserve for squirrels dates back to our earliest records,
when farmers in Pennsylvania kept them as pets despite the existence of bounties
for killing them. People take pleasure in the anthropomorphic way gray squirrels sit
upright, holding nuts between their two front paws. They enjoy their antics and the
look of their white chests. On the other hand, appreciation of squirrels is far from
universal. In Philadelphia, charisma has brought less attention to squirrels than to
red-tailed hawks, which attract paparazzi and webcams.
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4. Personality
The gray squirrel may misjudge its welcome and crawl too close to a visitor in Rittenhouse Square, but it can sense hostility and withdraw. It is skilled at calibrating
an optimal stance, be it hiding behind a tree or soliciting a handout. Its treatment of
people as patrons or predators matches people’s treatment of it. Downtown, its way
with people may be the gray squirrel’s greatest strength.
Recently my wife and I observed squirrels in Rittenhouse Square, where feeding animals is forbidden but tolerated if the offering consists of only a single peanut. As we
approached squirrels, they ignored us or scampered off. Extending her hand holding
a peanut, my wife caught the attention of one squirrel foraging beneath shrubbery
behind a low garden fence. Through the bars of the fence it eyed the nut, but did
not budge. She backed off, holding the nut toward it, but the squirrel stayed behind
the bars. She then placed the nut on the sidewalk, but kept a finger on the nut; the
squirrel crept toward the nut, but stopped a meter shy. Finally she stepped back and
the squirrel inched forward. It hesitated, reversed course, then continued, paused
again, and eventually crawled just within reach of the nut. With all four feet on the
pavement, it craned its neck forward, grabbed the nut in its teeth, and scampered off.

Figure 2.8 Squirrel watching until the hand by the peanut is withdrawn.
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Squirrels in Rittenhouse Square are part of a community of people, dogs, rats, hawks,
pigeons, and sparrows. The community endures even though relationships among
some members are antagonistic. Historically, the relationship of the gray squirrel to
people has been ambiguous, a mixture of hostility and affection, but always, at least
for the gray squirrel, fraught with danger.
Gray squirrels in Rittenhouse Square have recently declined in number. During the
day when I strolled through the square I used to see them consistently; now I see
them only rarely.
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3

HOUSE SPARROW

(English sparrow; Passer domesticus)

House sparrows, introduced into
Philadelphia in 1869 to control insect pests, are declining in
numbers.

Figure 3.1 House sparrow (Passer domesticus) attacking winged insect
in Independence Mall, December 13, 2012. At this time of year, flying
insects are rare.

Figure 3.2 Male house sparrow, showing winter plumage and insect prey in beak. It is the same individual as in
figure 3.1.

In his report to City Councils in 1862 about infestations of insects in shade trees,
Joseph Leidy noted that Philadelphia failed to attract insect-eating birds. He advised
introducing turkeys, guinea fowl, and chickens into the public squares, and diverting
water from fire hydrants to pools to attract wild insect-eating species. He recommended that the city avoid planting silver maples, and instead plant pest-resistant
species, such as ailanthus; and that stiff brushes be used to sweep insects off trunks
and larger branches.1

Introduction of house sparrows into Philadelphia
Over the next five years, infestations of insects in Philadelphia increased, as did petitions demanding that City Councils import English sparrows from Europe to consume them. (The term “house sparrow” has replaced “English sparrow,” a former
common name for Passer domesticus, a species whose ancestry is broadly distributed
in Europe, Asia, and North Africa.3) Since 1851 these birds had been introduced for
pest control in cities in New York, Maine, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
and Texas.4 In 1868 John W. Bardsley of Germantown decided to take matters into
his own hands and set sail for England, where he planned to collect house sparrows
for introduction into Philadelphia. While he was in England, City Councils in Philadelphia officially designated him as its authorized agent for importing the birds. He
brought back more than a thousand and surrendered them to city authorities, who
released them in 1869.5 On May 18, 1869, The Evening Telegraph reported that Philadelphia’s mayor, Daniel M. Fox, signed an ordinance appropriating “the sum of one
hundred ($100) dollars…to pay John W. Bardsley for services rendered in procuring
sparrows lately imported by this City.”6
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Figure 3.3 Plate VII from Thaddeus William Harris’s Treatise on Some of the Insects Injurious to Vegetation, published in 1862.2 The colorful caterpillar on the upper left is a pest that Joseph Leidy reported to City Councils
in Philadelphia in 1862. It is the larva of the white-marked tussock moth (Orgyia leucostigma), a male of which
is illustrated just below it. Above it are two wingless females of this species. The other insects are all moths in
various stages of development, and all were regarded as pests.
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Exponential proliferation
Twenty years later, populations of house sparrows were multiplying so fast that they
prompted a federal investigation that produced a 440-page report, The English Sparrow (Passer domesticus) in North America: Especially in Its Relations to Agriculture.7 The
author, William Bradford Barrows, concluded that populations of house sparrows
had increased geometrically and now covered over a million square miles of North
America. Barrows’s report did not put to rest a bitter controversy over whether
house sparrows were on balance helpful or harmful.

The sparrow wars
In Philadelphia, the chief protagonist in the “sparrow wars” was Thomas Gentry,
who deplored introduction of the house sparrow.8 His main adversary was Boston’s
Thomas M. Brewer, who defended the species.9 Allied with Gentry against Brewer
was Elliot Coues,10 an accomplished ornithologist based in Washington, DC.
Gentry complained that Philadelphians, by feeding sparrows, spoiled them as agents
of biological control:
Charities poured in upon them from every source, and the gullible Philadelphian soon commenced to lavish more than usual attention upon these creatures of foreign extraction. The
birds often fared much better than their poor human brethren. These fancied “saviors of
vegetation” finally became well housed and well fed. Their good qualities were loudly applauded, and the law was constrained to throw around them its ægis of protection.
But a change soon came over the aspect of affairs. Too much pampering had engendered a
spirit of laziness. Accustomed to an easy life, the birds assembled three times a day to receive
their allowances of food. The results of such folly soon began to be apparent. The squares
became alive with caterpillars. The rusty vaporer crawled everywhere. Sparrows were never
more plentiful. They abandoned their carnivorous propensities, in a great measure, and took
to vegetable diet with a cheerful chirp.11

Gentry also held Bostonians culpable:
The sparrow is rapidly exterminating the native songsters and insect-eating birds from our
cities and large towns…It was only the other day that the shrikes (Collurio borealis) made
their appearance upon Boston Common and began to decimate the ranks of the sparrows a
little, when a crusade was instituted against them, by some person or persons who had the
affair at his or their whimsical command. This was undoubtedly the first indication of a natural healthy reaction against the sparrows which has occurred, but it was most fatuitously
nipped in the bud.12

Gentry condemned the house sparrow on grounds that were economic, ecological,
aesthetic, moral, racist, and chauvinistic. The sparrow wars spread to the popular
press, captured a wide audience, and engaged the American people in the first great
national conversation on biological control. The controversy itself is controversial.
One historian has argued that anti-immigration sentiment drove it.13 Another has
contended that anti-immigration sentiment had nothing to do with it; he views it
as a scientific milestone: one of the first major debates among professional scientists
in America, and one of this country’s earliest ecological battles.14 Sociologists have
interpreted it as a metaphor for diverse social concerns of the day.15
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Figure 3.4 Engraving published in 1889. The caption is: “OUR IMPORTED PROTECTORS, MUTUAL
DISGUST. English Sparrow to Irish Guardian of American Peace—‘Do your own nahasty work, sir: W’english
sparrows, sir, didn’t come ‘ere to eat hup your nahasty H’american worms.”16

Methods to control population explosion
Barrows’s report, published by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, came down decisively on the side of Gentry, despite Gentry’s lack of standing as an ornithologist.17
It concluded that “the English sparrow is a curse of such virulence that it ought to
be systematically attacked and destroyed before it becomes necessary to deplete the
public treasury for that purpose.”18 It found the species to be harmful to agriculture,
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horticulture, and native birds. The report adopted Gentry’s proposal to repeal laws
protecting the English sparrow. It recommended enactment of laws legalizing the
killing of the English sparrow and the destruction of its nests, eggs, and young, and
making it a misdemeanor to give the English sparrow food and shelter. It called for
enactment of laws protecting its predators: the great northern shrike, sparrow hawk,
and screech owl. Finally, it proposed that every town and village appoint an official
whose duty it would be to “bring about the destruction of English sparrows in the
streets, parks and other places where the use of fire-arms is not permitted.”19

Decline in abundance
At the beginning of the twentieth century, house sparrow populations declined—
but not because of Barrows’s recommendations. When automobiles replaced horses,
sparrows in cities lost an abundant supply of food in the form of spillage of oats in
horse feed and undigested seeds in horse droppings.20 The decline in sparrow populations at the beginning of the twentieth century plateaued until about fifty years ago.
Since 1966 numbers of house sparrows have dropped by 85 percent in the United
States and by 62 percent in Pennsylvania.21 In Canada they have similarly declined,
the species becoming rare to absent in much of the Maritime Provinces.22 Similar
trends have occurred in Western Europe, particularly in cities, where in some cases
the species has disappeared.23 In India, declines have prompted calls for protection.24
Recent declines in populations of house sparrows have been attributed to many
causes, none of which alone is sufficient to account for geographic differences in
rates of decline. Purported reasons for the decline in cities include predation and
fear of predators, particularly cats and raptors; shortages of food, including seeds and
insects; competition, such as from house finches; and loss of nesting sites, especially
eaves of roofs. Other putative causes include herbicides, pesticides, pollution, pathogens, parasites, vehicular traffic, and even exposure to microwaves and radio waves.
Evidence in all cases is inconclusive. Decline in populations of house sparrows is
probably multifactorial.25
House sparrows today are plentiful in Center City, but their numbers may be dropping, given recent declines in Pennsylvania and the United States. A decline in abundance of these birds downtown may not become obvious until their populations
drop to levels that make the birds scarce.
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Figure 3.5 Flock of house sparrows eating bread in Independence Mall. House sparrows may appear plentiful
even as their numbers plummet.

Figure 3.6 European starling (Sturnus vulgaris), iridescent in direct sunlight in Independence Mall. Like the
house sparrow, it is a common urban species that is declining in Pennsylvania and also generally in North
America, including Canada, and in Europe.

The decline in populations of urban birds in Pennsylvania includes the house sparrow but also the European starling (Sturnus vulgaris), an introduced species whose
omnivorous diet and disturbed habitats resemble those of the house sparrow.26 The
decline of both species in Europe27 and North America,28 including Canada,29 suggests a common cause.
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Decline in supply of wild seeds
The house sparrow’s dietary supply of seeds from wild herbaceous plants in downtown Philadelphia is thin. Gentry reported that house sparrows in winter eat seeds of
ragweed (Ambrosia), goosefoot (Chenopodium), pigweed (Amaranthus), dock (Rumex),
goldenrod (Solidago), and asters.30 Ragweed is now absent from Center City except
for rare plants near railroad tracks along the Schuylkill River. Goldenrod is rare or
absent, and, outside of gardens, asters are absent except for heath aster (Symphyotrichum pilosum). Small patches of goosefoot, pigweed, and dock are scattered about,
but vacant lots filled with wild plants have practically disappeared.
Homeowners and maintenance crews apply herbicides to vegetation in pavement
cracks, the last refuge for wild seed-bearing plants in commercial and residential
areas, outside of gardens. Green space in Center City, such as parks, is manicured.
Neighborhoods with the most wild flora (i.e., “weeds”) lie outside prosperous districts downtown.
Pollen counts provide a quantitative measure of changes in the regional abundance
of weeds. The best published data on long-term pollen counts for this region cover
the northern New Jersey–New York City metropolitan area from 1993 to 2002.
They show total pollen counts decreasing by over half, particularly for herbaceous
weeds, including ragweed, goosefoot, pigweed, and dock.31

Figure 3.7 The old South Street Bridge, facing Center City, August 2007. Wild vegetation here disappeared
when the bridge was torn down and replaced.
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Declines in numbers of insects downtown
House sparrows are omnivorous, but must eat at least some insects to realize their
full reproductive potential.32 They eat insects in all common orders, plus spiders and
earthworms.33 The scarcity of weeds in Center City deprives insects of food and habitat. Grasshoppers common only a decade ago are now uncommon or absent because
the patches of wild plants that supported them are gone.

Figure 3.8 Pearl crescent (Phyciodes tharos) on ornamental ironwork along the sidewalk of the old South Street
Bridge, October 2007. (The ironwork is also shown in figure 3.7.) Heath aster (Symphyotrichum pilosum), one of
its larval food plants, grew in cracks on the bridge. The insect, common in Center City a decade ago, is now
rare here.
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Figure 3.9 Male herringbone grasshopper (Melanoplus differentialis) off Martin Luther King Drive in Fairmount
Park, Philadelphia. A decade ago in Center City it was common in a field of grasses and forbs extending the
length of Center City along the east bank of the Schuylkill River. Construction of a recreational park with a
paved path eliminated this habitat.

To control injurious insects, Joseph Leidy’s report to City Councils recommended
that the city of Philadelphia plant insect-resistant species such as ailanthus, an exotic
tree. Douglas Tallamy, chairman of the department of entomology at the University
of Delaware, has concluded that introduction of exotic ornamentals harms populations of birds that depend on insects for food.34
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Exotic plants
In Philadelphia, the number of exotic species of plants that have naturalized is 627—
more than in any other county in Pennsylvania,35 even though Philadelphia is geographically the second smallest county in the state. This number is over half the total
for all of Pennsylvania.36 Alfred Ernest Schuyler, botanist at the Academy of Natural
Sciences, has classified Center City trees according to whether the trees were present
before European settlement. Of the 130 species on his list, only 43 met this definition
of native.37
Ginkgo biloba, native to China, exemplifies a common exotic street tree in Center
City. Around 1784 William Hamilton imported this species from England to his Philadelphia estate at Woodlands—the first introduction of ginkgo into North America.38 Ginkgo is entomologically unusual, in that no species of insect specializes in
eating it—even in China. Although insects that are generalized consumers of plants
occasionally eat it, the species is remarkably pest-free.39

Figure 3.10 Eleven ginkgo trees line both sides of the 2200 block of Delancey Street. No insects specialize in
eating ginkgoes.

In Center City, about a mile away from Woodlands, eleven stately ginkgoes line the
2200 block of Delancey Street. By contrast, a mix of tree species native to Pennsylvania grows in Fitler Square half a block away. On an evening in late August, I strolled
down Delancey Street toward Fitler Square and listened for the songs of tree crickets
(Oecanthus sp.). I heard no crickets singing on Delancey Street, but in Fitler Square
their chorus filled the air.
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Figure 3.11 Fitler Square. Native trees include sugar maple, northern red oak, eastern redbud, American elm,
and flowering dogwood. On late summer nights, tree crickets sing here.

Figure 3.12 Four-spotted tree cricket (Oecanthus quadripunctatus) on screen of author’s house on Pine Street,
two blocks from Fitler Square.

Despite the rarity of insects on ginkgoes, exotic plants do support populations of
insects in cities. Arthur M. Shapiro at the University of California, Davis, found that
native butterflies in local urban-suburban gardens bred mostly on alien plants, especially naturalized weeds. Almost half of these native butterflies had no known native
host plants in the vicinity.40 Others have found that adding native plants to community gardens in New York City did not increase diversity of butterflies, bees, and
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wasps.41 From the perspective of house sparrows in Center City, the concern about
exotic plants is less important than the pervasive loss of wild herbaceous vegetation
(“weeds”), both native and exotic.
A century and a half ago, City Councils approved the importation of house sparrows
to control infestations of caterpillars defoliating municipal shade trees. Such outbreaks are now rare, and when they do occur, they are typically self-limiting. Center
City and its ecosystems have aged. Enemies of insect pests have had time to move
into the city and establish populations sufficient to suppress such plagues, as discussed
in the next chapter.
The controversy over whether house sparrows are helpful or harmful has lost relevance.The increasing scarcity of house sparrows has reduced the competitive pressure
they exert on other birds. The ecological significance of house sparrows has shifted
from the birds themselves to the environmental changes responsible for depleting
their numbers.
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SP TLIGHT
BUCKEYE

Buckeye (Junonia coenia) sunning itself near Martin Luther King Drive, Philadelphia.

Buckeyes in the southern United States are resident all year around, while those in
the north are migratory, recolonizing habitat every summer. Half a century ago
populations in the Delaware Valley were found to be both residential and migratory,
the proportions varying from year to year depending on temperature and location. In
theory, global warming and Philadelphia’s heat island could increase the proportion
that overwinter here. In Center City host plants for buckeye caterpillars are common;
they are English plantain (Plantago lanceolata) and blackseed plantain (Plantago rugelii).1
Buckeyes are rare in Center City but occasionally appear during the fall migration.
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4

BAG WORM

(Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis)

Infestations of bagworms
ravaged shade trees in
nineteenth-century
Philadelphia.

Figure 4.1 Bagworm bag in winter.
It is on a recently planted street tree.
It might contain bagworm eggs or
parasites, or it might be empty. In
September, male bagworm moths
emerge from the bottom of their bags
and fly to females, which mature, mate,
and lay eggs inside their bags. In the
spring the eggs hatch and larvae crawl
out the bottom and make new bags, in
which they develop.

Joseph Leidy’s report in 1862 to City Councils about insects injurious to shade trees
describes five species, all Lepidoptera (moths) except one, a scale insect. The species
that Philadelphians are most likely to see today, although infrequently and only in
small numbers, is the bagworm, Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis, which, according to
Leidy:
…is among the most curious of insects. It is common on our shade trees, but especially
infests the maples, larches, and arborvitae. Just at this period, July, the writer observes a
large number on the cypress trees in front of the United States Mint, on Chestnut Street.
The worms, after escaping from the eggs, immediately compose for themselves cases composed of silk, interwoven with fragments of their food…As the worms grow, they enlarge
their silken and leafy habitations, until they reach an inch or two in length. In the latter part
of summer, these insects are often noticed dangling from the trees of our sidewalks, suspended from the boughs by a silken thread, and enclosed in a dark, rough, spindle-shaped
sack. They never leave the latter, but when they have reached their full growth, they fasten
their silken case securely to a branch of the tree, and within it undergo transformation into
a pupa. From the latter is produced the moth, the male of which awaits the night to leave
his habitation in search of a mate. The female never leaves her silken dwelling, nor does
she even throw aside her pupa garment; it is her nuptial dress and her shroud. Within it she
deposits her eggs, enveloped in the down stripped from her body. The eggs, thus protected
and enclosed within the mother’s habitation, remain suspended from the branches of the
tree, secure from storms and the cold of winter, until the following season.
They are easily destroyed. All that is required to get rid of them, is to remove their silken cases when the trees are trimmed in the spring. With the cases, the accumulations of eggs are
destroyed, which otherwise would give origin to new colonies of worms.1

Figure 4.2 Group of three bagworm bags, including the one in figure 4.1.
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Protection from the bag
The tough silken sacks that protect bagworms are covered with twigs and leaves that
camouflage them and function like armor.They also shield them from solar radiation,
wind, and rain. Although silken cocoons are commonplace during the immobile pupal stage of the life cycle of moths, the bagworm family, Psychidae, is unique for the
portable sack its caterpillars carry.2 The family includes 1,000 species worldwide,3
but Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis is the most conspicuous species in the northeastern
United States,4 where the term “bagworm” refers typically to just this species.
Leidy did not offer a clue to the mystery of how male bagworm moths manage to
mate with flightless females enclosed within two defensive layers—pupal cases inside
silk bags.

Mating through two defensive layers
In 1927, Frank Morton Jones, like Leidy a member of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia, published a paper revealing how male bagworm moths
penetrate the two enclosures that wall females off from the outside world. Mating
takes place in September or October. Inside her pupal case, which in turn is inside
her silk bag, the female is positioned head down, her genitalia facing the bag’s top.
At the bottom of the bag is a hidden opening through which the male will insert his
genitalia at the tip of his abdomen. When ready to mate, the female—a maggot-like
creature without wings, legs, antennae, or functional eyes—splits her pupal case open
a crack near her head and emits a pheromone. Navigating using olfactory and visual
cues, the male moth flies to the bag, grabs onto it, and probes its bottom with the
tip of his abdomen, searching for the hidden opening. While the moth clings onto
the outside of the bag, he inserts his genitalia, which occupy the tip of his abdomen,
through the opening and then through the crack in the pupal case near the female’s
head. At this point, the male’s genitalia are still far from the female’s genitalia at the
opposite end of the bag. The moth generates pressure that telescopes his abdomen
and propels his genitalia past the female’s head. The abdomen continues to elongate
though the space between the female’s body and the inside wall of the pupal case,
finally apposing the genitalia of both sexes.5
After copulation, the moth’s abdomen retracts to its normal length, and the moth
flies away, capable of mating again. Almost immediately after mating, the female fills
her pupal shell with eggs. Now in a shriveled, weak state, she exits her pupal case
and seals the eggs inside. Contrary to Leidy’s account, she then maneuvers herself
through the hole in the bottom of the bag and drops to the ground to die. In the
spring when the eggs hatch, the minute caterpillars emerge through the hole, crawling away onto nearby branches or floating away on strands of silk blown by the wind,
to construct new bags.6
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Figure 4.3 Moth (Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis) reared from a bagworm feeding on eastern red cedar (Juniperus
virginiana) planted along the Schuylkill River Trail. The moth is male and does not feed. To mate, he flies to a
female confined inside her bag; her pheromone guides him. After landing on her bag, he inserts his genitalia
(the orange structures at the tip of his abdomen) through an opening in the bottom of the bag and telescopes
his abdomen inside the bag toward her genitalia at the top of the bag.

Thousands of eggs concentrated at one point
The capacity of this species to defoliate a tree is apparent from the size of a single
brood: up to 1,200 eggs per bag.7 Because the entire lot of eggs is stored in one bag,
the release of bagworms is concentrated on a single point. One tree may harbor dozens of bagworm bags that collectively have the potential to release tens of thousands
of bagworms.The larvae of this species can completely denude its host, although the
host usually recovers.8 Newly hatched caterpillars dangling on silken threads disperse
by ballooning, blown by the wind to new host plants.9 Bagworms have been recorded feeding on more than 128 species of plants in 45 families.10
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Figure 4.4 “How the bag-worms walk and climb.” (Caption and cartoon from Henry McCook, Tenants of an
Old Farm. Leaves from the Note Book of a Naturalist. Illustrations from Nature. [Fords, Howard and Hulbert, New
York, 1889], 395.)

Infestations of bagworms in downtown Philadelphia are currently common only
on recent plantings from nurseries. Why have bagworm infestations in Philadelphia declined since 1862, when Philadelphia City Councils enlisted Leidy’s help
in controlling them? In 1831 a horticultural report on Philadelphia’s public squares
indicated that horticultural development of Philadelphia’s southwest square (now
Rittenhouse Square) was a plan yet to be realized.11 One hypothesis to explain the
high prevalence of outbreaks of bagworms in nineteenth-century Philadelphia is that
horticultural expansion required stock from nurseries, which then, like today, introduced bagworms that caused outbreaks.
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More hypotheses to explain nineteenth-century outbreaks
of bagworms
A second hypothesis is that enemies of bagworms in nineteenth-century Philadelphia had yet to establish populations sufficiently diverse and large to prevent outbreaks. Bagworms have been found to escape parasites by colonizing new areas and
new host plants.12 New plantings of municipal trees along streets and in other public
places in the nineteenth century would have provided bagworms with host plants
distant from established populations of specialized enemies, such as parasitic wasps.
Joseph Leidy’s report to City Councils in 1862 referred to a bagworm outbreak he
had just witnessed on cypress trees in front of the United States Mint on Chestnut
Street.13 According to the escape-from-enemies hypothesis, this outbreak occurred
because the bagworm’s enemies had yet to colonize this area in numbers sufficient to
keep the bagworm population under control.

Figure 4.5 Adult virgin female Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis resembling a maggot, photographed in September.
She developed in the bag of a bagworm I collected along Schuylkill River Trail in in August. Ordinarily, females mate and deposit their eggs inside their bags, and then, in a shrivelled state free of eggs, they emerge from
their bags, drop to the ground, and die. Kept indoors and isolated from males, this female emerged as a virgin
still laden with eggs. Whether she could have mated outside her bag is unknown. Her head and three pairs of
diminutive legs are on the right; her genitalia are on the left.
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Figure 4.6 Unidentified species of male ichneumon wasp attracted at night to black light in our backyard.

Figure 4.7 Unidentified species of female ichneumon wasp with long ovipositor, which she uses to lay eggs on
(or in) her host. She was attracted at night to a pillowcase illuminated by black light in the rear of our home in
Center City. Six species of ichneumon wasps are known to parasitize the bagworm (Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis).
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Figure 4.8 Plundered bagworm bag with interior silk exposed, September 16, 2013, along the Schuylkill River
Trail, Center City. The predator had attacked most of the bagworm cases on this cultivated eastern red cedar,
which hosted more than twenty. I did not witness this action. The ripping apart of bagworm bags (which are
strong) attached to the tips of fine branches is consistent with depredation by white-footed mice (Peromyscus
leucopus), nocturnal arboreal insectivores that prey on bagworms and inhabit Philadelphia.

A third hypothesis is that methods used to control bagworms in the nineteenth century were counterproductive. Leidy’s recommendation to pick and destroy egg-laden
bags in the winter had the potential for destroying parasitized bags by mistake, since
the bags containing parasites or bagworm eggs look the same. Unintended destruction of parasites could be high if rates of parasitism were also high. Entomologists
from the U. S. Department of Agriculture in the late nineteenth and early twentiChapter 4 | Bag Worm
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eth century recommended spraying arsenic-based insecticides on trees infested with
bagworm bags that could not be picked off by hand. This, too, may have killed parasites and interfered with biological control. Charles Valentine Riley, chief entomologist for the U.S. Department of Agriculture, recommended a simple modification of
Leidy’s approach: Instead of destroying bagworm bags, store them in a container that
would allow parasites to fly out, but would deny newly hatched bagworms access
to food and sites for ballooning.14 I do not know whether Philadelphians tried this
parasite-conserving method.
A fourth hypothesis is that shady promenades popular in nineteenth-century Philadelphia favored bagworm outbreaks. A recent horticultural restoration of the south
garden of the Fairmount Water Works exemplifies such a promenade, planted with
sweet gum cultivars and London plane trees emulating the design of Frederick Graff,
Jr., one of the garden’s nineteenth-century landscape architects.15 The striking horticultural feature of this garden is the absence of flowerbeds. In 1874 Fanny Kemble,
who lived on Rittenhouse Square, commented on the square’s absence of flowerbeds
and flowering shrubs.16 Flowers provide food for ichneumon wasps, whose larvae are
the primary parasites of bagworms. In a study designed to test the utility of flowers
for control of bagworm infestations, it was found that bagworms feeding on shrubs
surrounded by flowering forbs were parasitized at rates 71 percent higher than were
bagworms feeding on shrubs not surrounded by flowers.17
A fifth hypothesis is that abundance of native host plants in nineteenth-century Philadelphia promoted infestations of bagworms. Populations of bagworms, which are
native to North America, may be more likely to proliferate on native plant species
compared to exotics, which took time to spread and naturalize in the Philadelphia
area over the past two hundred years. Douglas Tallamy and his colleagues at the
University of Delaware attempted to rear bagworms on sixteen species of exotic
ornamentals currently naturalized in the mid-Atlantic area. Bagworms on thirteen of
the species starved; those on the remaining three species grew at unsustainably low
rates.18 In another study, female bagworms feeding on Japanese maple (Acer palmatum), an exotic ornamental common in Center City, grew and matured normally, but
did not produce eggs.19
A sixth hypothesis is that nocturnal darkness undisturbed by electric lighting promoted reproductive success of bagworms in nineteenth-century Philadelphia. Male
bagworm moths fly to electric light, as demonstrated by their capture in electric light
traps.20 Bagworm moths in the laboratory live for only a day,21 so moths diverted
from mating to lamps might not have a second chance to mate. Electric lighting has
been invoked to explain decreases in populations of moths in habitats already compromised by other disturbances.22
Despite the potential for artificial lighting to disrupt reproduction, its impact on
populations of bagworms is doubtful. The moth’s mating flights peak from 3 to 6
p.m. and are usually over by dusk.23 T. ephemeraeformis may tolerate artificial lighting
better than do most other moths; lamps cannot attract its wingless females, which
mate and lay eggs in their bags. Flight to lamps may disturb bagworm moths less than
their enemies, such as parasitic flies and wasps.24
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Perpetual influx of new enemies
The decrease of outbreaks of bagworms in Philadelphia today compared to a century
and a half ago is likely multifactorial in origin. Causes may have changed over time;
in particular, bagworms in the city likely encountered a steady increase in enemies
over the last century and a half. In 1986 T. ephemeraeformis was found for the first
time to be parasitized by Coccygomimus disparis, an ichneumon wasp repeatedly introduced into North America from Asia from 1972 to 1984 to control the gypsy moth,
Lymantria dispar.25 In one survey published in 2005, C. disparis was the most common
parasitoid found on T. ephemeraeformis.26 (A parasitoid is a parasite that kills its host.)
Enemies of T. ephemeraeformis include at least sixteen parasitoids, four predators, ten
pathogenic fungi, a polyhedrosis virus, and bacilliform bacteria. These enemies include four orders and nine families of insects. Predators of bagworms include house
sparrows and white-footed mice (Peromyscus leucopus), which inhabit Philadelphia.27
How long might it take for all potential enemies of T. ephemeraeformis to disperse into
Philadelphia and establish populations here? In principle, evolution and importation
of new enemies could continue indefinitely, a process exemplified by the annual
influx of new viral strains that cause human influenza. The status of Center City as a
nexus of commerce and transportation promotes this process.

Termination of recent outbreaks
During winter about a decade ago, I collected ten bagworm bags from saplings planted in Schuylkill River Park. I stored them in a breadbox to observe young bagworm
larvae emerging from their mothers’ bags. Bagworms had been partially defoliating
trees in the park for several years. Four of the bags turned out to be empty; I had mistaken empty bags for egg-laden bags. Some of the empty bags may have been from
males that had hatched in the fall, but others could have been leftovers from previous
years. By leaving empty bags dangling conspicuously from branches, T. ephemeraeformis has established a system of decoys capable of fooling predators, including me.
The bags I collected yielded parasitic wasps and flies, but no bagworms. Leidy had
observed wasps emerge from bags, but the attack rate in my small sample was 100
percent. I had hoped my removing bagworm bags from the trees in winter would
reduce the infestation of bagworms, but I had succeeded only in removing the bagworm’s natural enemies. I did not think to release the wasps back into the park. That
summer I found no bagworms in Schuylkill River Park. The parasites had ended the
outbreak of bagworms—despite my meddling.
Since then, I found new bagworm bags on newly planted river birches 100 meters
away along the Schuylkill River Trail. A cluster of these trees had fifteen bagworm
bags hanging from their branches, which showed moderate defoliation. This time I
left the bags alone. After two years, I found no defoliation and no new bags.
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Figure 4.9 Bag of the bagworm, Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis, in winter on a river birch recently planted along
the Schuylkill River Trail in Center City. New bags stopped appearing on these trees two years after appearance
of the first bags.
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SP TLIGHT
ORIENTAL COCKROACH

Female oriental cockroach (Blatta orientalis), also known as water bug, on the floor of a row house in
Center City.

Wings of female oriental cockroaches are vestigial, incapable of flight. How have
these insects, which are up to 3 cm (one inch) long, dispersed so successfully in Center City?
Storm drains in Center City connect to sewers that offer oriental cockroaches food,
water, shelter, and safe passage underground. They also provide these cockroaches
subterranean access into buildings. Crevices in masonry walls in nineteenth century
buildings offer cockroaches crawl spaces into row houses and apartments.
Nocturnal activity and black profiles help keep oriental cockroaches hidden. Outdoors, nocturnal travel protects them from solar radiation and desiccation. Female
oriental cockroaches that disperse into territory without males can reproduce asexually.
The oriental cockroach has had a long time to adapt to human habitation. In Britain,
archeological excavation turned up remains of this species in a Roman town from
the fourth century. The species originated in Africa, despite its name.1
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5

CYNTHIA MOTH

(Ailanthus silkmoth; Samia cynthia)

In Philadelphia in 1861, the cynthia
moth was introduced into North
America for the purpose of manufacturing silk, but the industry never developed, and the moth, after
thriving in the wild, became extinct.

Figure 5.1 Cynthia moths, larvae, cocoons, and their parasites in a museum drawer of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University.
All specimens are from the late nineteenth to early twentieth century.
The moth is now extinct in Philadelphia. (Courtesy of the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Drexel University)

In 1862 Joseph Leidy recommended planting ailanthus trees because of their resistance to insect pests.1 Fifteen years earlier Andrew Jackson Downing, horticultural
expert, praised ailanthus trees for the same reason:
The variety of trees for cities—densely crowded cities—is but small; and this, chiefly, because the warm brick walls are such hiding places and nurseries for insects, that many fine
trees—fine for the country and for rural towns—become absolute pests in cities. Thus, in
Philadelphia, we have seen, with regret, whole rows of the European Linden cut down within
the last ten years, because this tree, in cities, is so infested with odious worms that it often
becomes unendurable. On this account that foreign tree, the Ailanthus, the strong scented
foliage of which no insect will attack, is every day becoming a greater metropolitan favorite.2

Figure 5.2 Old ailanthus tree at the historic Lemon Hill mansion in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia.
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Ailanthus trees become disreputable
Leidy’s advice, however, might have been controversial. By 1852 Downing had reversed his endorsement of ailanthus:
The vices of the Ailanthus—the incurable vices of the bygone favorite—then, are two-fold.
In the first place it smells horribly, both in leaf and flower—and instead of sweetening and
purifying the air, fills it with a heavy, sickening odor; in the second place it suckers abominably, and thereby over runs, appropriates and reduces to beggary, all the soil of every open
piece of ground where it is planted. These are the mortifications which everybody feels
sooner or later, who has been seduced by the luxuriant outstretched welcome of its smooth
round arms.3

Figure 5.3 Colony of ailanthus saplings outside O’Connor Swimming Pool on Lombard Street. They are
sprouting from roots tracking along the crack at the base of the wall.

Joseph Leidy may have favored this disreputable species out of desperation. Alternative methods for controlling infestations of insects defoliating shade trees in Philadelphia had been disappointing.
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Introduction of the ailanthus silkmoth
Leidy also may have considered a presentation made the year before at the Academy
of Natural Sciences by fellow member Thomas Stewardson. In 1861 Stewardson had
reported that a silkworm he had just imported into America could establish a prosperous silk industry here. After procuring eggs of this species from Paris, Stewardson
succeeded in rearing the silkworms in a private garden in the city and producing
eighty cocoons. At a meeting in the Academy, Stewardson exhibited a sample of
cloth fabricated in France from silk of this species. He also exhibited the moth,4
which today is called the cynthia moth (Samia cynthia), a strikingly colored giant
silkmoth with a wingspan up to 14 centimeters (5.5 inches).5 He displayed a live
caterpillar feeding on a leaf of its food plant—Ailanthus altissima.6
Cynthia moths are native to China, where they have a long history of cultivation for
commercial production of silk.7 In China cynthia moths thrive in the wild, unlike
the domesticated species of silkworm, Bombyx mori, which feeds on mulberry and
had already been part of an ill-fated sericulture industry in Philadelphia. In 1769
Benjamin Franklin, then serving as agent of the colonies in England, had sent the
American Philosophical Society a letter recommending allocation of public funds
for construction of a filature (factory for producing silk thread from cocoons) to
promote sericulture based on mulberry.8 In 1771 a filature located on 7th Street
between Market and Arch received over a ton of B. mori cocoons for processing.9
But in 1840 the silk industry in Philadelphia collapsed due to a speculative bubble
that lead to the deliberate destruction of 90 percent of the mulberry plants cultivated
around Philadelphia.10

Aspirations for the silk industry based on ailanthus silkmoths
News of Stewardson’s presentation at the academy spread quickly and sparked unbridled enthusiasm for the future of cynthia sericulture:
The cultivation of this worm is an employment well adapted to the poor, or the aged, or
the very young who are not capable of performing any severe labor. As the worm, from the
time of its exclusion from the egg to the spinning of the cocoon requires only about forty
days at the furthest, an occasional supervision during eighty days (two broods are reared)
of the most pleasant season of the year, is all that is required for the production of millions
of cocoons, and all this can be done by a smart child of ten years of age, or an infirm or aged
person. Wherever the ailanthus can grow the worm can be reared, and even in the extreme
northern States [where] only one brood a year can be raised, still the profits will be large
enough to justify the enterprise. With no labor worth mentioning, and with no outlay or
money, a textile material, holding a middle place between the silk of the mulberry worm
and other materials, as wool, hemp and cotton, can easily be raised, which will prove richly
remunerative in furnishing a cheap, substantial and lasting material for apparel. The material
would be cheap, and thus favorable to the poor. The coarser sorts could be manufactured
into various articles of underclothing at a much less price than is now paid for them; they
are tough and strong, and will wear longer than any textile material now used. It is said that
garments made of it by the Chinese last through several generations of constant wearing.
Reliable estimates of the cost of raising a pound of this silk can only be proximately made,
but under any circumstances it could not amount to one-fourth the cost of raising a pound
of mulberry silk. The fact is that it would cost nothing but a little care, and as the worm is
so hardy it can be left to do its work without any particular oversight. The unwinding of the
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cocoons would cost a little, but this could be done by young or aged people at very little
expense. 11

Naturalization of cynthia moths in the eastern United States
Despite the ease of rearing cynthia larvae, Stewardson’s dream of establishing a silk
industry based on this insect never materialized. In the United States no practical
method was found for reeling the silk off the cocoons.12 Stewardson delegated the
task of rearing the silkworms to the Academy’s assistant librarian, Edward J. Nolan,
who in 1863 released 200 on a large ailanthus tree growing in the yard of a laboratory of the University of Pennsylvania, then located on 9th Street just above Chestnut
Street. Nolan forgot about them until the winter of 1864, when he discovered 40
cocoons on the tree. He left these undisturbed, effectively releasing them to propagate in the wild.13
The introduction of cynthia moths into North America bore similarities to the introduction of its host plant. In the 1780s William Hamilton imported Ailanthus altissima from England to his estate, Woodlands, in Philadelphia, the site of the species’
first cultivation in North America.14 Like the moth, ailanthus is native to China and
had only recently been imported to Europe before its introduction here.The tree and
moth escaped cultivation, naturalized, and disseminated by repeated introductions
elsewhere in the United States.15
Initially populations of cynthia moths expanded rapidly to other urban areas. The
species became established in cities in New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, and Virginia, and in Washington, DC, and later in Georgia, west to Indiana.16 In 1881 cynthia caterpillars were observed feeding on nearly all the trees and shrubs in New York
City’s Central Park, but only the caterpillars feeding on ailanthus developed normally; nearly all the others died before completing their life cycles. In 1880, ichneumon
parasitoids had been noted for the first time emerging from cynthia cocoons in Central Park.17 By 1900 the population explosion of cynthia moths had abated:
It became so common in Philadelphia and Washington, D.C. at one time as to be a pest, and
threatened the destruction of the trees; but the parasites and birds seem now able to cope
with it and hold it in check.18

Parasites attack Samia cynthia
By the second half of the twentieth century in Philadelphia, parasitism rates were
high and the moth had become uncommon, as reported by the lepidopterist Arthur
Shapiro, who grew up in Philadelphia:
The moth was apparently quite common early in the century. I heard this from old-timers
when I was a kid...By the late 50’s – early 60’s the cocoons were not at all easy to find, but
tended to be highly clumped. I found them near the Frankford Arsenal, in South Philadelphia, and along Passyunk Avenue, and occasionally at the foot of Arch Street near the river
and sometimes rather commonly in the old RR yard in South Camden, behind the J. B. Van
Sciver Co. warehouse. They would not be in all those places in the same year, as a rule. The
tree of course is nearly ubiquitous in the city. The parasitization rate was incredible. I believe
the parasite was Spilochalcis mariae—check on this, as I am retrieving stuff through a lot of
memory!—and some whole batches were bad—certainly the average was at least 85% parasitized. I caught single adults once at International Airport, while waiting for a bus; once on
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the windows of the main Lit Brothers store; and once at a shopping center near Norristown,
Montgomery County, the only one I ever saw in the “country” (but downtown Norristown
was pretty seedy!).19

Others have reported high rates of parasitism of cynthia pupae by S. mariae.20 Populations of cynthia moths became limited to ailanthus’s harshest urban habitats, such
as railroad yards21 and verges along major highways.22 The species was not found on
ailanthus growing in rural or suburban areas.23 When cynthia larvae were experimentally placed on food plants in a rural area, predatory wasps destroyed them all within
ten days.24

Extinction of the cynthia moth in Philadelphia
The last report of the species in the wild in Philadelphia was in 1992: Christopher
Cook, a moth collector, recalls finding half a dozen cynthia cocoons in southwest
Philadelphia near the Eastwick SEPTA train stop. The most recent sighting before
that was in 1970, when about fifty cynthia cocoons were found on a small ailanthus
tree growing on the property of an American Legion Post then located at 34th and
Market Streets. Cynthia moths—big, showy popular insects—have spawned a cottage
industry cultivating and selling cynthia cocoons to hobbyists; accidental or intentional reintroductions could account for occasional sightings of this insect in “the wild.”
A century and a half after its importation from France and its naturalization in Philadelphia, the cynthia moth is locally extinct here, despite the abundance of ailanthus.
Had it been introduced as a biological control agent against ailanthus trees, it would
have been deemed a failure. Twenty-five years ago, I theorized that the enemies of
the moth could not tolerate gritty nineteenth-century industrial Philadelphia, which
afforded it safe haven. According to this theory, as Philadelphia became less polluted
and greener, predators and parasites moved into the city, which no longer served as a
refuge for cynthia moths. The cynthia moth became a fugitive species with nowhere
to go, a vestige of a bygone era.25

Establishment of populations of parasites in Philadelphia
How did populations of parasites move into the moth’s urban refuges? The cynthia parasite that Arthur Shapiro remembered, a tiny 4 millimeter wasp called the
golden-yellow chalcid (Spilochalcis mariae [Conura maria]), was first found parasitizing
cynthia pupae in 1881 in New York City. Museum specimens of this parasite date
back to 1869, when the species was isolated from cocoons of the bagworm, the same
species (Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis) that plagued shade trees in Philadelphia.26 The
parasite has also been isolated from three native giant silkmoth species—Hyalophora
cecropia, Antheraea polyphemus, and Callosamia promethea27 —that I have found in Philadelphia.These hosts of the parasite could have maintained parasite populations even
when cynthia populations were low or absent. In the list of species that have been
identified as hosts of the chalcid parasite, the most common in downtown Philadelphia is the bagworm—which could have indirectly contributed to the cynthia
moth’s extirpation.
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A tachinid fly, Lespesia frenchii, parasitized over ten times more S. cynthia than did the
chalcid wasp in one survey.28 A catalog of hosts of this fly lists many species common
in Philadelphia. They include the tent caterpillar (Malacosoma americana), tiger swallowtail (Papilio glaucus), black swallowtail (Papilio polyxenes), spicebush swallowtail
(Papilio troilus), red admiral (Vanessa atalanta), painted lady (Vanessa cardui), and cabbage white (Pieris rapae).29
The most abundant of these species in Philadelphia is the cabbage white, which in
this region feeds on sixteen species of plants in the mustard family (Brassicaceae),
including common weeds.30 Like the cynthia moth, the cabbage white was introduced into North America from Europe. It was first recorded in Quebec in 1860
and spread south and west.31 By 1908 individuals of this species were numerous in
suburban Philadelphia.32 It is possible that introduction of the cabbage white into
North America provided an alternate urban host for cynthia’s tachinid parasite. In
Philadelphia the cabbage white, like the bagworm, may have indirectly contributed
to the ailanthus silkmoth’s extirpation.

Figure 5.4 Cabbage white (Pieris rapae) in the community garden at 25th and Spruce Streets in Center City.
It is an alternate host of a fly (Lespesia frenchii) that is a parasite of Samia cynthia. It was introduced into North
America from Europe.

After the cabbage white, the most common species on the list of hosts of the tachinid fly is the red admiral, at least in Center City. Its abundance here coincides with
the abundance of one of its food plants. The plant is Pennsylvania pellitory (Parietaria
pensylvanica),33 an inconspicuous native herbaceous weed that grows in cracks in
pavement at the base of buildings. By supporting red admirals, the establishment of
Pennsylvania pellitory as a weed in downtown Philadelphia could have contributed
to the cynthia moth’s local extinction.
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Figure 5.5 Red admiral (Vanessa atalanta) sunning itself on a sidewalk near 25th and Pine Streets in Center City.
It is another alternate host of the cynthia parasite Lespesia frenchii.

Figure 5.6 Pennsylvania pellitory (Parietaria pensylvanica), with small green flowers along the stem, near 25th and
Pine Streets in Center City. It is a food plant of the larvae of the red admiral butterfly (Vanessa atalanta). In this
neighborhood, pavement cracks at the base of buildings are its favorite habitat.
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S. cynthia’s tachinid parasite, L. frenchii, disappeared in New England after introduction of a competing tachinid parasite, Compsilura concinnata, to control gypsy moths.34
C. concinnata parasitizes at least 180 species and has been blamed for reductions in
New England’s populations of native giant silkmoths.35 In Virginia, C. concinnata is
itself attacked by a parasite,36 which may explain why populations of giant silkmoths
there have not declined.37 How such complex interactions might play out over time
in Philadelphia remains to be seen, but recovery of populations of cynthia moths here
after an absence lasting decades would seem improbable.

A fruitless search for cynthia cocoons on ailanthus trees
Recently Chris Cook escorted Jason Weintraub, lepidopterist at the Academy of
Natural Sciences, and me on a tour of the site near the train stop in Eastwick where
he had found cynthia cocoons two decades ago. The density and numbers of ailanthus trees here were greater than any I had seen elsewhere in Philadelphia. The site
included highways and rail lines—ideal habitat for cynthia moths. Jason had picked
the date—November 8—to maximize the likelihood of spotting any cocoons that
might be present. By this date, most of the ailanthus leaflets have dropped, which
would expose cocoons hanging from the main stems of the compound leaves. A
few weeks later the stems and cocoons would have fallen to the ground, where they
would have blended in with leaf litter.We spotted many curled up leaflets that resembled cocoons, but no cocoons.
Later Jason showed me cynthia moths in the collection in the Academy of Natural
Sciences. He pulled out a glass-topped wooden drawer filled with rows of pinned
specimens from the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The drawer included specimens of the moths and their caterpillars, plus pinned specimens of their
parasites. Today the last refuge of cynthia moths in Philadelphia is here, inside these
museum drawers, at the same institution where in 1861 the moth, as the charismatic
star of a scientific meeting, made its North American debut.
The disappearance of this moth paradoxically exemplifies increased biodiversity. As
parasites and their alternate hosts populated downtown, the safe haven that protected
the moth for a century in Philadelphia ended. The same forces that currently suppress outbreaks of bagworms contributed to the local extinction of the cynthia moth.
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SP TLIGHT
COMMON BLUE VIOLET

Two varieties of the common blue violet (Viola sororia) found growing wild in Center City.

Two centuries ago in Philadelphia the habitat of Viola sororia was reported to be dry
woods along the Schuylkill River.1 Nearly a hundred years later in this city, this violet
was found to be hybridizing. This observation prompted speculation that hybridization could produce new forms on which natural selection could act, causing evolutionary change.2 Today in Center City this violet thrives in lawns and pavement
cracks, and its flowers vary in color and pattern. Perhaps adaptation of this species to
Center City expresses, at least in part, evolution through hybridization, as hypothesized over a century ago.3
54
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AILANTHUS WEBWORM MOTH

(Atteva aurea)

While cynthia moths in
Philadelphia went extinct, another
ailanthus moth thrived—the
ailanthus webworm moth.

Figure 6.1 Ailanthus webworm moth taking nectar at white snakeroot
(Ageratina altissima), a common wildflower in Center City.

In 1911 Carl Ilg, an entomological laboratory assistant, submitted a one-paragraph
note to Entomological News, and Proceedings of the Entomological Section of the Academy of
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia:
It was at the later part of August when l was out collecting, that my attention was called to a
web which looked to me like a spider’s nest, on a small ailanthus bush. By investigating more
closely, I saw a chrysalis suspended in the web. Not knowing what it was, l took it home, and
several days after, a small moth emerged and proved to be Atteva aurea. As I knew the food
plant now, I looked in the same neighborhood and found several similar webs containing
newly hatched, as well as full grown, larvae and also chrysalids in them. The full grown larva
is about 1¼ inches long, blackish, with a distinct brown stripe all along its back, while the
sides are dotted with fine white spots…As far as I could find out, there is no record as to
food plant or life history of this little moth, but should any other collectors have made any
observations in this respect, I would like to hear from them.—Carl Ilg, 2728 Somerset St.,
Philadelphia.1

Figure 6.2 Pupa of ailanthus webworm moth in its web. The web is in an ailanthus sapling growing along the
Schuylkill River Trail in Center City. Until Carl Ilg of Philadelphia discovered such a pupa and identified the
moth that emerged from it, nobody knew that the species made webs or that it ate ailanthus.
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A mystery solved and a mystery created
Ilg’s discovery solved a mystery. In 1857 Asa Fitch, entomologist for New York state,
described Atteva aurea—but only the moth. Fitch had never seen the moth’s larva and
did not know the identity of its food plant.2 The fact that its life history had gone
unrecognized for so long is remarkable given the moth’s beauty: it has four metallic
gold bands offset by brilliant white spots embedded in iridescent blue and black. It
is 12 millimeters (half an inch) long. Its species name, aurea, is from aureus, meaning
“golden” in Latin. Ilg’s discovery led to the moth’s common name, “ailanthus webworm moth.”
Ilg solved one mystery but created another: where did Atteva aurea come from? It
could not be native to Philadelphia, since ailanthus, its only host plant here, is not native. It is not known from Europe or Asia. The specimen Fitch described came from
Savannah, but the same puzzle existed in both cities.
Daniel Janzen, ecologist at the University of Pennsylvania, has been conducting a
long-term inventory of moths in a Costa Rican nature preserve, Área de Conservación
Guanacaste. His inventory includes two confusing species of Atteva with wing patterns that look almost identical. Using DNA fingerprinting and other data, he and his
colleagues compared these two species with Atteva aurea collected in North America,
including the mid-Atlantic region and Canada. They concluded that one of the two
species in Guanacaste is Atteva aurea. They also determined that a species of Atteva in
southern Florida is also Atteva aurea. Thus Philadelphia’s ailanthus webworm moth
ranges from Costa Rica to Canada.3 In Guanacaste4 and southern Florida5 it feeds
on the paradise tree, Simarouba glauca, which, unlike ailanthus, is native to tropical
and subtropical areas in North and Central America. Simarouba glauca and Ailanthus
altissima belong to the same family, Simaroubaceae.6
These findings lead to a hypothetical scenario explaining the mystery of the origin
of the ailanthus webworm moth in Philadelphia. The chain of events begins around
1784 when William Hamilton introduces Ailanthus altissima into North America by
planting it in Woodlands, his estate in west Philadelphia. When the distribution of
ailanthus trees extends around the country, it approaches populations of Atteva aurea
feeding on the paradise tree in Florida. A. aurea then encounters ailanthus trees for
the first time and begins to feed on this close relative of its native host plant.Thriving
on ailanthus trees, it expands its range north, moving into ailanthus’s new territory,
including Savannah by 1857, Philadelphia by 1911, and later, urban and suburban
areas throughout the eastern half of this country and southern Canada.7 One variant
of this scenario is possible: A. aurea may have switched to ailanthus in southern Texas,
which like Florida has native plants in the family Simaroubaceae.8
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Differences between the cynthia moth and ailanthus
webworm moth
In Philadelphia the ailanthus webworm moth is the most common moth at flowers
such as goldenrod during the day in late summer and fall. What might account for
this species’ survival, in contrast to the extinction of S. cynthia, in Philadelphia? One
might suppose the two species would share the same fate, since they have so much
in common: both are moths that arrived in Philadelphia over a century ago and
are specialized feeders on the same plentiful host plant. A. aurea, however, is smaller— about one fifth as large by wingspan—requiring less food for development and
offering potential predators fewer calories and a smaller target. During the day its
caterpillars are protected inside a web, in contrast to S. cynthia, whose caterpillars are
fully exposed.
The most obvious difference, however, is in behavior and coloration. A. aurea is brilliantly colored and visits flowers during the day, whereas S. cynthia flies at night, and
in the adult stage does not feed.9 While visiting flowers, A. aurea is indifferent to
its surroundings, in the sense that it does not fly away when a person approaches it.
This fearlessness makes it easy to photograph.The overall syndrome—daytime flight,
bright colors, and insensitivity to danger—is common in bees and wasps, but rare in
moths. The three traits suggest that A. aurea possesses some kind of protection. Since
it cannot sting or bite and has no sharp spines or urticating hairs, one might suspect
that A. aurea’s protection is chemical, and its bright colors aposematic, warning potential predators.

Aposematic coloration
In Philadelphia, the most familiar example of a chemically defended species is the
monarch butterfly, whose conspicuous black and orange pattern distinguishes it from
other species at a distance of a dozen yards or more, barring confusion with its
mimic, the viceroy butterfly, which is rare here. In Philadelphia, monarch caterpillars
feed mostly on common milkweed, Asclepias syriaca, which is widely scattered in
old fields in Fairmount Park. Like the monarch butterfly, the monarch’s caterpillars
are distinctively marked. They have bold yellow, black, and white stripes along their
entire length. Feeding on milkweed blossoms, the caterpillars contrast sharply against
the pink flowers. Any milkweed patch of a dozen or more stalks is likely to host
other conspicuously colored insects, including bright red and black beetles (Tetraopes
tetrophthalmus) and bugs (Lygaeus kalmii and Oncopeltus fasciatus).
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Figure 6.3 Monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus) taking nectar in the community garden at 25th and Spruce
Streets in Center City. It is poisonous and aposematic (warningly colored).
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Figure 6.4 Monarch caterpillars on tropical milkweed (Asclepias curassavica) in a garden in Center City. Like
monarch butterflies, they are aposematic. They obtain their protective poisons from milkweed and retain them
after they undergo metamorphosis into butterflies.
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Figure 6.5 Large milkweed bug (Lygaeus kalmii) on common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca) off Martin Luther
King Drive in Fairmount Park. Like the monarch butterfly, it is aposematic.

Figure 6.6 Red milkweed beetle (Tetraopes tetrophthalmus), another aposematic species, on common milkweed
in Fairmount Park.
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The showy species noted above all contain cardenolide poisons that match those
present in their milkweed (Asclepias) food plants.10 One might hypothesize that these
insects gain protection by sequestering noxious chemicals synthesized by milkweed.
Lincoln Brower, who took me on as an assistant in college, tested this hypothesis.
He succeeded in breeding a strain of monarch caterpillars that ate cabbage. I recall
his frustration when he tried to select such a strain and the elation when caterpillars
finally started eating cabbage—and then pupated and hatched into monarch butterflies. Caged blue jays initially rejected all monarch butterflies offered on sight, but
they were eventually conditioned to eat cabbage-reared monarchs, which they consumed without ill effects. When Brower substituted monarchs reared on milkweed
(Asclepias curassavica) for those reared on cabbage, the jays vomited within fifteen
minutes of eating even one. As described by Brower and colleagues:
In great contrast to the cabbage-fed monarchs, those reared on Asclepias curassavica caused
all eight birds to become sick. Ingestion of these was followed uniformly by violent retching
and vomiting of the partially digested insects and fluid…Other less objective indications
of unpalatability included excessive billwiping, crouching, alternate fluffing and flattening
of the feathers, erratic movements about the cage, jerky movements of head, wings, and
thoracic regions, partial closure of the eyes, eating of sand, twitching, and a generally sick
appearance.11

One might suspect that Atteva aurea, like the monarch, is unpalatable due to poisons
it sequesters from its host plant. Its host plant belongs to a family that makes bitter
compounds known as quassinoids. Leaves from Ailanthus altissima have yielded forty-nine volatile compounds with diverse biological activity: cytotoxic, phytotoxic,
antiproliferative, antifeedant, insecticidal, and insect growth regulating.12 Two investigators reported that birds find A. aurea unpalatable, but the number of observations
was small.13 No studies have investigated the chemical composition of A. aurea.
Richard Peigler, an expert on the ailanthus silkmoth, Samia cynthia, wrote:
I agree that Atteva is aposematic, but I do not have any evidence that Samia moths are also
toxic. Blue jays did swoop down and catch and eat flying cynthias that I released into my
back yard in South Carolina.14

Other protective traits
The dramatic coloration of Atteva aurea might have functions unrelated to poisons.
Its uniqueness could discourage predation by birds that avoid novelty.15 Birds avoid
attacking prey they perceive as unfamiliar. Ray Coppinger, working with Lincoln
Brower, found that hand-raised blue jays and red-winged blackbirds in cages tended
to reject novel-appearing insects offered as food. He demonstrated that rejection of
novel insects was due to novelty per se and not experience or innate preference.16
Sexual selection may also favor evolution of bright colors.
Poisons may protect A. aurea from birds, but not from other predators, such as insects.
Ants, tachinid flies, and Polistes wasps attack monarch eggs and larvae, which in one
study had survival rates of less than 12 percent.17
A. aurea’s web provides barriers against invertebrate attack. The caterpillars stay motionless inside their web during the day; they leave it to feed only at night. Diurnal
parasitic wasps would have to penetrate a hatchwork of threads to reach larvae in the
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web. A unique feature of A. aurea’s web is that all life stages except adults occupy it
simultaneously. Moths lay eggs in the web, and caterpillars develop and pupate in the
web.18 A bird that attacked a noxious caterpillar in the web would presumably learn
to avoid other caterpillars in the web. Since the web hosts more than one generation
of A. aurea, this protective benefit could span generations.

Fungal threat to ailanthus trees
A. aurea is the most common moth attracted to outdoor lighting in our backyard
in Center City. Despite its abundance, the moth’s host plant in Pennsylvania is susceptible to an emerging lethal contagion. In 2003 a verticillium wilt was discovered
to be killing ailanthus trees in the Tuscarora State Forest about 210 kilometers (130
miles) west of Philadelphia. Mark Schall and his colleagues at Pennsylvania State
University have been investigating this outbreak. By 2008, Schall estimated that the
fungal pathogen, probably a strain of Verticillium albo-atrum, had killed 10,000 ailanthus trees.19
Schall reported that the fungus spreads rapidly from tree to tree. It can overwinter in
infected ailanthus trees or on fallen leaves.The primary infection begins in the spring
and spreads circumferentially around the tree and up and down the trunk until the
tree dies.Trees experimentally inoculated with the fungus died within one season. In
severely affected parts of the forest, the fungus wiped out the entire ailanthus canopy
and half of ailanthus seedlings and sprouts. Seedlings of red maple, striped maple, and
sweet birch began to fill in forest gaps caused by deaths of ailanthus.20 Schall and his
colleagues are investigating the application of Verticillium albo-atrum as a biocontrol
agent against ailanthus, which is classified as an invasive species in Pennsylvania.21
To what extent verticillium wilt will reduce the distribution of ailanthus over time is
hard to predict. Its hyphal resting structures do not tolerate acidic soils.22 It may have
difficulty propagating in urban leaf litter, which tends to get discarded. Verticillium is
a fungal genus with ten recognized species.23 V. albo-atrum is highly adaptable, with
strains differing in virulence and host specificity.24 In the Tuscarora State Forest, the
strain’s lethality appears specific to ailanthus, but worldwide V. albo-atrum and other
members of the genus Verticillium have infected over 200 species of plants25 and have
been blamed for billions of dollars in annual crop damage.26
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Figure 6.7 Woodlands cemetery, formerly William Hamilton’s estate, site of the introduction of Ailanthus altissima into North America around 1784. It is located in west Philadelphia, a short walk from Center City. A fungal
contagion has been discovered to be killing stands of ailanthus trees 210 kilometers to the west of here. The
lethal infection is a kind of verticillium wilt.
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Although the recent establishment of ailanthus in North America began when William Hamilton imported it to his estate in Philadelphia,27 ailanthus fossils in North
America span approximately 40 million years, from the early Eocene to the middle
Miocene. These fossils accompany fossils from temperate plant genera that, unlike
ailanthus, never died out.28 Why ailanthus disappeared in North America while so
many other members of its fossil temperate plant community survived is unknown,
but one possibility is an ailanthus-specific pathogen like the fungus currently attacking it in Pennsylvania.
The rapid colonization of A. aurea in Philadelphia and farther north is remarkable
for an insect originating in subtropical and tropical habitats. Conceivably, the recent
spread of A. aurea into North America represents repopulation of ancestral territory.
Whether a progenitor of A. aurea was present in temperate North America in the
Eocene when ailanthus grew here is unknown. The genus Ailanthus and its family
Simaroubaceae are believed to have originated in North America,29 so the moth and
its host plant could have evolved here together. On the other hand, A. aurea belongs
to a pantropical genus (Atteva) of fifty-three species,30 pointing to a tropical, not
temperate, origin. An unanswered question is whether A. aurea overwinters in Philadelphia or whether it annually recolonizes the region by migration from the south.

Survival of populations of ailanthus webworm in Philadelphia
The survival of the ailanthus webworm moth but not the ailanthus silkmoth in Philadelphia is a mystery. Adaptive traits that favor the ailanthus webworm moth include
webs, small size, aposematic coloration, and probably poisons.These advantages alone
do not resolve the paradox; the ailanthus silkmoth flourished in Philadelphia in the
nineteenth and early twentieth century despite its lack of such traits.
When populations of the ailanthus webworm moth expanded north from their home
ranges in subtropical and tropical America, they likely left behind native enemies
such as parasites that were intolerant of cold or otherwise maladapted to temperate
North America. Perhaps Philadelphia endowed the ailanthus webworm moth with a
refuge from its tropical enemies.
The theory that the ailanthus webworm moth in Philadelphia escaped tropical enemies does not explain the ailanthus webworm moth’s survival in Philadelphia. While
the moth in late summer and early fall is abundant, the damage its larvae inflict on
ailanthus trees is minor. Some forces are reining in populations of the ailanthus webworm moth while simultaneously allowing them to propagate.
The difference in the fate of the two exotic ailanthus moths defies easy explanation.
Perhaps parasites of the ailanthus webworm moth, in contrast to those of the cynthia
moth, do not have alternate hosts; or perhaps lowering the population density of A.
aurea lowers its vulnerability to enemies, be they pathogens, parasites, or predators.
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SP TLIGHT
COMMON BLUE VIOLET – continued

Top: Common blue violet (Viola sororia) on sidewalk on Naudain Street.
Bottom: Closed flower, hidden on the ground under the leaves.

On sidewalks in Center City, pollinators are scarce, especially in the spring when
violets bloom. The “cleistogamous” flower in the bottom photo will never open but
can self-pollinate while closed.The violet’s two flowering types—open and closed—
allow cross-pollination when pollinators are present, and self-pollination when pollinators are absent. In addition, the common blue violet is able to propagate asexually
in pavement cracks by stolons and rhizomes. On Naudain Street deep crevices between brick pavers protect these vegetative structures from trampling.1
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NORTHERN PARULA

(Parula warbler; Setophaga [Parula] americana)

Northern parulas were among the
most common victims of migratory
bird collisions first noted at City
Hall Tower at the start of the
twentieth century.

Figure 7.1 Northern parula, a nocturnal migrant I found dead on the
sidewalk at 23rd and Walnut Streets on October 4, 2010, after a storm
the night before.

In 1916 the Delaware Valley Ornithological Club published a report by club member
Delos E. Culver:
ABOUT 10 AM, May 22d, 1915, there was received, at the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, a call from the “Evening Bulletin” of that city for aid in the identification of a small
“yellow and green” bird which had been picked up in the court yard of the City Hall. From this
it was learned that hundreds of birds were lying about on the ledges surrounding the Public
Buildings and City Hall Tower. Immediately upon receiving this information, I, accompanied
by a “Bulletin” photographer, hurried to the scene, and the mortality, when ascertained, was
really appalling.
Upon reaching the courtyard, the areaways were first examined. Looking down into them,
we found that although very few dead specimens were visible (most having been gathered
by employees), there were many living birds continually flying up and down the full length
of the areaways, apparently having lost all sense of direction. Maryland Yellow-throats were
in evidence everywhere. Every areaway was full of fluttering birds of this species, and it was
among them that the greatest mortality occurred. Upon entering the areaways from below, the following species were identified: Maryland Yellow-throat, Parula Warbler, Redstart,
Red-eyed Vireo, Chewink, Long-billed Marsh Wren, Water-Thrush, Black-throated Blue, and
Black-poll Warblers. Of the Vireo, Chewink and Wren but single specimens were observed.
The former was caught alive and later liberated in the country, making little or no effort to
escape when approached. The Wren was the most active of the three, while the Chewink, apparently hungry, was continually picking at dirt particles and other minute objects in search
of something to eat.
After making the above notes, we proceeded to the roofs for further examinations, and here
the conditions proved even more pitiful than those below. Dead birds lay everywhere, while
others, seemingly bewildered, flitted about on the ledges of the building, apparently too
weak to resume their weary journey, or, as before stated, had lost all sense of direction. If
such was not the case, the birds were certainly on the point of exhaustion, otherwise one
cannot conceive anything to prevent them from resuming their northward journey from
these upper ledges, high above the city, its noise and confusion.
The birds in the areaways acted in the same way. When we entered from below they immediately flew to the top and alighted on the surrounding railings; but when we withdrew, the
birds, instead of flying up to the roof and continuing their journey, immediately flew back
down into the pits, which were sooner or later to be their tombs, apparently frightened by
the crowds and continuous bustle. Most of these birds seemed very much exhausted, but
were quite able to fly continually back and forth the full length of the areaways.
Although many of the birds became exhausted from continuous fluttering about the lights
and later succumbed to exposure, the greater number of the hundreds of lives lost were
caused by coming in contact with hard structures, as the fractured limbs, bruised bodies,
indented and blood-clotted skulls proved, when examinations were made after skinning the
specimens…
And now let us consider some of the most interesting points in the case; i.e. the cause of such
an appalling destruction. Following an unusual cool period of weather for the month of May,
on the 21st considerable moderation took place, and about 10 p.m. rain began falling. Prior
to the rain quite a heavy mist hung about the city, but was later cleared away by the falling
rain. By midnight and in the early morning hours the rain had turned to a thunderstorm with
a terrific downpour, which continued well into the morning.
As before stated the greater number of birds were killed by striking hard structures, and it
is the writer’s opinion that the birds, being forced to migrate low on account of the storm,
were attracted by the bright lights, and apparently misconceiving them to be suspended in
midair, attempted to fly past just above or below the center of illumination, and therefore
struck the darker portions of the tower, which were unilluminated.
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We must however bear in mind that this was but one immediate locality, and when we consider the number of towers, and equally as tall buildings through the city, we realize that the
loss of life must have been tremendous, and can certainly not help but have a noticeable
effect upon bird-life.1

Figure 7.2 City Hall Tower, with its “corona” of arc lamps near the top, 1917. On the evening of May 21, 1915,
hundreds of migrating birds, including northern parulas, died in collisions with the tower. (Photo courtesy of
PhillyHistory.org, a project of the Department of Records of the City of Philadelphia)
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The dead “yellow and green” bird that prompted the phone call to the Academy in
May was probably a warbler, perhaps the northern parula. A century earlier Alexander Wilson reported that the northern parula arrives in Pennsylvania from the south
in May.2

The clock in City Hall Tower
In December 1898 the City of Philadelphia had installed a gigantic illuminated clock
in City Hall Tower, then the world’s tallest occupied building. The tower rose 167
meters above the street, and on each of its four sides it supported an illuminated dial
8 meters in diameter. Each minute hand was almost 5 meters long, including the
counterweight, and weighed over 100 kilograms.The clock with all its parts weighed
50 tons. A hydraulic air compressor powered it, and 512 electric lamps, each with an
output of 16 candlepower, illuminated the dials.3
To broadcast the time to the surrounding suburbs, the clock controlled a “corona”
of arc lamps shining outward from the base of the statue of William Penn, the highest point of the tower. They were visible “twenty-five or thirty miles from the city,
appearing like a delicate silver crescent suspended low against the horizon.”4 Every
night the clock would turn the arc lamps off ten minutes before 9 p.m. and back on
precisely at 9 p.m. The Official Handbook of City Hall instructed suburbanites on how
to process the signals:
Look towards the City Hall a few minutes before nine o’clock P.M. until the circle of light at
the top of the tower disappears; then, when it reappears, set your watch or clock at the hour
NINE, and, presto, you have secured correct time.5

Dead birds were first observed at City Hall Tower in 1899. William L. Baily, one of
the founders of the Delaware Valley Ornithological Club, reported the phenomenon
at a meeting of the American Ornithologist’s Union in Philadelphia that year:
In the centre of the city of Philadelphia, five hundred feet and more above the pavement, on
top of the City Hall Tower, stands the colossal bronze figure of William Penn, encircled with
a ring of arc lights which burn the night long. Unintentionally this beautiful circle, crowning
the highest point for miles around, has been the destroyer of many birds during their nocturnal migrations between their winter and summer homes.6

Baily reported the dead birds collected from around the tower in 1899 consisted of
56 species and 452 individuals, including 67 northern parulas.7 During the first decade of the twentieth century, Cassinia, the journal of the Delaware Valley Ornithological Club, published an annual tally of birds killed at City Hall Tower.

Lighthouses in the Gulf of Mexico
In 1904 Wells W. Cooke was able to pinpoint fall migration times based on deaths of
migrant birds at powerful electric lights in the Gulf of Mexico.
The largest single addition to the knowledge of movements of birds along the southern
border of the United States is due to records of species striking the lighthouses off the south
coast of Florida. Several thousands of these instances have been recorded. They furnish the
best available data so far collected on the length of the migrating season, and afford also
much-needed information concerning the time when many species of birds begin their migration in the fall. The keeper of the lighthouse at Sombrero Key, in particular, has taken
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much interest in the matter, and has spent many hours counting and identifying birds, either
killed by flying against the glass protecting the light or resting bewildered on the balcony
after striking. Eight hundred and sixteen records were received in five years from this one
lighthouse. They comprise a total of 2,011 dead birds and 10,086 birds which struck the light
with so little force that on the return of clear skies or daylight they were able to resume their
flight. Warblers migrate chiefly by night and are so susceptible to the influence of a bright
light that they constitute at least 80 percent of these thousands.8

Among warblers, the northern parula was the second most common to strike the
lighthouse:
The earliest fall movements of the parula warbler on land cannot be noted, for the migrants
are not distinguishable from the breeding birds. When, however, the species begins to strike
against the lighthouses of southern Florida, it is certainly migrating. It passes through Florida
in countless thousands, being second only to the black-throated blue warbler in the frequency with which it strikes the lighthouses. Out of eighty-eight recorded dates of the striking of parulas in fall only eight are earlier than the second week in September.9

Disruption of visual cues used in navigation
The abundance of warblers (including northern parulas) migrating at night accounts
at least in part for the large number of these birds colliding with City Hall Tower and
Cooke’s lighthouses.To navigate at night, warblers integrate many cues, including the
pattern of stars in the sky, polarization of skylight, landmarks, and the earth’s magnetic field.10 Clouds and fog increase the risk of collisions with buildings, presumably
by obscuring visual cues. Electric lighting at night exposes migrants’ navigational
systems to visual artifacts, compounding disorientation caused by overcast skies. Laboratory experiments and field trials suggest that artificial light disturbs magnetoreception, and that the least disruptive wavelengths lie in the green spectral region.11

Glass facades and windows
Eight skyscrapers, all constructed since 1987, now dwarf City Hall, which is dimly lit,
its arc lamps long gone.The Comcast Center is taller than City Hall by 130 meters—
greater than the length of a football field. The shortest of Philadelphia’s top twenty
tallest buildings is 23 meters higher than City Hall’s big clock.12 Illuminated windows
highlight the sides of these buildings at night, and ornamental lighting decorates
their tops and sometimes their facades. On overcast nights, when nocturnal migrant
birds are most vulnerable to collisions with buildings, the upper stories disappear in
a shroud of fog.
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Figure 7.3 Comcast Center’s glass façade blending in with the sky. One thousand birds per year have been
estimated to die striking this and adjacent buildings.
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The reflective blue-tinted glass of new skyscrapers compounds the danger their lights
and height pose to migrating birds. Over the past two decades, Daniel Klem of
Muhlenberg College in Allentown, Pennsylvania, has studied bird fatalities caused by
collisions with glass. He has concluded that window glass kills more birds than does
any other human disturbance except destruction of habitat,13 and that the primary
reason for collisions with glass is the failure of birds in flight to recognize clear or
reflective glass as a barrier.14
The lethality of glass may appear obvious at ground level, where homeowners who
have placed bird feeders near windows witness birds striking windowpanes.15 On
skyscrapers high above street level, the dangers are harder to observe. Klem and
colleagues, collaborating with New York City Audubon, trained thirty volunteers to
recover dead or injured birds from the base of seventy-three buildings in Manhattan
during two migration periods.They recovered 549 birds—82 percent of which were
dead—that included at least fifty species. The proportion of a facade that was glass
correlated with the number of birds recovered from its base. Klem et al. concluded
that glass, ranging from small windows to entire walls of buildings, is a lethal hazard
for birds. Among the ten most common victims in this study were northern parulas.16
A study of birds killed striking buildings in Toronto compared the frequency of collisions to the proportion of windows that were illuminated at night. Based on recovery
of 1,300 dead and injured birds from sixteen buildings, the investigators concluded
that window lighting contributed to bird collisions.17 A practical question is whether
turning off lights in buildings at night reduces bird strikes at windows. Ornithologists
at the Field Museum in Chicago had been acquiring new specimens by collecting
dead birds at a large lakefront convention center called McCormick Place. To cut
costs when the exhibition hall was not booked, the building manager began turning
off the lights—and the number of dead birds per year plummeted by 80 percent.18

Figure 7.4 Illuminated facade of Cira Centre viewed across the Schuylkill River from Center City. The color
and pattern of the ornamental lighting changes from one night to the next.
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Removal of the arc lamps from the tower of Philadelphia’s City Hall did not stop
birds from colliding with other buildings in the city. In 2011, students monitoring
bird kills on the campus of Temple University recovered 1,200 dead birds including
thirty-one species, mostly around Paley Library, the student center, and Tyler School
of Art.19 Keith Russell from the National Audubon Society has monitored dead birds
around the base of the Comcast Center. He has estimated that 1,000 birds per year
fatally strike windows of buildings in this location.20

Figure 7.5 Temple University’s Howard Gittis Student Center, with windows that reflect images of street trees,
promoting collisions by birds. In 2011, 1,200 birds including thirty-one species were recovered around Temple’s
campus buildings, including this building.

Unilluminated structures
Even in the absence of windows and brightly illuminated facades, tall structures
are a danger to birds migrating at night. Millions of birds have died striking power
lines, guy wires, communication towers, and wind turbines.21 Communication towers alone are estimated to kill 6.8 million birds per year.22

Artificial light aimed skyward
Artificial light can kill birds independent of collisions. In a single night in October 1954, an estimated 50,000 dead birds representing fifty-three species, including
northern parulas, were strewn over the runways, taxi strips, and other surfaces of
the Warner Robins Air Force Base in Macon, Georgia. They had flown or dropped
downward in response to a ceilometer, a beam of light aimed up from the ground to
measure height of cloud cover.23 The birds may have circled around the light until
they fell from exhaustion or disorientation.24
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Polarized light reflected off buildings and pavement
Polarized light reflected off glass buildings on riverbanks attracts caddis flies (Trichoptera), which normally use polarized light reflected off water for navigation; glass, like
water, polarizes light it reflects.25 Bridges reflecting polarized light have disrupted
flights of mayflies (Ephemeroptera), which normally breed in water.26 Solar panels
reflecting polarized light have attracted insects from three orders (Diptera, Trichoptera, and Ephemeroptera).27 Roads reflecting polarized light have induced mayflies
to lay eggs on asphalt,28 and cars reflecting polarized light have attracted dragonflies,
which laid eggs on their hoods.29 Birds detect polarized light, which may explain
why water birds at night become stranded on artificially illuminated asphalt parking
lots.30
Birds and insects navigating downtown confront a cityscape filled with potentially
disorienting visual artifacts. How they negotiate this visual noise is poorly understood. Dead birds and insects around buildings and lights demonstrate that visual
noise can be lethal.

Impact of collisions on populations of the northern parula
The northern parula overwinters from the southern United States to Venezuela and
Nicaragua. Records of this species colliding with towers and other man-made structures have been reported in Wisconsin, Missouri, Illinois, New York, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and Florida.31
The species breeds in widely scattered locations throughout Pennsylvania, but not in
Philadelphia,32 where it stops to rest during its migratory journeys.33 Breeding populations of northern parulas have recently been increasing in Pennsylvania,34 but they
have decreased or disappeared in southern New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Jersey, and Delaware.35 Fatal collisions with man-made
structures like City Hall Tower might have selectively killed northern parulas whose
migration flyways exposed them to the densely urbanized Northeast corridor.
Many other conditions have been cited to explain declines in populations of neotropical migrants like the northern parula. Destruction of forests has reduced habitat
in their northern breeding grounds or southern overwintering sites or both.36 Acid
rain has suppressed lichens (Usnea sp.) that northern parulas use for building nests.37
Fragmentation of forests has stimulated growth in populations of cowbirds, which
are nest parasites of neotropical migrants.38 Declines in flying insects have reduced
food supplies of neotropical migrants.39 In Europe, global warming has desynchronized long-distance migrants from their insect prey, which now emerge earlier in the
spring.40
None of these ecological problems is mutually exclusive, and together they reveal
migrants’ complex vulnerabilities, which defy easy analysis.41 For example, some
northern parulas build nests without lichens,42 and compared to most other neotropical migrants, they are infrequent victims of nest parasitism by cowbirds.43
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Controversy over effects of collisions on populations of birds
Collisions with buildings and communication towers have caused no measurable
decline in bird populations, according to a recent statistical analysis of records of
240,000 collision fatalities involving more than 188 species; the analysis also included
population records from the Breeding Bird Survey. The investigators collected data
from records from New York, Chicago, and Toronto, plus records of collisions with
communication towers outside of metropolitan areas.They pointed out that many of
the species of birds killed are abundant and have high reproductive potential—sufficient to compensate for losses sustained in collisions with buildings.44
Partly in response to this paper, Scott R. Loss, at the Smithsonian Migratory Bird
Center, and his colleagues have contended that data on causes of mortality of birds
are currently insufficient for determining how any particular cause affects populations.45

Protective accommodations at city light show
During the peak of the fall migration over Philadelphia in 2012, the city hosted an
outdoor light show at night on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway. Designed by Mexican-Canadian media artist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, it included twenty-four moving
searchlights aimed upward, somewhat reminiscent of the ceilometer that killed tens
of thousands of birds in Georgia over half a century ago.
Alerted to the danger, Lozano-Hemmer collaborated with ornithologists to avoid
injuring migrating birds. Bird watchers monitored the night sky for birds congregating around the light beams, which could be turned off in response. Blackout
periods were programmed into the show to provide recovery time for the birds. The
spotlights were kept in motion to avoid simulating the stationary behavior of lethal
ceilometers. Beams were pointed away from buildings at risk of bird strikes. Filters
reduced output of energy in the red and ultraviolet wavelengths within the light
beams.46 Watching the light show, I saw no birds concentrating around the lights.

Biophilia
On the morning of October 4, 2010, after a storm the night before, I found a dead
warbler on the sidewalk along Walnut Street near 23rd Street. I submitted it to the
Academy of Natural Sciences, which accessions such specimens. Nathan Rice, ornithological curator at the Academy, identified the warbler as a northern parula. The
death of this iridescent yellow and green nocturnal migrant struck me as sorrowful. The most compelling reason for concern about lethal collisions of birds with
buildings in downtown Philadelphia may be biophilia, the human bond with other
species.47
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8

POLYPHEMUS MOTH
(Antheraea polyphemus)

Polyphemus moths were collected
in Philadelphia in the nineteenth
century before the advent of
electric lighting. Paradoxically,
light pollution in Center City may
protect them.

Figure 8.1 Display box from the Titian Ramsay Peale Butterfly and
Moth Collection preserved at the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Drexel University. The four largest moths are polyphemus moths.
Records for those in the bottom left and top right specify Philadelphia, 1833. Historical notes, possibly Peale’s, are partly visible in
the background. (Curated by Jason D. Weintraub, entomological
collection manager at the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University. Photo courtesy of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel
University.)

In 1833 Titian Ramsay Peale collected a male and female polyphemus moth in Philadelphia.1 Polyphemus moths are giant silkmoths (saturniids) with big three-dimensional-appearing eyespots on their hind wings. The species is native to most of
the United States and southern Canada. Its larvae eat birch (Betula), willow (Salix),
maple (Acer), and oak (Quercus). Although boldly patterned and with wingspans up
to 15 cm, the moth is hard to find: it folds its wings and conceals its eyespots during
the day; its larvae are cryptically colored; its cocoons usually drop and disappear
into leaf litter; and the moth flies exclusively at night.2

Municipal lighting in Philadelphia
Conceivably, Peale collected his polyphemus moths at oil lamps. Municipal lighting
in Philadelphia dates back at least to 1791, when an oil depot in Franklin Square
supplied fuel to the city’s streetlamps.3 Records do not document whether Philadelphia’s municipal oil lamps attracted giant silkmoths, but C. A. Frost reported that a
kerosene lamp attracted polyphemus moths to a window in his house in Framingham, Massachusetts, in the beginning of the twentieth century.4

Figure 8.2 Lamplighter, Philadelphia. (Anonymous artist, from engraving in History of Philadelphia…Containing a Correct Account of the City Improvements up to the Year 18395)

By the time Peale collected these two moths, the city was planning municipal lighting powered by gas made from coal at the Philadelphia Gas Works, which was built
in 1835 on the east bank of the Schuylkill River just north of Market Street.6 Four
years after its construction, the Philadelphia Gas Works was delivering gas through
23 miles of pipe to 11,802 burners, including 434 streetlamps.7 Although Philadelphia’s municipal gas lamps may have attracted polyphemus moths, conditions
around the lamps may have deterred moth collectors. In a guide published in 1839,
Daniel Bowen attempts to dispel fears about public safety downtown after dark:
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The City is well guarded at NIGHT by able bodied men of good character…Each of the Four
Divisions has about 35 Watch-men whose duty it is to trim, light and extinguish the public
lamps and gas-lights, to walk their rounds, and cry the hours while on duty and to secure the
peace and quiet of the city.
In addition to the Watch-men attached to particular stations, each Division has allotted to it
8 silent Watch-men whose duty it is to see that the stationed Watch-men attend to their prescribed duties and maintain watchfulness during the hours allotted them and to walk quietly
through the Division, and to see that thieves &c. are not making inroads between the regular
Watch-mens’ rounds: they usually pursue their rounds, two in company.8

In 1881, four years before Peale died, the Brush Electric Company installed the city’s
first electric streetlights on Chestnut Street, where it erected Brush lamps, carbon arc
lamps so bright that two of them in a hotel dining room replaced 144 gas burners.9

Moths once abundant at electric lights
In 1892 the Smithsonian Institution published Directions for Collecting and Preserving Insects, by Charles Valentine Riley, who advised where to search for moths:
Collecting by the aid of strong light is a favorite means for moths as well as other insects,
and nowadays the electric lights in all large cities furnish the best collecting places, and
hundreds of species may be taken in almost any desired quantity.10

In 1900 Sherman F. Denton, author of a two-volume introduction to the butterflies
and moths of the eastern United States, reported the rewards of collecting downtown at electric light:
While employed in Washington, D.C., I made a splendid collection of the moths of that region
simply by going the rounds of a number of electric lights every evening. The lamps about the
Treasury Building were sometimes very productive of fine specimens and the broad stone
steps and pillars were frequently littered with moths, May flies, beetles, etc., where one could
stand and pick out his desiderata with little difficulty. I captured several of the Regal Walnut
moths (Citheronia regalis) and a number of our largest and handsomest sphinxes. Besides
making the acquaintance of a number of insects new to me, I met several entomologists
who, like myself, had been attracted to the lights by the abundance of specimens.11

Light pollution
By 1988 Philadelphia had 100,000 high-pressure sodium streetlamps at an average
density of almost 200 lamps per square kilometer. The radiant energy they emitted
equaled more than 10 kilowatts per square kilometer, an order of magnitude greater
than the energy of moonlight at full moon. Over the preceding four decades, the
output (lumens) per lamp had increased sevenfold, while the number of lamps had
tripled.12 High-pressure sodium lamps emit minimal ultraviolet energy,13 the spectral region most attractive to moths; but the energy they emit in the blue and green
part of the spectrum does attract moths.14
Today light pollution in Center City is so diffuse that practically no outdoor locations are free of it, whether reflected from the sky or buildings, or transmitted
directly from lamps. Even places that appear dark may be dark only relative to their
artificially illuminated surroundings. Views of stars are washed out by electric light
bouncing off the atmosphere. On clear nights that minimize atmospheric reflec-
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tions, the Milky Way is visible, but its appearance is faint compared to that viewed
in rural locations far from urban skyglow. Lamps in downtown Philadelphia attract
few if any moths.

Harmful effects of light pollution on moths
Gerhard Eisenbeis, who monitored insects attracted to streetlamps in rural Germany, concluded that streetlamps deplete populations of nocturnal insects. He called
the phenomenon a “vacuum cleaner effect.”15 Electric lamps can disrupt virtually
every life function of moths that fly to them. These functions include feeding, mating, egg laying, dispersal, and migration. Electric lamps temporarily blind moths
that approach them. The light probably resets their internal clocks. Predators such
as birds and bats hunt insects attracted to light sources. By disturbing where moths
land, the lamps spoil crypsis—the visual match between a moth and its background.
Electric lamps desiccate or incinerate moths trapped inside their housings.16 Based
on Eisenbeis’s conclusion, one might suspect that light pollution has depleted or
extirpated Center City’s populations of moths, such as the polyphemus moth.

Protective effects of light pollution on moths
A contrary view is that urban light pollution protects moths. By reducing background darkness, it suppresses the attraction of insects to lamps. Such attraction is
the primary means by which artificial lighting harms moths. In 1997 José Luis Yela
and Marcel Holyoak in Spain showed that moonlight reduced collections of insects
attracted into light traps but not bait traps. Moonlight behaved like light pollution in
the sense that it reduced background darkness and suppressed attraction of moths
to artificial sources of light. Yela and Holyoak’s findings showed that moonlight suppressed pathological behavior around artificial light, but allowed normal attraction
to bait.17

Figure 8.3 Skyglow over Center City on a cloudy night. Background light from light pollution decreases
attraction of moths to lamps. Cloud cover amplifies urban light pollution, which paradoxically protects moths
from harm due to attraction to lamps.
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Light pollution from one source of artificial light can protect moths from attraction to other sources. In 1950 H. S. Robinson and P. J. M. Robinson demonstrated
how one lamp could reduce another’s attractiveness to moths. If the two lamps are
spaced so that they reduce the surrounding darkness that each requires for attracting moths, the two together will attract fewer moths in total than they would if
operated separately.18 Their experiments demonstrate how, in a densely illuminated
area downtown, interactions among light sources clustered together suppress attraction of moths to lamps.
Cloud cover at night ordinarily screens out moonlight and starlight and increases darkness, boosting the attractiveness of lamps to moths. For example, Yela and
Holyoak showed that cloud cover increased collections of moths in light traps.19
Combined with light pollution, however, cloud cover may have the opposite effect:
it reflects light pollution downward, magnifying it20 and disrupting the darkness
that flight-to-light behavior requires.
As a kid, I collected polyphemus moths at light in the George Washington National
Forest in Virginia. Like any collector of moths, I soon discovered that the full moon
was the worst time for collecting, and the new moon (i.e., no moon) with a cloud
cover was the best. To maximize the attractiveness of my lamp, I took care to turn
off all others nearby.
In Center City, light pollution may have contributed to the absence of polyphemus
moths around city lights, but for reasons opposite to common wisdom. It’s not that
light pollution downtown harms moths; on the contrary, light pollution here protects them by suppressing flight to light. Light pollution may be construed as a double-edged sword, increasing or decreasing attraction to artificial light depending on
circumstances.

Moths that fly to light in Center City
During the summer and fall of 2010, thirty-four species of moths flew to light in
our backyard, which is shielded from streetlights. The number of individuals per
night was small—usually none—and the moths were tiny compared to polyphemus
moths. To attract them, I operated a 13-watt fluorescent blacklight (ultraviolet
lamp) that illuminated a white pillowcase. The most common moth attracted to this
light was the ailanthus webworm moth (Atteva aurea). Sometimes several of these
colorful moths would arrive on a single night in the early fall; a mature ailanthus
tree towers above the roof of a row house on our block. Larvae of most of the species
that came to my blacklight are polyphagous: they feed on many kinds of local plants,
both cultivated and wild. Figures 8.4–8.12 show some of the moths I photographed
after they settled on the pillowcase or other surfaces near the lamp.
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Figure 8.4 Green cloverworm moth (Hypena scabra). Its larvae feed on many kinds of plants, including clover
(Trifolium sp.).21
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Figure 8.5 Corn earworm moth (Helicoverpa zea). Larvae feed on corn and other crops.22

Figure 8.6 Boxwood leaftier moth (Galasa nigrinodis). Larvae feed on boxwood (Buxus sp.).23
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Figure 8.7 Common looper moth (Autographa precationis). Larvae feed on many kinds of plants.24

Figure 8.8 Implicit arches moth (Lacinipolia implicata) on stucco wall of our house. Larvae feed on common
dandelion (Taraxacum officinale) and many other plants.25
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Figure 8.9 Suzuki’s promalactis moth (Promalactis suzukiella). Larvae are found under bark of rotting logs.26

Figure 8.10 Morning glory plume moth (Emmelina monodactyla). Larvae feed on common morning glory
(Convolvulus sp.), lambsquarters (Chenopodium album), and others.27
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Figure 8.11 Little underwing moth (Catocala minuta). Larvae feed on honey locust (Gleditsia triacanthos),28 a
common street tree on our block.

Figure 8.12 Common tan wave (Pleuroprucha insularia). Larvae feed on many species, including goldenrod
(Solidago sp.), bittersweet (Celastrus scandens), and oak (Quercus sp.).29

Why polyphemus moths did not come to my light
If so many kinds of moth in Center City flew to my lamp, why didn’t the polyphemus moth? Giant silkmoths naturally live at low population densities, which
protect them from parasitoids, microbes, and other enemies.30 Polyphemus moths
can find mates far away because males can detect minute concentrations of female
sex pheromone31 and efficiently home in on the source.32 In one instance, a trap baited with pheromone captured a marked polyphemus male released the same evening
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at a distance of 7.5 kilometers.33 Even if polyphemus moths did, like other moths,
occasionally fly to lamps downtown, the large numbers of lamps and small number
of moths would make the chance of finding a polyphemus moth at any particular
lamp low.
A more compelling reason for the rarity of polyphemus moths at lamps in Center
City is destruction of habitat. Daniel Janzen observed that declines of moths flying
to electric light in Costa Rica coincided with agricultural destruction of their habitat.34 From 1970 to 1990, urban sprawl in the 100 largest metropolitan areas in
the United States increased by 37,671 square kilometers; Philadelphia’s per capita
increase in sprawl was 48 percent, the most of any metropolitan area.35
Unlike cocoons of giant silkmoths such as C. promethea and H. cecropia, cocoons
of polyphemus moths usually fall to the ground rather than remaining suspended
from tree branches.36 In Center City, a cocoon on the ground is likely to be treated
as litter, and trashed. In the suburbs, it is likely to be raked up with leaves, sent to a
recycling center, and converted to mulch. Gray squirrels prey on polyphemus cocoons.37

A polyphemus moth shows up downtown
On the morning of July 24, 2011, looking out our third story window on Pine Street,
I noticed a female polyphemus moth resting on a branch of a willow oak (Quercus
phellos). This moth was just beyond arm’s reach, and about 20 meters away from a
high-pressure sodium streetlamp. Willow oak is a host plant of larvae of Antheraea polyphemus.38 I contacted Jason Weintraub, a neighbor and lepidopterist at the
Academy of Natural Sciences, who came over and, leaning out the window, used
a long-handled net to capture the moth. She laid fertile eggs, and Jason reared her
offspring.

Figure 8.13 Gravid female polyphemus moth on her host plant, willow oak (Quercus phellos), July 24, 2011,
outside a third-story window of our home on Pine Street, a few doors down from a sodium streetlamp. Her
wingspan when spread open was about 15 centimeters (6 inches).
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In February several years later I found a polyphemus cocoon dangling from a low
branch of a cultivated river birch tree (Betula nigra), another host plant of polyphemus caterpillars. It caught my attention after it cast a distinctive silhouette against
a fresh layer of snow. This cocoon’s failure to drop to the ground saved it from being
trampled.

Figure 8.14 Cocoon of polyphemus moth highlighted against a fresh layer of snow in February. It is dangling
from a cultivated river birch (Betula nigra) along the Schuylkill River Trail in Center City.
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David L. Wagner recently reviewed the decline in abundance of moths in the northeastern United States, particularly in Connecticut. Among Connecticut’s fifteen
species of giant silkmoths (saturniids), he found an increase in abundance of only
one: the polyphemus moth, which is now common. Most species of giant silkmoth
in the state were either declining in numbers or extirpated. Why populations of
polyphemus increased in Connecticut in the last ten years is a mystery.39
Whether populations of polyphemus moths are increasing in Center City is unknown. Declines in populations of house sparrows (Passer domesticus) could reduce predation on them. Common nighthawks (Chordeiles minor), nocturnal insectivores once common in Center City, are now rare. An epidemic fungal disease,
white nose syndrome, is destroying local populations of little brown bats (Myotis
lucifugus). The use of bug zappers outdoors to kill mosquitoes carrying West Nile
virus may have helped polyphemus moths; in suburban Newark, Delaware, bug zappers killed fewer moths than parasites and predators of insects.40
Conceivably populations of polyphemus moths, like clothes moths, evolved resistance to attraction to artificial light; or they may have evolved increased fitness in
some other way. Jason Weintraub has curated Titian Ramsey Peale’s historic collection of moths preserved at the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University.
He has posted online images of nearly 100 boxes of specimens, including the two
polyphemus moths Peale collected in Philadelphia in 1833. If polyphemus moths
evolved traits that increased their fitness, changes in their DNA compared to that
in specimens dating back to the nineteenth century might offer clues to the evolutionary steps.

Figure 8.15 Clothes moth (Tineola bisselliella) indoors in Center City. It is not attracted to light.
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SP TLIGHT
COMMON GROUNDSEL

Top: Common groundsel flowering at the base of a mailbox on a sidewalk on South Street, January 23rd. It is
producing seeds.
Bottom: Close up of groundsel’s flowers.

Common groundsel (Senecio vulgaris) in Center City blooms while rooted in cracks
in concrete in the dead of winter. Such extreme conditions insulate it from competitors and enemies. Groundsel is endowed with toxins (pyrrolizidine alkaloids),
toothed leaves, salt tolerance, lead tolerance, and herbicide resistance. It reproduces
by self-pollination or cross-pollination, depending on season and conditions.1 Its
seeds disperse on silken threads blown by the wind. Its annual growth habit is
adapted to ephemeral habitats, such as those in Center City. Introduced from Europe, it was established as a weed in the city at the time of publication of Philadelphia’s first flora in 1818.2
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BRIDGE SPIDER
(Gray cross spider; Larinioides sclopetarius)

In Center City, Philadelphia, the
bridge spider snares insects exclusively at night. A Philadelphia
arachnologist in the nineteenth
century reported that this spider
hunted primarily during the day.

Figure 9.1 Male bridge spider. The two hairy black spheres on arms
in the lower center are palps, with which the male transfers sperm to
the female. The dark structures between them are fangs, folded up.

On October 25, 1883, Henry C. McCook observed spiders dispersing by air and rail
in downtown Philadelphia:
At noon, while crossing the Chestnut Street Bridge, Philadelphia, I saw a great number of
aeronautical threads floating in the air, streaming from the tips of the bridge balustrade and
lodged upon the piers. One of the threads, a long filament, was sailing slowly toward the
river as a Pennsylvania Railroad train dashed along the river track beneath the bridge. It was
low enough to strike the cars as they rolled by, and so was carried on southward with its tiny
voyager—another illustration of how artificial habits of man tend to the geographical distribution of life. The filaments were long, pure white, curled or wrinkled, about one millimetre
wide or less, occasionally expanded into thicker wads.1

Figure 9.2 “Young spider sending out aeronautical threads.” McCook observed spiders ballooning as he walked
across the Chestnut Street Bridge. (Quote and illustration from H. C. McCook [1890] American Spiders and
Their Spinning Work, vol. 2, Philadelphia, figure 276)
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Attraction to artificial light
McCook brought an egg case of the bridge spider (Lariniodes sclopetarius) into his
house, and noted that the newly hatched spiders resembled those he had observed
floating off the Chestnut Street Bridge. He also noted that these spiders crawled toward the artificial light of his gas lamp.
While reading on the evening of June 19th by the light of an argand burner, I glanced upward and observed that the lamp was covered with web lines that fringed the bottom of
the porcelain shade and metal stand. Upon these lines forty or fifty spiderlings hung, in the
full blaze of light. They had evidently just issued from the cocoon tent, and had been carried
by the wind along a bookcase and across the desk to the lamp, a total distance of fourteen
feet. A bridge line four feet long was strung from the bookcase to the lamp, along which the
brood had clambered, attracted undoubtedly by the light. There was no reason why they
should have sought that particular spot, and many reasons why they should have gone elsewhere, but the light dominated their action.2

Figure 9.3 Young bridge spiders attracted to gas lamp. (Illustration from H. C. McCook [1889] American Spiders
and Their Spinning Work, vol. 1, Philadelphia, figure 141)
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Capture of prey in daytime
In Atlantic City, New Jersey, McCook observed a large colony of bridge spiders
preying on greenhead flies in webs constructed over water between pilings by boathouses. He watched them sitting on their webs continuously in broad daylight.3 He
commented that even though this spider is capable of capturing prey in the dark, it
could not be classified as nocturnal. Infestations of greenhead flies (Tabanus nigrovittatus) still occur around buildings near salt marshes in New Jersey. Their flight activity
peaks during daylight of moderate intensity (40,000 lux).4

Capture of prey during the night
McCook’s observations about the daytime predatory behavior of the bridge spider
contradict my observations of the same spider in Center City, but his findings of the
attraction of the spider to light fit perfectly. In Center City I have observed bridge
spiders catching prey exclusively at artificial light at night. They snare their prey in
webs that they erect on municipal lamps.They construct them on lamp fixtures along
the east bank of the Schuylkill River, where they prey on nocturnal insects such as
midges (chironomids) that breed in the water and fly to lamps.
Bridge spiders are most common on lamps in sheltered locations, such as under
bridges. They colonize lamps located in the open if the lamps have overhanging reflectors that can anchor and shelter webs.The bridge spider is the only kind of spider
that I have observed on municipal lamps along the river. This spider is especially
abundant on the illuminated walls of Lloyd Hall, also known as 1 Boathouse Row.

Figure 9.4 Webs of bridge spiders reflecting light from a lamp underneath Walnut Street Bridge. (See figure
9.12 for close-up.)
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Figure 9.5 Lloyd Hall (1 Boathouse Row, on far right), whose light attracts large numbers of bridge spiders.

Figure 9.6 Lamp design attractive to bridge spiders. Overhanging reflectors shield webs from rain and anchor
them. These lamps line the east bank of the Schuylkill River.

How might bridge spiders gain access to lamps on top of 5- or 6-meter-high metal
lampposts? McCook’s observations of spiderlings floating off the Chestnut Street
Bridge show that bridge spiders could access municipal lampposts by air. His description of the spider’s attraction to light suggests that a bridge spider ballooning through
the air need not make a point landing precisely on a lamp fixture to gain access; it
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could float to a lamppost and then, by crawling or ballooning, follow the artificial
light up the pole.

Figure 9.7 Orb web attached to municipal lamp fixture by the Schuylkill River, Center City. To reach this
seemingly inaccessible location, the spider probably floated through the air on a strand of silk blown by the
wind. After landing near the lamp, the spider could balloon or crawl the rest of the way, positioning its web
according to the artificial light and structural support.

McCook’s classification of the bridge spider (which he called the gray cross spider, or
Epeira sclopetaria) as diurnal differs from the common view of this spider as nocturnal.
Professionally, McCook was pastor of the Tabernacle Presbyterian Church (which
still stands at 37th and Chestnut Streets), and technically he ranks as an amateur
arachnologist, but his American Spiders and Their Spinning Work, published in three
volumes of over 1,000 pages from 1889 to 1893, was at the time the most comprehensive work on the life history of North American spiders. Professional arachnologists continue to cite his work as authoritative. McCook’s observations of the bridge
spider capturing prey during the day were undoubtedly accurate.

Shift in activity from day to night
In 1999 Astrid M. Heiling at the University of Vienna confirmed McCook’s finding
that this species is attracted to artificial light. Heiling concluded that the attraction is
innate because his laboratory-reared spiders sought light even though they had had
no experience hunting at light. Heiling speculated that this behavioral trait evolved
in response to concentrations of insects around moonlight reflected off water.5 (He
did not cite McCook’s work, probably because McCook published it privately and
copies were scarce until recently, when digital copies became freely available online.)
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McCook’s nineteenth-century report on the daytime activity of the bridge spider
suggests that the bridge spider synchronizes its activity to that of its prey, day or
night. Heiling and Marie E. Herberstein used sticky traps to monitor changes in prey
availability over the course of the night while they observed bridge spiders on an
illuminated footbridge. They found that the spider emerges from hiding and waits in
its web when availability of prey is greatest.6 This strategy of predator synchronizing
with prey could explain why over a century ago the bridge spider preyed on greenhead flies in Atlantic City in broad daylight, while now in Center City it preys on
midges at artificial light at night.
I have observed a shift from diurnal to nocturnal hunting in the case of the jumping
spider, Platycryptus undatus, which ordinarily stalks and pounces on prey in bright
sunlight. It relies on keen vision rather than a web to find prey. On Cape Cod after
dark, I watched it appear at a porch lamp, where it seized insects attracted to the light.
During the day it would hide in its silken retreat, and at night it would emerge to
hunt at the lamp.7

Establishing a web on a lamp
Lamps by the river offer the bridge spider plentiful prey, but how do newly hatched
spiderlings find sites suitable for anchoring their tiny webs on municipal lamp fixtures? McCook found that bridge spiderlings build their webs on abandoned webs of
other spiders.8 Abandoned webs festoon municipal lamps along the Schuylkill River.

Figure 9.8 Webs of juvenile bridge spiders in an abandoned web in a window. (Illustration from H. C. McCook
[1890] American Spiders and Their Spinning Work, vol. 2, Philadelphia, figure 258)
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Figure 9.9 Lamp under a bridge over the Schuylkill River Trail. Old abandoned webs support new webs of
young bridge spiders.
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Use of a visual lure to attract prey
In 2008 Chih-Yuan Chuang and colleagues at Tunghai University in Taichung, Taiwan, published a paper entitled “Deceptive color signaling in the night: A nocturnal
predator attracts prey with visual lures.” The investigators noted that many species of
nocturnal orb weavers have bright markings on their otherwise dark ventral surface,
which they display when they sit and wait in the center of their webs. They hypothesized that these bright markings lure prey into their webs. They showed that webs
with spiders attracted more prey than did webs without spiders, and that webs with
spiders attracted less prey when the bright markings were painted over. The spider
they studied is in the same family as the bridge spider, and the reflective markings on
the underside of the two species look similar.9 Chuang demonstrated that a visual
lure in another species of spider attracts prey during both day and night.10

Figure 9.10 Reflective lure on the underside of a bridge spider waiting in its web at a lamp along the
Schuylkill River.View is from the lamp, looking out into the night.

The bridge spider’s lure consists of yellow and orange reflective hairs and pigments
that produce a bright pattern sharply demarcated against the dark background of the
spider’s thorax and abdomen. An insect attracted to the lure would fly directly into
the spider’s clutches. When the spider in its web faces a lamp, its lure faces the light,
and viewed from the lamp, the light of the lure stands out against the blackness of
the night.
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Exploitation of a high concentration of prey
A characteristic of the bridge spider is its selection of habitats with prey in high concentration, as around lamps and boathouses. McCook reported that in Philadelphia
the spider occurred around stables and outhouses.11 Anja Kleinteich and Jutta M.
Schneider at the University of Hamburg found that increases in food availability increase this spider’s developmental growth rate.They hypothesized that such developmental agility enables the spider to exploit urban habitats.12 The result can produce
extraordinarily high concentrations of spiders. Bridge spiders attained densities of
100 individuals per square meter at artificial light at Cincinnati’s Riverfront Coliseum Sports Arena.13

Figure 9.11 Bridge spider on pile of prey at lamp along the Schuylkill River.
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Controlling aggression within a colony
Bridge spiders concentrated in dense colonies can consume massive numbers of
insects attracted to a single lamp; but spiders are renowned for territoriality and cannibalism. These two traits may benefit a spider when prey is scarce and competition
for food and space is high; but they may subject the spider to conflict that is counterproductive when prey is plentiful. How does a colony of bridge spiders regulate the
aggressiveness of its members?

Figure 9.12 Colony of bridge spiders living in close proximity under a lamp (same lamp as in figure 9.4).
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Additional studies at the University of Hamburg investigated this question. They
measured “personalities” of bridge spiders. Individual spiders differed in the degree
to which they expressed aggressiveness toward other members of the colony. As a
trait, aggressiveness was in part inherited and, depending on conditions, linked to
increased mortality. The investigators suggest that natural selection acting against this
trait makes it self-regulating. They hypothesize that natural selection favors a mixture (polymorphism) of personalities within a population.14

Food security
Despite the efficiency with which a colony of bridge spiders is able to consume prey,
these spiders exert a negligible threat to their own supply of food. Bridge spiders colonize only a minority of municipal lamps along the river, and the fraction of flying
aquatic insects that fly to their lamps is small. Artificial light disrupts the mating and
dispersal of insects attracted to it independent of predation by spiders.15 The number of insects that bridge spiders consume is small compared to the total number of
insects that breed in the Schuylkill River.

Mud daubers
The geographical range of the bridge spider spans much of temperate North America, Europe, and Asia, where it characteristically colonizes man-made structures near
bodies of water, especially around artificial light in cities.16 It was probably introduced into North America,17 but its importation is undocumented. It was well established in South Carolina by 1847.18
I have observed the spider snaring insects at lamps on warm nights as early as March
12 and as late as October 22. Females stash their egg cases in recesses directly on lamp
fixtures. The spider appears capable of overwintering and completing its life cycle
without descending to the ground.
In Center City, buildings and bridges that attract bridge spiders also shelter its enemy:
the black and yellow mud dauber (Sceliphron caementarium), a predator that specializes
in preying exclusively on spiders. The wasp seizes, paralyzes, and carries them off to
its nest to feed its young. In the first systematic study of the bridge spider in North
America, Nicholas Marcellus Hentz obtained a diverse collection of bridge spiders
from the nests of mud daubers.19 Black and yellow mud daubers prefer to prey on
spiders in flat webs, like those of bridge spiders, and they use chemotactic cues to
find bridge spiders.20
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Figure 9.13 Black and yellow mud dauber (Sceliphron caementarium) on a wild bean (Strophostyles helvola). Dedicating her prey exclusively to her offspring, she hunts in vegetation for spiders, but occasionally feeds on pollen
or nectar. I have not seen mud daubers around municipal lamp fixtures.

Municipal lamps along the Schuylkill River distance bridge spiders from mud daubers in time and space: black and yellow mud daubers hunt for spiders in vegetation,
and exclusively during the day.21 In Center City, municipal lighting offers bridge
spiders food, shelter, and protection from enemies.
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SP TLIGHT
DOGS

“Pee line,” demarcating distribution of mosses and lichens on a tree trunk on 24th Street.

A field mark characteristic of Center City’s trees is the “pee line,” produced by dogs.
In this photo the moss Orthothrichum pumilum and the bright yellow lichen Candelaria concolor grow above but not below this line. Pee lines are most conspicuous
after rain in winter, when tree mosses and lichens brighten.
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BLACK AND YELLOW MUD DAUBER
(Sceliphron caementarium)

The black and yellow mud dauber
has inhabited Philadelphia since the
beginning of the wasp’s recorded
history in North America more than
two and a half centuries ago.

Figure 10.1 Black and yellow mud dauber collecting tidal mud by the
Schuylkill River Trail at Walnut Street.

On April 25, 1745, members of the Royal Society of London heard a description
of a “very curious” nest of a previously unknown North American wasp: the black
and yellow mud dauber from Philadelphia. John Bartram had made the observations,
which his patron, Peter Collinson, presented on his behalf to the Society. The paper
also included Bartram’s observations of the nest of a second mud dauber, the organ
pipe mud dauber (Trypoxylon politum), also from Philadelphia.
Here is what the Royal Society heard, as published later in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London:
An Account of some very curious Wasps Nests made of Clay in Pensilvania
By Mr. John Bartram: Communicated by Mr. Peter Collinson, F. R. S.
Read April 25 1745.
Mr. John Bartram a diligent Observer of natural Productions sent me, from Pensilvania, two
Sorts of curious Wasps Nests made with Clay, which are commonly built against the Timber
under the Roofs of Houses and Pales, to shelter them from the Weather. They feed as the
Bees, on Flowers; but whether they sting like them I do not yet know.
The plain Clay-Nest is fabricated by a small black Wasp, of the same Species of that in Fig.1.
but less, that has a Speck or Stripe of Yellow in its Tail; and the Cells are made four or five
together, joining Side by Side to each other. But the Clay-Nests that are so elegantly wrought
are built by a purplish black Wasp such as is figured in Fig. 2.: After one Cell is formed, they
stop it up, and join another to its End, and then add another to that; which makes these
wrought Clay Fabrics longer than the plain ones.
Their Method of Working is much alike, and it is very diverting to see them at it: Their Art and
Contrivance is wonderful; and, as if it was given to cheer them at their Labours, they make a
very particular musical Noise, the Sound of which may be heard at ten Yards Distance.
Their Manner of Working is, to moisten Clay, and temper it up into a little Lump, of the Size
of Swan-shot. This they carry to build with; they begin first at the upper End of the Cell, and
work downwards, until it is long enough to contain the Nymph or Chrysalis: After they have
spread out the little Lump in a proper Manner to form their little Fabric, they set up their
musical Notes, and return to temper and work up more Clay for the next Course. Thus they
continue alternately singing and working, until a Cell is finished; which is made delicately
smooth withinside; then, at the further End of each cell, they lay an Egg; after this, by surprising Instinct, they go and catch Spiders, and cram the Cell full of them: But it is further
wonderful to observe, that they only in some manner disable the Spiders, but not kill them;
which is to answer two Purposes; first, that they should not crawl away before the Cell is
finished; and next, that they may be preserved alive and fresh until the Egg hatches, which
is soon.
The Spiders, by wonderful Instinct, are provided for the Embryo to feed on: Having stor’d up
sufficient for its Support, she very securely closes up the Cell, and then proceeds to build the
next in the same Manner.
The Maggot or Embryo, having eat up all its Provision, before October prepares for its
Change, and spin itself up in a fine soft silken Case, in which it lies all the Winter in the Chrysalis-State, until the Spring, when it eats its Way out of its Clay Dwelling.
April 3, 1745
P. Collinson1
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Figure 10.2 John Bartram’s house in Philadelphia. In 1745 he described the black and yellow mud dauber nesting under the eaves of this house. It still nests here.

Figure 10.3 Arched entrance to Pennsylvania Hospital from 8th Street. A mud dauber is constructing her nest
inside the archway.
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Figure 10.4 Mud dauber in archway to Pennsylvania Hospital just after she landed on her nest. She carries a
ball of mud, which she probably collected in the hospital’s garden.

Figure 10.5 Close-up view of the ball of mud.
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Figure 10.6 Daubing mud.

Figure 10.7 Tamping down.
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Powers of reasoning attributed to the
black and yellow mud dauber
In 1806 Benjamin Henry Latrobe— an architect and civil engineer who designed
the Philadelphia Water Works (then located at the current site of City Hall2) and who
was later appointed Architect of the United States Capitol3—added more observations and thoughts about the mud dauber. Latrobe weighed spiders in a series of cells
in a mud dauber nest; he concluded that in each cell the wasp adjusted the number
of spiders it stashed according to the size of the spiders in the stash.4
This examination proves that the wasp distributes with much judgment the quantity of food
necessary for its progeny; in most of the cellules, for instance, I ought to have found twenty-two or twenty-three spiders, and yet sometimes there are only five or six, but in this case
they are very large ones.5

Latrobe accidentally damaged a few of the cells of a nest while the wasp was away
gathering mud to make a new cell. He recorded what happened when the wasp returned and discovered the disturbance:
In a short time the wasp arrived, loaded with a round lump of clay. It came merely for the
purpose of making a new cellule; but seeing that its former works were deranged, it began
to run rapidly over the cellules, apparently hesitating what to do. At last it deposited the
clay upon the edge of one of the apertures, and began to spread it with its snout, pushing
it before it, in the attitude of a sow digging in the ground. It emitted a shrill buzzing when
at work. After having very properly replastered the work, it flew away. In four minutes it returned with a new load of clay which it deposited in the next aperture. It repeated its visits
four times; and, after having finished the repairs and being convinced of the goodness of the
workmanship by running over it several times, it flew off again and returned with a new load,
with which it began to form a new cell.6
If the faculty of modifying the conduct of an individual according to circumstances is one
of the characteristics of reason, the fact I have now mentioned is surely a proof of reasoning
in an insect. The wasp had remarked the unexpected derangement which had been made
during its absence; the clay which it brought was intended for a new cellule; but observing
the mischief done to the old ones, it repaired them before building any more.7

The black and yellow mud dauber as hunter
In 1890, Henry C. McCook described how mud daubers hunt spiders:
On this errand she may be seen hawking over and near cobwebs of various sorts, venturing
within the meshed and beaded snares that prove fatal to most incomers, and sometimes
even to herself. She rarely fails in her errand. If the aranead occupant, expectant of prey,
sallies forth to seize the intruder, it finds itself a captive, not a captor. For the wasp shakes
the silken filaments from feet and wings, turns upon the spider, seizes and stings it, bears it
to her cell, and thrusts it therein.
She does not limit her hawking to cobwebs, but flutters over flowers, burrows among leaves,
creeps with nervous, twitching tread along branches of trees, wherever spiders dwell or
hunt, and with relentless cunning, zeal, and ferocity snatches those creatures away to add to
the growing store within her egg nest. At last the cavity is filled, the circular opening sealed
up, and the spiders left literally entombed alive within that clay sarcophagus.
If one at this stage should break open the mud dauber’s cell, he might dispute the statement
that the imprisoned spiders are alive. To all appearances they are dead. In point of fact they
are simply paralyzed. The effect of the poison injected by the wasp’s sting within the tissues
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of her victim is such that all activity is at once and completely suspended, without destroying life. Thus, when the larval waspkin awakes to the pangs of hunger, it finds itself in the
midst of a generous supply of the very food which Nature intended for it. The mother whom
it is never to know, and who already perhaps has paid the last debt to Nature, had consumed
her closing days in providing for the offspring which she was never to see. I have found these
larvae, fat, white grubs, in the midst of their “preserved meats,” feasting thereon, and have
wondered at their enormous appetite and the greedy vigor with which it was satisfied.8

Today the black and yellow mud dauber still nests on John Bartram’s House. It also
nests on the Walnut Street Bridge, Pennsylvania Hospital, the Academy of Natural
Sciences, Fairmount Water Works, and Boathouse Row.

Figure 10.8 The Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University. A black and yellow mud dauber nest is just
barely visible as a light brown dot beside the Ionic scroll capping the left column.
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Figure 10.9 Close-up view of figure 10.8. Mud dauber nest is the brown structure on the right.

Hunting around light
Urban lighting might support mud daubers just as it supports spiders. In 1847 when
Nicholas Marcellus Hentz first reported finding the bridge spider, Larinionides sclopetarius, he reported finding it around the windows of houses; he considered the spider
to be “domesticated.”9 He suspected domestication protected bridge spiders from
mud daubers.
In 1970 William Eberhard at Harvard found just the opposite. He observed the black
and yellow mud dauber preying on a different but closely related spider (Larinioides
cornutus) during the day at windows that had been illuminated during the night.
The mud dauber learned to look for spiders at windows, where these spiders hid in
their silken retreats during the day and where the night before they had caught prey.
Eberhard observed that this spider’s daytime retreats around windows were conspicuous, whereas those in the field were impossible to find because they were hidden
in curled-up leaves or under flakes of bark. Upon finding a silken retreat, the mud
dauber would tear it apart and seize and sting the spider.10 These observations suggest
that mud daubers prey on spiders attracted to artificial lighting on buildings.
Mud daubers build nests near lamps that attract spiders. Eberhard noted that a black
and yellow mud dauber foraging for spiders at a window had a nest only 5 meters
away.11 I found mud dauber nests on artificially illuminated ceilings and walls of
buildings at Boathouse Row. At night these areas attract an abundance of spiders, and
during the day the remains of their webs are conspicuous. In one instance, I noted a
spider had constructed its retreat in an abandoned nest of a mud dauber.
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Sparing spiders near mud dauber nests
Martin S. Obin, at the University of Florida, noted that mud dauber nests and spider webs commonly coexist in close proximity, but that mud daubers paradoxically
ignore spiders near their nests—even though the spiders they ignore are the very
species they capture and stash in their nests. Obin offered two hypotheses to explain
the local spiders’ immunity to attack by mud daubers. First, he observed that flies
that parasitize or consume larvae of mud daubers gain access to mud dauber nests by
lurking near spiders and trailing prey-laden wasps back to their nests. By ignoring
spiders near their nests and attacking only those farther away, mud daubers increase
the distance over which flies must track the wasps.Wasps would presumably be more
likely to escape flies that had to trail them for longer distances, particularly since
mud daubers take circuitous routes back to their nests. His second hypothesis is that
spiders near mud dauber nests intercept parasitic flies approaching the nests. Spiders
have been observed capturing flies approaching mud dauber nests.12

Figure 10.10 Hollenback House, fourth boathouse on Boathouse Row. Remnants of spider webs and their
prey are distributed within the beam of the floodlight. In the rear is a clay nest of the black and yellow mud
dauber, which provisions its nest exclusively with spiders.
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Figure 10.11 Close-up view of a black and yellow mud dauber’s nest surrounded by remains of spider webs, as
shown in figure 10.10. Although mud daubers prey on spiders, they are reported to spare spiders close to their
nests.

Longevity of populations of the black and yellow mud dauber
The black and yellow mud dauber has endured in Philadelphia’s urban environment
despite its dependence on water and mud for building material and on shelters protected from rain, which can ruin nests made of dried mud. The wasp is vulnerable
to breaks in any of the links in its lengthy food chain. For example, an oil spill in the
Schuylkill River could reduce populations of aquatic insects whose winged adults
are food for spiders, which in turn are food for the larvae of mud daubers. Insecticides used to control mosquitoes and other urban pests could destroy black and yellow mud daubers by killing them or their larvae directly, or their spiders, or the prey
of their spiders. Use of herbicides to destroy weeds destroys habitat for insects that
support spiders consumed by larvae of black and yellow mud daubers. Herbicides
also destroy wildflowers; black and yellow mud daubers feed on nectar and pollen of
flowers rather than on spiders, which only their larvae eat.
The survival of black and yellow mud daubers despite such vulnerabilities in Philadelphia seems mysterious. In Center City, mud daubers have endured through the
Industrial Revolution and dense urbanization. What might account for such resilience?
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Reasons for the longevity of populations of black and yellow
mud daubers in Philadelphia
Urban lighting is probably not responsible for the success of mud daubers in Center
City. Although mud daubers build nests on walls and ceilings with lamps that attract
spiders, they also build nests on walls far away from lamps. Mud daubers and spiders
coexist probably because they both need structural support that is protected from
sun and rain. An abundance of buildings with eaves and ledges suited to mud dauber
nests, plus the availability of mud in gardens and riverbanks, are the most compelling
reasons that mud daubers have endured centuries in Center City.
The harsh environment of downtown Philadelphia may work to the mud dauber’s
advantage. Not only do buildings provide mud daubers dry nesting sites rare in nature, but they also create habitats to which the mud dauber’s numerous enemies may
be poorly adapted.These enemies include flesh flies (Sarcophagidae), bee flies (Bombyliidae), velvet ants (Mutillidae), cuckoo wasps (Chrysididae), ichneumon wasps
(Ichneumonidae), and chalcid wasps (Melittobia).13

Reason for scarcity of organ pipe mud daubers in Philadelphia
In Center City the black and yellow mud dauber has fared better than the organ pipe
mud dauber, the other species of mud dauber that nested on John Bartram’s house
in Philadelphia in the eighteenth century. A study of urban wasp nests in Piscataway,
central New Jersey, reported that people destroyed almost two thirds of nests that
organ pipe mud daubers had built on apartment buildings. These wasps had built
their nests on walls near doors of porches. However, people spared nests of black and
yellow mud daubers, which had built their nests out of reach in eaves.14 Organ pipe
mud daubers guard their nests and buzz loudly—behavior considered musical by
Bartram, but probably intimidating by today’s homeowner. Although neither kind of
mud dauber is aggressive, the organ pipe mud dauber’s buzzing and guarding probably incites people to destroy its nests.

Prehistoric links to human houses
Mud daubers in North America have nested on buildings since the beginning of
their recorded history. Recently, James J. Krakker at the National Museum of Natural
History of the Smithsonian Institution reported finding black and yellow mud dauber nests associated with human habitation in Missouri in the middle Holocene. The
age of the nests was radiocarbon-dated to 5,500 to 6,200 years. Krakker concluded
that mud daubers built these nests on houses.15 The success of mud daubers in Philadelphia over the past two and a half centuries may be an extension of an even longer
association of the wasp with buildings.
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Figure 10.12 Old nest of organ pipe mud dauber (Trypoxylon politum) near Fairmount Water Works. It is on a
retaining wall inaccessible to people.

Destructive impact of building maintenance on
mud dauber nests
I recently looked for mud dauber nests on buildings around the Water Works and
Boathouse Row, where the nests had been particularly common. The whole area
had been spruced up, with more landscaping, new walkways, and new and restored
gazebos high on the cliff overlooking the river. The facades of most of the buildings
looked scrubbed and freshly painted. The restaurant in the Water Works was busy.
Black and yellow mud dauber nests hidden in ornamental nooks beneath the eaves
survived, but nests in more exposed locations had disappeared. All traces of the organ
pipe mud dauber on buildings were gone. I found the remains of an old nest of an
organ pipe mud dauber on an inaccessible stone retaining wall remote from buildings.
Buildings, along with mud and spiders, have contributed to the surprising survival
of populations of mud daubers in Philadelphia during the past two and a half centuries. But in Center City, only one of the two species of mud daubers that nested
on John Bartram’s house is thriving; the other had the misfortune of selecting nest
sites vulnerable to people who do not admire them as did Bartram. The contrasting
fates of these two species of mud daubers illustrate how persecution of animals in
downtown Philadelphia may be narrowly focused, quirky, and, from the perspective
of the persecutors, effective.
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YELLOWJACKETS
(Vespula species)

In the late 1990s a plague of yellowjackets in Center City made outdoor
dining hazardous. They have since
become scarce here.

Figure 11.1 Eastern yellowjacket (Vespula maculifrons) on porcelainberry (Ampelopsis brevipedunculata) just off Martin Luther King
Drive in Fairmount Park, September 2012.

In 1887, Ezra Townsend Cresson of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia completed a 350-page monograph on North American Hymenoptera, which
includes bees, ants, and wasps. Cresson wrote that unlike paper wasps, which construct “nests on trees, or in corners of buildings, or under the roofs of outbuildings,
yellowjackets build their nests underground, as most country boys know by painful
experience.”1

The German yellowjacket
Ninety years later, yellowjackets started nesting in attics and walls of buildings. To
investigate this phenomenon, entomologists at Cornell University in Ithaca used a
newspaper notice to solicit information from local residents about any wasp nests.
Readers identified twenty wasp nests—seventeen in houses, two in vegetation, and
one underground. The predominant species nesting in houses was the German yellowjacket (Vespula germanica), an introduced species that until recently had been rare.
Only one of the seventeen nests in houses was colonized by what had previously
been Ithaca’s most common species of yellowjacket, the eastern yellowjacket (Vespula
maculifrons), which is native to North America.2
The same year that the German yellowjacket was recognized as the dominant species
in houses in Ithaca, it was discovered to be the principal species in houses in northern
Delaware.3 Five years later it was found to be more common in urban than rural
areas in northern New Jersey, although still less common overall than the eastern
yellowjacket, according to surveys using traps baited with fish-flavored cat food.4 In
the 1980s, the German yellowjacket spread to the Midwest,5 and homeowners’ complaints to pest control operators about yellowjackets increased.6

Pestiferous yellowjackets in Center City
By the 1990s, swarms of yellowjackets attracted to food and sweet beverages made
eating outside in Center City unpleasant and dangerous. Yellowjackets would typically appear at the dinner table within ten minutes of food and drink being served.
I recall interrupting dining to move inside to escape them. Yellowjacket traps, then
popular items in local hardware stores, killed yellowjackets but offered no relief.
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Figure 11.2 Parc Restaurant, Bistro, and Cafe, at Rittenhouse Square, April 2012. The disappearance of yellowjackets has improved the quality of outdoor dining.

In addition to fruit, honey, molasses, soft drinks, and fruit juices, their culinary preferences include fine meats and fish: roast beef, roast lamb, boiled ham, cooked beefsteak, bacon rind, cooked calf ’s liver, wienerwursts, salmon, rabbit, and chicken.7 In
order to assess baits, one study systematically tested yellowjackets’ preferences for
processed meats: it found canned chicken and canned fish superior to freeze-dried
chicken.8 Yellowjackets feeding on meat attract more yellowjackets.9 Yellowjackets
use odors to locate food high in sugar content. When they return to their nests, they
carry these odors with them; other yellowjackets leaving the nest learn these olfactory cues and use them to guide them as they forage.10
Despite what would appear to have been a threat to public health, the plague of
yellowjackets in Philadelphia unfolded without any systems in place for monitoring
it. Philadelphia has no quantitative record of yellowjacket populations, just as it has
no objective documentation of the outbreaks of insects that defoliated the city’s
shade trees in the mid-nineteenth century. The technical difficulties of tracking
populations of pollinators such as bees11 exemplifies problems that would complicate
attempts to measure populations of yellowjackets, whose abundance may vary from
block to block and day to day, depending on many variables, including use of insecticides.

Medical documentation of yellowjackets in Philadelphia
To uncover evidence of this plague, I searched the medical literature for all reports
of victims of insect stings in Philadelphia at any time in the past. I found four publications—all dated from 1996 to 1999. Thomas Jefferson University Medical Center
recorded 449 visits to the emergency room for stings from 1991 to 1996, peaking
during September and October, a period the author dubbed “yellow jacket delirium.”12 At the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, gastroenterologists’ endoscopic examination of a woman with painful esophageal obstruction revealed she
had ingested a yellowjacket.13 Over a period of five years, eight children were treated
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at Children’s Hospital for anaphylaxis (a life-threatening allergic reaction) due to
insect stings.14 At the Hospital of the Veterinary School of the University of Pennsylvania, two dogs were treated for massive envenomation due to yellowjacket stings;
one survived.15

Causes of yellowjacket outbreaks
When the urban yellowjacket problem surfaced in the 1970s, Harry G. Davis of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture concluded that urban sprawl had displaced yellowjackets from their traditional nesting sites underground, while at the same time
providing new sources of food for species like German and eastern yellowjackets,
members of a group of Vespula (yellowjacket) species that are scavengers. He reviewed the global dissemination of pestiferous species of yellowjackets, especially the
German yellowjacket in New Zealand, Tasmania, South Africa, Chile, Europe, and
North America. Facilitating the spread of the German yellowjacket may have been
the evolution of new genotypes that produced large colonies nesting in buildings.16

Danger from yellowjackets
Urban yellowjackets are more dangerous than mud daubers. Mud daubers spend
most of their time hunting spiders, visiting flowers, collecting mud, and constructing
nests.The male organ pipe mud dauber may guard its nest, but it does not sting. Mud
daubers are not attracted to human food. The wasp nests themselves house only eggs
and larvae—no adult wasps until the moment they hatch. The wasps that build these
nests live alone, not in groups, and they are not aggressive.
Yellowjackets, in contrast, live in colonies. When a hive is disturbed, its members
sting in swarms, like those of Africanized (“killer”) bees.17 Members produce alarm
pheromones that attract other members and induce them to attack.18 Roger Simon
and Allen Benton at Pennsylvania State University studied a nest of the eastern yellowjacket in a barn. They determined that it contained over 5,000 adult yellowjackets and over 10,000 cells. The wasps remained active into December.19 Yellowjackets
become more aggressive and are more likely to sting in the fall, when their natural
sources of food disappear.20 Nationwide, deaths due to attacks by animals are reported to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. From 1979 through
1990, the average number of deaths each year due to attacks was forty-four by bees,
wasps, and hornets; sixteen by dogs; six by snakes, and four by spiders.21 Yellowjackets
are classified as wasps.
Yellowjacket stingers are barbed and may get stuck in victims, particularly the stingers of eastern yellowjackets. When a victim brushes off a yellowjacket, the stinger
apparatus may separate from the wasp and stay lodged, where its venom contains
pheromones that guide other yellowjackets to the victim even while he or she is
attempting to flee.22 The loss of the stinging apparatus in the body of the victim
results in the insect’s death, which has been cited as an example of ultimate self-sacrifice, or altruism—from the perspective of the hive. The selective forces that favor
such altruism, however, are selfish from the perspective of the genes of the stinging
insect, whose defense of the hive serves to propagate its own genes through those of
its close relatives.23
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Decline in numbers of yellowjackets
Although yellowjackets in urban settings are pestiferous, elsewhere they provide
important ecological services, particularly as predators of other insects, including
agricultural pests. Declines in populations of yellowjackets could harm agriculture.
Recent reports have suggested that such a decline may be taking place. Analysis of
stings reported per year to the Illinois Poison Center found a reduction of 50 percent
after 2005. Almost all of the stings took place around victims’ homes in urban areas.
The authors suggest that declines in reported stings are symptomatic of declines in
populations of Hymenoptera generally—including not only yellowjackets, but also
pollinators such as honeybees.24
In Center City, yellowjackets have disappeared. Over the last three years (2011 to
2013), I found none, even after attempting to lure them with bait such as soda, juice,
fruit, and meat in September and October. Bees, on the other hand, remain conspicuous in community gardens and on flowering shrubs and trees. Bees easiest to
observe include bumblebees, honey bees, carpenter bees, and sweat bees.
Wasps other than yellowjackets are also common, including paper wasps, which, like
yellowjackets, live socially. The European paper wasp (Polistes dominula, also referred
to as Polistes dominulus) is yellow and black and easily mistaken for a yellowjacket.
Common in Philadelphia, it is an introduced species whose range in North America
has been expanding rapidly.25 Populations of some local bees and wasps may have declined, but the disappearance of yellowjackets is so distinctive that it likely represents
a separate phenomenon.
In the summer of 2012 I found a yellowjackets’ nest in the ground at Bartram’s Garden. The species was the native eastern yellowjacket (Vespula maculifrons), the most
common pestiferous yellowjacket in the eastern half of the country prior to the introduction of the German yellowjacket.26

Figure 11.3 Bumblebee (Bombus impatiens) on chicory (Cichorium intybus). Unlike yellowjackets, bumblebees are
still common in Center City. They do not bother people eating outside.
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Figure 11.4 Male eastern carpenter bee (Xylocopa virginica) waiting in midair for female to emerge from the
wood of this bench behind the Philadelphia Museum of Art. It resembles a bumblebee, except its abdomen is
smooth rather than hairy. It is uninterested in the bottle. Like bumblebees, it continues to be common in
Center City.

Figure 11.5 European paper wasp (Polistes dominula) on porcelainberry. Its orange antennae distinguish it from
yellowjackets, whose antennae are black. It has recently become common in Center City. Unlike yellowjackets,
it does not pester people dining outdoors.
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Figure 11.6 Nest of European paper wasp. It is suspended under an eve at the Fairmount Water Works.

Figure 11.7 Bald-faced hornet (Dolichovespula maculata) at 23rd and Panama Streets in Center City. In Center
City it does not harass people dining outdoors.
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Figure 11.8 Bald-faced hornet’s nest on Kater Street.

Causes of the decline
What might account for the disappearance of yellowjackets in Center City? Just as
no quantitative measure documented the population explosion of yellowjackets here
in the 1990s, no systematic measure has documented the population crash. Declines
in populations of bees galvanize popular interest because bees are agriculturally important pollinators, but yellowjackets attract interest only when they are pestiferous.
Records of the collapse of Center City’s populations of yellowjackets reside exclusively in people’s memories, which can recall yellowjackets at dinner tables better
than they can specify the years and extent of yellowjacket abundance. The decline
in abundance has yet to be delineated geographically, although I have noted such a
decline in Narberth, a suburb of Philadelphia. I remember infestations of yellowjackets around garbage cans a decade ago in Fairmount Park. Searching for them
in Fairmount Park during the past three years in late summer and fall, I found no
yellowjackets around trash cans. However, in 2012 I identified German yellowjackets
infesting an attic in a home in rural Churchtown, Lancaster County.
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Populations of yellowjackets may have gone through cycles of boom and bust like
those of bagworms and ailanthus moths. Populations of German yellowjackets, in
particular, may have proliferated soon after their establishment, only to crash as parasites or pathogens caught up with them.
Many conditions could theoretically have contributed to the decline in numbers
of yellowjackets. Tighter construction in buildings discourages yellowjackets from
nesting in exterior walls and attics. Neonicotinoid insecticides, whose use by homeowners is unregulated and unmonitored, are toxic to insects even in low doses.27 The
increase in crowds of people in Center City aggravates soil compaction, reducing
ground suitable for subterranean nests of yellowjackets. Improved collection of garbage in Center City deprives yellowjackets of food.

European paper wasp
One hypothetical cause for the decline of yellowjackets in Philadelphia is the establishment of the European paper wasp, which was first reported in Pennsylvania in
1990.28 It is now the most common wasp in Center City. Its black and yellow stripes
make it easy to confuse with yellowjackets, but its antennae are orange, in contrast to
yellowjackets’ antennae, which are black.The European paper wasp does not congregate around soda cans and human food as do yellowjackets, but it may compete with
yellowjackets for prey. It has been blamed for declines in populations of native paper
wasps, such as Polistes fuscatus,29 still present in Philadelphia.

Wasp years
Yellowjackets in England and in the Pacific Northwest have shown mysterious cyclical population spikes, called “wasp years.” The spikes recur at irregular intervals,
sometimes decades apart, and simultaneously encompass more than one species of
yellowjacket.30 Many hypotheses have attempted to explain these jumps in abundance, but none is convincing.31 If past plagues of yellowjackets in Center City reflect
such population cycles, they may recur.
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SP TLIGHT
COMMON MORNING GLORY

Common morning glory (Ipomoea purpurea) growing in curbside leaf litter that has decomposed into soil
around a gutter on Naudain Street.

Accumulation and decomposition of leaves from street trees is sufficient during
summer to produce soil overlying asphalt pavement around intakes of sewer drains.
The common morning glory shown in the photo may be an escapee from a nearby
garden.
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COMMON EASTERN FIREFLY
(Photinus pyralis)

The common eastern firefly thrives
in Center City despite the light
pollution.

Figure 12.1 Male and female common eastern fireflies on the rear
wall of our house. They were on top of each other before I disturbed
them to take this photograph.

In 1774 Baron Charles De Geer described and named an American firefly sent to
him by Israel Acrelius, a Swedish clergyman in Christina (now Wilmington), Delaware. At the time Delaware was under the jurisdiction of the governor of Pennsylvania, and De Geer named the beetle Lampyris pensylvanica.1
In 1851 John L. Leconte was the country’s authority on fireflies. Referring to De
Geer’s firefly as Photuris pennsylvanica, he wrote in the Proceedings of the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia that the species is abundant in every part of the
United States.2 This firefly has since been designated the official state insect of Pennsylvania.3 It is absent in Center City, where another firefly thrives, the common
eastern firefly, Photinus pyralis.

Deciphering firefly flashes
Frank Alexander McDermott succeeded Leconte as the regional expert on fireflies.
In 1911 he published his findings on the flashes of Photinus pyralis.4 He hypothesized that the flashes of light emitted by males signal females. To test this, he lit
safety matches in the evening near females. During the flare of ignition, he swung
the matches in imitation of the characteristic arc made by the flash of a male of this
species in flight. He blew out the matches as soon as the flares ended. He described
his findings:
In each instance the flash of light from the match was followed, within two to five seconds,
by the flashes of females of pyralis in the surrounding grass and weeds. Most of them flashed
at the end of about four seconds. They did not flash in the intervals between the lighting of
matches, except in response to the flash of a passing male.5

He then repeated his experiment, except this time he used an electric lamp to simulate the answering flash of females, which flash while at rest, typically on a blade
of grass.
If the male is in a position to see the light of the bulb, he will almost invariably drop, and
repeating the process will bring him up to the bulb; usually he will crawl around and over it
excitedly for a few minutes, and then fly away. Sometimes males would crawl up grass stems
above the bulb, and apparently looking over the edge of the blade, hold perfectly still for a
moment, and then flash; the instant the bulb was flashed in answer they would commence
to wave their antennae rapidly, and crawl quickly down the blade and toward the bulb. Early
in the flying period of an evening, as many as a dozen males have been thus attracted in a
few moments.6

McDermott reproduced these findings for two other species of Photinus. He demonstrated that each of the three species has its own flash code, which he simulated with
his electric light. He tried to do the same for Photuris pennsylvanica, but failed:
Although a quite close watch has been kept on Photuris pennsylvanica Deg. for a considerable number of nights, nothing definite can be said as to the possible relation of its light
emission to its reproductive life. A large number of these insects fly about in the trees and
bushes, emitting their light in the various ways that have been described for it, and yet apparently paying no attention to each other.7
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Discovery of femme fatale fireflies
Six years after McDermott’s paper, Francis X. Williams, working in New England,
unlocked the mystery surrounding the flashes of Photuris fireflies. He observed Photuris females eating males of another species of firefly. The victims were members of
the genus Photinus, which includes Center City’s common eastern firefly.8
One evening six females were disturbed at such meals. The fact that the victims were always
males, though the females were nearly as abundant in this locality, and that the feeders were
invariably females, strongly suggests that the weak Photinus males were drawn to their untimely ends by the lure of the greenish-yellow light of the female Photuris. When bottled up
with Photinus they would readily devour the latter, despite its active exudations.9

Half a century later, James E. Lloyd at Cornell University extended these findings in
a classic paper, “Aggressive Mimicry in Photuris: Firefly Femme Fatales.”10 Lloyd’s
findings were serendipitous. In the course of his research on fireflies, Lloyd needed
to collect Photinus females, so he searched for them by signaling with a flashlight
that mimicked flashes of Photinus males. He was essentially applying McDermott’s
methods as a tool to locate female Photinus fireflies. He discovered Photuris females
flashing in answer to his flash simulating male Photinus pyralis, the common eastern firefly. He then observed that Photuris females not only answered the flashes
of Photinus males, but they lured them in, seized them, and ate them.11 Later he
showed that Photuris females have repertoires of flashes; they match the particular
flashes of different species of Photinus, depending on which is available as potential
prey.12 Lloyd reported that Photuris males (which do not eat) mimic the flashes of
the prey of Photuris femme fatales; he speculated that Photuris males use this mimicry to seduce Photuris femme fatales.13 He and Steven Wing showed that Photuris
females hunt Photinus males not only by luring them, but also by directly attacking
them in midair, guided by their prey’s flashes.14 The measures and countermeasures
that fireflies use to signal each other have been called an evolutionary “arms race.”15

Discovery of firefly poisons
The ecological toxicologist Thomas Eisner and his colleagues showed that Photinus
fireflies synthesize defensive poisons that Photuris fireflies do not produce; Photuris females acquire chemical protection by eating Photinus males and sequestering
their poisons.16 Photuris females themselves avoid the toxicity of the poisons they
eat while endowing their eggs with high concentrations of these poisons.17 Selective
pressure due to Photuris predation may be responsible for an evolutionary switch
from nocturnal to diurnal behavior in some members of the firefly family, Lampyridae. The light-producing organs in these diurnal “fireflies” are only vestigial.18

Revision of firefly taxonomy based on flashes
In retrospect, McDermott’s initial bafflement over the function of the flashes of
Photuris pennsylvanica can be appreciated in the context of femme fatales. Female
Photuris fireflies respond to the flashes of male Photuris fireflies only before mating. After mating, they become femme fatales, ignoring the flashes of male Photuris
fireflies.19 McDermott continued to delve into Photuris mating signals for fifty years
and discovered cryptic species, based on differences in mating flashes and other
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traits not detectable in museum specimens. He and an associate, H. S. Barber, concluded that Photuris pennsylvanica is a complex of cryptic species distinguished by
their flashes.20 McDermott surmised that the Photuris species that Baron Charles
De Geer named pensylvanica was probably another species, Photuris versicolor,21
which today in Delaware is more common.22 In describing the flashes, Acrelius, the
pastor who sent De Geer the firefly, had told him only that “they glow and appear
to viewers as thousands of sparks, but they shine even more when they fly”23 (my
translation of the French). Acrelius’s specimens are lost.24

Photinus pyralis in Center City
During the latter half of June and early July in Center City, I have watched fireflies
flashing in Rittenhouse Square, Fitler Square, and Schuylkill Park. They are abundant in our courtyard garden and the College of Physicians garden, which was first
planted in 1914 and later converted to a medicinal herb garden.25 From mid-June to
early July, they start flashing around dusk, and in twenty minutes the flashing ends,
except for rare stragglers. The J-shaped arc of the flash of males about a meter or less
above the ground is characteristic of Photinus pyralis. In Center City I have yet to
see Photuris fireflies flashing, although in a suburban garden just outside of Center
City I have seen them flashing high in trees late at night.

Figure 12.2 Benjamin Rush Medicinal Plant Garden of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, where fireflies
are common. Cultivation of this site began almost a century ago. Photographed July 1, 2012, just before renovations.

The abundance of Photinus pyralis in Center City is surprising, even if one concedes
that their flashing may make the fireflies appear more numerous than they actually
are. They thrive here despite streetlights and light pollution. At night they fly to
door lamps; in the day they rest exposed on doors and walls.
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Diet of Photinus pyralis fireflies
What accounts for their abundance in Center City is unknown. Their larvae are predaceous and live underground, but their subterranean habits have proved difficult
to study. Parasites of larval Photinus fireflies include mites and maggots from two
families of Diptera (Tachnidae and Phoridae).26 Conceivably Center City protects
Photinus from parasites that do not tolerate urban conditions.
In 1868 early American entomologists deduced that Photinus pyralis larvae eat
earthworms:
It lives in the ground where it feeds on other soft bodied insects. At times these “fire-fly” larvae must subsist almost entirely on young earth-worms, for we have found them abundantly in soil, on which no vegetation had grown for at least one year, and where in consequence
there was scarcely another animal to be found, besides these two— the “fire-fly” larva feeding upon the earth-worm, and the latter subsisting on the earth itself.27

McDermott reared Photinus larvae on earthworms.28 The population density of
earthworms in soil has been found to be higher in urban than rural and suburban
forests,29 and to increase as urban parks age.30 In our backyard, two introduced species are common, the rosy-tipped earthworm (Aporrectodea rosea) and the common nightcrawler (Lumbricus terrestris). The rosy-tipped earthworm has developed
tolerance to contamination of soil with lead31 and zinc.32

Figure 12.3 Earthworm under a log in our backyard. Populations of earthworms take time to build up in soil.
Center City’s nineteenth-century row houses are well endowed with old gardens and earthworms, prey of larvae
of the common eastern firefly.
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Photinus fireflies flash in large numbers over grass in Schuylkill River Park’s older sections, which were completed several decades ago, but not in newer sections
along the bike path, completed only six years ago. The lawn that hosts an abundance
of fireflies consists of a mixture of weeds and grasses that have not been subjected
to pesticides and herbicides. I do not find fireflies flashing over perfect carpets of
weed-free grass, probably because of the chemicals required to achieve such perfection. Center City’s rich legacy of nineteenth-century courtyards with gardens may
have contributed to its abundance of fireflies. Flashes of fireflies, like songs of tree
crickets, may be favorable indicators of environmental health.

Figure 12.4 Turf containing white clover (Trifolium repens), plantain (Plantago), and diverse grasses in Schuylkill
Park, where fireflies are common. Fireflies are rare over “perfect” lawns—grass monocultures—dependent on
pesticides and herbicides.

Light pollution as protection against femme fatale
(Photuris) fireflies
Center City may have an abundance of Photinus fireflies because, among other reasons, it affords them safe haven from their primary enemy, Photuris femme fatales,
which are absent here. Such an urban safe haven may benefit Photinus fireflies in
much the same way as urban refuges benefited ailanthus silkmoths before their enemies moved in. Photuris larvae, unlike subterranean Photinus larvae, can be found
on the ground surface.33 Perhaps in Center City, pedestrian trampling takes a heavier toll on Photuris than on Photinus.
I presented this thought to Sara Lewis, one of the country’s leading experts on fireflies. I noted that Photinus fireflies in Center City flash at dusk near artificial lights.
She offered alternative hypotheses:
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It’s quite unusual to find such high firefly density in an urban environment. I’m intrigued by
your idea that some environmental condition might differentially affect Photuris predators,
and thus indirectly increase Photinus abundance.
It seems like there are a couple of possibilities here: soil conditions (as you suggest) or artificial lighting. As for soil conditions, I’m not convinced that Photinus & Photuris larvae are
all that different in their habitat requirements (although we know remarkably little about
this because they’re so hard to raise in captivity). Both groups live & pupate underground,
although Photuris larvae do forage more actively on the surface at night. Based on my own
anecdotal observations, Photuris larvae are more generalist scavengers—for example, they’ll
eat cat food. In contrast, Photinus larvae appear to specialize on eating earthworms. Any
urban gardens nearby?
Another possibility is they may have different reactions to artificial lighting —I assume these
are streetlights? Because for many Photuris species, courtship takes place when it’s fully dark,
artificial lighting might be more disruptive for these than for crepuscular Photinus species.34

The possibility that light pollution might contribute to the abundance of fireflies is
counterintuitive. James E. Lloyd has pointed out multifarious ways that nocturnal
artificial lighting harms fireflies, particularly by confounding and whiting out their
flash signals and disrupting their nocturnal navigation systems.35 Light pollution
may constitute another example of “creative destruction,” in which habitat degradation benefits one species at the expense of another. Urban lighting acted this way in
the case of the bridge spider, Larinioides sclopetarius, which feeds on insects attracted to municipal lights.
A group of firefly investigators who trained under Professor Lewis at Tufts University has collaborated with the Museum of Science in Boston to engage volunteers
in the study of fireflies. It provides protocols for volunteers to collect data on firefly
abundance and behavior.36 Such an undertaking may clarify whether artificial lighting favors Photinus at the expense of Photuris.

Fireflies as an artifact of urbanization
In Center City, artificial lighting may protect common eastern fireflies while old
gardens support their larvae. In his poem “Philadelphia,” Rudyard Kipling viewed
fireflies as a natural heritage:
If you’re off to Philadelphia this morning,
And wish to prove the truth of what I say,
I pledge my word you’ll find the pleasant land behind
Unaltered since Red Jacket rode that way.
Still the pine-woods scent the noon; still the catbird sings his tune;
Still autumn sets the maple-forest blazing.
Still the grape-vine through the dusk flings her soul-compelling musk;
Still the fire-flies in the corn make night amazing!
They are there, there, there with Earth immortal
(Citizens, I give you friendly warning).
The things that truly last when men and times have passed,
They are all in Pennsylvania this morning!37
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Although fireflies may evoke the primordial past, neither Kipling’s cornfields nor
Center City’s gardens nor artificial lights belong to that past. And in Pennsylvania,
less than a quarter of the species of earthworms, which Photinus fireflies feed on, are
native.38 One would have to conclude that the abundance of fireflies in Center City
is at least in part a legacy of man-made disturbance.
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13

LAND PLANARIAN
(Bipalium pennsylvanicum)

A new species of flatworm was discovered three decades ago in a suburb of Philadelphia. Introduced into
North America from Asia, it specializes in preying on earthworms.

Figure 13.1 Land planarium (Bipalium pennsylvanicum) found consuming an earthworm in a garden near Spring City, Chester County,
Pennsylvania. Identification was based on papers by Robert E. Ogren
and Joseph K Sheldon, who first discovered this species.1

In 1978 Joseph K. Sheldon at Eastern College in St. Davids, a suburb of Philadelphia,
discovered a wormlike animal with a head shaped like a hammerhead. It has three
stripes down its back and grows to a length of 80 millimeters (3 inches). Sheldon
found it beneath logs around a vegetable garden and under stones on the college
campus. He also found it in his home garden 2.4 kilometers from the campus. Four
years later a population was discovered on the campus of Ursinus College in Collegeville, Pennsylvania, after a student walking across the grassy campus noticed
one on his shoe.2
Robert E. Ogren of Wilkes University in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, determined
that the animal was a terrestrial planarian, or flatworm (Phylum Platyhelminthes),
that had not previously been described. Ogren deduced that it had been introduced
into this country from Asia, where its genus, Bipalium, is endemic. He named the
new species Bipalium pennsylvanicum. It is the second member of this genus living
outdoors in southeastern Pennsylvania.3 The first is Bipalium adventitium, widely
distributed in North America4 and common in New York,5 especially in New York
City.6

How flatworms attack earthworms
Both planarians, sometimes called turbellarians in reference to their taxonomic
class (Turbellaria), are specialized predators of earthworms. B. adventitium tracks
earthworms by following their mucous trails, and pursues them into their tunnels,
where it blocks their escape.7
It digests its prey alive before consuming it:
Upon contact, the turbellarian immediately crawled onto the earthworm’s body. The earthworm did not react until the broad translucent pharynx of the Bipalium was extended over
the segments. At that instant the annelid moved tortuously and excessive exudations of mucus resulted. Occasionally turbellarians were forced off the body by this action, particularly
with larger earthworms. Segments over which the pharynx was extended were always found
to be liquefied and soon after swollen. Once permanent attachment by the pharynx was attained liquefaction continued until small earthworms (100–200 mg) were almost completely
consumed. Large holes a centimeter wide were formed as portions of larger earthworms
(Lumbricus terrestris) were digested. As extracellular digestion occurred, streams of material
could be seen passing through the pharynx into the predator’s digestive tract causing the
anterior portion of the Bipalium to swell. While feeding, the turbellarian hung flaccidly as the
earthworm became motionless. No earthworm recovered.
Feeding by Bipalium lasted an average of 45 minutes on earthworms weighing less than 600
mg. Multiple sites were attacked on 4–5 g earthworms and feeding was completed in an
average of six hours…The mean weight gain by Bipalium during feeding was 89 mg +/- 12
mg, or 82% of body weight. After feeding, the Bipalium crawled away from the victim, curled
into a knot-like position, and remained somewhat motionless for several days.8

In North America B. adventitium has been reported to feed on fourteen species of
earthworms,9 including individuals fifty-five times its own weight.10 Two of these
species (Lumbricus terrestris and Aporrectodea rosea) are common in our garden in
Center City. B. pennsylvanicum also feeds on earthworms, and not on arthropods or
gastropods (slugs and snails).11
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Exotic flatworms depleting populations of earthworms
in Europe
Introduction of an exotic planarian onto the Faroe Islands and Northern Ireland
has reduced populations of earthworms.12 Bipalium in North America has not been
shown to deplete populations of earthworms, but its full impact may take time to
develop. Populations of exotic planarians predatory on earthworms are spreading
in North America and Europe. Typically the planarian is first detected in or near
gardens, and then spreads to surrounding areas.13 Ogren concluded that transfer of
soil used in horticulture distributed the worms in Pennsylvania.14
I have yet to find planarians in gardens in Center City, but the animals are easy
to miss. Peter K. Ducey, who has studied the natural history of Bipalium, suggests
looking for them feeding on earthworms on paved walkways in city parks and university campuses at dawn after rain.15

North American terrestrial flatworms first appeared
in Center City
Exotic terrestrial planarians had an auspicious beginning in Pennsylvania. In 1851
Joseph Leidy discovered the first one in North America. He found it under a flowerpot in his garden at his home at 1302 Filbert Street,16 currently the location of
Philadelphia’s Criminal Justice Center, a block from City Hall. Leidy described the
species and named it Rynchodemus sylvaticus. He also found it in woods along the
Schuylkill River and Wissahickon Creek, now part of Fairmount Park.17 This species, also present in Europe, was likely introduced into North America.18 It has since
been reported in five states,19 but the worm, which feeds on soil insects rather than
on earthworms,20 has yet to become abundant.21

Figure 13.2 Philadelphia’s Criminal Justice Center, site of Joseph Leidy’s nineteenth-century home and the
discovery of North America’s first land planarian, Rhynchodemus sylvaticus, under a flowerpot in his garden.
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Infestations of planarians theoretically could take a toll on Photinus fireflies, whose
larvae, like Bipalium, are specialized predators of earthworms. In the laboratory, Bipalium did not prey on beetle larvae.22 Conceivably, firefly larvae prey on Bipalium,
which is soft-bodied like earthworms.

Barriers to observing planarians and their ecological impact
Defining the relationship between Photinus, Bipalium, and earthworms is problematic. Measurement of populations of animals thinly distributed in soil is imprecise.
Techniques for monitoring their interactions underground have yet to be developed. Expertise that encompasses all three animals would require a team of dedicated specialists.
American robins (Turdus migratorious) commonly hunt earthworms in turf in
Schuylkill River Park. Fireflies flash profusely in June and July. Earthworms are
abundant in gardens here. If Bipalium flatworms have infested Center City, they
have yet to take an obvious toll.

Figure 13.3 American robin (Turdus migratorius) grabbing an earthworm in Schuylkill River Park.

_______________________

Postscript

Since I completed writing this chapter, Bipalium pennsylvanicum was discovered in
Philadelphia. In September 2014, Heather Rinehart sent me a photograph of this
worm, which she found at Bartram’s Garden, approximately three kilometers from
Center City.
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14

AMERICAN ROBIN
(Turdus migratorius)

In Pennsylvania, populations of
robins have increased over the past
decade, while those of other
common urban birds have declined.

Figure 14.1 American robin. (Hand-colored engraving, “Turdus pilaris
migratorius. The Fieldfare. Aristolochia. The snake-root,” plate 29 in
Mark Catesby’s The Natural History of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama
Islands, vol. I, published in 1731.)

In 1731, over a century before the publication of Audubon’s Birds of America, the
English naturalist Mark Catesby produced the first volume of The Natural History of
Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands.1 It includes an engraving of an American
robin on its back on a tree stump that resembles a chopping block. The bird’s feet
are askew up in the air, and its neck hangs down over the edge of the stump. In the
accompanying text, Catesby offers no clue as to why he chose to depict the bird as
if it were ready to be carved up.

Delicacy
Alexander Wilson offers a clue in the first volume of his American Ornithology, published in Philadelphia in 1808:2
So fond are they of gum-berries, that, wherever there is one of these trees covered with fruit,
and flocks of Robins in the neighborhood, the sportsman need only take his stand near it,
load, take aim, and fire; one flock succeeding another, with little interruption, almost the
whole day: by this method, prodigious slaughter has been made among them with little
fatigue.
…When fat, they are in considerable esteem for the table, and probably not inferior to the
Turdi of the ancients, which they bestowed so much pains on in feeding and fattening. The
birds are frequently and easily raised, bear the confinement of the cage, feed on bread, fruits,
&c., sing well, readily learn to imitate parts of tunes, and are very pleasant and cheerful domestics.3

Pokeberries
The slaughter of robins might have continued were it not for pokeberries. Wilson,
whose ornithological career began in Philadelphia,4 describes how pokeberries protected robins:
Sometimes they will disappear for a week or two, and return again in greater numbers than
before, at which time the cities pour out their sportsmen by scores, and the markets are
plentifully supplied with them at a cheap rate. In January 1807, two young men, in one excursion after them, shot thirty dozen. In the midst of such devastation, which continued
many weeks, and, by accounts, extended from Massachusetts to Maryland, some humane
person took advantage of a circumstance common to these birds in winter, to stop the general slaughter. The fruit called poke-berries (Phytolacca decandra, Linn) is a favorite repast
with the Robin, after they are mellowed by the frost. The juice of the berries is of a beautiful
crimson, and they are eaten in such quantities by these birds, that their whole stomachs are
strongly tinged with the same red color. A paragraph appeared in the public papers, intimating that, from the great quantities of these berries which the Robins had fed on, they had
become unwholesome, and even dangerous food; and that several persons had suffered
by eating of them. The strange appearance of the bowels of the birds seemed to corroborate this account. The demand for, and use of them, ceased almost instantly and motives of
self-preservation produced at once what all the pleadings of humanity could not effect.5
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Figure 14.2 Pokeberry (Phytolacca americana), a common wild herbaceous perennial plant in Center City.
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Warnings about eating robins appeared in a dissertation submitted by Benjamin
Shultz for a degree of doctor of medicine at the University of Pennsylvania in 1795.
Noting that robins eat pokeberries, he describes the berries:
These, when perfectly ripe, are extremely smooth, and of a dark reddish colour. They of
course are very tempting to eat, but this gratification can seldom be enjoyed to any degree, without great inconvenience. Man is not the only animal to whom these berries are
unfriendly; many birds are observed to be purged by them. The flesh of those who eat them
acquires a high red colour, a disagreeable flavour, and is destitute of adipose substance. 6

Outside of Philadelphia the mass shooting of robins continued well into the nineteenth century. In the text accompanying Birds of America, published in 1834, Audubon describes the slaughter with pleasure:
In all the Southern States…their presence is productive of a sort of jubilee among the gunners, and the havoc made among them with bows and arrows, blowpipes, guns, and traps of
different sorts, is wonderful.7

Attraction to human habitation
Despite the shooting of robins in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the birds
were conspicuous around people’s homes. In 1749 Peter Kalm, the Swedish naturalist who visited Philadelphia, wrote: “It sings very melodiously, is not very shy, but
hops on the ground, quite close to the houses.”8 Two centuries later Witmer Stone,
Philadelphia botanist and ornithologist, noted that the robin had recently become
the most abundant bird at Cape May. He attributed the population increase to “the
steady increase in dwellings with gardens and shrubbery and well-kept lawns.”9 The
attraction of robins to human residential development appears to be characteristic of
the species rather than to a particular place. In Alberta, increases in robins correlated
with settlement of the prairie and creation of gardens, which also introduced earthworms.10
Over the past decade populations of robins have increased in Pennsylvania, according to the Breeding Bird Survey.11 The robin is the most widely distributed bird
in the state.12 Among populations of urban birds in Pennsylvania, only robins have
increased, while house finches (Haemorhous mexicanus), house sparrows (Passer domesticus), and starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) have decreased.13 I have seen robins foraging in
Center City throughout the year.

Urban habitat
Why have robins fared so well in Center City? On the surface, cities would appear to offer them few advantages: cities have only recently become part of robins’
evolutionary history. Street pigeons (Columba livia) and house sparrows, by contrast,
have had millennia to evolve in Europe and the Middle East, where fossils of house
sparrows date back 65,000 years,14 and evidence of domesticated pigeons goes back
4,800 years.15 Center City does not offer robins, which are indigenous to the region,
oceanic barriers that protect them from native enemies; bird feeders downtown provide seed to house sparrows, but robins ignore such offerings; buildings in the city
offer potential nesting sites, but robins here typically nest in trees.
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Leonard A. Eiserer of Franklin and Marshall College in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, observed that lawn mowing attracts robins. He found that the time robins spent on
lawns decreased as the height of grass increased. Given a choice, robins foraged on
lawns whose grass was short rather than long. The act of lawn mowing itself, independent of height of grass, drew robins. Eiserer surmised that robins fed on insects
that lawn mowing exposed.16 Mowing grass theoretically may nurture earthworms:
mowed fragments of blades of grass are just the right size for earthworms to pull into
their burrows. Mowing, grass clippings, and mulch increase populations of earthworms or their castings.17 I suspect shorter grass improves robins’ mobility on the
ground and their capacity to spot and seize prey.
In Center City, sprinklers attract robins in parks and in our garden. The water brings
earthworms to the surface, as it does after rain.18 In our backyard in the summer,
robins are quick to forage after I have gardened and exposed freshly turned earth.
Invertebrates other than earthworms are diverse and abundant in urban and suburban
gardens.19 Robins have been found to eat invertebrates in ninety-one families.20
Short grass and bare ground may protect robins from exposure to ectoparasites such
as lice, louse flies, mites, and ticks. Robins have been found to harbor fifteen species of these arthropods.21 Over a third of robins sampled using mist nets in Lyme,
Connecticut, carried Ixodes scapularis, the tick that transmits the spirochete causing
human Lyme disease. Just under a third of robins in this survey were coinfected with
both nymphs and larvae of these ticks.22 Robins harbor not only the Lyme disease
tick, but also the Lyme disease pathogen, Borrelia burgdorferi.23 In Maryland, the number of Ixodes ticks per robin declined with increasing urbanization.24

Precolonial contact with agriculture
The attraction of robins to yards and gardens dates back to our earliest records of
this bird’s behavior; it persisted even in the face of systematic hunting. Red-tailed
hawks, in contrast, were reclusive in the face of hunting; only after protections were
enforced did they habituate to people. The affinity of robins for human habitation
likely preceded European settlement.
Native Americans presented robins with opportunities to forage in gardens long
before the arrival of Europeans.25 Crops found in prehistoric archaeological sites
in Pennsylvania include squash (Curcurbita pepo), maize (Zea mays mays), tobacco
(Nicotiana sp.), sunflower (Helianthus annuus), bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), and goosefoot
(Chenopodium sp.). The age of the oldest remnants of crops dated by radiocarbon in
this region is over 2,000 years.26 Native Americans once gardened across the continent,27 including in Arizona and New Mexico, where archaeological excavation
of abandoned pueblos turned up bones of robins.28 The American robin evolved in
Central America and later colonized North America from coast to coast.29 Robins
likely foraged in pre-Columbian Native American gardens just as they did in gardens
of European settlers, and as they do in gardens in Center City today.
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Berries
In Center City’s old courtyards, wild and ornamental trees and shrubs offer robins
abundant berries, especially in winter. Vines that produce berries include Virginia
creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia), Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica), English
ivy (Hedera helix), and oriental bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus).30 Shrubs and trees
presenting food to robins include hawthorn (Crataegus), holly (Ilex), crabapple (Malus), mountain ash (Sorbus), mulberry (Morus), hackberry (Celtis), dogwood (Cornus),
juniper (Juniperus), sumac (Rhus), and cherry (Prunus).31
In the spring, suburban robins have been found to begin breeding earlier than rural
robins.32 One possible explanation is the abundance of ornamental berries available
during the winter around suburban homes and parks.

Figure 14.3 Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia) on the wall of the municipal swimming pool building
on Taney Street in Center City. Robins eat its berries.
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In his Compendium Florae Philadelphicae, published in 1818, William P. C. Barton described the city’s flora, including vines with berries lasting into winter. One example
is native bittersweet, Celastrus scandens:
A climbing plant frequently reaching the tops of trees, twenty or thirty feet high. Flowers yellowish white, small. Berries a bright orange-red. Said to possess medicinal virtues. In hedges
and among small trees and shrubs on rocky ground. Frequent near Mendenhall’s tavern on
the east bank of the Schuylkill, not far from the falls along the fences; and in the stony and
hilly copices back of Powelton, abundant.33

Among the most common native woody vines to colonize successional habitats
in Philadelphia outside of Center City today is poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans),
whose berries are eaten by robins.34 Barton called it “Poison Vine” and described it
as follows:
No plant is more generally known than this. It is extremely poisonous. Berries white… Particularly common along fences…are possessed of medicinal virtues.35

In Center City, robins’ supply of berries is more secure than the supply of small seeds
that sustain house finches and house sparrows. Berries are abundant on vines, shrubs,
and trees, whereas small seeds are available mostly in bird feeders and herbaceous
weeds. Property owners apply herbicides to wild herbaceous plants, which in Center
City typically grow in cracks at the base of buildings and in pavement. Destruction
of these plants may in part explain why populations of house sparrows and house
finches have declined compared to those of robins.36

Viruses, raptors, cats, and other enemies
Center City may buffer robins from predators and competitors less well adapted
to downtown. Despite the conspicuous presence of red-tailed and Cooper’s hawks,
most species of raptors known to prey on robins37 are not common downtown.
Arborial snakes, which are nest predators, are absent. Starlings, which have been observed stealing worms from robins,38 are common but have declined in numbers in
Pennsylvania.39
In Middle Atlantic and Northeastern states, West Nile virus has caused declines in
populations of both robins and its nest predators, including American crows and blue
jays.40 In 2010 the Philadelphia Department of Public Health reported mosquitos
infected with West Nile virus in every section of the city surveyed, including Center
City. It also reported thirteen human cases of illness caused by West Nile virus infection.41 West Nile virus paradoxically could have boosted populations of robins if their
immunity to infection by the virus exceeded that of their nest predators.42
Free-ranging domestic cats in the United States have been estimated to kill over a
billion birds annually, but mortality of robins due to cats in Center City is unknown.43
Also unknown is the mortality due to squirrels, which are nest predators of robins.44
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Cowbirds
Robins are well defended against one common enemy here: the brown-headed cowbird (Molothrus ater). Alexander Wilson described the behavior of cowbirds in 1810:
The most remarkable trait in the character of this species is the unaccountable practice it has
of dropping its eggs into the nests of other birds, instead of building and hatching for itself;
and thus entirely abandoning its progeny to the care and mercy of strangers.45

Figure 14.4 Brown-headed cowbird (Molothrus ater) on a lawn off Martin Luther King Drive, Philadelphia.

Figure 14.5 Intact, speckled egg on brick sidewalk of 2400 block of Waverly Street in Center City. The setting
and appearance of this egg suggest it is an ejected egg of a cowbird.
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In experiments conducted in Michigan and Connecticut, robins rejected artificial
and real cowbird eggs, usually by ejecting the eggs from their nests.46 Robin eggs are
clear blue, in contrast to cowbird eggs, which are white with spots; cowbird eggs are
smaller than robin eggs. When artificial cowbird eggs were experimentally deposited
in robin’s nests, robins accepted cowbird eggs painted clear blue, but rejected cowbird eggs painted blue with spots, or clear white.47 Song sparrows, in contrast, do not
reject cowbird eggs, and their populations have increased when local cowbirds were
trapped and removed.48
How did robins evolve defenses against brood parasitism by urban cowbirds? The
brown-headed cowbird, like the American robin, evolved in Central America and
dispersed over most of North America.49 It inhabited North America for at least a
million years and likely peaked in abundance 15,000–20,000 years ago, when North
America supported its greatest diversity of large mammals, including bison, oxen,
horses, llamas, camels, mammoths, and mastodons.50
In 1799 Benjamin Smith Barton, professor of materia medica, natural history, and
botany at the University of Pennsylvania, described how the brown-headed cowbird
foraged in Pennsylvania:
It follows cows and horses, pulling asunder their excrements, in order to get at the seeds. It
alights on their backs, eating flies and other insects from them. In some parts of Pennsylvania, it is best known by the name of Cow-Bird.51

By the time horses and cows disappeared from North American cities, cowbirds had
become urbanized. Brown-headed cowbirds have recently been found to be more
abundant in urban than rural areas.52 Robins and cowbirds forage together on lawns
in Center City.
Wherever the two species coexisted, brood parasitism in cowbirds would have exerted selective pressure on robins.53 The clear blue color of robin eggs may have evolved
in response to cowbirds, or it may have evolved initially in response to other selective
pressures, such as predatory attacks on robin eggs54 and then secondarily as a defense
against brood parasitism.55 Whatever the sequence, robins had to cope with cowbirds
long before the two met in Center City.56

Latitude, altitude, and temperature
The earliest systematic records of robins in Philadelphia date to 1802, when William
Bartram began a twenty-year log of observations on weather and natural history at
his home, about 3 kilometers from today’s Center City. Entries in his log indicate that
he saw robins in the month of January for eight years, including eleven days in January 1821, when he noted that the temperature fell to –8°F, the ice on the Schuylkill
River was 12–14 inches thick, and the ground was covered with 3 inches of snow. He
observed that traffic on the ice across the Delaware River was constant, and included
carts and sleds drawn by teams of six horses transporting hay and wood.57
The mortality of robins under such icy conditions is unknown, but the caloric intake
required for maintaining body temperature in winter can exceed robins’ capacity to
consume berries.58
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To explain the overwintering of robins in Philadelphia, Alexander Wilson offered
one hypothesis, which he linked to the name Turdus migratorius:
The name of this bird bespeaks him a bird of passage, as are all the different species of
Thrushes we have; but the one we are now describing being more unsettled, and continually
roving about from one region to another, during fall and winter, seems particularly entitled
to the appellation. Scarce a winter passes but innumerable thousands of them are seen in
the lower parts of the whole Atlantic states, from New Hampshire to Carolina particularly in
the neighbourhood of our towns; and from the circumstance of their leaving, during that
season, the country to the northwest of the great range of the Alleghany, from Maryland
northward, it would appear that they not only migrate from north to south, but from west
to east, to avoid the deep snows that generally prevail on these high regions for at least four
months in the year.59

The Canadian Atlas of Bird Banding has documented robins migrating southeast from
Ontario across the Allegheny plateau and southeastern Pennsylvania to southern
New Jersey and Maryland.60 Philadelphia offers overwintering robins refuge from
cold associated with higher latitude and altitude.

Heat island
Measured by satellite infrared imaging, Center City is typically warmer than surrounding suburbs by 1.7 to 3.3°C (3–6°F); on clear, calm winter nights, it is warmer
than nearby rural areas by 5.6 to 11°C (10–20°F).61 Satellite spectroradiometric imaging has monitored the onset of “greenup” (vegetation leafing out) in the spring
along the Washington–Philadelphia–New York corridor. Greenup was 8.7 days earlier within urban cores compared to 8 to 10 kilometers outside. The rise in surface
temperature along a gradient from rural areas to urban cores paralleled the advance
of greenup. The growing season in urban core areas was 15 days longer than in
outlying rural areas.62 Thermal mapping of Center City shows variation in elevated
surface temperatures according to the landscape; for example, Rittenhouse Square
stands out as relatively cool, corresponding to its tree canopy.63
Center City’s heat island is a result of pavement and buildings that trap solar energy
during the day and radiate it at night, along with heat generators such as cars, air
conditioners, and power plants.64 However, William Bartram’s records demonstrate
that overwintering of robins in Philadelphia preceded the city’s heat island.65
In Columbus, Ohio, an urban heat island effect was demonstrated in the case of the
northern cardinal (Cardinalis cardinalis), which nested and formed clutches 7 to 10
days earlier in urban compared to rural habitats. The difference was found to be due
to higher urban temperatures and not to greater availability of food.

Climate warming
Climate warming has advanced seasonal behavior of robins. By the spring of 2000,
robins were arriving 14 days earlier than they had in 1981 at their breeding grounds
in the Rocky Mountains in Colorado.66 Advanced arrival times of robins in spring
in Maine have correlated with higher temperatures in Maine and New England.67
Comparable studies have not been done in Philadelphia, where robins newly arrived
from the south are indistinguishable from those that have overwintered here from
the north.
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Light pollution
American robins typically start singing at dawn, but in Center City in early spring,
I have heard them start by 2 a.m. Mark W. Miller of the U.S. Geological Survey
hypothesized that light pollution advances the time when robins begin singing. In
Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania, he found that robins exposed to light pollution of
high intensity began singing as early as 1:10 a.m., the earliest ever reported. On average, they began singing 107 minutes earlier than did robins exposed to no light pollution, and 68 minutes earlier than did robins exposed to moderate light pollution.68
Similar findings have been reported for dawn singing in four species of European
songbirds. The consequences of shifting the onset of singing to earlier times in the
morning included disturbances in the timing of reproductive behavior.69

Noise pollution
Noise pollution has shifted the timing of bird songs. The European robin (Erithacus
rubecula) typically sings during the day; but in noisy neighborhoods in Sheffield, England, it sings at night. An analysis of noise levels in over a hundred locations in the
city concluded that daytime noise induced the birds to sing at night. The birds sang
at night even when levels of artificial light were low.70
Traffic noise has shifted the spectral characteristics of the American robin’s song.71
Spectral shifts in response to noise vary not only with emission of noise but also with
nearby impervious surfaces, which cause sounds to reverberate.72 In theory, noise and
light pollution could act synergistically on robins’ song.

Relationships with people
The robin strips trees and shrubs of ornamental berries and harbors West Nile virus;
it carries Lyme disease ticks and the Lyme disease pathogen, Borrelia burgdorferi; yet it
is exempt from the kind of persecution endured by pigeons and starlings. Alexander
Wilson considered the affection that people reserve for robins and concluded that
it transcends the beauty of its song. He suggested that people associate its song with
spring, and the name “robin” with the European robin, a species much admired:
This song has some resemblance to, and indeed is no bad imitation of the notes of the Thrush
or Thrasher (Turdus rufus); but if deficient in point of execution, he possesses more simplicity;
and makes up in zeal what he wants in talent; so that the notes of the Robin, in spring, are
universally known, and as universally beloved. They are as it were the prelude to the grand
general concert that is about to burst upon us from woods, fields and thickets, whitened
with blossoms, and breathing fragrance. By the usual association of ideas, we therefore listen with more pleasure to this cheerful bird than to many others possessed of far superior
powers, and much greater variety. Even his nest is held more sacred among schoolboys than
that of some others; and while they will exult in plundering a Jay’s or a Catbird’s, a general
sentiment of respect prevails on the discovery of a Robin’s. Whether he owes not some little of this veneration to the well known and long established character of his namesake in
Britain, by a like association of ideas, I will not pretend to determine. He possesses a good
deal of his suavity of manners; and almost always seeks shelter for his young in summer, and
subsistence for himself in the extremes of winter, near the habitations of man.73
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In Louisville, Kentucky, a study measured the distance robins allowed people to
approach before they took flight. Robins tolerated people at closest distances when
people approached them on paths and did not look at them. These responses appeared to be learned: in all trials, adult robins allowed people to approach closer than
did young robins.74 A study in Seattle measured flight responses of birds in neighborhoods where people reported that they repelled birds: American crows (Corvus
brachyrhynchos) and European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris)—but not American robins—
exhibited exaggerated flight responses.75
Alexander Wilson noted two centuries ago that people are less likely to persecute
robins than other birds. Popular regard for robins has endured, endowing robins with
rich rewards: berries, worms, lawns, water, nesting sites, and protection from ectoparasites and predators. In Pennsylvania, it may account, at least in part, for increasing
numbers of robins.
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15

CHINESE MANTID
(Praying mantis; Tenodera sinensis)

Over a century ago a Philadelphia
nursery accidentally introduced the
Chinese mantid into North America,
and it spread through most of the
eastern United States. In Center
City, the smaller Carolina mantid
(Stagmomantis carolina) is
replacing it.

Figure 15.1 Chinese mantids (Tenodera sinensis) from Mt. Airy,
Philadelphia, where the first Chinese mantid in North America was
discovered. From Philip Laurent’s collection, deposited in the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Drexel University. (Courtesy of the Academy of
Natural Sciences of Drexel University)

On October 16, 1897, Joseph Hindermyer encountered a Chinese mantid (Tenodera
sinensis) on a tomato vine in his garden in Mt. Airy, Philadelphia.1 Never before seen
on this continent, it was the largest carnivorous insect in North America. His neighbor, Philip Laurent, an entomologist, reported what happened next:
Mr. H., not being familiar with the insect’s harmless nature, was afraid to touch it, but at
last managed to secure it in a paste-board box, in which condition it was brought to me…
Although a careful search was made in the vicinity in which the specimen was found, no
others were discovered. Learning later that the native habitat of the insect was China and Japan, l made inquiry among those having nurseries and conservatories in the neighborhood
where the specimen was captured, regarding the importation of plants from the above
named countries. At the nursery of Thomas Meehan & Sons—the largest nursery in the vicinity of where the insect was captured—I was informed that they were constantly receiving
plants from all parts of the world, so that it is more than likely that the insect was introduced
through this channel.2

In March 1898, Ella Jacobs, visiting Meehan’s Nursery in Germantown, found six
specimens of what she thought were galls. Unable to identify them, she took them
to her office and kept them around to see what might develop:
About the end of May, as I went to my office, the janitor greeted me with the pleasant news
that my room was full of “bugs.” Rather startled, I proceeded to investigate, and discovered
several hundred insects on the wall, over pictures and desk. I examined closely and decided it was the fault of my unnamed specimen. I noticed that it was broken open in ridges;
I placed it in a box and in an hour I saw several of the insects emerge. The curious part is,
that these insects appeared to be the Praying Mantis. A visit to Dr. Skinner, at the Academy,
confirmed this fact.
It seems rather a coincidence to have found these in this locality so soon after the report of
Mr. Laurent’s find of a somewhat similar character.
I greatly regret that we took all of the cases we saw, six of them, as I know now that their contents would have been a valuable acquisition to the nurseries as these carnivorous insects
would have eaten other insects injurious to the plants.3

Importation into North America
In the archives of the McLean Library of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society is
a Meehan nursery catalog dated 1858—39 years before Hindermyer found his Chinese mantid. It offers for sale Chinese magnolias and Japanese paulownias.4 Imported
nursery stock could have introduced the Chinese mantid into Meehan’s nursery decades before it surfaced on Hindermyer’s tomato plants. Discoveries of accidentally
introduced species of insects typically occur after a lag during which their populations grow to the point that they come to people’s attention. The lag may have been
shorter than usual in the case of the Chinese mantid because its 10-centimeter body
and 2.5-centimeter egg case are so conspicuous.
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Figure 15.2 Cover of the catalog of the Germantown Nurseries of Thomas Meehan, 1858. Offerings include
species from China and Japan, likely sources for the accidental importation of the Chinese mantid, Tenodera
sinensis, into North America. (Courtesy of the McLean Library of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society)
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Figure 15.3 Chinese mantid egg case (ootheca) found in Bartram’s Garden, Philadelphia, in 2012.

Beneficial or harmful?
In 1926, Walter R. Thierolf attempted to determine whether this predator was economically beneficial. His investigation was the basis of his thesis at the University
of Pennsylvania, and is reminiscent of studies that attempted to determine whether
the house sparrow was helpful or harmful. He collected fifty egg cases in Glenside,
Pennsylvania, and released an estimated 10,000 individuals into the neighborhood
around his home. He identified their prey by observing mature mantids eating and
by dissecting their alimentary tracts.
Thierolf ’s verdict on the economic value of the species was cautious, in part because
he found that the mantids avidly ate honeybees. He diplomatically concluded, “The
fact that the insect victims of mantids are so extremely varied would appear to make
them worthy agents in nature’s plan to retain a normal balance in insect life.”5 In the
course of releasing 10,000 mantids into new territory, Thierolf likely expedited the
mantid’s dispersal, beneficial or not.

Means of dispersal
By 1950, according to an annual report of the Smithsonian Institution, the Chinese
mantid had been found along the Atlantic Coast from Connecticut to Virginia and
in scattered locations elsewhere, including California.6 Today, it is found in almost
every state east of the Mississippi and in several western states, plus Ontario and
Quebec, as documented by a website that posts photographs of insects that people
submit for identification.7
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This dispersal is greater than expected based on the female mantid’s low mobility.The
female does not fly and is stopped by common barriers such as streams or highways.8
Vendors of garden supplies market egg cases of the Chinese mantid for control of
insect pests and, along with nurseries, have undoubtedly accelerated the mantid’s dissemination.9 (In advertisements, garden supply businesses offer the egg cases for sale
under the name Tenodera aridifolia sinensis, but the nomenclature recently has reverted
back to Tenodera sinensis, its name at the time of its discovery in Philadelphia.10)

Collecting egg cases
In Center City the Chinese mantid is a casualty of its celebrity status as a “beneficial”
insect. I have not found one for several years downtown. Gardeners collect their egg
cases and place them in their gardens, where squirrels, birds and mice prey on them,
or they bring them indoors, where they hatch prematurely in the spring. The last
egg case I found in Center City was on a sapling transplanted from nursery stock; the
egg case disappeared a few days after I discovered it. Egg cases in Fairmount Park just
outside of Center City are still common in brambles in old fields.

A “native” praying mantid introduced into Center City
The Chinese mantid is one of four species of mantids in this region. Two were introduced from Asia, one from Europe, and one, the Carolina mantid (Stagmomantis
carolina), from just south of Pennsylvania.11 The Carolina mantid ranges from northern Brazil and Ecuador into Venezuela, Colombia, Central America, Mexico, and the
southern United States.12 Along the east coast of the United States, its northern limit
was Chestertown, Maryland, according to an analysis of specimens in the Academy of
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia in 1937.13 I have found both sexes of the Carolina
mantid attracted to door lamps on our row house on Pine Street in Center City. Like
bridge spiders, Carolina mantids capture prey attracted to electric light.
The Carolina mantid is smaller than the Chinese mantid, but still among the biggest
insects one is likely to find in Center City. Body lengths of adults reach 5–6 centimeters (2–2.4 inches), compared to 8–10 centimeters (3–4 inches) for the Chinese
mantid.The female Carolina mantid has short stubby wings and is usually green.The
male has fully developed wings, and its body is usually brown, but color in either sex
can be predominantly brown or green.
Egg cases of Carolina mantids are better camouflaged than those of Chinese mantids.
Unlike the bulky, conspicuous globular egg cases of Chinese mantids, egg cases of
Carolina mantids are smaller, elongated, and oriented so they blend in with the twigs
to which they are attached. Crowds of people in Schuylkill Park ignore them.
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Figure 15.4 Egg case (ootheca) of Carolina mantid (Stagmomantis carolina). Its linear profile is smaller and less
conspicuous than the bigger and more globular egg case of the Chinese mantid. (Photographed at Bartram’s
garden)
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Figure 15.5 Female Carolina mantid (Stagmomantis carolina) attracted to the porch light of our house at night in
Center City. The black spot on its wing distinguishes it from other species.
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Figure 15.6 Male Carolina mantid on our house.
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Figure 15.7 Carolina mantid eating a moth fly (Family: Psychodidae) beside our front door.
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Mystery of the dispersal of the Carolina mantid into Philadelphia
How the Carolina mantid colonized Center City is unknown. Mantids have low
“vagility,” meaning the distances they crawl or fly in the course of their lives are
short. In Northern Delaware the lifetime distance traveled by adult Chinese mantids
that were marked and recaptured was 70 meters maximum, and usually less than 20
meters.14 The Carolina mantid, which is about half the size of the Chinese mantid,
has no obvious means of dispersal other than its legs; the female’s wings are too short
for powered flight. Despite limited mobility, this species has managed to populate
a vast geographic expanse from Brazil to Maryland. Fossil mantids dating back 90
million years have been found in New Jersey amber,15 so mantids have had a long
time to disperse. Still, in the absence of human assistance, how might this species have
traversed barriers like rivers?
The answer to this question is not known. Mantids have been found on top of the
Empire State Building in Manhattan;16 conceivably females crawled up trees or cliffs
and used their stubby wings to glide. Six species of birds have been reported to feed
on mantid egg cases;17 in principle birds might excrete and disperse viable mantid
eggs embedded in the tough matrix of their cases, but this hypothesis has yet to be
investigated. Floods might have carried egg cases or adults on debris across rivers; but
this too is conjecture.

Freight trains and boats as possible agents of dispersal
The first record of a Carolina mantid in Pennsylvania was in 1862, after ootheca (egg
cases) imported from Maryland produced populations that reproduced for two or
three generations in Lancaster City.18 In 1899 Philip Laurent reported identifying a
Carolina mantid collected on a wharf in Philadelphia.19 Nursery stock could disperse
the Carolina mantid like the Chinese mantid; egg cases of both are offered for sale
online.
Lawrence Hurd of the University of Delaware reported finding ootheca (egg cases)
of the European mantid (Mantis religiosa) attached to the undercarriage of railroad
freight cars, which he concluded transported this mantid to fields along train tracks
in Northern Delaware.20 In Center City freight trains frequently park along tracks
bordered by wild vegetation. I found an egg case of a Carolina mantid attached to a
pine tree in Schuylkill Park less than 50 meters from these tracks.
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Figure 15.8 Vegetation along the CSX railroad tracks in Center City. The view faces south near the Schuylkill
River and Interstate 676. In Delaware, egg cases of mantids have been found attached to the undercarriages of
freight trains, which may disperse them.
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Center City’s heat island
In the northeastern United States, the distribution of many species of southern insects, particularly butterflies, has been moving northward due to temperatures rising
from climate change.21 The northward advance of the distribution of the Carolina
mantid is part of this trend, even though people have introduced it. Center City’s
urban heat island may have encouraged establishment of Carolina mantids.

Pressure for smallness downtown
Carolina and Chinese mantids coexist in Bartram’s garden, Philadelphia, just outside
of Center City. Here open fields provide abundant prey, and the remote location
protects them and their egg cases from destruction by people. In contrast, in Center
City, the larger (Chinese) mantid and its egg case have become rare. Persecution of
these big attractive targets may explain their rarity downtown, but another hypothesis is worth considering. In Why Big Fierce Animals Are Rare, Paul Colinvaux argues
that scarcity of prey limits the abundance of big predators such as lions and tigers.22
Perhaps scarcity of insect prey downtown contributes to the scarcity of Center City’s
biggest carnivorous insect.
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16

PILLBUGS
(Isopods; Armadillidium)

Pillbugs thrive downtown despite
vulnerability to predators, parasites, pathogens, and desiccation.
They have gained safety in
numbers.

Figure 16.1 Pillbug, Armadillidium nasatum, rolled into an imperfect
ball, with a gap on the right. Rolling into a ball (conglobation) protects pillbugs from desiccation and predators.1

In the first volume of the Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, published in 1818, Thomas Say presented “An Account of the Crustacea of the United
States.” Crustacea are arthropods such as lobsters, crabs, shrimp, barnacles, and fourteen-legged creatures called isopods. Terrestrial isopods include familiar garden animals known by many colloquial names, such as woodlice, sowbugs, roly-polies, and
pillbugs. Say noted that one species, currently named Armadillidium vulgare, “is very
common in moist places, under stones, in decaying wood, &c.”2 This species inhabits
our garden in Center City.

Figure 16.2 Our Center City row house garden, habitat for a diverse community of exotic animals, including
six species of isopods, such as pillbugs.

Introduction of pillbugs
Unlike the Chinese mantid, A. vulgare in North America left no obvious clues to
its place of origin. A genetic study of 10,000 of these pillbugs in 157 populations in
Europe and North America concluded that this species was introduced from northern Europe.3 Root balls in imported horticultural and agricultural stock could have
carried it in, or dirt used in ship ballast dumped near American ports could have
transported it here.
All species of terrestrial isopods in the northeastern United States have been introduced except for the few endemics that inhabit caves or seashores, which protected
them from Pleistocene glaciation and permafrost.4 Pleistocene permafrost on the
mid-Atlantic Coastal Plain, which includes Center City, extended at least as far south
as southern Delaware and southern Maryland.5
A century after Thomas Say’s report on crustaceans, Henry Fowler of the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia noted that A. vulgare “is of world-wide distriChapter 16 | Pillbugs
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bution, living mostly in moist places, as under stones or logs, in crevices or rocks,
about greenhouses, cellars, under boards, etc.” He named four neighborhoods in
Philadelphia where he collected it.6 Now, almost two centuries after Thomas Say’s
paper on crustaceans, those he described are still here, and new ones have arrived and
established themselves.

Figure 16.3 Pillbug, Armadillidium vulgare, introduced from Europe and common in this region by 1818. Specimen from our garden.

Figure 16.4 Pillbug, Armadillidium nasatum, a more recent introduction and the most abundant isopod in our
garden. Specimen from our garden.
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Microbes
In 1984, Philip F. Ganter and Wilma Kane Hanton at the University of North Carolina reported that more than 80 percent of pillbugs (A. vulgare) in local populations
were female. Referring to electron micrographs revealing bacteria in pillbug ovaries, they hypothesized that an intracellular bacterial parasite skewed sex ratios by
transforming male pillbugs into females.7 In 1991 Thierry Rigaud and colleagues in
France identified the bacterium as Wolbachia,8 named after the Harvard microbiologist S. Burt Wolbach, who, with Marshall Hertig, first described the bacterium in the
house mosquito in 1924.9
Wolbachia, transmitted maternally through pillbug eggs, transforms genetic male pillbugs into functional females that produce viable eggs and offspring. By converting
genetic male pillbugs into reproductive females, the microbe commandeers the reproductive machinery of the pillbug and subordinates it to the bacteria’s own benefit. Wolbachia behaves like a selfish gene, reprogramming its host’s reproduction to
maximize its own.10
In one survey Wolbachia infected almost half of species of terrestrial isopods,11 but
the actual proportion is likely greater.12 It infects about two thirds of all species of
insects,13 plus an indeterminate number of nematodes, spiders, scorpions, and mites.14
Reproductive effects of Wolbachia on infected hosts differ depending on host species.
In some cases, it kills developing males; in others, it creates females that reproduce
asexually,15 permanently eliminating males from propagation unless the insects are
treated with antibiotics.16
Wolbachia’s reproductive gain is not necessarily the pillbug’s loss. Spread of a similar
maternally transmitted infection to populations of the sweet potato whitefly increased the fly’s fitness.17 Elimination of Wolbachia infection from the bedbug (Cimex
lectularius) retarded the bedbug’s growth and induced sterility.18
Wolbachia infection may have helped pillbugs colonize our garden. Normal males are
poor agents for dispersal: a solitary male that has dispersed into a new habitat cannot
alone found a colony; but males that Wolbachia has transformed into females can
mate, disperse, and then establish populations in new habitats. Radioactively labeled
pillbugs tracked in the field dispersed as far as 25 meters.19 Wolbachia infection, at least
theoretically, helps pillbugs cope with severe fragmentation of habitat, such as that in
downtown Philadelphia.
The capacity of a normal male pillbug to inseminate many females compensates
for depletion of males in populations after the males have been transformed into
females,20 but this transformation has its costs: normal males prefer real (i.e., genetic)
females,21 and they exhaust their supply of sperm after mating multiple times.22 The
pillbug may be either Wolbachia’s beneficiary or its victim, depending on the value of
the traits that Wolbachia transmits. This value may differ under different environmental conditions, as in the case of Wolbachia infection in mosquitoes.23 Populations of
pillbugs can eliminate Wolbachia infection,24 possibly by evolving resistance.25
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Parasites: spiny-headed worms
Another infection commandeers pillbugs, but unlike Wolbachia, its life cycle is not
confined to pillbugs. The infectious agent is a parasite, a spiny-headed worm (Plagiorhynchus cylindraceus) in the phylum Acanthocephala, which includes over a thousand named species and is unrelated to earthworms, flatworms, or roundworms.
P. cylindraceus has been found in birds on five continents. The only study of its prevalence in North American birds found it in 62 percent of robins, 56 percent of grackles, 42 percent of starlings, and lower frequencies in blue jays, house sparrows, and
brown-headed cowbirds.26
The parasite was first discovered in North America in 1918 by Harley J.Van Cleave,27
who later looked for it but did not find it in Joseph Leidy’s collection of Acanthocephala preserved in the University of Pennsylvania and the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia.28 Van Cleave reported the parasite in birds in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Maryland, New York, and Washington, DC, and inferred that it is an exotic species introduced only recently.29
In 1929 D. T. Sinitsin, a Russian parasitologist who had fled the Soviet Union,30 reported finding a 4-millimeter worm in a pillbug (Armadillidium vulgare) that he had
collected near the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal in Washington, DC. He identified the
worm as a young P. cylindraceus.31 In 1964 Gerald D. Schmidt and O. Wilford Olsen
at the University of Colorado harvested eggs of gravid P. cylindraceus worms located
in the small intestine of robins. They presented the eggs of the worm first to beetles,
which ate and digested them. They then presented the eggs to pillbugs, which ate
the eggs but did not digest them; the eggs hatched and developed into infectious
cysts inside the pillbugs.When birds consumed pillbugs containing parasitic cysts, the
proboscis of the worms pierced the cysts’ walls and attached to the birds’ guts, where
the worms developed to maturity and produced eggs. The eggs exited in the birds’
feces, where they became available to pillbugs, completing the cycle.32 The parasitic
infection has been found to lower birds’ metabolic rate and weight, but effects on
mortality and fitness have not been studied.33
Reported prevalence of these worms in populations of pillbugs is paradoxically low
—for example, only 1 in 1,500 individuals examined in one study.34 How could
the worm be so abundant in birds yet vanishingly rare in pillbugs? In 1982 Brent
B. Nickol and Glen E. Dappen at the University of Nebraska showed that mature
pillbugs were relatively resistant to infection by the parasite, which infected predominantly young individuals.35 The next year, Janice Moore at the University of New
Mexico showed that the worm changed the behavior of the pillbugs it infected such
that its victims exposed themselves to predators such as robins.36
Like Wolbachia, the worm commandeers the behavior of pillbugs for its own benefit. Unlike Wolbachia, it offers pillbugs nothing in return. The worm’s diversion of
pillbugs to predators explains the paradoxical rarity of worm-infected pillbugs compared to worm-infected birds. Worm-infected pillbugs promptly become food for
birds such as robins.
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Pillbug aggregation: vulnerability to enemies
Pillbugs in our garden aggregate, piling up on each other beneath stones or logs.Why
would they clump together and risk exposing themselves to predators and pathogens? Most aggregations of pillbugs in our garden consist of A. nasatum, a pillbug
susceptible to infection by both Wolbachia37 and spiny-headed worms38 and probably
also iridovirus.39 This pillbug initially inhabited greenhouses in North America, but
by the 1950s it had established populations outside greenhouses.40 A genetic polymorphism produces different color forms.41
Aggregations of A. nasatum would appear to be easy targets for the European centipede (Cryptops hortensis) and the pillbug hunter Dysdera crocata, an introduced spider
that specializes in preying on terrestrial isopods.42 This spider has long fangs that it
uses like pincers to seize isopods, which it secures with one pincer clamping down
on the armored top and the other puncturing the soft underside,43 which it injects
with venom that can kill within seven seconds.44 It hunts at night without use of a
web to snare prey.45

Figure 16.5 Pillbug hunter (Dysdera crocata) under a log in our garden. Remains of its victims are scattered
about.
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Figure 16.6 Pillbug hunter. I collected this individual in our garden.

Figure 16.7 Pillbug hunter’s formidably long fangs work like pincers. The top fang holds the victim and the
bottom fang skewers it on the soft underside and injects the venom.
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Pillbug aggregation: avoidance of dessication
In 1931 Warder Clyde Allee published Animal Aggregations: A Study in General Sociology. Citing his own research,46 he suggests why isopods bunch:
Land isopods (Allee, 1926) tend to collect in aggregations in the hot, dry summer and in
the cold, and often physiologically dry, winter. These aggregations are frequently such as
might result when shelter is limited, provided there is a tolerance for the presence of other
similar animals; but at times these animals collect in much closer units than can be entirely
explained on this basis. That is to say, the isopods do not occupy all the available and apparently equally desirable space, but clump together in one part of this.
When a drop of water was introduced on a dry background, the isopods tended to occupy all
of that favorable location regardless of whether or not they were in contact. The bunching in
close physical contact came later, and might take place as a thigmotropic reaction, perhaps
modified by chemical stimuli, or might have been conditioned by the drying of the small
moistened region.47

Fifty years later Naokuni Takeda at Toho University in Japan showed that the pillbug
(A. vulgare) produces a pheromone that promotes aggregation, which in turn reduces
desiccation and increases growth. In other species of isopod, aggregation pheromone
was shown to prolong survival.48 Mark Hassall and his colleagues at the University of
East Anglia in England concluded that aggregation can protect isopods from climate
warming,49 which might apply to our garden, located as it is in an urban heat island.
Cédric Devigne and his colleagues in France have shown experimentally that changes in temperature and humidity alone do not fully explain why isopods aggregate;
they concluded that unidentified social benefits favor aggregation.50

Pillbug aggregation: Avoidance of pillbug hunters
In 1971 William D. Hamilton published his iconoclastic “Geometry of the Selfish
Herd,” presenting the evolution of aggregation behavior as a selfish response to predators. He refers to birds, fish, frogs, ungulates, and insects—but not isopods:
This paper presents an antithesis to the view that gregarious behavior is evolved through
benefits to the population or species…Gregarious behaviour is considered as a form of cover-seeking in which each animal tries to reduce its chance of being caught by a predator.
It is easy to see how pruning of marginal individuals can maintain centripetal instincts in
already gregarious species...Besides this, simply defined models are used to show that even
in non-gregarious species selection is likely to favour individuals who stay close to others.51

Pillbug aggregations—like those of ungulates, birds, and fish—buffer members in the
inside from attack by predators on the outside. Pillbug hunters hide under logs and
stones, as do pillbugs. I have not found the hunters within aggregations of pillbugs.
Pillbug hunters could, in theory, exploit pillbug aggregations by grouping inside
these aggregations, much as bridge spiders exploit concentrations of prey at electric
lights along the Schuylkill River; but, unlike bridge spiders, pillbug hunters are solitary, and they dwell outside aggregations of pillbugs. The pillbugs most vulnerable
to pillbug hunters would be expected to be those on the periphery of aggregations
or outside them—as Hamilton’s theory predicts. Protection against predators may be
the primary benefit of pillbug aggregation, or it may be secondary, after protection
against desiccation.
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Figure 16.8 Bunching of pillbugs (Armadillidium nasatum) on the underside of a paving stone in our garden.
Aggregation protects individuals from desiccation and predators. A genetic polymorphism contributes to differences in color among individuals.

Hamilton contended that even nongregarious species gain safety in numbers. In our
garden his conclusion sheds light on pillbugs that happen to live outside of aggregations. Typical of territorial spiders52 pillbug hunters in our garden space themselves
apart and keep their population densities low. Searching in pillbug hunters’ favorite
shelters such as under logs, I usually find no pillbug hunters.When I do find one, it is
solitary. In our garden, low densities of pillbug hunters and high densities of pillbugs
keep ratios of pillbug hunters to pillbugs low; these low ratios also keep the odds of
an attack on any individual pillbug, even those outside aggregations, low.
Abundance of any one kind of isopod in our garden would be expected to contribute to the protection of others. Pillbug hunters specialize in all kinds of isopods, not
just pillbugs. Our garden has six species of isopods, all introduced. Two are pillbugs
(A. vulgare and A. nasatum), which defend themselves by rolling into a ball, and the
rest are runners that defend themselves by fleeing.*

Slugs
Like isopods, slugs aggregate, or “huddle,” a behavior that also protects them from
desiccation.53 All three species of slugs in our garden have been reported to huddle,54
but I have observed huddling in only the most common, the threeband gardenslug
(Lehmannia valentiana).55 For this slug, high population densities facilitate huddling
and protection from desiccation—another instance of safety in numbers.†
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Figure 16.9 Threeband gardenslugs (Lehmannia valentiana), huddling under a paving stone. Huddling protects
slugs from desiccation. (A recent synonym for its scientific name is Ambigolimax valentianus.)

Impact of exotic animals on our garden’s ecology
Daniel Simberloff coined the phrase invasional meltdown for destruction of native
ecosystems by introduced species. The term meltdown, an allusion to nuclear power
plants, refers to positively reinforcing interactions among the immigrants.56
Safety in numbers of slugs and isopods in our garden exemplifies positively reinforcing interactions— but not an invasional meltdown. These animals have enriched an
urban habitat stripped long ago of most native plants and animals. They decompose
organic debris, amend the soil, and obviate my need to dispose of leaf litter. They
are members of a community of diverse animals including native species, such as the
common eastern firefly, Photinus pyralis, and the American robin.

* In our garden the four isopods that are runners are: common pygmy woodlouse (Trichoniscus pusillus),
common striped woodlouse (Philoscia muscorum), Porcellionides pruinosus, and Hyloniscus riparius.
† The two other slugs are the giant garden slug (Limax maximus) and the grey field slug (Deroceras reticulatum).
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17

COMMON MILKWEED
(Asclepias syriaca)

Common milkweed
thrives just outside Center City but not inside,
despite wind-blown seeds
that disperse downtown.

Figure 17.1 Common milkweed
(Asclepias syriaca) along railroad tracks
by the Schuylkill River at Locust
Street in 2008. This plant was part of a
sprawling colony destroyed in 2011 by
railroad maintenance crews.

In 1803 Benjamin Smith Barton described entrapment of houseflies in flowers of
common milkweed, which he concluded is a kind of “muscipula,” or flytrap. Barton,
professor of materia medica, natural history, and botany at the University of Pennsylvania, presented his findings to the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia:
In the summer of 1801, I discovered a vegetable muscipula in the vicinity of Philadelphia.
Having collected some branches, in flower, of the Asclepias syriaca, or Syrian Swallow-wort,
well known in the United States by the names of Wild-cotton, cotton-plant, &c; with the view
of making some experiments with the milky juice of this plant, l was not a little surprised
to find in the course of a few hours, a number of the common houseflies strongly attached
to the flowers; being secured, some by their proboscis, and others by their legs: the greater
number, however, by their legs. I, at first, imagined, that the flies were merely retained by
the viscous juice of the flowers of this Asclepias: but I soon found, that this was not the case.
They were detained by the small valves of the flower, and I observed, that the irritability of
the valves seemed to reside exclusively in one particular spot, not larger than the point of a
common sized pin. Neither in this spot nor in any other part of the valve, could I observe the
least vestige of a glutinous or viscous quality. I think it sufficiently evident, that the valve is
endued with the irritable principle.
In the genus Asclepias, the valves which I have noticed, are ten in number, being situated
in pairs, so as to form five little foviae, the structure and uses of which are not sufficiently
known to botanists.
A considerable number of flies, not less perhaps than sixty or seventy, which alighted upon
the flowers of my Asclepias, were detained in the manner I have mentioned…Many of the
flies, particularly the larger ones, were enabled, after some time, to disengage themselves
from their prison, without the loss of any of their limbs or organs, or any perceptible injury
whatever. Many others effected their escape, not however, without the loss of one or more
of their legs, or their proboscis. Not a few, after making long and repeated efforts to regain
their liberty, perished in their vegetable prisons.1

Milkweed pollination
Barton’s “valves” are pollinia, or agglutinated masses of pollen. Paired pollinia linked
together are pollinaria. Barton was the first to observe pollinia adhere to the legs and
mouthparts of insects visiting flowers of common milkweed, but he misconstrued
their functional significance as entrapment akin to that of Venus flytraps (Dionaea
muscipula) and sundews (Drosera).
From the perspective of bees, Barton correctly perceived milkweed’s behavior as
less mutualistic than that of, say, clover, which rewards bees with nectar and pollen.
Milkweed offers bees only nectar. Bees visiting milkweed do collect pollen—in the
form of pollinia stuck to their feet and other body parts—but they are unable to use
such pollen as food. Douglass H. Morse at Brown University found that pollinia of
common milkweed slowed down the foraging of bumblebees by 25 percent; pollinia
entangled their mouthparts and their appendages, and caused loss of body parts, including claws and segments of legs,2 much as Barton described for houseflies.
By the end of the nineteenth century European botanists demonstrated that pollinia
contain pollen. They showed that pollinia in common milkweed flowers adhere to
insects’ legs and feet and other body parts as they take nectar, and that milkweed
flowers later snag pollinia off the insects when the insects incidentally insert the
pollinia into flower chambers containing the stigma, the flower’s receptive female
structure.3
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Figure 17.2 Leg of honeybee (Apis mellifera) entangled by orange pollinia containing milkweed pollen.

Figure 17.3 Honeybee struggling to extricate herself from milkweed flowers that have snagged pollinia stuck to
her feet.
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Scarcity of milkweed downtown
In 1818, William P. C. Barton, a relative of Benjamin Smith Barton, published the
first systematic inventory of plants in the vicinity of Philadelphia. About common
milkweed, his Compendium Florae Philadelphicae states:
The commonest species of this genus in this neighbourhood. From three to four feet high.
On the banks of the Schuylkill, Delaware, and all our creeks, very frequent. Perennial. June.4

Common milkweed currently blooms in scattered colonies along the west bank
of the Schuylkill River beside Martin Luther King Drive just outside Center City.
Here I watched a honeybee struggling to extricate herself from a common milkweed
flower that had snared her in a tangle of pollinia. After five minutes she finally liberated herself. She flew about 10 centimeters away only to turn around and return to
the same cluster of flowers that had just trapped her. She drank nectar for a minute
until, still free, she flew away.
Milkweed thrives in Philadelphia despite over two centuries of urbanization. The
plant’s success, however, has been uneven. In Fairmount Park just outside Center
City, it makes sprawling, multistemmed perennial colonies with abundant flower
heads and seed-bearing pods. By contrast, in Center City it typically produces just
a few stalks that last only one or two seasons and yield no pods. For the past several
decades in Center City, I have found it to be absent or rare. In 2011 along tracks by
the Schuylkill River, railroad maintenance crews destroyed the last big colony here.
Its scarcity in Center City is surprising, since it tolerates a broad range of conditions,
including drought and soil ranging from alkaline to acidic.5

Figure 17.4 Rare example of common milkweed in Center City. It is on the edge of a parking lot near 22nd
and Sansom Streets. It never produced seedpods, and was gone the following year. Concrete prevented the roots
from spreading and establishing a colony. Photographed August 31, 2008.
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Figure 17.5 Colony of common milkweed off Martin Luther King Drive along the Schuylkill River about a
kilometer from Center City. Space sufficient to accommodate such a large colony is scarce in Center City.

Baker’s Law
What might account for the absence of a plant that is generally regarded as a weed?
In 1955 Herbert George Baker observed that plants that disperse long distances
typically reproduce vegetatively, or by self-fertilization.6 This observation was later dubbed Baker’s Law.7 Baker’s Law offers a possible explanation for the rarity of
common milkweed in Center City. Seeds of common milkweed disperse on strands
of silk blown by the wind. In Center City I have watched common milkweed seeds
floating in the air far from milkweed patches. Common milkweed violates Baker’s
Law in the sense that it is a long-distance colonizer that reproduces predominantly
by outcrossing.8 Perhaps the reason common milkweed is rare in Center City is its
violation of Baker’s Law.
Common milkweed does make vegetative clones from its roots, but these clones do
not disperse over long distances unless the roots are broken into pieces that can travel
as independent propagules, as in agricultural fields that have been tilled.9 Self-pollination in common milkweed does produce seedpods, but the rate is low—only
4 percent in experiments in which milkweed was pollinated by hand.10 In theory,
common milkweed’s poor compliance with Baker’s Law might account for its rarity
in Center City: a milkweed that colonized Center City would be far away from potential mates required for outcrossing.
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Figure 17.6 Seed of common milkweed about to disperse from a colony of milkweed along railroad tracks in
Center City. Wind can carry these seeds long distances. The red insect is a young nymph of the large milkweed
bug (Oncopeltus fasciatus).

Milkweed’s trouble obtaining mates downtown would constitute an Allee effect,
named after the same Allee who investigated aggregation of pillbugs. Allee effects
occur when low population densities impede sexual reproduction. As distances separating members of a population increase, their access to mates decreases, potentially
causing reproductive failure and collapse of the population.11 In theory, the proportion of Center City covered with concrete and asphalt is so high that it depresses
population densities of milkweed and impedes sexual reproduction.
Tatyana Livshultz, pollination biologist and botanist at the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University in Philadelphia, and her colleagues at the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew, found evidence that Allee effects due to drought and thinning
of milkweed populations in Africa influenced the evolution of milkweed flowers,
particularly of pollinia.12 Pollinia improve chances that pollen grains carried by pollinators reach their destination—the stigma of a milkweed plant of the same species.13
In addition, pollinia package pollen in quantities optimized for reproduction.14
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The evolutionary experience of milkweeds coping with Allee effects in Africa may
have prepared common milkweed for Allee effects in Center City. Before railroad
crews destroyed it, the colony of milkweeds growing along the railroad tracks produced abundant seedpods. Common milkweed has demonstrated that in Center City
it can overcome reproductive barriers due to low population densities. Pollinia and
self-fertilization both may have contributed to this success.

Light pollution
Pollinia protect pollen from becoming fodder for bees, and they facilitate pollination;
but they may be vulnerable to light pollution. In 1957, Stuart W. Frost at Penn State
University found milkweed pollinia attached to 290 banded tussock moths (Halysidota tessellaris) that had flown into light traps, mostly during the first few weeks of
July. He reported that no milkweed grew near the light traps.15 The following year
he replicated these findings. He noted that the pollinia could have come from any
of three milkweed species, including common milkweed.16 I have found the banded
tussock moth and its larvae in Center City. Specimens probably collected in Philadelphia are included in Titian Ramsey Peale’s nineteenth-century moth collection
housed at the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia.17 The larvae feed on
many kinds of shade trees, shrubs, and vines.18
Urban light pollution might undermine milkweed reproduction by diverting moths
carrying milkweed pollinia. Such diversion would disrupt pollination and deplete
stores of pollinia. Common milkweed has been shown to produce four times more
nectar and double the amount of sugar during the night compared to the day.19 Per
visit to a milkweed flower, nighttime pollinators are twice as likely to produce a
milkweed pod than are daytime pollinators.20
Despite these findings, light pollution does not explain the rarity of milkweed in
Center City. In a study comparing pollination during the day and night, flowers of
common milkweed exposed only to daytime pollinators produced eight times more
pods than did flowers exposed only to nighttime pollinators.21 The greater abundance of daytime pollinators of milkweed more than offsets their lower efficiency of
pollination.22

Ozone
In theory, air pollution could disrupt milkweed pollination. Ozone destroys volatile
floral hydrocarbons that attract pollinators.23 Common milkweed in the laboratory
begins to develop purple stipling when exposed to concentrations of ozone below
ozone concentrations measured in Philadelphia.24 Detrimental effects of ozone on
plants, however, have been found to be greater outside core urban areas than inside.25
The absence of purple stipling on the common milkweed that I have observed in
Center City suggests that ozone is not a cause for the failure of this species to establish itself in Center City.
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Pollinator scarcity
Scarcity of pollinators downtown could prevent common milkweed from making
pods, especially since the railroad intensified suppression of weeds. Common milkweed requires insect pollinators even for self-pollination; neither wind nor gravity is
capable of depositing milkweed’s pollinia into its flowers’ stigmatic chambers.
Gerald A. Mulligan and Judy N. Findlay at the Canada Department of Agriculture
placed bags over flower heads of common milkweed to exclude insect pollinators;
these flower heads produced no seed. They obtained similar results for a handful of
other widespread weedy species, none of which is common in downtown Philadelphia.
In contrast, they did obtain seeds from bagged flowers of many of Center City’s most
abundant weeds. Examples are: dandelion (Taraxacum officinale), pigweed (Amaranthus
retroflexus), lambsquarters (Chenopodium album), horseweed (Erigeron canadensis), fleabane (Erigeron annuus), purslane (Portulaca oleracea), smartweeds (Polygonum persicaria,
P. aviculare, P. lapathifolium, and P. pensylvanicum), groundsel (Senecio vulgaris), foxtails
(Setaria viridis and S. glauca), chickweed (Stellaria media), bull thistle (Cirsium vulgare),
St. John’s wort (Hypericum perforatum), evening primrose (Oenothera biennis), broadleaf
plantain (Plantago major), and common mullein (Verbascum thapsus).26
Among the weeds Mulligan and Findlay tested, dandelion is one of the most conspicuous in Center City, where it grows in cracks in pavement and in almost any
kind of soil. Dandelion makes seed asexually without insect pollinators, even though
it produces showy flowers containing nectar and pollen.27 Dandelion and common
milkweed are both perennials that disperse seeds on fine strands of silk blown by
wind. At first glance, dandelion’s success compared to milkweed’s failure in Center
City might be attributed to dandelion’s capacity to produce seed without pollinators.

Figure 17.7 Dandelion, like milkweed, uses silk strands to disperse seeds long distances.
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Figure 17.8 Dandelion blooming in sidewalk crack on Locust Street in Center City. It produces seed asexually,
eliminating dependence on insect pollinators.

On closer examination, pollinator scarcity in Center City does not offer a compelling
explanation for the scarcity of common milkweed, as plants dependent on insects for
pollination do produce seed in Center City. A conspicuous example is northern catalpa (Catalpa speciosa);28 ailanthus is probably another, despite claims of pollination
by wind.29 Male and female ailanthus flowers reside on separate trees.30 One survey
found that a diverse group of insects, especially bees and flies, pollinate ailanthus;31
another identified a soldier beetle (Chauliognathus marginatus, Cantheridae) as a principal pollinator.32 This soldier beetle is common in Center City. I have observed it
taking nectar at milkweed blossoms in Fairmount Park just outside Center City.

Figure 17.9 Ailanthus altissima in bloom. In one study, a soldier beetle was found to be a principal pollinator of
ailanthus. Figure 17.10 shows this beetle on flowers of common milkweed.
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Figure 17.10 Soldier beetle (Chauliognathus marginatus) on common milkweed off Martin Luther King Drive in
Fairmount Park. Pollinia from milkweed are attached to tarsi of two legs. This species also pollinates ailanthus
trees.

In Center City white clover (Trifolium repens) is another wild plant that produces seed
only after insect pollination.33 Its flowers here attract bumblebees and honeybees.

Scarcity of space
By increasing the number of its flower-bearing stalks, common milkweed can increase the number of flowers that it presents to pollinators; but lack of growing space
in Center City limits such expansion. A milkweed seedling normally spreads vegetatively before it flowers. During its initial year of growth, it does not flower, but first
sends off horizontal roots that produce new shoots from root buds. By the time it
flowers the second year, it has already established vegetative clones with many stems,
each producing three to seven heads of flowers. During four years, one common
milkweed seedling produced fifty-six stalks vegetatively and ninety-six seedlings in
an area of 9 square meters.34 In Center City, space big enough to accommodate such
reproductive sprawl is rare.
Ailanthus and catalpa, as trees, can offer pollinators nectar and pollen on a large scale.
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White clover, spreading vegetatively in lawns, produces carpets of flowers, presenting
pollinators with bountiful offerings of food. In contrast, lack of space constrains the
mass of flowers that common milkweed can muster for pollinators in Center City
compared to areas just outside, as in Fairmount Park.

Figure 17.11 Honeybee with pollen basket filled with pollen from white clover (Trifolium repens). Pollen baskets
of honeybees visiting milkweed remain empty.

Figure 17.12 A carpet of white clover on a lawn offers pollinators a bountiful source of nectar and pollen.
Flowers grow just below the height of lawn mower blades.
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Persecution
Concrete and asphalt are the primary physical barriers to formation of big colonies
of common milkweed in Center City, but other barriers may be more important
in impeding its establishment downtown. Seedlings of common milkweed take two
growing seasons to mature, typically in full sun.35 Pod-bearing stems grow to a height
of a meter or more. To produce seed, the conspicuous stalks of common milkweed
must, for two consecutive years, escape the scrutiny of hostile property owners, landscape maintenance crews, and others who would regard them as unsightly intruders.
In Center City, I can think of few places where common milkweed could escape
persecution.
Other wild herbaceous plants in Center City are better adapted for evading detection. Seedlings of tall annual weeds like pigweed (Amaranthus hybridus) mature in
half the time that it takes milkweed, and biennials (which take two years to mature)
typically keep a low profile their first year, when they form rosettes, as in the case
of Queen Anne’s lace (Daucus carota). White clover is a perennial like milkweed, but
in Center City it keeps its flower heads below the height of lawn mower blades.
Lambsquarters (Chenopodium album) produces seed on intrusive-appearing plants a
meter tall, like common milkweed, but in Center City lambsquarters also makes
seed on plants whose height is a tenth of a meter. Grasses, plantains (Plantago), and
other denizens of pavement in Center City hide below pedestrians’ sight lines, and
they tolerate trampling. Lawn pennywort (Hydrocotyle sibthorpioides), a perennial like
milkweed that produces flowers in umbels and spreads vegetatively, completes its life
cycle completely within cracks between the bricks of our front sidewalk.

Herbicide
In 1999 Robert G. Hartzler at Iowa State University found that common milkweed
was present in 51 percent of fields of corn and soybean in Iowa. Ten years later, the
number had dropped to 8 percent. Hartzler blamed the declines on glyphosate, an
herbicide whose use increased after introduction of corn and soybeans genetically
engineered to resist this herbicide.36 John M. Pleasants and Karen S. Oberhauser, also
at Iowa State University, found that declines in populations of common milkweed
coincided with an 81 percent decline in Midwestern production of monarch butterflies, whose larvae feed on milkweed. They concluded that widespread agricultural
use of glyphosate reduced populations of monarch butterflies and made them more
vulnerable to other threats.37 In 2011 railroad crews used herbicide to kill Center
City’s only seed-producing colony of milkweed.
In 1784 John and William Bartram sent common milkweed to a European patron,38
presumably for a garden. Currently in Center City, gardeners cultivate tropical milkweed (Asclepias curissavica), swamp milkweed (Asclepias incarnata), and butterfly weed
(Asclepias tuberosa); common milkweed would probably thrive in Center City if left
alone with space to grow.
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PURPLE-STEMMED CLIFFBRAKE
(Pellaea atropurpurea)

Purple-stemmed cliffbrake grows in
masonry of the Eastern State Penitentiary just outside Center City. It
is absent downtown.

Figure 18.1 Purple-stemmed cliffbrake growing in the north wall of
Eastern State Penitentiary. Brown structures containing spores line the
edges of the undersurface of the leaves.

In 1822 the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania began construction of Eastern State
Penitentiary from locally quarried Wissahickon gneiss and schist. The construction
of the outer walls took seven years to complete. These walls are 10 meters high,
over 3 meters thick at ground level, and over 200 meters long on each of four sides,
covering 4 hectares (10 acres). The prison closed in 1970 and in 1994 reopened as a
historic site.1

Figure 18.2 Eastern State Penitentiary, north wall, viewed looking east. At this distance, ferns growing in the
wall are practically invisible.
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Figure 18.3 Purple-stemmed cliffbrake on the north wall, viewed looking up through a telephoto lens.

The prison walls are habitat to purple-stemmed cliffbrake (Pellaea atropurpurea), a
native fern that festoons the top of the wall and grows out of cracks between stone
blocks. Accompanying it but less abundant is another fern: ebony spleenwort (Asplenium platyneuron). Unlike most ferns, purple-stemmed cliffbrake likely evolved in dry
rocky habitats resembling a desert. The center of dispersal for its taxonomic group is
the southwestern United States and adjacent Mexico. It is found on limestone ledges
and cliffs from Guatemala to Vermont.2

Figure 18.4 Ebony spleenwort (Asplenium platyneuron) growing in the penitentiary’s north wall.
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Distribution outside Center City
Like common milkweed, purple-stemmed cliffbrake grows wild just outside Center
City but not inside. Unlike milkweed, it requires little space and thrives on vertical
surfaces. It tolerates heat, cold, and drought and flourishes in otherwise barren habitats inhospitable to most other plants. In addition to populating Eastern State Penitentiary, it grows in masonry retaining walls around the Fairmount Water Works. Just
south of Center City, I found it thriving on the wall of a rundown brick industrial
building, since demolished. Buildings downtown offer this fern seemingly infinite
opportunities to colonize masonry walls, but paradoxically, it has failed to do so.
The plant has lived in the vicinity of Philadelphia for as long as records exist. In 1793
Henry Muhlenberg recorded it in Lancaster County,3 and in 1837 William Darlington reported it in Chester County.4 It was omitted in the first flora of Philadelphia,
by William P. C. Barton in 1818,5 but included in one published in 1905.6 Its long
tenure in the region would appear to have given the plant ample time to colonize
buildings downtown.

Tolerance of dry habitat and desiccation
In 1911, William Nicholas Steil at the University of Wisconsin discovered that purple-stemmed cliffbrake produces spores asexually,7 a trait present in only 5 to 10
percent of ferns.8 The life cycle of ferns usually begins with spores germinating and
producing minute plants, called prothallia (gametophytes), which produce male and
female organs. Sperm swim to female organs containing eggs, which, when fertilized,
develop into ferns (sporophytes) that make spores. Steil observed that prothallia of
purple-stemmed cliffbrake did not produce sex organs; ferns developed directly from
sexually undifferentiated prothallia. By bypassing sexual development and fertilization, purple-stemmed cliffbrake eliminates the need for water as a medium for sperm
to swim to eggs. The plant can complete its life cycle on dry rock, like the wall of
Eastern State Penitentiary.9
In 1931 Fermen Layton Pickett at Washington State University showed that purple-stemmed cliffbrake tolerates desiccation during active growth phases of its life
cycle.10 This phenomenon is rare among vascular plants, which encompass all higher
plants such as ferns, flowering plants, and gymnosperms (including conifers). Only
0.15 percent of all vascular plants tolerate desiccation outside of dormant stages such
as seeds and spores.11 Pickett showed that prothallia of purple-stemmed cliffbrake
that had been air-dried in the laboratory for five years grew when rehydrated. He
found that prothallia remained viable after repeated exposure to periods of air drying
lasting three to four weeks. He discovered similar tolerance of desiccation for ebony
spleenwort.12 Pickett’s findings suggest how these two species of fern survive heat
and drought on penitentiary masonry high above ground.
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Figure 18.5 Effects of drought and heat on two ferns. Purple-stemmed cliffbrake (the taller fern) looks healthy
compared to ebony spleenwort, whose leaves have turned brown at the tips. Photographed July 29, 2012.
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Favorable ingredients in mortar
In 1920, Edgar Wherry, who became one of Philadelphia’s foremost experts on ferns,
published the results of studies on the acidity of soil around the roots of ferns that
grow in rocks. He had invented a method for measuring acidity of soil in the field,
and he applied his new technology to ferns in different habitats. In Pennsylvania he
found purple-stemmed cliffbrake growing on limestone, sandstone, schist, and shale.
It thrived in soil of neutral pH, but became stunted in acidic soil low in calcium.
Wherry concluded that the primary determinant of the suitability of habitat for this
fern is type of soil rather than type of rock.13 Applying his findings to Eastern State
Penitentiary, one might hypothesize that calcium carbonate in the wall’s mortar endows the wall’s scanty soil with calcium and buffer needed to maintain a neutral pH,
especially helpful in acid rain.

Mysterious absence in Center City
The question remains why purple-stemmed cliffbrake does not colonize masonry
downtown. Matthew Wild and Daniel Gagnon at the University of Quebec in Montreal recently investigated the rarity of this fern in Canada. They evaluated habitats
where the fern grows and compared them to habitats nearby where the fern does not
grow. They could find no significant difference between occupied and unoccupied
habitats. They suggested that the fern’s rarity is due to constraints on dispersal rather
than habitat.14
Buildings, rivers, and pavement in Center City theoretically are barriers to dispersal,
but they would not be expected to block dustlike spores blown by wind. Spores of
ferns have been recovered in the jet stream, and they are resistant to the cold and
ultraviolet radiation expected at high altitudes. They are a primary reason ferns have
colonized remote oceanic islands more often than have flowering plants, and they
were the means by which ferns recolonized the island of Krakatau after volcanic
destruction of the island’s vegetation.15 The maximum diameter of spores of purple-stemmed cliffbrake is 60 microns,16 about the thickness of human hair,17 and
typical for spores of ferns.18 The dryness of the fern’s habitat on the wall of Eastern
State Penitentiary would be expected to facilitate release of its spores as aerosols.The
way urban heat islands pull in surrounding air19 should draw spores downtown.
Center City might harbor the fern’s enemies, such as insects. I have found scale insects on the leaves of purple-stemmed cliffbrake growing on a retaining wall at the
Fairmount Water Works. Insects, however, infrequently eat ferns compared to flowering plants,20 and the scale insects on the purple-stemmed cliffbrake caused no sign
of injury. Edgar Wherry was able to cultivate this fern in a system of nested flower
pots,21 and the plant has been recommended for rock gardens.22 One might expect
that a plant so easily cultivated could establish colonies downtown.
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Figure 18.6 Yellow scale insects on leaf of purple-stemmed cliffbrake growing on a stone retaining wall at the
Fairmount Water Works. Despite the infestation, the fern looks healthy and has produced spores, located in the
brown granular material along the lower margin of the leaf.

Weathering required for colonization
All of the habitats of this fern just north and south of Center City are distinctive
in the same way: they are old and weathered. Reports outside of Philadelphia have
called attention to purple-stemmed cliffbrake colonizing historic structures, such
as an old wall in Washington, DC,23 a prison in Carlisle, Pennsylvania,24 and a brick
kiln in Fairfax,Virginia.25 In 1899 Ellsworth Jerome Hill, observing this species in a
quarry, noted the importance of weathering:
No Pellaea was seen on any of these artificially made exposures, though various mosses and
other forms of vegetation were well established. The fern, wherever found, grew upon rocks
weathered to a dark gray, and with an exposure doubtless of many centuries’ duration, or
dating back to the time when a glacier carved out the rock bed of the river, its face only
changing by the slow process of disintegration.
It is not easy to account for this preference of the fern for the old weathered surface. There is
noticeable, however, a marked difference in the color of the recently exposed stone and that
long subjected to weathering. Some chemical change is produced by atmospheric agencies,
for the freshly exposed surfaces are soon stained with yellow or drab due to the presence
of iron-oxide. This color is not seen on surfaces long exposed. The absence of the Pellaea
may not be due to the presence of certain metallic ingredients in excess, but they suggest a
possible or partial cause of it.26

Weathering may include colonization by lichens, algae, fungi, or bacteria that purple-stemmed cliffbrake may require for extraction of minerals and nutrients from
rocky substrate. Microbial biofilms coating rock are themselves complex ecosystems,27 and how the fern might engage them has not been studied.The rough texture
of weathered surfaces may trap spores and contribute to purple-stemmed cliffbrake
spore banks, analogous to seed banks.28
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In Britain until the late nineteenth century, mortar was made of lime, sand, ash, loam,
straw, and dung. It weathered quickly. After 1870, the constituents of mortar shifted
to cement and sand, and sometimes furnace slag, which weathered more slowly; these
walls must age 40 to 80 years before they host flowering plants. In London, saxifrage
occurs only on walls that are at least 150 years old.29 American mortar shifted to
Portland cement around 1880.30

Habitat loss due to property maintenance
The establishment of this fern in masonry in Philadelphia may require weathering or
old mortar or both. In Center City property owners view weathering of masonry as
a sign of structural deterioration, which induces them to institute sandblasting, painting, or pointing. This fern is absent from Center City probably because people want
neither weathering nor plants on the facades of their buildings. Purple-stemmed
cliffbrake takes three to four years to mature and produce spores;31 this long period
affords property owners ample opportunity to intervene before the plant has completed its life cycle.

Figure 18.7 Purple-stemmed cliffbrake on a crumbling brick wall of an old industrial building just south of
Center City. Fern on left is unidentified. Buildings with masonry in such poor repair are rare in Center City.
This building has since been torn down.

The suggestion that lack of weathered masonry excludes the fern from Center City
deserves qualification. Some weathering of masonry in Center City is tolerated, or
even encouraged, as evidenced by silvergreen bryum moss (Bryum argenteum), which
grows on impermeable surfaces including rock, brick, mortar, asphalt, and concrete.
It also populates soil and tree trunks. Unlike purple-stemmed cliffbrake, however, it
keeps a low profile and presents an inconspicuous target; its ability to fill the interChapter 18 | Purple-Stemmed Cliffbrake
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stices of crevices makes it hard to eradicate; and its growth between bricks on patios
and walkways is viewed as decorative rather than destructive.

Figure 18.8 Silvergreen bryum moss (Bryum argenteum) with spore capsules. In Center City it contributes to
weathering that conditions brick or stone for colonization by other plants.

Purple-stemmed cliffbrake bears ecological similarities to common milkweed and
the organ pipe mud dauber. All three are common outside but not inside Center
City. All are vulnerable to destruction through property maintenance. All stand out
as attractive targets for persecution. In Center City, persecution has been effective in
eradicating each of them.
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SP TLIGHT
EASTERN GARTER SNAKE

Blow fly (Family Calliphoridae) laying eggs inside mouth of dead eastern garter snake (Thamnophis sirtalis) at
Bartram’s Garden, Philadelphia.

Maggots hatching from this fly’s eggs may feed on the snake; however, just after
I took this photograph ants began scavenging in the snake’s mouth and, perhaps,
preying on these eggs. I have found eastern garter snakes near the Fairmount Water
Works in Center City. The first published reference to “garter” snakes in the vicinity
of Philadelphia was in 1743, more than a decade before the systematic description
and naming of T. sirtalis, by Carl Linnaeus.1
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MUGWORT
(Artemisia vulgaris)

In the latter half of the nineteenth
century, mugwort spread rapidly
from sites of introduction at ports,
especially in the Philadelphia-Camden area. These sites were dumps
where ships discarded ballast.

Figure 19.1 Mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris) surrounded by tufts of green
foxtail (Setaria viridis) in the median strip at Broad and Bainbridge
Streets, facing City Hall.

By the time the first compendium on the flora of Philadelphia was published in
1818, most of the species of weeds common today in Center City were well established. One notable exception is mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris), an introduced species
the compendium omits.1 The oldest specimen of this species in the United States
was collected by Thomas Nuttall on a botanical trip from Philadelphia to Delaware
in 1809, and the next oldest was collected in Camden, New Jersey, in 1837;2 but the
plant had naturalized in New England3 and Canada long before. Merritt Lyndon
Fernald concluded that Jesuit missionaries introduced mugwort into southeastern
Canada in the sixteenth century.4

Medicinal herb
The species was cultivated as a medicinal herb and used as a panacea, as described in
William Salmon’s Botanologia, published in London in 1710:
It prevails powerfully against the Poyson and Malignity of Poppies and Opium: rectifies the
Stomach, stops Vomiting, and causes a good digestion. It allays Vapors, opens all sorts of
Obstructions of the Bowels, and cures the Rickets in Children: It likewise cleanses the Reins
and Bladder of Tartarous Mucilage. Dose from twenty to sixty Drops or more, according to
the quantity of the Vehicle it is taken in: it may be given in Canary, or other Generous sort of
Wine, two, three, or four times a day.5

Botanicum Officinale, published in London in 1722, reported additional uses:
The Leaves of Mugwort, are chiefly used, and principally against, Distempers incident to
the Female Sex, being of great Service in promoting the menstrual evacuations, both given
inwardly and used outwardly in Baths and Semicupia; they strengthen the Head and Nerves,
and are very good against hysteric Fits or Vapours.6

Evolution in North America
Jacob Barney at Cornell University systematically recorded the date and location of
dried specimens of mugwort in historic collections in herbaria. He used the data to
track the species’ dispersal in North America. He found that the range of the plant
had been stable in the United States until around 1860, when it started to expand
rapidly outside of its established centers of distribution in New England and Canada.7
He and his colleagues cultivated mugwort from populations native to Europe and
compared its growth with that of mugwort from populations naturalized in North
America. Compared to European mugwort, American mugwort was shorter and
germinated earlier; it produced more vegetative clones (ramets), more biomass, and
higher ratios of roots to shoots.When cultivated with goldenrod (Solidago canadensis),
a native species with which it competes, it suppressed goldenrod more effectively
than did European mugwort. Barney and colleagues concluded that after its introduction into North America, mugwort evolved adaptations that promoted its rapid
spread.8
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Ships’ ballast
How did mugwort adapt? The center of distribution of the genus Artemisia is located in the cold arid steppes of central Asia.9 In their Flora of North America published
in 1841, John Torrey and Asa Gray noted “a dozen varieties of this polymorphous
and widely diffused species,” which then included four named varieties in North
America.10 Barney found that rapid expansion of mugwort in North America began
geographically with mugwort first colonizing sites created by the dumping of rocks
and earth in ships’ ballast, as recorded on labels of historic specimens of mugwort
in herbariums. He concluded that importation of mugwort in ships’ ballast was the
primary source for this species’ explosive geographic dissemination starting in the
latter half of the nineteenth century. He mapped ballast sites where the plant was
collected on the East, West, and Gulf Coasts, and found that ballast in Philadelphia
and Camden counties together accounted for eleven possible introductions—more
introductions than all the others combined.11
The concentration of herbarium specimens of mugwort from dumps of ballast in
Camden and Philadelphia could be an artifact of the dedication of Philadelphia’s botanists,12 but such a bias would not change the observation that colonization of ballast
heralded local geographic spread of mugwort. Repeated introduction of mugwort
through the ports of Philadelphia and Camden brought together foreign strains that
had previously been geographically isolated. In ballast dumps near the city’s docks,
the same breezes that brought sailing ships into port would have helped cross-pollinate these geographically disparate strains of mugwort, which is wind pollinated.13
Hybridization likely contributed to mugwort’s dramatic spread in the latter half of
the nineteenth century.

Figure 19.2 Port along the Delaware River, south Philadelphia, 1870. Just south of here ships dumped ballast of
rocks and soil, introducing exotic plants from around the world. They also dumped ballast in Camden, directly
across the river. (Photo from Free Library of Philadelphia. Courtesy of Free Library and PhillyHistory.org, a
project of the Philadelphia Department of Records.)
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Figure 19.3 Mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris) collected June 13, 1897, from ballast ground, Kaighns Point, Camden,
New Jersey, directly across the river from south Philadelphia. (From the herbarium of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia, now the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University. Courtesy of the Academy)
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Dissemination
Historical collections of mugwort in herbariums show that, after mugwort appeared
in ballast dumps in ports, it appeared along highways and railroads, indicating that
rails and roads dispersed mugwort after its initial introduction. Air turbulence from
passing traffic and trains presumably carried the seeds, which are only 1–2 millimeters in diameter. At the same time, horticultural trade spread mugwort as ornamental
and herbal plantings; nurseries also dispersed it accidentally.14 In Philadelphia, ships,
trains, motor vehicles, and nurseries acted together in mugwort’s importation and
dissemination.

Figure 19.4 Population of mugwort growing as a dense, continuous monoculture along railroad tracks. The
view is looking north from Walnut Street Bridge in Center City.

The first publication documenting the presence of this species in our region was
William Darlington’s Flora Cestrica, a 640-page treatise published in 1837. About
mugwort he wrote:
The A. vulgaris, or common Mugwort,—with pinnafid leaves, green above, and whitish, tomentose beneath—is occasionally to be found about old gardens; but can hardly, in strictness, be considered either as naturalized, or cultivated for any useful purpose. It is certainly
not a native, here.15

In 1945, Hugh E. Stone produced a monumental sequel to Darlington’s flora. It was
published in two volumes, totaling 1450 pages. Stone found no evidence of mugwort
in Chester County since Darlington’s report.16 The failure of mugwort to establish
itself in the first half of the nineteenth century in Chester County makes sense: the
plant’s evolutionary transformation in North America took place in the second half
of the nineteenth century.
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Mugwort has been ranked among the ten worst weeds of nurseries in the eastern
United States.17 Ann Fowler Rhoads and William M. Klein, presenting results from
the Pennsylvania Flora Database of herbarium specimens, reported that the plant
inhabits all counties in southeastern Pennsylvania, including Chester County.18 Its
North American distribution, once concentrated in Canada,19 now encompasses almost all of the eastern United States, including Florida.In Washington, DC, its pollen
has become a common aeroallergen.20 It inhabits all continents except Africa and
Antarctica.21

Figure 19.5 Mugwort leaves, broad and toothed.
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Figure 19.6 Mugwort leaves, deeply cut.
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Figure 19.7 Mugwort leaves, inconspicuous on upper stems.

Figure 19.8 Mugwort flowers in September.
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Future of mugwort in Philadelphia
Today in Center City, mugwort grows in cracks in pavement and masonry, along
curbs, and in gardens and any kind of soil. It thrives especially along railroad tracks,
despite frequent application of herbicide, which suppresses it temporarily. Mugwort
is resistant to many herbicides.22
Although widely distributed downtown, mugwort is easy to overlook. In August, its
height ranges from 2 meters to 0.1 meter, depending on location. By the time the
plant has grown to eye level, its diagnostic leaves are hidden in its base or withered.
The leaves vary in size and shape on different plants and on the same plant, and they
may resemble those of other species, including chrysanthemum, common ragweed
(Ambrosia artemisiifolia), and white heath aster (Symphyotrichum ericoides). The white,
wooly texture that Darlington pointed out on the undersurface of its leaves helps
distinguish mugwort from species with leaves of similar shape.
Philadelphia catalyzed the evolution of mugwort into a successful urban colonizer.
Its ballast dumps brought together genotypes of mugwort from around the world.
Its industrial transformation subjected mugwort to novel selective pressures. Its highways, rails, and ports endowed mugwort with diverse routes of dissemination. In
Center City today, the morphological variability of mugwort continues to present
targets for natural selection.
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SP TLIGHT
HOUSE FINCH

House finch (Haemorhous mexicanus) eating a sunflower seed at our feeder in May.

Native to southwestern United States, house finches proliferated in the East after a
pet store released caged individuals in New York City in 1939. The birds appeared
for the first time in Philadelphia in the late 1950’s, when they behaved as winter migrants. Populations here later expanded to include year-round residents.1
After their release in New York City, house finches evolved changes in structure,
physiology, and coloration. Presumably, evolution combined with bird feeding contributed to the house finch’s success in adapting to new conditions.2
Despite their abundance, house finch populations in Pennsylvania in the last two decades declined by over half.3 Lethal bacterial conjunctivitis spread to house finches
congregating at bird feeders,4 but other forces may have taken a toll, as discussed in
the case of house sparrows in Chapter 3.
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FRESHWATER SPONGE
(Spongilla [Eunapius] fragilis)

Spongilla fragilis is a freshwater
sponge first described from a specimen found in the Schuylkill River
in Philadelphia in the nineteenth
century. Freshwater sponges still
inhabit the river here.

Figure 20.1 Fairmount Dam, regarded in the late nineteenth century
as one of the richest places for collecting freshwater sponges, including Spongilla fragilis. It diverted water to the Fairmount Water Works
(middle of photo), which pumped water up to a reservoir whose
site is now occupied by the Philadelphia Museum of Art, built after
pollution of the river made the reservoir obsolete. In the foreground
is the Fairmount fish ladder, which allows migrating fish to surmount
the dam.

In 1851, at a meeting of the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, Joseph
Leidy announced his discovery of a new species of freshwater sponge. He found it
growing on the underside of stones below the low water mark in the tidal Delaware
and Schuylkill Rivers in Philadelphia. He reported its diameter as one to two inches.
Noting that most of the sponge disintegrates after it dies, he named it Spongilla fragilis. It has no common name.1 The current name for the genus is Eunapius instead of
Spongilla, but in this account I have retained Spongilla.
In 1870 he reported finding this sponge living in association with other invertebrates
in the Schuylkill River below the Fairmount Dam. The other animals included ciliated polyps, mollusks, rotifers, protozoans, bryozoans, and polychaete worms.2 He
discovered one of these, a polyp he named Urnatella gracilis, the same year he discovered S. fragilis.

Sponges on Fairmount Dam, 1887
In 1887 Edward Potts, Leidy’s colleague at the Academy, published the last account
I could find of this sponge in the Schuylkill River in Philadelphia. In a monograph
on freshwater sponges, he reported finding it on the timbers of the Fairmount Dam,
which he ranked as one of the richest places in the world for freshwater sponges. At
the time the dam powered turbines that drove pumps in the Fairmount Water Works,
which pumped water to a reservoir on top of Fairmount Hill, now occupied by the
Philadelphia Museum of Art. On the west side of the dam, across the river from the
water works, was a navigation canal with locks, currently the site of a fish ladder.
Potts gained access to the dam during summer months, when water spilling over the
dam subsided. On one visit to the dam he found six species of freshwater sponge,
including S. fragilis.3
Potts described a dense population of S. fragilis on the walls of the canal:
Upon one occasion when the water was withdrawn from the canal basin at the head of the
locks at Fairmount Dam, Philadelphia, the exposed, perpendicular walls of dressed stone
were seen to be lined with them, probably hundreds in number; some of minute size, but
many covering two or three square feet of surface. They were rarely much more than an inch
thick near the middle and shaded off all around to filmy edges. They had no apparent preference for the comparatively rough surface of the stones, for some of the finest specimens
were found upon the timbers of the gates, from which they were easily removed.4
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Lower Schuylkill riverbed void of life, 1876
At the time Potts reported rich populations of S. fragilis, pollution in the lower
Schuylkill River was already severe. A decade earlier, Josua Lindahl, secretary of the
Swedish Commission, offered Joseph Leidy an opportunity to collect specimens
from the Schuylkill riverbed, which a small steamer under Lindahl’s command was
prepared to dredge experimentally. Expecting a trove of small animals from the bottom of the river, Leidy accepted Lindahl’s invitation, only to be disappointed:
No living thing whatever was drawn up, as the mud and sand were black and saturated with
bituminous oil. This latter fact was unexpected, and would appear to illustrate the mode of
formation of more ancient bituminous shales. The refuse of the city gas-works, and probably
of some coal-oil refineries, run into the river. The oils appear to have an affinity for the particles of clay carried down the river, and, precipitating, become bituminous sediments at the
bottom.5

Pollution of the city’s water supply
A year before the dredging, a commission of engineers appointed by the mayor
submitted its report on pollution of the city’s water supply in the Schuylkill River:
For many years, and to within a recent period, the Schuylkill water has been remarkably pure
and wholesome; but it has been impaired by impurities, accompanying the growth of population and the extension of industries. The contamination of this stream is not alarming, yet
it is believed that unless a remedy be applied it will ultimately be rendered unfit for domestic
uses. The principal causes of deterioration are, the sulphuric acid from the coal mines, and
the refuse and the sewage from population and from the numerous manufactories which
drain into the Fairmount pool.6

The commission reported that, since 1842, sulfur in the Schuylkill River at Fairmount, the source of the city’s drinking water, had increased eightfold. It found that
the causes of the pollution extended far beyond the city itself:
The region drained by the river is estimated at something over 1,800 square miles, of which
1,200 square miles is below the mining region, a large portion of which is a highly cultivated,
populous, and thriving region. Several cities and towns, numbering about 20, occupy closely its banks, and many of them have become centers of manufacturing interests, and are
estimated to contain at present an industrious population of over 100,000, Reading alone
containing nearly 40,000 people; and, in addition to the enormous coal mining operations of
the upper Schuylkill, iron banks have been opened, and iron furnaces built upon its margin;
cotton factories, carpet and dye works, woolen and hat manufactories, paper mills, tanneries, chemical and gas works, breweries, and indeed the advantages of the location are so
obvious, that almost every branch of manufacture has found a convenient location on its
banks, and some of them on a scale not exceeded by any in this country; nor should the recognized influence of railroads on the banks of rivers be lost sight of, in estimating the future
probable distribution of the population and industries of this valley.7
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Figure 20.2 Wharf on the east bank of the Schuylkill River at Walnut Street, 1888. Twelve years earlier, Joseph
Leidy had found no living plants or animals in sediment dredged from the riverbed. (Photo courtesy of PhillyHistory.org, a project of the Department of Records of the City of Philadelphia)

The commission recommended new sewers and pumps and modification of reservoirs and freshwater intake pipes.
None of these recommendations addressed pollution from coal and oil, or discharge
of waste upstream in the river’s vast watershed.8 At the time Leidy discovered S. fragilis, coal shipped to Philadelphia by rail and boat from mines along the Schuylkill
watershed totaled 15 million tons per year and was increasing.9 These mines dumped
silt and culm, consisting of fine particles of coal, directly into streams and onto stream
banks.10 Locally, the Philadelphia Gas Works manufactured illuminating gas from coal
in a factory on the riverbank about 100 meters downstream from the water works.11
Ruth Patrick, limnologist at the Academy of Natural Sciences, recalled seeing the
river colored black from pollution from coal in the first half of the twentieth century.12 Coal dust dumped into the river must have challenged the river’s populations of
sponges, which are filter feeders that consume bacteria and algae they sieve from the
water. Fine sediment suspended in water clogs their pores.13
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Figure 20.3 “East bank of the Schuylkill, below Spring Garden Street Bridge. The banks have long been a disgrace to Philadelphia.” Photo and caption from The Redemption of the Lower Schuylkill by John Frederick Lewis,
published by the City Parks Association, Philadelphia, 1924.

Schuylkill River Project, 1951
In 1951 the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the United States Army Corps
of Engineers issued their final report on the Schuylkill River Desilting Project,14 a
monumental effort to dredge and remove 38 million tons of culm along 208 kilometers of river.15 After the desilting project ended, Patrick noted that the river no longer
turned black, but lack of funding prevented completion of the project:
Although the removal of the sediments improved the quality of water in the Fairmount Park
area of the Schuylkill River, conditions were not ideal for aquatic life. In our 1958 studies, we
found many organisms on the banks and substrates that were above the riverbed. The rocks
that protruded from the surface of the bed often supported a fair amount of aquatic life,
whereas very little was found in the bed of the river itself.
One tangible evidence of improvement in aquatic life was the finding of a bryozoan described by Joseph Leidy in 1851 from the Schuylkill. Its name is Urnatella gracilis. Leidy wrote
in 1870 that it was abundant, but by 1883 it had vanished because of the city’s sewage and
industrial pollution. I am sure he would have been pleased to know that it was again established in 1958.16
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Figure 20.4 Schuylkill River desilting project discharging dredged materials into an impounding basin upstream at Stouds Ferry, Berks County. (From The Schuylkill River Desilting Project, Final Report of the Schuylkill
River Project Engineers, 1 July 195117)

The City of Philadelphia has since constructed three sewage treatment plants and introduced new sewage treatment technology.18 It installed steel bulkheading along the
Schuylkill shoreline in Center City and transformed the riverbank into a landscaped
park.19 Erection of a fish ladder enabled fish to migrate over the Fairmount Dam.20
Dredging to reduce Schuylkill culm resumed.21 Coal mining decreased,22 as did the
city’s population.23 Federal legislation, especially the Clean Water Act of 1972 and its
amendments, improved monitoring and management of waste.24

Reduction in pollution
Based on monitoring from 2001 to 2005, water quality of the Schuylkill River in
Philadelphia was rated “good” with respect to suspended sediment, and “improved”
with respect to phosphorus, but still “poor” for phosphorus and nitrogen.25 Sodium
and chloride concentrations have increased, especially in the winter, due to road
salt and suburban sprawl,26 while sulfur near the mines in the upper Schuylkill decreased.27
Surveys of fish sampled by electrofishing in the spring in the tidal Schuylkill from
2002 to 2006 found thirty-three species; four additional species were found by video monitoring inside the fish ladder.28 A survey of macroinvertebrates in the lower
Schuylkill in 1975–1976 identified twenty-two genera, including mollusks, insects,
crustaceans, and the polychaete worm Manayunkia speciosa.29 Joseph Leidy discovered
this worm in the Schuylkill River in 1858 and named the genus Manayunkia in reference to an Indian name for the Schuylkill River. This worm was part of the faunal
community Leidy associated with S. fragilis below the Fairmount Dam in 1870.30
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Figure 20.5 September 2012, same location as in figure 20.3.

Whether populations of S. fragilis have survived in the lower Schuylkill River has
not been reported.The distribution of the species is cosmopolitan. By 1884, S. fragilis
had been found from Florida to Nova Scotia, and from the Great Lakes west to the
Columbia River.31 The species has since been reported from all continents, in climates ranging from tropical to subarctic, and in diverse freshwater habitats, including
caves.32
Pollution could have transiently eliminated this sponge, as in the case of Urnatella
gracilis. Sponges can be transported as minute dormant propagules, called gemmules.
The gemmules of S. fragilis are minute (up to 1 mm in diameter),33 and tolerate salt,
desiccation, anoxia, freezing and thawing, and long periods of inactivity.34 Ships theoretically could have reintroduced S. fragilis in the form of gemmules on wooden
hulls35 and in ballast tanks.36 The mystery of its cosmopolitan distribution has generated speculation about its dissemination, such as by wind, insects, birds, and mammals,
including people.37
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A search for Spongilla fragilis
I recently hunted for S. fragilis just below the Fairmount Water Works at low tide
in the early fall, the season when the size of the sponge is largest. Leidy found the
species in this location a century and a half ago. I waded into the river and inspected stones and logs, looking for sponges and encrusted gemmules. Exposed to light,
sponges can look green due to symbiotic algae, which can confound identification.
I looked for sponges on stones’ undersurfaces, which were shielded from light. I did
not identify any sponges, but green encrustations were common and may have been
sponges coated with algae.
Up the river about a kilometer I found a grapefruit-sized gelatinous ball floating
just below the surface in an inlet. I suspected it might be a sponge, but Richard J.
Horwitz at the Academy of Natural Sciences identified it as the bryozoan Cristatella
(Pectinatella) magnifica, which Leidy discovered in Philadelphia and named the same
year he discovered and named S. fragilis.38 Like sponges, bryozoans are filter feeders,
but they have microscopic tentacles.39

Discovery of spongillaflies
Although I failed to identify Spongilla fragilis in the river, I discovered spongillaflies
(Climacea areolaris) attracted to a black light in our backyard a few blocks from the
river. The larvae of these spongillaflies are aquatic and feed exclusively on freshwater sponges (family Spongillidae), including Spongilla fragilis.40 Adults fly and feed on
nectar and, under laboratory conditions, live for two to three weeks.41 They resemble
brown lacewings and belong to the same order (Neuroptera) of insects. They are
weak fliers, so they likely emerged from the Schuylkill River close by.

Figure 20.6 Spongillafly (Climacia areolaris), attracted to black light in our backyard a couple of blocks from the
Schuylkill River. Its larvae feed exclusively on freshwater sponges (members of the family Spongillidae).
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The Schuylkill River is part of the Delaware River basin, home to 835 documented species of aquatic invertebrates, including 10 species of freshwater sponge.42 The
sponges inhabiting the lower Schuylkill today have yet to be systematically surveyed.
Viewed in the context of a river black from coal dust less than a century ago, the
presence of even one species of sponge would appear to be evidence of the river’s
resilience.
A long history of corrective action contributed to the restoration of the health of
the river. The report of the city’s engineers who documented the Schuylkill River’s
pollution43 preceded Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring44 by almost a century. The city
protected its supply of potable water primarily to serve its citizens, not aquatic wildlife, but its actions served both.

Tolerance and intolerance of pollution
Credit for the presence of freshwater sponges in the Schuylkill River may belong less
to the remediation of the river than to the toughness of some freshwater sponges,
especially Spongilla fragilis. Edward Potts reported it thriving on the Fairmount Dam45
one decade after Joseph Leidy had discovered that industrial pollution had destroyed
all life in the lower Schuylkill riverbed46 and city engineers had determined that
refuse, sewage, and sulfuric acid had polluted the pool behind the dam.47 On the
Fairmount Water Works in 1884, freshwater sponges were so numerous that Potts
considered them to be causes of pollution.48
A review of studies on the tolerance of Spongilla fragilis to pollution found that this
sponge is practically insensitive to hydrogen ion concentration and siltation. Even
though it is a filter feeder, healthy colonies have been found growing on substrates
submerged in mud; it has been collected in water with coliform counts of 24,500
colonies/ml; and it tolerates pollution in the form of nitrates, phosphates, sulfates, and
many other contaminants.49
Spongilla fragilis tolerates pollution better than does its enemy the spongillafly, Climacea areolaris.50 It likely tolerates pollution better than do many of its other enemies.
Animals known to feed or live on freshwater sponges include fish, crayfish, mites,
nematodes, protozoans, rotifers, bivalves, oligochaetes, and insects (dipterans and
trichopterans as well as neuropterans).51 The protection that pollution offers Spongilla
fragilis may account for this sponge’s paradoxical abundance in polluted water.
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SP TLIGHT
LAMBSQUARTERS

Young lambsquarters (Chenopodium album) on sidewalk of South 23rd Street, Center City.

In 1818 an account of plants growing wild in Philadelphia described lambsquarters
(Chenopodium album): “This weed in its young state is eaten at our tables. It attains
the height of five or six feet. In wastes, in dunghills, near rubbish, and in gardens,
everywhere very common.”1
Ten years later a report concluded that importation of agricultural seed contaminated with seed from C. album had introduced this plant into the United States from
Europe.2
Lambsquarters’ association with people is ancient. In northern Syria archeological
excavation found seeds of C. album with artifacts of human habitation dating back
10,000 years.3 In Jutland, Denmark, seeds of C. album were recovered from the gut of
Grauballe Man, whose corpse was found submerged in a state of partial preservation
in a peat bog approximately 2,400 years after his death.4 In Alberta, Canada, prehistoric Native Americans harvested seeds of this species.5
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BROWN BULLHEAD
(Ameiurus nebulosus)

The brown bullhead was
first described from
Philadelphia in the
early nineteenth century,
when it was common
and savored. Recent fish
surveys in Center City
have not detected it.

Figure 21.1 Brown bullhead (Ameiurus
nebulosus) caught in Driscoll Pond,
Haddonfield, New Jersey, by Leo
Sheng. (Photo by Leo Sheng)

In 1819, Charles Alexandre Lesueur, a member of the Academy of Natural Sciences
of Philadelphia, described and named a species of catfish new to science. He reported
that the species, now designated as Ameiurus nebulosus, was very common in Philadelphia (“tres nombreuse à Philadelphie”) and that people fished for it and had high
regard for its white flesh.1 According to Thaddeus Norris, an expert on fish culture
at the time, this species inhabited ponds, ditches, and creeks, including tidal water.2
He contrasted it with the bigger catfish (Ameiurus catus) also native to Philadelphia’s
waters:
If these smaller species were not so common they would be more generally esteemed. These
are far better fish for the pan; their flesh is firm and sweet, and resembles that of the trout or
the breast of a young chicken, more than the flesh of any other fish. “Catfish and coffee” at
the Falls of Schuylkill was formerly and to some extent is still an “institution.”3

Historic abundance in the Schuylkill River
In 1914 Henry Fowler, ichthyologist at the Academy, noted that fish in the Schuylkill
River were more common than one might have expected, given the severity of the
river’s pollution:
For many years the tidal reaches of the Schuylkill River to the Fairmount Dam in Philadelphia
have been greatly polluted, suggesting the impression that they support little or no fish life.
I have recently received a number of fishes from this region, through Mr. W. E. Meehan, the
Director of the Philadelphia Aquarium, besides notes on others not sent.4

He listed thirteen species that he ranked as common, including Ameiurus nebulosus.5
The “Schuylkill cat,” as A. nebulosus was called in the early twentieth century,6 or the
“brown bullhead,” as it is known today, is distinctive for its tolerance of pollution.
A guide to game fish published in 1905 offers a description alleged to be by Henry
David Thoreau:
They stay near the bottom, moving slowly about with their barbels widely spread, watching
for anything eatable. They will take any kind of bait, from an angleworm to a piece of tomato
can, without hesitation or coquetry, and they seldom fail to swallow the hook.7

Diet of nonbiting midges (chironomids)
An evaluation of the contents of stomachs of brown bullheads from a lake in New
York found that they selectively ate chironomid larvae—wormlike aquatic stages of
nonbiting midges, which are flies. These larvae live in sediment and belong to the
largest and most ecologically diverse family of aquatic insects.8 In Lake Erie, where
brown bullheads are common, numbers of chironomids increased fourfold from 1930
to 1961, a period when pollution increased;9 chironomid abundance subsequently
decreased when pollution abated.10 Compared to brown bullheads in Lake Erie’s
less polluted tributaries, those in the most polluted waters grew larger and produced
more eggs per female.11
The abundance of chironomids in polluted water helps explain their possible contribution to the brown bullhead’s tolerance of pollution. In the course of an evaluation
of an outbreak of chironomid midges, the population density of chironomid larvae
in mud samples taken from a lake bottom polluted from runoff from the Twin Cities
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was 7,000 individuals per square yard.12 Chironomid midges around bodies of polluted water in urban areas have been treated as pests.13 In the Delaware River basin,
which includes the Schuylkill River, 18 percent of the genera of all aquatic invertebrates belong to the family Chironomidae.14

Figure 21.2

Figure 21.3

Figure 21.4

Figure 21.5
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Figure 21.6

Figure 21.7

Figures 21.2–21.7 Chironomids, or nonbiting midges. Their aquatic larvae are favorite prey of brown bullheads. These midges were attracted to black light in our backyard, several blocks from the Schuylkill River.
They belong to the most species-rich family of aquatic animals.

Diet of worms (oligochaetes)
Other aquatic fauna may have contributed to the bullhead’s pollution tolerance that
Henry Fowler observed in the tidal Schuylkill. Like chironomids, oligochaetes have
proliferated in rivers with increasing pollution.15 Oligochaetes are segmented worms
in the same taxonomic class as earthworms.16 When oligochaetes in a polluted river
outnumbered chironomid larvae, brown bullheads ate more oligochaetes than chironomids, even though the fish favored chironomids.17 In a survey of macroinvertebrates on the bottom of the tidal Schuylkill River in 1975 and 1976, oligochaetes
were the most abundant animals, numbering over 6,000 per square meter. By weight
and by numbers, they constituted over 98 percent of the macroinvertebrate fauna on
the bottom of the river.18
If oligochaetes and chironomids were the reason that brown bullheads tolerated
pollution in the Schuylkill River, why did Joseph Leidy not find them in the sediment dredged from the bottom of the Schuylkill River in 1876?19 Freshwater invertebrates, especially oligochaetes, were one of his specialties, particularly the genus
Limnodrilus,20 which constituted 99 percent of the oligochaetes identified in the
Schuylkill River survey.21 Perhaps the bituminous sediment that Leidy found was
distributed unevenly in the riverbed, which supported aquatic life in sections with
less contamination.
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Diet of sewage
Alternatively, pollution may have supplied brown bullheads with food other than
oligochaetes and chironomids. The brown bullhead’s diet in polluted sections of the
Monongahela River in West Virginia suggests what this mysterious other food might
have been. In a study of the stomach contents of brown bullheads in the Monongahela, the food brown bullheads ate in greatest volume was not prey but sewage, and
the second greatest was detritus. Although they did consume oligochaetes and chironomids, by volume the fraction of the brown bullhead’s diet consisting of sewage
and detritus was 70 percent.22 In Philadelphia in 1876, brown bullheads may have
been able to compensate for scarcity of prey by eating sewage and detritus.

Tolerance of pollution
Compared to other fish, brown bullheads are better able to tolerate extreme conditions associated with pollution.These include water that is acidic (pH 3.3),23 hypoxic
(oxygen 0.5–1 mg/liter),24 and warm (temperature 40°C [105°F]).25 In an impoundment in the upper Schuylkill, they have lived with sediments contaminated with lead,
cadmium, chromium, copper, and zinc, and they showed no gross pathology.26 Brown
bullheads living in a tidal creek contaminated with heavy metals in North Carolina
showed no histologic, biochemical, or hematologic abnormalities.27

Benefits of pollution for brown bullheads
Like the freshwater sponge Spongilla fragilis, the brown bullhead may tolerate pollution better than its enemies. Brown bullheads defend their eggs and young from
predators such as minnows and sunfishes, which they chase away.28 The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has classified as tolerant of pollution only a quarter of
species of minnows (cyprinids) and less than 10 percent of species of sunfish (centrarchids).29 The native redbreast sunfish (Lepomis auritus) had become uncommon in the
polluted tidal Schuylkill River according to Fowler’s report in 1914.30
In 1999 Anthony C. Steyermark at Drexel University and his colleagues found that
tapeworms (cestodes; Proteocephalus sp.) parasitized all brown bullheads from a pond
in a residential area in New Jersey, whereas in the urban industrialized Schuylkill
River, cestodes parasitized no brown bullheads. The cestodes attacked the fishes’
hearts, livers, kidneys, and gonads, which carried high parasite burdens; one fish harbored 314 cestodes. Fish from the pond were stunted compared to those from the
Schuylkill River. Steyermark et al. suggested that contamination in the Schuylkill
River protected brown bullheads from these cestodes, whose larvae require crustaceans as intermediate hosts.31
Pollution may protect brown bullheads from consumption by fisherman. The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection issues annual guidelines on the
safety of eating fish caught locally. It tests fish for two contaminants: mercury and
PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls). Because of PCBs, it recommends limiting consumption of fish caught in the tidal Schuylkill River to one meal a month for all fish
it tested except carp and eels, which it recommends never be eaten.32 Although the
guidelines are intended to protect people, they may also protect fish.
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Figure 21.8 Fishermen near the 30th Street train station. The boat in the background belongs to the Philadelphia Water Department, which monitors the quality of both the water and fish.
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The presence of PCBs in fish caught in the Schuylkill River does not necessarily
deter fishermen from eating them. One study found that, compared to non-Hispanic
white fishermen, non-Hispanic black fishermen were more likely to fish in watersheds with high PCB contamination and more likely to consume catfish. It suggested
that consumption of contaminated catfish caught by fishermen is the reason levels of
PCBs are higher in non-Hispanic blacks than in non-Hispanic whites.33
Contamination of brown bullheads may suppress reproduction in fish-eating birds.
Contamination of fish with chlorinated hydrocarbons was first shown to suppress
reproduction in birds in the case of bald eagles and the pesticide DDT,34 but other
chlorinated hydrocarbons (such as PCBs) have caused similar effects and have involved other fish-eating birds, including herons,35 cormorants,36 and ospreys,37 all of
which I have observed preying on fish in the Schuylkill River in Philadelphia. In
1984, chlordane, DDT, dieldrin, and PCBs in the Schuylkill River in Philadelphia
were found at four trophic levels, exemplified by green algae, snails, minnows, and
largemouth bass.38 Oligochaetes and chironomids in riverbeds ingest PCBs from the
sediment and pass them on to fish, which in turn pass them on to their predators.
This transmission up the food chain concentrates PCBs, which are lipid soluble and
accumulate in animal fat.39

Figure 21.9 Great blue heron (Ardea herodias) fishing at Boathouse Row. Like brown bullheads, it prefers shallow, quiet water.
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Figure 21.10 Double-crested cormorants (Phalacrocorax auritus) on a log grounded at the Fairmount Dam. This
diving bird fishes in the lower Schuylkill in Center City. The posture with spread wings is typical.

Figure 21.11 Great egret (Ardea alba) at Columbia railroad bridge over the Schuylkill River, Philadelphia.
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Costs of pollution to brown bullheads
For brown bullheads, the benefits of tolerance of pollution may have costs, such as
exposure to carcinogens. In 1941 Balduin Lucké and Hans G. Schlumberger at the
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine and Wistar Institute described tumors on the lips of 166 brown bullheads from the Schuylkill and Delaware Rivers
around Philadelphia:
This neoplasm usually occurs as solitary or multiple, large, red, fleshy masses upon the lips
or dental plates, and by reason of its size, may prevent closure of the mouth...The larger
growths frequently invade adjacent normal tissues and force their way into vessels where
they are found as emboli. The clinical course of the tumor is one of relatively slow but progressive growth.40

The tumors as they described them bear features typical of malignancy, and later authors classified them as such (squamous cell carcinoma).41 In 2004 liver cancers were
found in 26 percent of brown bullheads in Darby Creek in Philadelphia’s John Heinz
National Wildlife Refuge at Tinicum, a habitat so highly contaminated that the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency designated it a hazardous waste Superfund site.42
In a study sponsored by the Delaware River Basin Commission, brown bullheads
collected at various sites in the Delaware River were found to have lip tumors and
liver lesions.43
The evidence of a causal relationship between chemical pollutants and tumors was
initially compelling.44 Prevalence of tumors in brown bullheads was found to be
high in contaminated industrial sites compared to uncontaminated sites in widely
scattered locations in the United States, especially in the East and Midwest.45 In the
laboratory, brown bullheads dosed with extracts of sediment containing industrial
pollutants (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or PAHs) developed liver and skin tumors indistinguishable from tumors they developed in the wild.46 Prevalence of liver
tumors in brown bullheads in the Black River in Michigan dropped after a coking
plant shut down and the river was dredged, reducing PAH contamination.47
Despite strong evidence incriminating pollution, brown bullheads in uncontaminated reservoirs and ponds in New York State were found to have a prevalence of
tumors reaching 100 percent for skin and 30 percent for liver or bile ducts.48 In the
South River on the Chesapeake Bay, prevalence of tumors in brown bullheads was
high despite the absence of high concentrations of known carcinogens.49 Descendants of brown bullheads from the Delaware River estuary that fisheries personnel
introduced into ponds developed tumors, suggesting transmission of an infectious or
genetic carcinogen from river to pond.50 The cause of tumors in brown bullheads
remains enigmatic.

Disappearance of brown bullheads
Populations of brown bullheads have been in decline in the Schuylkill River in
Philadelphia. Fish surveys here from 2002 to 2006 identified no brown bullheads
among 44,000 fish identified. These surveys identified locally introduced game fish,
including 3,499 channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus), a competitor of brown bullheads,
and 469 flathead catfish (Pylodictis olivaris), a predator of brown bullheads.51 The
surveys sampled fish populations by electrofishing in the Schuylkill River below
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the Fairmount Dam, and by video observation in the fish ladder at the Fairmount
Dam. In contrast, brown bullheads were abundant in samples obtained by trawling
and electrofishing in the tidal Schuylkill River from 1971 to 1976.52 In 1979 they
were observed in large numbers in the “turn-pool” at the base of the fish ladder.53 A
fisherman told me he recently caught brown bullheads with rod and reel in Center
City at night in the summer.54

Figure 21.12 Channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus), the most common catfish reeled in from the Schuylkill River
in Center City. Its introduction as a game fish likely contributed to declines in brown bullheads, which are
native to the Schuylkill River.

The scarcity of brown bullheads has been attributed in part to decreasing pollution.55
The manufacture of PCBs, for example, was banned in 1979 by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under the federal Toxic Substances Control Act.56 As pollution decreased, populations of brown bullheads lost a comparative advantage over
predators and competitors less tolerant of pollution. A less toxic Schuylkill may have
destroyed a safe haven for brown bullheads in Center City. Brown bullheads, however, thrived in the Schuylkill before the advent of industrial pollution. Introduction
of game fish such as the flathead catfish (Pylodictis olivaris)57 and channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus)58 may have taken a toll that compounded that caused by reduced
pollution. Joseph Perillo, aquatic biologist at the Philadelphia Water Department, has
confirmed the recent introduction and establishment of another fish-eating predator,
the northern snakehead (Channa argus),59 whose prey includes brown bullheads.60
In addition to introduced game fish and cleaner water, Schuylkill bulkheads made
out of concrete, wood, and steel may have adversely affected populations of brown
bullheads. Bulkheading deprives brown bullheads of shallow water—which they
prefer—along riverbanks, and no streams or ponds connect to the banks of the
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Schuylkill in Center City. Aggravating the adverse effects of bulkheading, brownish
flocculent material (visible in shallow water at low tide) obscures the riverbed and
potential prey such as oligochaetes, chironomids, and crustaceans. Brown bullheads
feed on green plants when they are available, but aquatic vegetation other than algae was absent in a study of the riverbed of the tidal Schuylkill in the late twentieth
century.61

Power plants’ cooling water intake pipe
The Exelon Generation Company operates a cooling system that pumps water from
the Schuylkill River to a cluster of three power plants located on the east bank of
the Schuylkill at Christian Street, a few blocks south of Center City.62 The three
plants have a combined generating capacity of 421 megawatts,63 which is about 20
percent of the capacity of the Limerick Nuclear Power Plant on the Schuylkill River
upstream in Montgomery County.64 The cooling systems of the three plants draw
cooling water from the river through an intake pipe 34 meters in length and 3 meters
in diameter. From 2001 to 2005, pumps drew water through the intake pipe at an
average rate of 170,000 liters per minute. After water traverses the length of the pipe,
it passes through a traveling screen that diverts fish and debris into a trash trench;
from here the fish are transported for disposal offsite. Eggs, larvae, fish, and debris
tiny enough to pass through the screen mesh (3/8 inch, or about 1 centimeter) are
pumped with the cooling water around the power plants and eventually discharged
back into the river.65

Figure 21.13 Cluster of three power plants on the Schuylkill River at Christian Street, a few blocks south
of Center City. View is from the Schuylkill Expressway. A cooling water intake structure along the shoreline
draws water from the river. Fish sucked through a pipe strike a screen that diverts them into a trash trench for
disposal offsite.
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In an Exelon-sponsored study in 2005 and 2006, samples of fish impinged against
the screen at the end of the water intake pipe included a single brown bullhead,66
compared to 109 brown bullheads in 1975 and 192 in 1976.67 Perhaps mortality of
brown bullheads sucked into the water intake pipe over many decades contributed to
their disappearance. Brown bullheads, which spawn in water 2 meters deep or less,68
may have selectively positioned themselves near the opening to the cooling water
intake structure, which is located on the shoreline. Also potentially harmful to brown
bullheads is the heat of the effluent that the power plants’ cooling system discharges
into the river.69
The magnitude of the risk that the cooling water intake pipe poses to brown bullheads may be considered in the context of the magnitude of water flowing through
the pipe compared to the river. The U.S. Geological Survey reports the median discharge of water from the Schuylkill River in Philadelphia for the last 80 years for any
day of the year. For example, for September 13, the median discharge rate was 1.3
million liters per minute; the minimum rate for that day was 39,000 liters per minute
(in 1966).70 The historic flow of water through the cooling water intake pipe averaged over four times more than the river’s historic minimum discharge rate for that
day. The capacity of the cooling water intake pipe to draw in more water than the
river discharges is possible because the river is tidal here, connected to the Atlantic
Ocean via Delaware Bay.

Options to protect fish from intake pipes
The Exelon Generation Company considered several alternatives for reducing fish
mortality in its cooling water intake structure, but rejected all in favor of the status
quo.71 The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is currently (as of 2012) considering new standards72 that may require power plants like Exelon to modify these
structures.
Cooling water could be recycled back to the power plants rather than dumped, minimizing the need to pump water out of the river; but such a system would require
cooling towers, which in turn would require more space than is available at the existing power plants.73 Such towers would loom over the neighborhood, and consumers
of electric power presumably would bear the costs of construction.
Burdensome accommodations might appear unwarranted on behalf of a species as
widespread and generally common as the brown bullhead, but they might be justified
on behalf of the river’s overall health. Consultants for Exelon estimated that in 2006
the number of fish eggs and larvae “entrained” (i.e., drawn into the intake pipe past
the screen mesh to the electrical power plants and discharged back into the river)
totaled 1.5 million, encompassing eleven species.74 In a study of a power plant on
the shore of Lake Erie, mortality of juvenile and adult fish pumped into the cooling
intake pipe was virtually 100 percent, independent of “entrainment” or “impingement” (i.e., removal and disposal of fish that strike barrier screens).75
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Charisma
The fate of species in cities is sometimes linked to prejudice either for or against
them, as in the case of the common milkweed, gray squirrel, and American robin.
Charismatic species may be beneficiaries of special treatment, as exemplified by the
presentation of dead rats by the Franklin Institute to red-tailed hawks nesting on its
facade.76
In the early nineteenth century, Thaddeus Norris observed that the brown bullhead’s flavor was better than its reputation.77 In “A Plea for the Bullhead,” the
nineteenth-century humorist George Wilbur Peck mused over the brown bullhead’s
lowly status:
The same may be said of brook trout. While they will bite a hook, it requires more machinery
to catch them than ordinary people can possess without mortgaging a house. A man has got
to have a morocco book of expensive flies, a fifteen dollar bamboo jointed rod, a three dollar
trout basket with a hole mortised in the top, a corduroy suit made in the latest style, top
boots, of the Wellington pattern, with red tassels in the straps, and a flask of Otard brandy in
a side pocket. Unless a man is got up in that style, a speckled trout will see him in Chicago,
first, and then it won’t bite. The brook trout is even more aristocratic than the whitefish, and
should not be propagated at public expense.
But there are fish that should be propagated, in the interest of the people. There is a species
of fish that never looks at the clothes of the man who throws in the bait, a fish that takes
whatever is thrown to it, and when once hold of the hook never tries to shake a friend, but
submits to the inevitable, crosses its legs and says “Now I lay me,” and comes out on the bank
and seems to enjoy being taken. It is a fish that is the friend of the poor, and one that will
sacrifice itself in “the interest of humanity.” That is the fish that the State should adopt as its
trademark, and cultivate friendly relations with, and stand by. We allude to the bullhead.
To catch the bullhead it is not necessary to tempt his appetite with porterhouse steak, or to
display an expensive lot of fishing tackle. A pin hook, a piece of liver, and a cistern pole, is
all the capital required to catch a bullhead. He lays upon the bottom of a stream or pond, in
the mud, thinking. There is no fish that does more thinking, or has a better head for grasping
great questions, or chunks of liver, than the bullhead.78

In theory, public policy might support intervention to protect brown bullheads if the
fish had more charisma, or if they attracted charismatic predators, such as bald eagles.
Bald eagles nest in Philadelphia.79 They occasionally appear in the Schuylkill River
outside Bartram’s Garden, just two kilometers downstream from the cooling water
intake pipe. In a study of bald eagles nesting on the Potomac River, approximately 95
percent of the remains of their prey were catfish, primarily brown bullheads.80
The fate of the brown bullhead in the tidal Schuylkill River may depend less on its
charisma than on the charisma of its enemies, the channel catfish and flathead catfish.
The introduction of these two popular game fish is the most compelling explanation
for the brown bullhead’s local disappearance, a result that is likely irreversible in Center City. Bald eagles prey on all three species of catfish.81
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SP TLIGHT
LEAFHOPPERS AND PLANTHOPPERS

Diversity of leafhoppers and planthoppers (Order Hemiptera) photographed at a lamp at night in our back
yard in Center City.

The largest of these insects is 13 mm (half an inch). Starting clockwise from the upper left, they are:
1. Citrus flatid planthopper (Metcalfa pruinosa)
2. Green coneheaded planthopper (Acanalonia conica)
3. A leafhopper (Erythroneura calycula)
4. Broad-headed sharpshooter (Oncometopia orbona)
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RED BACK SALAMANDER
(Plethodon cinereus)

Abundant prey and a strictly terrestrial life cycle helped this non-amphibious amphibian adapt to Center
City, Philadelphia.

Figure 22.1 Red back salamander (Plethodon cinereus), discovered on a
sidewalk in Fitler Square. It was headed away from an enclosed garden,
shown in figure 22.3.

At a meeting of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia in May 1818, Jacob Green named what he thought was a new species of salamander.1 Green, then
a chemist practicing law in Philadelphia,2 did not know that two months earlier
Constantine Samuel Rafinesque had described and named the same species.3 Green’s
naming has endured, even though Rafinesque’s has priority.4 Rafinesque coined the
salamander’s current vernacular name: red back salamander.5
Green stated that this salamander is common in New Jersey,6 while Rafinesque
placed it in the highlands of New York.7 In 1842 John Edwards Holbrook ranked it
the most common salamander in the eastern United States from Maryland to Vermont. He was the first to report that it is abundant in Philadelphia.8 For the next
century and a half, a succession of herpetologists noted its presence in Philadelphia.9
It was recorded in many other cities: lawns in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, and urban
forests in Indianapolis, Montréal, and Cleveland.10

Urban dryness hostile to amphibians
Cities typically degrade wetlands, home to many amphibians; and downtown Philadelphia fits this mode. Two rivers border Center City and adjacent neighborhoods,
but bulkheading and fill along riverbanks have destroyed all traces of marsh and riparian habitat. Asphalt, concrete, and other impervious material cover most of downtown; runoff from rain drains mostly into sewers. The landscape downtown is dry
except after rain or snow. Center City would appear to be among the worst places
for amphibians.
Records of amphibians in Philadelphia a century or more ago might be from habitats
since destroyed or from remnants of wetland currently protected, as in Fairmount
Park or the John Heinz National Wildlife Refuge—far from the urban core. In 1917,
Henry Weed Fowler at the Academy of Natural Sciences reported the distribution of
red back salamanders within Philadelphia; he listed Fairmount Park and Wissahickon
Creek, but also Germantown, Frankford, Holmesburg, Rowlands, La Grange, and
“Philadelphia.”11
Within the barren terrain of downtown are irrigated gardens and parks. In the garden in our backyard, which we water, small animals vulnerable to desiccation thrive.
Examples are snails, slugs, earthworms, millipedes, and isopods (such as pillbugs).
In experiments conducted in litter from an urban forest near Cleveland, red back
salamanders consumed isopods and millipedes.12 Other studies have shown that this
salamander eats introduced earthworms,13 including Lumbricus terrrestris,14 a species
common in our garden. Might gardens downtown support amphibians?
Amphibians like the American toad (Bufo americanus) require both land and bodies
of water. Some salamanders have aquatic and terrestrial stages like those of American
toads, whose larvae (tadpoles) have gills, live in water, and metamorphose into adults
that live on land.15 The life cycles of most species of salamanders, in contrast, are
strictly terrestrial,16 even though all salamanders belong to the taxonomic class Amphibia and are called amphibians. The red back salamander exemplifies a non-amphibious amphibian in the sense that its life cycle does not include an aquatic or
larval stage.What hatches from its egg is a miniature version of a fully formed, exclusively terrestrial adult, except for vestigial gills that shrivel up and disappear in a day.17
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Figure 22.2 Bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana) in a flooded trench below Boathouse Row. Its dependence on open
water limits its distribution in Philadelphia.

Red back salamander’s habits adapted to urban gardens
Both Rafinesque and Green noted that the red back salamander is found under
stones. In 1961 Frieda B. Taub at Rutgers University discovered that most red back
salamanders in a forest lived in soil to a depth of at least 30 centimeters. They preferred moist soil that was not inundated.18 To nest underground, they burrow, particularly in response to desiccation.19 Individuals hide under cover during the day and
emerge at night.20
The red back salamander’s secretive behavior makes it easy to overlook. Its habits—
predacious, subterranean, and nocturnal—resemble those of firefly larvae (Photinus
pyralis), which I have never found, even though fireflies flash here every summer. But
on October 20, 2012, around 9 a.m., I observed a red back salamander scurrying
across a sidewalk in Fitler Square, a neighborhood park occupying less than a square
block in Center City. It was headed toward the curb, away from a naturalized garden
in the square. This garden is irrigated and has abundant leaf litter. Plantings include
old London plane trees, wild ginger, ferns,Virginia bluebells, and oak-leaf hydrangea.
A metal fence around it excludes people and dogs.
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Figure 22.3 Naturalized habitat surrounded by a fence, located in Fitler Square. The fence, sprinklers, and leaf
litter create conditions that resemble the wooded habitat of red back salamanders.

Conceivably this particular red back salamander was searching for a mate. In a study
in Rochester, New York, in 1929, the mating period for red back salamanders ranged
from October 7 to 16.21 Red back salamanders are territorial and evict intruders.22
The salamander on the sidewalk may have been fleeing a rival or a predator, or foraging, driven by hunger and scarcity of prey. Red back salamanders have been found
to disperse through open terrain, such as fields.23
I found no published reports of red back salamanders colonizing downtown habitats. The naturalized garden in Fitler Square beside the sidewalk where I found the
salamander occupies only about 1/100 of a hectare (0.025 acre). What is the smallest habitat that can support a population of red back salamanders? At a meeting of
conservation biologists in 2000, Elke Wind considered this question for amphibians
generally. In no case could she could find data that provided a definitive answer.24
Fragments of habitat may be too small to contain amphibians even though they
provide ample food and shelter, as exemplified by species that migrate to ponds and
streams for breeding. The red back salamander’s nonmigratory life cycle25 allows it
to confine its movement to small areas. One study found that red back salamanders
were less likely than migratory amphibians to travel to edges of forest.26 Another
study embedded radioactive tags in red back salamanders and used radiation deChapter 22 | Red Back Salamander
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tectors to monitor their movements. It found that on average red back salamanders
traveled less than half a meter a day. Home ranges averaged just over 24 square meters
for females and about half that for males.27 From year to year, the average distance red
back salamanders dispersed was less than 2 meters.28

Benefits of staying put
Sedentary life cycles can help populations survive in cities. The annual weed Crepis
sancta produces two kinds of seeds, dispersing and nondispersing. For plants growing
in cracks in sidewalks, natural selection favors nondispersing seeds, which are more
likely than are dispersing seeds to fall in cracks near their parents and to germinate.
Plants in these cracks produce seeds that are predominantly nondispersing, in contrast to dispersing seeds produced by plants growing outside of cracks.29
The giant Canada goose (Branta canadensis maxima) that populates urban areas along
the Atlantic flyway is sedentary compared to long-distance migrant subspecies of
Canada geese that overwinter in the same region.30 In the last half of the twentieth
century, the range of this subspecies of Canada goose expanded to cities and suburbs
throughout the country.31 Its urban habitats are safe havens from hunters and predators such as bobcats32 and wolves,33 and abandonment of long-distance migration
saves the goose energy and avoids the hazards of prolonged flight.

Figure 22.4 Giant Canada geese (Branta canadensis maxima) behind the Philadelphia Museum of Art. Their
sedentary behavior keeps them within an urban safe haven, protected from hunters and wild predators.
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Bedbugs (Cimex lectularius) are wingless but belong to a suborder (Heteroptera) of
insects whose members, with rare exceptions, are winged, like stinkbugs.34 Bedbugs
likely evolved in caves with bats and later expanded their hosts to include people.35
The evolutionary loss of wings served the bedbug’s need to stay close to its host.

Figure 22.5 Bedbug (Cimex lectularius) crawling off a penny. A patient who lives in Philadelphia brought it to
me for identification. All bedbugs are wingless—an adaptation that serves their need to remain close to their
victims.

Adaptations for an all-terrestrial life cycle
In his description of the red back salamander in 1818, Jacob Green noted its strictly
terrestrial life and classified it as a “land salamander.” In 1908 W. H. Piersol described
its development in eggs. He referred to the embryo as a “larva,” due to its resemblance to salamander larvae that develop in water. He noted that mothers care for
their offspring for several weeks after they hatch out.36 More recent observations
have shown that mothers brood their eggs before the eggs hatch;37 and that females
take two years to produce eggs with yolks sufficiently large to nurture the salamander’s extensive embryonic development.38 The embryos need the big yokes because
they cannot feed on algae and other pond life that nurtures salamander larvae in
ponds and streams.
Maternal behavior and big yolks helped liberate red back salamanders from dependence on open water and migratory travel.39 These traits may have evolved 200 million years ago when the red back salamander’s taxonomic family (Plethodontidae)
first appeared,40 but the traits fortuitously prepared this salamander for life in the city.
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The six- to eight-month interval between mating in the fall and laying eggs in the
spring41 gives fertilized female red back salamanders an opportunity to disperse and
found colonies alone. A tiny isolated urban habitat fragment like the one in Fitler
Square might serve as a dispersal site following importation of females in topsoil or
root balls.

Urban opportunity and vulnerability
I captured the salamander at the curb and released it into our backyard, which offers
an abundance of possible prey, including isopods, millipedes, and earthworms, but
also slugs and snails.42 Among the inhabitants of our garden soil, it could become top
predator. Red back salamanders eat arthropods that are predators, including spiders,
centipedes, and firefly larvae.43 If this salamander happened to be a mated female, her
release in our backyard may found a new colony, extending the range of this species
downtown.
Despite the potential of this species for dissemination downtown, my rescue of this
salamander on the sidewalk highlights why in Center City this animal is rare compared to earthworms. Unlike earthworms, red back salamanders cannot disperse independently as eggs in soil; the eggs44 and hatchlings45 of red back salamanders require maternal care. Unlike reproduction in earthworms, which are hermaphroditic
or parthenogenetic,46 reproduction in red back salamanders requires mating with
members of the opposite sex.47 And while earthworms on sidewalks are vulnerable
to accidental trampling, the rapid crawling of the red back salamander, as on the sidewalk at Fitler Square, attracts attention, inviting attack by birds and people.
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SP TLIGHT
MILKWEED APHID

Milkweed aphids (Aphis nerii) on common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca) by railroad tracks along the Schuylkill
River, Center City. A winged female is shown at the top.

Milkweed aphids, also called oleander aphids, were introduced from southern Europe into the southernmost United States, from which they annually fly north and
re-colonize milkweed patches. The aphids do not overwinter in Philadelphia. How
do these insects, which measure less than 3 mm, colonize widely scattered, small
patches of milkweed and then mate, lay eggs, and re-establish aphid populations in
Philadelphia all in one season? They accomplish this feat, at least in part, by elimination of courtship, mating and egg laying: The entire population of aphids consists
exclusively of females, which reproduce asexually and bear their young live. A group
of giant superclones constitutes the species in North America. Whether populations
in Philadelphia make return flights to the south at the end of the season is unknown.1
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LIVERWORT
(Reboulia hemisphaerica)

A liverwort known to favor habitats
in wild areas has established
colonies on brick walkways in
Center City.

Figure 23.1 Two colonies of liverwort growing from soil in a brick
walkway. Reboulia hemisphaerica is on the right, and Marchantia polymorpha is on the left. The species on the right is reported to favor “wild”
habitats; the species on the left can be weedy. The site of all photos of
liverworts illustrated in this chapter is the alley in figure 23.7 unless
stated otherwise.

In 1799 the American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia published a list of liverworts found within a mile of the city of Lancaster, 93 kilometers west of Philadelphia. It was the first systematic account of liverworts published in North America.
The author, Henrico Muhlenberg, credited his identifications to many authorities,
all European. One of the liverworts he found is Reboulia hemisphaerica, which has no
common name.1

Reboulia hemisphaerica in Center City
Reboulia hemisphaerica is shaped like a ribbon about 0.5 centimeter wide and 1–3
centimeters long. In Center City it anchors itself on soil in spaces between brick
pavers. The ribbon, or thallus, grows flat along the top of the brick and bifurcates
once or twice as it grows. If the surface of the soil is below the top of the brick, it
grows up the side of the brick. Sometimes many thalli radiate from a sliver of soil
between bricks.
For the past five years I have followed two colonies, each occupying less than a square
meter on brick walkways, one a residential alley and the other a brick sidewalk along
a narrow street (Naudain Street) of two-story row houses. Positioned away from
foot traffic, the plants have completed their reproductive cycles, annually sending up
spore-filled capsules on slender stalks.
Typical of liverworts and mosses, R. hemisphaerica produces male and female structures but no flowers or roots. Fertilization requires that sperm swim in rainwater,
dew, or meltwater from male to female organs,2 both of which are located on each
plant.3 The species is presumably named after the hemispherical shape of its female
reproductive organ (archegonium).

Figure 23.2 Reboulia hemisphaerica behind a penny.
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Figure 23.3 Reboulia hemaesphaerica between brick pavers.

Figure 23.4 Hemispherical structures that presumably inspired the name hemisphaerica. Each is a female reproductive organ (archegonium). The dark structure above each hemisphere is the male reproductive organ
(antheridium). To fertilize eggs, sperm must swim from male to female organs in rainwater, dew, or meltwater.
Photographed January 12, 2008.
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Figure 23.5 Spore capsules in heads elevated on stalks of Reboulia hemisphaerica. Spores are products of sexual
reproduction. Photographed April 26, 2009.

Figure 23.6 Liverwort heads elevated on stalks within a crack between brick pavers. The crack protects them
from trampling, but impedes dispersal of spores.
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Figure 23.7 Alley with liverworts, mosses, Mazus, and Sagina—which grow on soil between bricks on the right.
The alley is located off Delancey Place near 25th Street. A locked gate has since been installed.

Figure 23.8 Japanese mazus (Mazus pumilus) in bloom, with liverwort (Marchantia polymorpha), birdseye pearlwort (Sagina procumbens), and moss. Here Japanese mazus grows upright just off the beaten path. In areas where
it is subjected to more trampling, its flowers stay almost flush with the bricks, as shown in the photo on
page 318.
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Figure 23.9 Ornately patterned elevated discs from the liverwort Marchantia polymorpha in May. They are stalked
male organs (antheridea) that produce sperm. Other plants here are Reboulia hemisphaerica, birdseye pearlwort
(Sagina procumbens), Japanese mazus (Mazus pumilus), and moss.

Figure 23.10 Star-shaped heads of female reproductive organs containing spore capsules of Marchantia polymorpha in July. Like the male sex organs, these female organs are elevated on stalks, but in May when the males are
releasing sperm, the female organs are globular and flush with the ground. Photographed on a brick sidewalk
near Fitler Square.
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R. hemisphaerica is one of an estimated 7,500 species of liverwort worldwide.4 Centuries ago the shape of some of these species was thought to resemble liver, which
led to the vernacular name liverwort.Wort is from an archaic suffix that means “herb.”5
R. hemisphaerica is distributed in temperate regions worldwide, including all continents except Antarctica.6 It has been reported from eighteen of Pennsylvania’s sixty-seven counties.7 It tolerates human disturbance and drought, including several
months of desiccation.8

Scarcity in “civilized” habitats in the North
R. hemisphaerica is not as common as one might expect considering its global distribution and tolerance of harsh conditions. A monograph on the liverworts and hornworts of eastern North America details its distinctive distribution.Written by Rudolf
M. Schuster and published in six volumes from 1966 to 1992, the monograph spans
nearly 6,000 pages. Schuster observed that R. hemisphaerica inhabits highly disturbed
habitats in the North but not in the South:
In the northern portion of our area one soon gets the impression that R. hemisphaerica is
a “wild” species, rarely persisting after disturbance. Occasionally it occurs over calcareous
cement on old stone walls in long-abandoned areas, but such close associations with “civilization” are rare.
By contrast, in the southeast, it becomes abundant in “civilized,” i.e., strongly disturbed, areas.
For instance, the old brickwork of Fort Clinch, at Fernandina Fla., is absolutely covered by
Reboulia. The soil peripheral to the old Biology building at Duke University (Durham, N.C.)
supported extensive and luxuriant growths…Similarly, the species is common in lawns and
on banks along city streets in Oxford, Miss., and at the edges of old fields in the surrounding
country. Southward the tolerance of the species for disturbance is evidently much higher
than it is northward. Furthermore, southward (and south-westward) its distribution rarely
appears to show any correlation with the occurrence of calcareous soil or rocks.9

What might account for the establishment of thriving colonies of R. hemisphaerica in
downtown Philadelphia—just the kind of “civilized” northern habitat where Schuster found it rarely persisted? One possibility is that global warming and Philadelphia’s
urban heat island displaced to the north the geographic zone where this liverwort
tolerates disturbance. Another possibility is that reduction in air pollution expanded
this plant’s acceptance of “civilization.”

Air pollution a century ago
In the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century, soot blanketed northern cities, as described in a pamphlet published by the American Civic Association in 1908:
The dweller in a town burning bituminous coal needs no definition of the smoke nuisance.
The great cloud that hangs over the city like a pall can be seen from any neighboring hilltop,
and the dweller within is only too well aware of the splotches of soot that settle on every
object in the city, bedimming buildings, spoiling curtains, injuring books, and increasing the
laundry bill. The direct menace to the public health in fostering tuberculous conditions by
loading the air with carbon particles to lodge in the lungs, and by causing housekeepers to
keep the windows shut for fear of the soot that floats in when they are open, is equaled only
by the mentally and physically depressing effect of the pall which shuts out the life-giving
and germ-destroying sunshine. Our city parks have mostly lost their evergreen character,
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where it existed, as conifers cannot long endure city smoke. Thus one treatment of the most
pleasing variations in landscape is made impossible.10

Figure 23.11 B & O (Baltimore and Ohio) passenger train billowing smoke as it chugs south at Spruce Street
along the Schuylkill River, 1912. (Photo courtesy of PhillyHistory.org, a project of the Department of Records
of the City of Philadelphia)

Impact of air pollution on mosses and liverworts
Severe air pollution eliminates populations of bryophytes, which include mosses and
liverworts. Oliver S. Gilbert investigated the impact of air pollution from combustion of coal in an urban area in Britain in the 1960s.11 He found that, approaching
a city center from a distance of 17 kilometers, the number of species of bryophytes
progressively declined. The number fell by half to sixteen, of which only four were
common in the city center.The four common ones were cosmopolitan mosses, such
as silvergreen bryum moss (Bryum argenteum),12 which is abundant in Center City,
Philadelphia, and may actually benefit from air pollution.13 One of the uncommon
species present in the center of this coal town was a liverwort, Marchantia polymorpha,
which is present but rare in Center City; it grows in the alley with Reboulia hemisphaerica, a liverwort Gilbert did not encounter. Gilbert determined that the primary
cause for the drop in diversity of bryophytes in the city center was air pollution,
specifically sulfur dioxide.14 Many other studies have since confirmed the negative
impact of air pollution on the diversity of bryophytes.15
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Figure 23.12 Silvergreen bryum moss (Bryum argenteum). It is abundant in Center City and thrives in air
pollution.

Abatement of air pollution in Philadelphia
In 1904 the City of Philadelphia took its first steps to control air pollution. It passed
an ordinance regulating emission of smoke, measured using a color scale of darkness.
The Bureau of Boiler Inspectors enforced the ordinance, based on standards from the
color scale. In 1949 the city established an Air Pollution Control Board with powers
of enforcement. Implementation of new regulations shut down almost a thousand
incinerators. Philadelphia Electric Company (PECO) reduced sulfur and particulate
emissions. The sulfur content of heating oil was reduced, and the city banned the
burning of coal for heating and cooking. In three decades starting in 1966, sulfur dioxide in the city fell by 94 percent, particulate pollution by 93 percent, and nitrogen
oxides by 61 percent.16 Pollution from sulfur dioxide in the city is now below levels
toxic to bryophytes,17 and particulate air pollution meets standards of air quality established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under the Clean Air Act.18

Industrial melanism in Great Britain
Industrial air pollution in Philadelphia declined to levels believed to be safe, but did
the decline make a measurable difference to plants and animals in cities? In 1896
James William Tutt, a British lepidopterist, noted that British moths that rested on
tree trunks in industrial regions blackened by soot had evolved black, or melanic,
forms, which camouflaged them better than their previous pale forms. Here is how
Tutt described the transformation of the peppered moth (Amphidasys betularia, currently named Biston betularia):
The speckled A. betularia, as it rests on a trunk in our southern woods, is not at all conspicuous, and looks like a natural splash or scar, or a piece of lichen, and this is its usual appearance and manner of protecting itself. But, near our large towns where there are factories, and
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where vast quantities of soot are day by day poured out from countless chimneys, falling and
polluting the atmosphere with noxious vapours and gases, this Peppered Moth has, during
the last fifty years, undergone a remarkable change. The white has entirely disappeared, and
the wings have become totally black, so black that it has obtained the cognomen “negro”
from naturalists. As the manufacturing centres have spread more and more, so the “negro”
form of the Peppered Moth has spread at the same time and in the same districts.19

Tutt hypothesized that, near industrial centers, natural selection favored the black
form, which concealed the moth and protected it from birds.
After passage of the Clean Air Act in Britain in 1956, air pollution in Britain decreased,20 populations of lichens recovered,21 and the frequency of black forms in
populations of moths reverted toward levels that had existed in the nineteenth century before industrial pollution.22 Despite controversy,23 recent studies confirmed
Tutt’s hypothesis.24 Industrial melanism is considered a textbook case of evolution in
action.25

Industrial melanism in Philadelphia
In 1961 Denis F. Owen at the University of Michigan reported finding industrial
melanism in moths around Philadelphia, starting in 1922. He also found it around
Detroit, New York City, and Pittsburgh around the same time.26 In 1963 President
Lyndon Baines Johnson signed the Clean Air Act, the first of a series of federal
legislative steps to reduce air pollution.27 In 2002, Bruce S. Grant and Lawrence L.
Wiseman at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia, reported
that the frequency of melanic forms in populations of American peppered moths in
Michigan and Pennsylvania declined from more than 90 percent in 1959 to 6 percent
by 2001. In Virginia, melanic forms were practically absent throughout this period.28

Recovery of tree moss after abatement of pollution
Industrial melanism in moths surfaced in the nineteenth and early twentieth century and has abated over the last half century. It puts into an ecological context the
disappearance and return of urban bryophytes vulnerable to air pollution. Examples
are tree mosses, which are exquisitely sensitive to sulfur dioxide in the air.29 In The
Moss Flora of New York City and Vicinity, published in 1916, Abel Joel Grout noted the
absence of Orthotrichum tree mosses downtown.
As one gets away from the city these mosses begin to appear in normal quantities. For this
reason the author is inclined to believe that the gases produced in the city are the cause of
this marked absence of arboreal mosses.30

A survey of mosses of Philadelphia in 1933 found no Orthotrichum tree mosses, and
no reports of them since the nineteenth century. It blamed disappearance of mosses in this region on urbanization and smoke.31 I recently discovered Orthotrichum
pumilum thriving on tree trunks in Center City five blocks from a municipal power
plant. It grows with a second tree moss, Syntrichia papillosa. The last published record
of these mosses in Philadelphia was by Thomas Potts James,32 who died in 1882.33
Except for his specimens, none from Philadelphia is present in collections housed in
the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University.
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Following reduction of sulfur dioxide pollution, the return of bryophytes on oak
trees in London was reported as “spectacular.”34 In Britain, Germany, and Serbia,
recent surveys have demonstrated an unprecedented diversity of urban bryophytes,
including species that are threatened or endangered.35 Paradoxically, vehicular traffic
may enrich diversity of urban bryophytes by dispersing them36 and by producing
nitrogen and acid pollutants that promote or disrupt their growth, depending on the
species and the acid buffering of their substrate.37

Figure 23.13 Tree moss (Orthotrichum pumilum) on bark of a street tree (Norway maple, Acer platanoides) in
Center City, 2010. By the early twentieth century, sulfur dioxide air pollution had caused local extinction
of Orthotrichum tree mosses in New York City and Philadelphia. Levels of sulfur dioxide have since declined,
allowing the return of tree mosses like this one.
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Figure 23.14 Lichens covering stucco on rear wall of South Square Market, which fronts on South Street. Air
pollution suppresses the diversity of lichens, but some lichens thrive in it.

Refuges from air pollution
Tree mosses like Orthotrichum may be more sensitive to air pollution than other
bryophytes, such as R. hemisphaerica, which grows on soil over rocks. In 1952, when
industrial melanism was documented in Pennsylvania, R. hemisphaerica was collected
growing on a rocky, shaded bank in Philadelphia.38 In his classical studies demonstrating the adverse impact of air pollution on bryophytes in Britain, Gilbert noted
that shelter and substrate can protect bryophytes from pollution.39 R. hemisphaerica
may have survived air pollution in Philadelphia by colonizing protected sites buffered
from sulfur dioxide.

Dispersal of R. hemisphaerica
R. hemisphaerica is found in less than half as many Pennsylvania counties as the cosmopolitan liverwort Marchantia polymorpha,40 which is regarded as a weed in the
northeastern United States.41 The two species are most easily distinguished by cuplike structures on their surfaces; only M. polymorpha has them.The cups contain asexual propagules (gemmae) that are dispersed by rain.42 Functioning as simple structures for dispersal and reproduction, gemmae endow M. polymorpha with efficient
mechanisms for colonization of ephemeral, fragmented habitats such as those present
downtown. The moss Bryum argenteum, abundant in Center City, disperses by spores,
but also by plant fragments transported on the soles of shoes.43
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Figure 23.15 Liverwort Marchantia polymorpha with cups containing vegetative propagules (gemmae), minute
asexually generated bodies that can disseminate and develop into new plants. When rainwater strikes the cups,
it disperses the propagules. M. polymorpha can spread quickly and become weedy. It also reproduces sexually,
making spores. Unlike this liverwort, Reboulia hemisphaerica produces no vegetative propagules.

Dispersal of spores from refuges buffered or sheltered from pollution is a plausible
route by which R. hemisphaerica colonized brick walkways in Center City. Center
City, with its nineteenth-century landscape largely intact, gave this liverwort time to
disperse and colonize despite its lack of gemmae.

Springtails as possible agents of dispersal
Insects may have helped R. hemisphaerica to disperse in Center City. I watched garden
springtails (Bourletiella hortensis) climb up stalks of this liverwort to the heads containing spore capsules. They clambered around the heads and climbed down with
liverwort fragments stuck to their backs. The fragments were from sticky, breakable
filaments that dangle just under the spore capsules; pieces fall off and adhere to the
stems. The long filaments are characteristic of the species, and their function has
never been described. Spores released from liverwort capsules would strike these
filaments and presumably adhere to them, just as the filaments adhere to the springtail and stems. Carrying the filaments, the springtail would disperse these spores. I
observed springtails on R. hemisphaerica on different days and on spore capsules in different stages of development, including mature capsules ready to release their spores.
This arthropod is common and distributed in all continents.44 The sticky filaments
could disperse spores on other carriers, such as birds or people. Dispersal of spores of
R. hemisphaerica by animals has not been previously reported, but flies disperse spores
of dung moss,45 and ants disperse propagules (gemmae) of aulacomnium moss.46 In
Center City blow flies (Calliphoridae) disperse spores of the stinkhorn mushroom
(Mutinus caninus), which attracts them.47
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Figure 23.16 Garden springtail (Bourletiella hortensis) on stalked head of R. hemisphaerica bearing spore capsules.
Sticky, breakable, white filaments dangle below the spore capsules.
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Figure 23.17 Garden springtail (Bourletiella hortensis) descending stalk of R. hemisphaerica. Fragments of adhesive
white filaments from below spore capsules have stuck to its back and head. Transported by the springtail, these
fragments could disperse the liverwort’s spores.

Figure 23.18 Stinkhorn mushroom (Mutinus caninus) sprouting in mulch in landscaped border along the
Schuylkill River Trail in Center City. It attracts blow flies (Calliphoridae) that disperse its spores.
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Continental drift
What advantage would such complex dispersal offer R. hemisphaerica, given that the
plant has populated all continents but Antarctica? Marie-Catherine Boisselier-Dubayle and her colleagues at the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle in Paris investigated the genetics of R. hemisphaerica from five continents.They showed that genetically similar populations are found on continents separated by oceans. Doubting
the capacity of this liverwort to disperse long distances, they could not account for
this wide distribution.48
Continental drift has been invoked to explain species of liverworts with populations
separated by oceans,49 but continental drift does not fit with R. hemisphaerica’s genetic
uniformity. Populations separated from one another by oceans since the continents
drifted apart almost 100 million years ago would be expected to have undergone
genetic divergence.50 Presumably, R. hemisphaerica has somehow managed to disperse
across oceans.
The diameter of this liverwort’s spores is 70–80 microns,51 compared to 5–50 microns for most fungal spores,52 and 22–32 microns for ragweed pollen grains.53 A
single capsule of R. hemisphaerica produces around 3,000 spores,54 which are viable
for at least five months.55 Considered on a scale that encompasses billions of spores
over millions of years, the hypothesis that rare meteorological events blew spores
of R. hemisphaerica into the stratosphere and across oceans seems possible.56 Mosses
experimentally exposed to the stratosphere by a weather balloon survived despite
temperatures of -30°C.57
Compared to dispersal across oceans, dispersal of R. hemisphaerica within Philadelphia
seems prosaic. Possible carriers of its spores include wind, water, vehicles, springtails,
birds, rodents, and people.
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SILVER-HAIRED BAT
(Lasionycteris noctivagans)

Silver-haired bats have
been turning up in winter
in Center City.

Figure 24.1 Female silver-haired bat
hanging head down on trunk of Norway maple on Pine Street in Center
City, December 27, 2012. Rain has
turned the lichens green, revealing the
bat. All bat photos in this chapter are
of this individual.

Around 1796, the French naturalist Baron Palisot de Beauvois identified one kind
of bat as the most common in Philadelphia. He named it after the Latin word for
brown, fuscus, which designates this species (Eptesicus fuscus). His description, published initially in French1 and later in English,2 was part of a catalog of Charles Willson Peale’s museum in Philadelphia. It stands as the first systematic account of this
species.3
Today Palisot de Beauvois’ bat is known by several common names: big brown bat,
barn bat, and house bat.4 It flies into attics and chimneys.5 In eighteenth-century
Philadelphia, it must also have flown through open windows, which then were unscreened. With a wingspan of 32 centimeters (1 foot), it would have been hard to
miss.

Collection of bats in nineteenth-century Philadelphia
Peale’s museum housed a collection of bats. One of Peale’s sons,Titian Ramsay Peale,
described the journey of two red bats (currently named Lasiurus borealis) to the museum:
In June 1823, the son of Mr Gillespie, keeper of the city square, caught a young red bat, (Vespertilio noveboracensis L.) which he took home with him. Three hours afterwards, in the evening, as he was conveying it to the Museum in his hand, while passing near the place where
it was caught, the mother made her appearance, followed the boy for two squares, flying
around him, and finally alighted on his breast, such was her anxiety to save her offspring.
Both were brought to the Museum, the young one firmly adhering to its mother’s teat. This
faithful creature lived two days in the Museum, and then died of injuries received from her
captor. The young one, being but half grown, was still too young to take care of itself, and
died shortly after.6

Peale’s museum occupied Independence Hall, known then as the State House, where
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States were
debated and adopted. Despite the prestige attached to this building and the honor
attached to describing new species, only three of Pennsylvania’s eleven species of bats
had been described by 1825 when the museum’s curator, Richard Harlan, completed his treatise on North American mammals.7 In Pennsylvania some of these eleven
species remain poorly understood. An example is the silver-haired bat.

Silver-haired bat in Center City
On December 27, 2012, I found a silver-haired bat hanging head down on the
trunk of a Norway maple a few doors up from our row house in Center City. The
bat did not move for five days, despite freezing temperatures and snow. Passersby did
not notice it, even though it was only a meter off the ground, facing the sidewalk.
Concerned that a child might find it and suffer a bite, I captured it. It opened its
wings and its mouth, baring its teeth, moments after I dislodged it safely into a secure
plastic container. I transported it to the Schuylkill Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic in
Philadelphia.
Brenda Malinics, specialist in bat rehabilitation at the clinic, told me that people had
brought in six silver-haired bats from Center City in the past month, including two
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Figure 24.2 Silver-haired bat hanging by its hind claws.

the past week, one from Rittenhouse Square and another from the former Wannamaker’s building, now Macy’s. She reported that the bat was female, weighed 11
grams, readily ate mealworms and drank water, and appeared healthy.
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Silver-haired bat in North America
The only published record of this bat in Philadelphia dates to before 1864.8 First described in 1831,9 it is widely distributed in North America from the Atlantic to the
Pacific coast.10 Unlike communal bats in caves, this bat is usually solitary and difficult
to find, although it has been noted to form maternity colonies.11 The bat is called
a “tree bat” because it typically roosts in trees.12 It breeds in Canada and southern
Michigan and migrates south in the fall.13 In the eastern United States, it overwinters
from New York City to Georgia.14 Whether it breeds in Pennsylvania is unknown.

Center City as thermal refuge
For a bat migrating south or hibernating, Center City’s heat island offers a thermal
refuge. On clear calm winter nights, Center City is commonly 5.6–11°C (10–20°F)
warmer than nearby rural areas.15 In New York City the bat has been reported hibernating in skyscrapers, churches, wharf houses, and the hulls of ships.16 It occasionally
overwinters in caves.17 In a forest in Arkansas in winter, almost all silver-haired bats
roosted in terrain facing south.18 The bat I found was hanging on the south side of
its tree trunk.

Regulation of body temperature
Despite Center City’s heat island, this bat encountered subfreezing temperatures,
snow, and no food for at least five days before I took it to the clinic. Bats cope with
low temperatures and shortages of food by entering into a state of torpor, or inactivity. Their metabolic rates drop and their body temperatures fall to levels almost
matching those of their surroundings. When body temperatures fall sufficiently low,
however, metabolism increases and produces body heat, at a cost of energy stored as
body fat.19
Caves buffer bats from freezing temperatures; roosts in trees offer no such protection.
Robert M. R. Barclay at the University of Calgary in Alberta, Canada, and colleagues
noted that silver-haired bats roosting in trees during the day in cold weather in Manitoba, Canada, felt cold to the touch and were sluggish and unable to fly. They used
flat telethermometers attached to the bats’ abdomens to measure their body surface
temperatures. They found that body surface temperature matched environmental
temperature within 1–2°C. The two measurements coincided over a broad range of
environmental temperatures, from 4 to 20°C (39 to 68°F).20
Miranda B. Dunbar at the University of Regina in Saskatchewan demonstrated that
metabolic rates of torpid silver-haired bats fell with decreasing temperatures in the
environment until these temperatures reached 5°C, at which point further decreases in environmental temperature caused metabolic rates to rise. Dunbar concluded
that, for the silver-haired bat, 5°C (41°F) is the energetically optimal environmental
temperature for hibernation.21 At this environmental temperature, the bat is drawing
the least energy from its reserves of fat, which must last until it can once again draw
energy from insect prey.
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Comparison with birds
The strategy that the silver-haired bat uses to cope with falling temperatures in winter is opposite that of birds overwintering in our backyard. As winter approaches and
outside temperatures begin to fall, the bat lowers its intake of calories, drops its metabolic rate, decreases its body temperature, and enters a state of inactivity, or torpor. In
contrast, the white-throated sparrow (Zonotrichia albicollis), slate-colored junco (Junco
hyemalis), and house sparrow (Passer domesticus) consume more calories, increase their
metabolic rates, and forage for food.22

Figure 24.3 White-throated sparrows (Zonotrichia albicollis), house finches (Haemorhous mexicanus), and a northern cardinal (Cardinalis cardinalis) eating sunflower seeds in our backyard, January 26, 2013. Their metabolic
approach to cold contrasts with that of the silver-haired bat.

Health of the bat found on the tree
The silver-haired bat I observed on the tree trunk was probably in a normal state of
torpor. It was conserving energy in the absence of food. The arousal behavior that
it exhibited when I captured it is typical of bats disturbed in hibernation,23 which
is an extended state of torpor. Torpor occurs in the course of both migration24 and
hibernation, but the timing and duration of torpor in this case suggest that the bat
was hibernating.
Despite the apparently healthy state of this bat after capture, its choice of an exposed
site for roosting raises the possibility that it was sick. Silver-haired bats roosting in
trees in forests wedge themselves in narrow crevices, such as splits or forks,25 or they
enter cavities.26 The scarcity of trees downtown may have prevented this bat from
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finding a roosting site that was more secure. Acoustic artifacts produced by row
houses on either side of the street may have disturbed the bat’s echolocation and its
search for a better site. Alternatively, an illness such as rabies could have impaired its
judgment. An apparently healthy bat may actually be infected with the rabies virus.27

Figure 24.4 Snow piled on top of silver-haired bat on tree trunk.
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Figure 24.5 Snow on back of silver-haired bat.
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To what extent silver-haired bats ordinarily overwinter in Center City is unclear.The
monitoring of populations of bats downtown is as primitive today as it was in 1823
when Mr. Gillespie’s son brought his red bat to the Peale Museum. Silver-haired bats
are well camouflaged against bark. In Center City, a large population of hibernating
silver-haired bats could escape detection.

Figure 24.6 Silver-haired bat camouflaged after lichens have dried out and turned gray.

White-nose syndrome
In 2006, a novel disease began killing massive numbers of bats in caves. Called whitenose syndrome, the epidemic rapidly spread from a single cave in New York State
to caves throughout much of the eastern United States and adjacent Canada. It has
killed over 5 million bats belonging to at least six species, especially the little brown
bat (Myotis lucifugus),28 until recently the most common bat in Pennsylvania.29 An
analysis of the high mortality and low rates of reproduction of this bat led to a prediction that this bat would become extinct in the region by the year 2026.30 The
pathogen is a fungus (Pseudogymnoascus [Geomyces] destructans) introduced from Europe, where it infects bats but does not cause mass mortality.31 The fungus grows on
the muzzle, wings, and ears of bats hibernating in caves. It arouses bats from torpor
and depletes their stores of energy in the form of fat.32
So far, silver-haired bats have escaped white-nose syndrome, probably because their
usual hibernacula are in trees rather than caves, and they are mostly solitary. Physiological constraints of the fungus have confined white-nose syndrome to caves.33
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Rabies
Concern that a child might disturb the bat and incur a bite prompted me to remove
it. Rabies virus strains tied specifically to the silver-haired bat and one other species
of bat (tricolored bat, Perimyotis subflavus) account for 70 percent of deaths due to
rabies in this country.34 Most people who die of rabies contracted in the United
States have no history of a bite from a rabid animal.35 Unrecognized exposure leaves
victims of rabies clueless about the need to seek timely rabies vaccination and rabies
immune globulin, which are lifesaving when administered soon after exposure.36
High infectivity of rabies virus strains from these particular two species of bat probably contributes to “cryptic” cases of rabies, in which no evidence of exposure can
be found.37
Despite the importance of the silver-haired bat in fatal human rabies, the risk of
death from this bat is low. Only 6.9 percent of silver-haired bats submitted to health
departments in the United States tested positive for rabies virus,38 and only 1 percent of a random sample of silver-haired bats in the wild tested positive.39 Among
all identified species of bat submitted for testing and found to be positive for rabies
virus in the United States, the silver-haired bat accounted for only 1 percent.40 In
Pennsylvania in 2011, seven times more raccoons tested positive than did bats, which
tested positive less often than did cats, skunks and foxes.41
In the United States in the last half century, the incidence of bat rabies in humans
was 3.9 cases per billion person-years,42 about a thousand times less than the incidence of people killed or injured by lightning.43 The incidence of bat rabies (i.e.,
rabies with a viral strain specific to bats) in the absence of a history of direct contact
with a bat was 0.6 per billion person-years.44 These figures are based on diagnosed
rabies and underestimate the true incidence of rabies. Rabies masquerades as other
conditions and can be difficult to diagnose.45

Relationship of white-nose syndrome to rabies
Were white-nose syndrome to extirpate populations of Pennsylvania’s most common
bat (the little brown bat), would Center City experience an increase in other bats,
such as the silver-haired bat, increasing the risk of human rabies? Acoustical activity
was used to track changes in populations of bats foraging at ponds and streams at
Fort Drum in northern New York State before and after the discovery of white-nose
syndrome, which first appeared in a cave near Albany. Acoustical activity decreased
for little brown bats, but increased for silver-haired bats.46
Brenda Malinics told me that the six silver-haired bats that she received in 2012 was
a record. A survey of all bat rehabilitation specialists in the state turned up no comparable reports of this bat.
The chance that white-nose syndrome could endanger public health due to a surge
in cases of rabies from silver-haired bats is low. Neither Pennsylvania nor New York
has ever had a case of diagnosed rabies due to viral strains associated with the silver-haired bat.These strains of rabies virus have caused only eight documented cases
of human rabies nationwide, and no clusters of cases.47 All but one occurred in states
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that so far have not harbored white-nose syndrome.48 White-nose syndrome does
attack the tricolored bat,49 the other species of bat that harbors a rabies virus strain
linked to human rabies.50

Potential harms and benefits of overwintering in Center City
White-nose syndrome is only one of many environmental dangers facing bats.51
Silver-haired bats migrate along the United States’ eastern seaboard,52 which offers
promising sites for offshore energy development, particularly wind farms.53 Wind
turbines have killed large numbers of migrating bats, including silver-haired,54 due
to fatal collisions with rotors.55 Many of the factors that will determine whether
offshore wind farms along the East Coast threaten populations of silver-haired bats
remain unknown.56
Center City’s heat island poses a theoretical hazard to silver-haired bats. Thermoregulation of bats in this country is tuned to the latitude where they overwinter.57
It controls utilization of energy (fat) stored in the summer and fall and consumed in
the winter.58 Silver-haired bats in Missouri occasionally interrupt hibernation and
forage for insects during the winter.59 The heat island that Center City presents to
silver-haired bats could, in theory, desynchronize their thermoregulation from latitude and season.
Would silver-haired bats hibernating in Center City’s heat island adjust their metabolic rates appropriately? Would they arouse from torpor and forage when insect
prey is on the wing? Depending on the answers to these questions, Center City
could serve as either thermal refuge or thermal trap.
I suspect silver-haired bats hibernating in Center City will adapt. During winter they
occasionally inhabit other thermal refuges, such as caves and mines.60
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25

CANADA GOOSE
(Branta canadensis)

Canada geese began nesting in
Pennsylvania only after people
captured, bred, and conditioned
them to change their historic
breeding grounds.

Figure 25.1 Canada geese find a patch of open water in ice above
Fairmount Dam in early morning, January 24, 2013.

In 1799 Benjamin Smith Barton described the Canada goose as a “passenger-bird”
that migrated through Philadelphia from the south as early as March 3 and in the
opposite direction in the fall.1 In 1814 Alexander Wilson wrote that the Canada
goose bred far to the north of the United States, but where he could not determine;
certainly nowhere near Philadelphia.2
How did the Canada goose come to breed in Philadelphia?

Commercial hunting with decoys
Wilson described the bird in Philadelphia:
The Wild Goose, when in good order, weighs from ten to twelve, and sometimes fourteen
pounds. They are sold in the Philadelphia markets at from seventy-five cents to one dollar
each; and are estimated to yield half a pound of feathers a piece, which produces twenty-five
or thirty cents more.3

Gunners shot Canada geese lured with captive geese used as decoys. The shooters
pinioned or clipped captives to prevent them from escaping. The captive geese performed their job well:
They hail every flock that passes overhead, and the salute is sure to be returned by the voyagers, who are only prevented from alighting among them by the presence and habitations
of man. The gunners take one or two of these domesticated Geese with them to those parts
of the marshes over which the wild ones are accustomed to fly; and concealing themselves
within gun-shot, wait for a flight, which is no sooner perceived by the decoy Geese, than they
begin calling aloud, until the whole flock approaches so near as to give them an opportunity
of discharging two and sometimes three loaded musquets among it, by which great havoc
is made.4

Migrating geese flew through a gauntlet of carnage from Canada in the north to
their overwintering areas in the south and back. Wilson blamed the slaughter for the
Canada goose’s increasing scarcity.5

Breeding of Canada geese in Pennsylvania
In 1935, the use of live decoys for hunting geese became illegal.6 In the Midwest,
hunters transferred captive flocks to wildlife managers, who used them as decoys
to attract migratory and overwintering populations into wildlife refuges.7 In 1936
fifty pinioned (flightless) geese were released in a Pennsylvania state game refuge on
Pymatuning Lake, a reservoir on the border between Ohio and Pennsylvania. These
birds nested in 1937, and in 1938 produced progeny that were able to fly.8 This is the
first documented instance of Canada geese breeding outside of captivity in Pennsylvania.9
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Figure 25.2 Canada goose with goslings on the Schuylkill River Trail in downtown Philadelphia, May 3, 2011.
When first described in Philadelphia, Canada geese migrated through the region but did not breed here.

Public financing of wildlife restoration
In 1937 President Roosevelt signed the Pittman-Robertson Act, which imposed an
11 percent manufacturer’s tax on hunting gear, including shotguns, rifles, ammunition, and archery equipment. The U.S. Treasury collected the money and transferred
it to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which dispersed it to state wildlife agencies;
states were required to make matching contributions on a portion of the receipts.
In its first fifty years, the Pittman-Robertson Program raised $2 billion for wildlife
restoration.10
In 1986, Pennsylvania ranked number one in sales of hunting licenses and number
three in receipt of Pittman-Robertson funds, compared to all other states. That year
alone, the Pittman-Robertson Program transferred to Pennsylvania over $4 million
for wildlife restoration.11 Many other state and federal laws, including the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act of 1918 and its amendments, protected Canada geese and their wetland habitats.12

Proliferation of urban geese in southeastern Pennsylvania
The flock of resident geese at the state game refuge on Pymatuning Lake thrived,
reinforced by introductions of more captive geese.13 In 1966 the Pennsylvania Game
Commission transferred fifteen mating pairs of Canada geese from Pymatuning to
the Middle Creek Wildlife Management Area,14 about 100 kilometers west of Philadelphia. The next year it added more captive geese. Complaints of nuisance geese in
Pennsylvania began in the next decade. The Pennsylvania Game Commission then
instituted a program to trap and transfer problem geese to destinations within and
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outside the state. The program ended in 1995;15 by then Canada geese were distributed in every county in the state.16 A survey of resident nesting Canada geese in the
Atlantic Flyway found that Pennsylvania had 11,819 breeding pairs—more than any
other state.17

Why Canada geese breed here
Why did these geese nest locally instead of migrating north to ancestral breeding
grounds in Canada? In 1970 Dennis C. Surrendi at Montana State University transplanted juvenile Canada geese 100 miles from their place of birth; the following year
the transplanted geese homed to the location where they first flew, not to the site
where they were born. His findings show that migration to a particular breeding
ground is learned, not genetically predetermined.18 Geese transplanted before they
learn to fly nest in their transplant sites.19 Wildlife managers exploited this phenomenon when they transplanted populations of Canada geese: if they learned to fly near
Philadelphia, they would, when mature, return here to breed.

Figure 25.3 Geese grazing in August near the dam at the Fairmount Water Works.
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The geese that the Pennsylvania Game Commission released were preadapted to
urban habitats. Urban geese in Pennsylvania are derived from a Midwestern subspecies, the giant Canada goose (Branta canadensis maxima),20 which is not native to the
Philadelphia area.21 Compared to other subspecies, this one reaches sexual maturity
earlier, nests in more southerly latitudes, and migrates shorter distances; it has large
clutch sizes and high rates of nest success and survival;22 it flies at low altitudes, has a
placid disposition, and is readily tamed;23 its large size conditions it for overwintering
in northern latitudes.24

Domestication of Canada geese
How did evolution produce a constellation of traits so well suited to human habitats? By the time live decoys were made illegal, wild populations of the giant Canada
goose were believed to be extinct.25 The release of captive flocks of giant Canada
geese into parks, wildlife refuges, and game preserves introduced this subspecies into
its former breeding grounds and beyond, such as Pymatuning Lake.26 These geese,
although called “wild,” were actually feral geese that had been semidomesticated.
The scale of captive breeding must have been big. In 1963, almost three decades after
the outlawing of live decoys for hunting, the number of permits for breeding Canada
geese by game breeders under the U.S. Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife numbered 1,242, and the number of Canada geese held was 14,581.27 Once released, these
geese could incorporate their semidomesticated behavior into free-flying flocks.
Alexander Wilson’s essay on the Canada goose reveals how self-selection could lead
to domestication of captive geese. It describes a clipped-wing captive goose that
wandered several miles away on foot during migration season.28 Were such birds to
escape, they would cease contributing to the captive flock’s gene pool. Natural selection in the flock would favor geese that did not wander off.
In short, the Canada geese that nest in Philadelphia are descendants of captive geese
conditioned to breed locally rather than in breeding grounds far to the north.Wildlife
managers disseminated these geese in programs funded by state and federal revenue
raised by taxes on guns and ammunition. Philadelphia offered these geese sanctuary
from gunners and predators. It provided mowed grass (a favorite food)29 and shelter
along the Schuylkill River. In winter, when the Schuylkill froze, the Fairmount Dam
afforded geese a haven of open water.

Mixed populations of Canada geese in the winter
The geese that overwinter in southeastern Pennsylvania include year-round residents
as well as long-distance migrants from the north from as far away as Canada and
Greenland.30 Some of the geese that breed here in the summer overwinter in the
Chesapeake Bay and Delmarva Peninsula.31 Morphometric and molecular studies
have distinguished Canada geese populations that migrate to breeding grounds that
are geographically separated.32
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Figure 25.4 The Schuylkill River, frozen, January 26, 2013.View is from Spring Garden Street Bridge looking
south. Canada geese congregate on ice only when it abuts open water.

Figure 25.5 The Fairmount Dam, providing the only open water in the vicinity. The birds on the edge of the
ice are Canada geese.
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Canada geese that nest in urban and suburban areas are probably continuing to adapt.
On an evolutionary time scale, the short time that Canada geese have inhabited suburbs and cities suggests that adaptations, both genetic and learned, may take more
time. The tendency of Canada geese to evolve genetically distinct geographic races33
encourages the evolution of local adaptations.
The story of Canada geese in Philadelphia parallels stories of other wildlife, including mallards (Anas platyrhynchos), wood ducks (Aix sponsa), wild turkeys (Meleagris
gallopavo), and white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus). All of these species have been
beneficiaries of the Pittman-Robertson Act.34 The mallard and Canada goose have
both established semidomesticated populations that breed in Philadelphia, and the
Canada goose and white-tailed deer have later become targets of programs to reduce
overpopulation.35

Figure 25.6 Canada geese grazing while sitting on their feet in the snow on the same lawn as in figure 25.3.

Retention of adaptations to cold
During a cold snap in 2013, the Schuylkill River froze, except around the Fairmount
Dam. I observed Canada geese grazing in snow-covered grass near the dam. These
geese allowed me to observe them from a distance of only a meter.This tame behavior is characteristic of giant Canada geese that breed here. The geese grazed sitting
rather than standing, their usual posture when feeding. They sat on their feet in the
snow and browsed the grass by craning their necks.This behavior protected their feet
and breasts from exposure to cold air. Despite their ancestral origin as semidomesticated captive geese, their instincts for thermal protection under frigid conditions
have endured.
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SP TLIGHT
PAVEMENT ANT

Pavement ant (Tetramorium caespitum; also named Tetramorium species e) collected as it was emerging from a hole
in the sand between granite pavers in Logan Circle, Center City. Head is on the left.

The length of this ant is about 3 mm (a tenth of an inch). Pavement ants were introduced into North America, perhaps in ship’s ballast or in horticultural produce.Their
natural history in the New World was first described in 1878, when two colonies of
this species were observed engaged in a battle in Penn Square, current location of
City Hall. The battle lasted over two weeks.1
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STINK BUG HUNTER
(Sand wasp; Bicyrtes quadrifasciatus)

The native sand wasp, Bicyrtes
quadrifasciatus, specializes in
preying on nymphs of stink bugs,
including the brown marmorated
stink bug (Halyomorpha halys),
an introduced pest first found in
North America in Allentown,
Pennsylvania, in 1996.

Figure 26.1 Logan Circle, where stink bug hunters (Bicyrtes quadrifasciatus) dig nests in sand between granite pavers.

In 2001 Karen M. Bernhard, a Pennsylvania State University entomologist, collected
two specimens of a strange species of stink bug in Allentown, 79 kilometers northwest of Philadelphia. She submitted them to Cornell University’s Insect Diagnostic
Lab, where E. Richard Hoebeke identified them as the brown marmorated stink bug
(Halyomorpha halys; family Pentatomidae), an agricultural and domestic pest in China,
Korea, Taiwan, and Japan. Published records had never before documented the species in North America, although Hoebeke and Maureen E. Carter later determined
the species had been found in Allentown as early as 1996.1
Two days after Hoebeke identified the insect, he went to Allentown:
On that unseasonably warm day, adults of H. halys were extremely numerous on the foundations, outer wall surfaces, eaves, and window and door frames of homes and sidewalks.2

Spread of the brown marmorated stink bug to
downtown Philadelphia
By the time Hoebeke’s observations were published in 2003, the outbreak had spread
to five counties in Pennsylvania.3 By 2007, the Philadelphia Inquirer reported the stink
bug invading people’s homes in suburban Philadelphia.4 By January 2012, the stink
bug had been reported in thirty-seven counties in Pennsylvania and in thirty-six
states, including California and Oregon.5 The insect has since turned up in Switzerland6 and New Zealand.7 I first noted adults of the insect attracted to my black light
on the rear wall of our house on Pine Street in Center City on July 4, 2010. The
nymphs (immature stages) arrived twelve days later.

Figure 26.2 Nymph (immature stage) of brown marmorated stink bug (Halyomorpha halys) climbing up the outside doorframe of our house in July 2010.
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Figure 26.3 Head of adult brown marmorated stink bug crawling up stucco rear wall of our house,
February 2011.
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Agricultural pest
A trade organization for apple growers in the mid-Atlantic region estimated that in
2010 the pest caused crop losses valued at $37 million.8 The insect attacks peaches as
well, and many kinds of garden vegetables and ornamentals.9
To control infestations, apple growers in Maryland quadrupled the number of applications of insecticides and reduced intervals between applications.10 In Japan pyrethroid and neonicotinoid insecticides administered together, plus three additional
insecticides, reduced fruit injury to one-fifth the level achieved with conventional
insecticidal regimens;11 however, neonicotinoid insecticides used against pests have
unintentionally harmed bees.12 Several species of fungi pathogenic against this stink
bug13 have not been shown effective as weapons against outbreaks. Parasitoids of the
stink bug’s eggs in China and Japan14 have yet to be released as biological control
agents in the United States, and whether they will succeed in establishing populations here and safely controlling outbreaks of the stink bug is unknown.
Native wasps (Trissolcus sp.) parasitize eggs of this stink bug but have not substantially increased its mortality rate.15 Feather-legged flies (Trichopoda pennipes), native
to North America, were found parasitizing brown marmorated stink bugs in Allentown, Pennsylvania.16 Although used for biological control of other stink bugs,17
feather-legged flies have not controlled infestations of brown marmorated stink bugs.
Outbreaks of this agricultural pest in peach and apple orchards have challenged entomologists in Pennsylvania. The insect is wary and feeds on fruit at night, so visual
counts in an orchard during the day may underestimate the potential for damage.
Monitoring populations with traps based on pheromones, bait, or light has proved
disappointing. Stink bugs that attack fruit in orchards spend most of their reproductive time outside orchards, so targeting them in orchards may fail to destroy them
where they propagate. The few classes of insecticides effective against stink bugs are
also toxic to beneficial species useful in pest management.18

Comparison with other outbreaks
The outbreak of the brown marmorated stink bug in Pennsylvania is reminiscent of
nineteenth-century outbreaks of pests of shade trees in Philadelphia. Parasitoids then
had not had sufficient time to establish themselves within the city, so even native species like bagworms proliferated out of control, causing epidemics of defoliation. The
city responded by importing house sparrows (Passer domesticus), with dubious benefit.19 Broad-spectrum insecticides such as arsenic were manufactured in the city and
sprayed on trees.20 Eventually parasites dispersed into the city, and massive defoliation
of shade trees abated. David J. Biddinger and his colleagues from Pennsylvania State
University have noted that the use of broad-spectrum insecticides against the brown
marmorated stink bug in Pennsylvania threatens to turn back the clock on integrated
pest management, which attempts to minimize use of such agents.21
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Theoretical ideal agent for control of stink bugs
The best insect for biological control of the brown marmorated stink bug might not
be a parasitoid; insecticides that kill the host also kill parasitoids inside the host, and
parasites like the feather-legged fly allow their stink bug victims to reproduce before
succumbing.22 The optimal insect for biocontrol might be a predator that carries the
stink bug away—distancing itself from insecticides targeting its prey’s habitat—and
kills or incapacitates its victims before they have a chance to reproduce. Such a predator ideally would be locally native, obviating the risks associated with importation
of foreign agents for biocontrol. It would also be adaptable—capable of living in
disturbed habitats, including cities and farms—and its geographic distribution would
be broad.

Figure 26.4 Feather-legged fly (Trichopoda pennipes) in Fairmount Park just outside Center City. Although
native to North America, it lays its eggs on the brown marmorated stink bug (in addition to native stink bugs),
which its larvae eat.23

Discovery of Bicyrtes quadrifasciatus
In 1823, John C. Calhoun, Secretary of War under James Monroe, ordered Major
Stephen H. Long to lead an expedition to the headwaters of the St. Peters River, now
known as the Minnesota River. He appointed Thomas Say of Philadelphia to serve
as official naturalist. Among Say’s accomplishments on this trip were discoveries of
many new species of insects, including a wasp with four conspicuous cream-colored
abdominal stripes. Say described its morphology and documented its location in
Pennsylvania, but he offered no clues about its habits or habitat.24 It is Bicyrtes quadrifasciatus, named in reference to the four abdominal stripes. It has no specific common
name.25
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The life history of this wasp was not examined until the twentieth century. In 1966
Howard E. Evans reviewed all that had been learned about it in the chapter “Bicyrtes:
A genus of stink bug hunters.”26 The best-known member of this genus is the species
Say discovered. It is found throughout temperate North America east of the Rockies.
Females prey exclusively on nymphs (immature stages) of true bugs (Heteroptera),
predominantly stink bugs (Pentatomidae) and leaf-footed bugs (Coreidae). A female
seizes a nymph, paralyzes it with her stinger, and clasping it beneath her, flies to her
nest, a chamber she has excavated underground in sand. She uncovers a hidden entrance hole leading to a tunnel connecting to the chamber, and, clutching her prey,
disappears down the hole to her nest. She lays an egg on the first nymph she brings
to her nest, and then returns to stock the nest with additional prey. Her offspring
feed on her prey, while she feeds on nectar at flowers. All other members of the genus
Bicyrtes are sand wasps that specialize in hunting true bugs.27 Biddinger et al. reported
that prey of Bicyrtes wasps include brown marmorated stink bugs.28

Bicyrtes quadrifasciatus at work in Logan Circle
I observed Say’s stink bug hunter at work in sand between granite pavers in Logan
Circle. Jon Gelhaus, entomologist at the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel
University, called my attention to the sand wasp during Bug Fest, an occasion when
entomologists at the Academy guide visitors on tours of Logan Circle. Male sand
wasps flew around close to the ground while females landed with prey or emerged
from their holes. At any one moment, two or three males would be cruising over
the pavers. They generally ignored me, except for avoiding me when I blocked their
way. I photographed a female carrying into her hole a nymph of a leaf-footed bug,
probably the western conifer seed bug, Leptoglossus occidentalis, another home invader
recently introduced into Pennsylvania. It feeds on seeds of cones of conifers.29

Figure 26.5 Sand wasp (Bicyrtes quadrifasciatus) emerging from her hole in sand at Logan Circle.
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Figure 26.6 Preparing to plug her hole and take off in search of prey, which she will paralyze with her stinger.

Figure 26.7 Dragging prey down the hole leading to her nest. The hole is too small.
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Figure 26.8 Backing out of the hole and positioning herself for a change in strategy.

Figure 26.9 Shoving prey down the hole. The fit is still too tight.
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Figure 26.10 Enlarging the hole.

Figure 26.11 Portrait of her prey on a granite paver. While she was distracted enlarging her hole, I seized the
opportunity to snatch her prey and place it on a paver for this diagnostic photo. Her prey is a nymph (immature stage) of a leaf-footed bug (family Coreidae), in the same suborder as stink bugs (family Pentatomidae)
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Figure 26.12 The hole after her descent into her nest. While I was photographing her prey a couple of pavers
away, she discovered my theft and in an instant snatched it back and disappeared with it down this hole. At this
moment she may be laying an egg on it in her nest.

Figure 26.13 Stink bug hunter feeding on late boneset (Eupatorium serotinum) along the Schuylkill River Trail
in Grays Ferry Crescent immediately south of Center City. Stink bug hunters do not eat their prey; they dedicate their prey exclusively to their offspring, which as larvae consume their parents’ victims.
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Use of specialized predators for biocontrol
To what extent this wasp might succeed as a biological control agent against brown
marmorated stink bugs has not been studied. The impact of specialized predators on
populations of their prey may be less than one might suppose. Cicadas can be heard
singing throughout residential areas of Center City despite the presence of cicada
killers (Sphecius speciosus), large wasps that prey exclusively on them. Cicada killers
have not eradicated cicadas in Center City, but they may suppress their populations
sufficiently to prevent destruction of the trees upon which immature cicadas feed.
Biddinger et al. suggest that goals for biological control agents need to be scaled back.
They recommend that a biological control agent be introduced not as a single solution, but as an incremental step, one of many safeguards that, in combination, provide
protection against outbreaks.30

Figure 26.14 Annual cicada (Tibicen tibicen) attracted to light behind the screen door in our backyard. It can be
heard singing in summer in parks and residential areas throughout Center City, despite the presence of cicada
killers.
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Figure 26.15 Cicada killer (Sphecius speciosus) found dead in Fitler Square. I have posed it for scale. Cicada killers are the largest wasps in North America. Females grab and paralyze cicadas and drag them into their burrows,
where their larvae consume them.

Controlled trials of Bicyrtes wasps deployed against the brown marmorated stink bug
would be technically challenging. Methods to cultivate or attract the wasps have yet
to be investigated. The wasps’ enemies, particularly flies (Senotainia trilineata and S.
rubriventris [Miltogramminae]), may suppress populations of the wasps. These flies
have been described hovering around Bicyertes and depositing their larvae on Bicyrtes’
prey as the wasps carry their prey into their holes or after the wasps have deposited
their prey inside their nests.31 I saw no such flies around the colony of wasps at Logan
Circle.
The Bicyrtes colony at Logan Circle suggests how an empiric trial using Bicyrtes wasps
for biocontrol might proceed: Construct a spacious sunny patio or broad promenade
with pavers embedded in sand, and add beds of flowers that bloom all summer long.
Evans noted that the wasps visit many kinds of flowers, especially white sweet clover
(Melilotus alba) and Queen Anne’s lace (Daucus carota).32
The question of how to control infestations of the brown marmorated stink bug may
become moot if its enemies like Bicyrtes wasps and feather-legged flies achieve this
control independent of human intervention. Farmers selling apples in Rittenhouse
Square told me that stink bugs were less numerous in 2012. Until longer periods of
observation confirm such improvement, the plague of brown marmorated stink bugs
is likely to continue.
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Figure 26.16 Frecon Farms’ stand in Rittenhouse Square’s farmer’s market, September 2012. Brown marmorated stink bugs, which attack apple orchards, were less numerous this year, according to farmers at this stand.
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SP TLIGHT
RED-EARED SLIDER

Red-eared sliders (Trachemys scripta elegans) sunning in the Schuylkill River in Center City just downstream
from the Spring Garden Street Bridge.

This turtle first appeared in Philadelphia in the twentieth century after its young became popular as pets, which were purchased in pet shops. It is now the turtle most
commonly seen in the Schuylkill River in Center City. It may be displacing native
species, such as the eastern redbelly turtle (Pseudemys rubriventris), classified as threatened in Pennsylvania. Red-eared sliders are native to the Mississippi valley.1
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MULTICOLORED ASIAN LADY BEETLE
(Harmonia axyridis)

The multicolored Asian lady beetle
first appeared in Pennsylvania two
decades ago. It now is Center City’s
most abundant lady beetle.

Figure 27.1 Larva of multicolored Asian lady beetle (Harmonia axyridis)
eating an aphid (Aphis nerii) on common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca)
in Center City.

In 1806 Frederick Valentine Melsheimer produced a catalogue of the beetles of
Pennsylvania. It was the first systematic entomological work published in North
America. It recorded and classified 1,363 different kinds of beetles.1 Because of this
achievement Melsheimer is recognized as “The Father of American Entomology.”2
Despite its renown, Melsheimer’s catalogue has been dismissed as worthless to science because it presents names of species without descriptions, illustrations or references.3 Some of these names were newly coined, appearing in print for the first time.
Taxonomic references to this catalogue are currently rare.
Even with its inscrutable names, however, Melsheimer’s catalogue offers a useful
perspective, dating back over two centuries. For example, it enumerates twenty-three
species under the heading Coccinella, the current name of a genus in the beetle family Coccinellidae, commonly known as lady beetles or ladybugs (which are beetles).
By comparison, today in Center City, only two species in this family are generally
common, and both were introduced into North America in the twentieth century.
Why are all of Melsheimer’s lady beetles rare or absent here? Lady beetles are, with
few exceptions, predaceous on small arthropods such as aphids, mealy bugs, scale
insects and mites. In contrast to plant-eating insects, predatory lady beetles are not
physiologically tied to particular kinds of host plants. One might have expected that
at least some of the species of lady beetle that Melsheimer documented in Pennsylvania would be common in Center City today. Other groups of predatory insects
living in Center City include common native species. Examples mentioned earlier in
this book are wasps such as bald-faced hornets, stink bug hunters, cicada killers, mud
daubers and, until recently, native yellowjackets.

Frederick Valentine Melsheimer
The story of Melsheimer’s life puts his entomological findings into context. He was
born in 1749 in the Duchy of Brunswick, Germany. He studied at the University
of Helmstedt and served as a chaplain in a regiment of Hessian dragoons under
the British during the Revolutionary War. Captured and imprisoned by American
troops in the battle of Bennington, he and his regiment were incarcerated in Massachusetts for 14 months, released on parole, and re-incarcerated in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, where he resigned his military commission. He settled in Lancaster and
York Counties, Pennsylvania and pursued a career of teaching and preaching. Here
he indulged in entomology as a recreational diversion, collaborating with August
Wilhelm Knoch, an entomologist in Germany and a childhood friend. Melsheimer
died in 1814.4
The Pennsylvania towns where Melsheimer resided are all located within 200 kilometers (120 miles) of Philadelphia, and within Pennsylvania’s Piedmont, which
encompasses much of southeastern Pennsylvania, including Center City’s northern
edge at Fairmount.
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Twenty-spotted lady beetle
A black light I operate in our garden at night occasionally attracts the twenty-spotted lady beetle, a rare finding in Center City. Melsheimer’s catalogue lists this beetle
as Coccinella 20 maculata, a name it attributes to Knoch. A paper published in 1824,
ten years after Melsheimer’s death, provides the first description of the species.5 The
author is Philadelphia entomologist Thomas Say, also recognized as “The Father of
American Entomology.”6 Say designates the species by the same name, Coccinella 20
maculata, and credits the name to Knoch in Melsheimer’s catalogue. Say collected his
specimen in Missouri.

Figure 27.2 Twenty-spotted lady beetle attracted at night to a pillowcase illuminated by a black light facing our
garden. It is about a 2.5 mm (a tenth of an inch) in length.

How could Say recognize Melsheimer’s Coccinella 20 maculata without a description or illustration? Say probably examined specimens labeled with this name in
Melsheimer’s collection of beetles.The Melsheimer collection contained 14,075 beetles representing 4,674 species housed in 41 homemade wooden boxes when Harvard’s Museum of Comparative Zoology accessioned it decades later. Melsheimer’s
oldest son, who shared his father’s interest in beetles, collaborated with Say.7
Melsheimer’s catalogue, reinforced with Say’s description, documents that the twenty-spotted lady beetle (now named Psyllobora vigintimaculata, a synonym for the original name) inhabited Pennsylvania at the beginning of the beetle’s recorded history
more than two centuries ago.
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Figure 27.3 Cover of A Catalogue of Insects of Pennsylvania by Frederick Valentine Melsheimer, published in
1806. The work is devoted exclusively to beetles. This copy belonged to Thomas Say. (From folder 6, Archive
Collection 455, Library of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University. Digitally scanned by the
Academy. Reproduced courtesy of the Academy.)
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Figure 27.4. Species enumerated on pages 18 and 19 in A Catalogue of Insects of Pennsylvania. Lady beetles are
covered under the heading Coccinella. Handwritten annotations are by Thomas Say. (Source and credits as in
Figure 27.3)
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Figure 27.5 Seven-spotted lady beetle (Coccinella septempunctata) foraging on a leaf of common milkweed in late
October. Parasitic larvae of wasps infected all the aphids here and transformed them into spherical “mummies,”
which have already hatched into wasps, leaving empty shells and no food for the beetle.
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Seven-spotted lady beetle
Importation of lady beetles for biological control of insect pests in the United States
began toward the end of the nineteenth century.8 It includes Center City’s two common lady beetles. The seven-spotted lady beetle (Coccinella septempunctata) was the
first of these two to be established in Pennsylvania. It appeared in this state in 1979
just outside of Harrisburg9 as it disseminated across North America. It is native to
Europe and Asia.10
Explosive growth in populations of this lady beetle11 has been blamed for increasing
scarcity or local extinction of native lady beetles, especially the nine-spotted lady
beetle (Coccinella novemnotata),12 which Melsheimer’s catalogue lists as Coccinella 9
notata. It may be impossible to tease out the extent that any one factor has reduced
populations of native lady beetles. Multiple factors may be responsible, including
exotic lady beetles but also habitat loss, pesticides, pollution, pathogens, predators
and parasites.13
Ivo Hodek at the Czech Academy of Sciences, and J.P. Michaud at Kansas State
University, tried to explain the tendency of populations of the seven-spotted lady
beetle to predominate over those of native lady beetles in Europe and Asia and also in
North America. They pointed out that this species preys on a wide variety of aphids.
It is able to detect trails of larvae of seven-spotted lady beetles and, in response, to
reduce its egg laying. It is able to adjust the number of its broods per season, and to
reduce activity (that is, enter diapause) according to local conditions. It mates in the
fall before hibernation. Its reproductive rate is high, as is its tolerance of environmental disturbance.14

Multicolored Asian lady beetle
Despite the seven-spotted lady beetle’s adaptability, it is not the most abundant lady
beetle in Center City. This distinction belongs to the multicolored Asian lady beetle
(Harmonia axyridis), which first appeared in Pennsylvania in 1993.15 Introduced to
control agricultural pests, it is native to China, Japan, Korea, Mongolia and eastern
Russia. It has spread rapidly in North America, South America, Europe, and Africa.16
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Figure 27.6 Multicolored Asian lady beetle (Harmonia axyridis) foraging on common milkweed a meter from
the seven-spotted lady beetle shown in Figure 27.5. Both lady beetles are finding only vestiges of prey.
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The range of prey that can sustain multicolored Asian lady beetles is broader than
that for seven-spotted lady beetles and extends to prey other than aphids.17 The
multicolored Asian lady beetle eats eggs, larvae, pupae and adults of other species of
lady beetle. Its prey includes the seven-spotted lady beetle. Its large size and larval
spines deter other lady beetles from attacking it.18 When disturbed it reflexly exudes
toxic hemolymph, which repels seven-spotted lady beetles.19 During periods of
scarcity of food, its larvae engage in cannibalism, which increases their survival and
accelerates their development.20 Cannibalistic larvae use chemical cues to avoid eating relatives.21 Multicolored Asian lady beetles track populations of aphids in space
and time.22 Exploiting urban habitats, multicolored Asian lady beetles overwinter in
houses and in crevices of buildings—to the point that people in Center City occasionally view them as a nuisance.

Biological arsenal
Andreas Vilcinskas and colleagues in Germany reported that multicolored Asian lady
beetles use “biological weapons against native competitors.” They discovered that
multicolored Asian lady beetles carry spores of parasitic microsporidia harmless to
them but potentially lethal to other lady beetles, including seven-spotted lady beetles.23 Vilcinskas and colleagues also found that multicolored Asian lady beetles have
unusually potent immunological defenses against pathogenic fungi and gram-negative bacteria.24 They raised the possibility that microsporidia in eggs of multicolored
Asian lady beetles fatally infect competing lady beetles that eat these eggs.25
In addition to harboring microbial “weapons,” multicolored Asian lady beetles produce potent chemical defenses. They synthesize poisonous alkaloids (harmonine)
that protect them from predators, including other lady beetles. They also produce
methoxyprazines that endow them with a deterrent odor. Other lady beetles produce
similar defensive chemicals; but multicolored Asian lady beetles nevertheless attack
them and their immature stages,26 despite hidden costs.27

Diverse Enemies
Even though the multicolored Asian lady beetle is fortified with protective chemicals
and microbes, it is vulnerable to many enemies, including flies, wasps, mites, nematodes and pathogens.28 Rates of parasitism of the multicolored Asian lady beetle are
higher where it is native than where it is introduced.29
In winter in Center City multicolored Asian lady beetles frequently host a fungus
on their wing covers (elytra), mouthparts, and legs. A parasitic fungus, Hesperomyces
virescens, infected more than half of a winter population of this lady beetle in Pennsylvania.30 This fungus has been found to decrease survival of multicolored Asian lady
beetles.31 Ted E. Cottrell and Eric W. Riddick of the United States Department of
Agriculture Research Service noted that the fungus attacks six other species of lady
beetle. In the laboratory they found that forced bodily contact between different
species of lady beetle rarely if ever transmitted the fungal infection.32
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Figure 27.7 Fungus studding the sides of a multicolored Asian lady beetle hibernating indoors in Philadelphia.

Three non-predaceous lady beetles
Gardens in Center City host two kinds of lady beetle (family Coccinellidae) that
feed on plants instead of prey. They are the squash lady beetle (Epilachna borealis) and
the Mexican bean beetle (Epilachna varivestis). The twenty-spotted lady beetle feeds
on mildew,33 which sprinklers in our garden promote. The diets of these three lady
beetles spare them from competition with the multicolored Asian lady beetle and,
theoretically, distance them from fatal encounters with this voracious predator.

Seaports
William H. Day at the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Beneficial Insects Research
Laboratory in Newark, Delaware, and his colleagues, evaluated the introduction of
six species of exotic lady beetle, including the seven-spotted lady beetle and the
multicolored Asian lady beetle. They noted that entomologists had made numerous
unsuccessful attempts to establish all six as biological control agents in agricultural
settings in the eastern United States. Day and colleagues concluded that all six of
these lady beetles established themselves independently through accidental importation, most likely through inland seaports.34
Shipping or other modes of commerce may introduce new enemies of the multicolored Asian lady beetle. While such introductions theoretically could undermine
populations of this species here, the multicolored Asian lady beetle has been resilient,
thriving in thirty-eight countries on five continents, and in every state in the United
States except Alaska and Wyoming.35
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Figure 27.8 Brown lacewing (Micromus posticus) attracted to a porch light facing our garden. It is a competitor
and predator of lady beetles: Adults and larvae feed on aphids,36 and larvae also prey on eggs of lady beetles.37
It is native to North America.38

Preying on other lady beetles as it disseminates globally, the multicolored Asian lady
beetle in Center City is likely, at least in the short term, to remain more abundant
than all other predaceous lady beetles—including those that Melsheimer recorded
in Pennsylvania over 200 years ago; however, in the long term, it presents a growing
target for evolution of ever more formidable enemies: competitors, predators, parasites and pathogens.
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SP TLIGHT
COMMON RAGWEED

Male flowers of common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) along Schuylkill River Trail, Center City.

In the last century ragweed pollen was blamed for causing more hay fever than all
other plants combined.1 Over the past five years, flowering ragweed has been absent
in Center City except near railroad tracks by the river, where it has been scarce. Ragweed pollen counts have been falling in the United States in the East and Midwest
since the mid-twentieth century.2 In Center City mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris) may
have contributed to ragweed’s scarcity. Mugwort and ragweed colonize similar habitats. Mugwort is abundant here, having evolved competitive strains and expanded its
range starting in the nineteenth century, as described in Chapter 19.
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OVERVIEW

Populations of wild plants and animals in Center City
have had to cope with conditions that were never part
of their evolutionary past. Those that adapted, or that
were preadapted, survived; and those that benefited
multiplied. Others dwindled or went locally extinct,
sometimes reappearing a century or more later, after
hardships had abated.

Figure 28.1 Triangulate cobweb
spider (Steatoda triangulosa) wrapping
silk around a multicolored Asian lady
beetle (Harmonia axyridis) snared in the
spider’s web, which was anchored to a
door lamp outside our house at night.
The beetle had flown and crawled
toward the lamp’s light. Both species
were introduced into North America.1

The preceding chapters examined Center City’s plants and animals from diverse
points of view: geologic time; pollution; prejudice; persecution; populations; habitats;
evolution; and conservation.This chapter will explore each of these viewpoints separately, integrating observations from earlier chapters. It will omit references previously cited. The goal is to present an overview of the ecology of Center City.

Geologic time
The oldest tree on record in Center City grew when the area was a cypress swamp.
The time was a warm interglacial period in the Pleistocene more than 36,000 years
ago—the age of the Subway Tree, a bald cypress unearthed here in 1931 during excavation for a tunnel. Glacial meltwater flooded the swamp and buried it in sediment.
Twenty thousand years ago the last glaciation in this region reached its maximum. It
stopped 100 kilometers north of what is now Philadelphia.
Permafrost extended south of the glacier along the coastal plain to southern Delaware and Maryland. It wiped out all terrestrial isopods (pillbugs and sow bugs)
outside of caves and seashores. Isopods did not repopulate the area until Europeans
introduced them, probably incidentally in garden soil.
Around 6,000 years ago, Native Americans built houses upon which the black and
yellow mud dauber constructed its nest. In 1745 John Bartram described this wasp
making nests under the eaves of his house in Philadelphia. In Philadelphia the black
and yellow mud dauber continues to produce nests—exclusively on man-made
structures, including John Bartram’s house and buildings and bridges in Center City.
Most preadaptations to Center City can only be inferred. An example is the predilection of the American robin to forage near houses and gardens.The affinity of this bird
for human habitation dates to our earliest records of its behavior in Pennsylvania.The
robin displayed this trait even when people hunted it and sold it as a delicacy in markets. It probably exhibited the trait around gardens of Native Americans before European settlement of North America.The red-tailed hawk, in contrast to the American
robin, avoided people until persecution abated late in the twentieth century.
Preadaptation to downtown habitats typically evolved long before people or human
disturbance. The red back salamander was able to inhabit Fitler Square in Center
City in part because it is a non-amphibious amphibian. Evolution to an all-terrestrial
life cycle liberated it from dependence on open water such as ponds and streams. Its
ancestors evolved the capacity to live exclusively on land early—perhaps 200 million
years ago, around the beginning of the Jurassic period.

Air pollution
The end of the eighteenth century marked the beginning of what has been dubbed
the Anthropocene, a term for a geologic epic Paul J. Crutzen popularized in a paper
called “The Geology of Mankind,” published in Nature in 2002. Anthropocene is derived from anthros, Greek for “human,” and cene, meaning “new.” Crutzen dated the
onset of his Anthropocene to the late eighteenth century, when concentrations of
carbon dioxide and methane began increasing in air trapped in polar ice.2
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In Philadelphia, the beginning of Crutzen’s Anthropocene coincided with the Industrial Revolution, which exposed plants and animals to conditions that they had never
before encountered and that were never part of their evolutionary history. Industrial
air pollution is one example.
Tree mosses in the genus Orthotrichum are exquisitely vulnerable to sulfur dioxide
in air. Published studies of mosses in the early twentieth century reported no tree
mosses in New York City and Philadelphia. At that time, air pollution caused by
combustion of coal contained sulfur dioxide in high concentrations. Levels of sulfur
dioxide in Philadelphia have since reverted to levels not toxic to mosses. I recently
discovered the tree moss Orthotrichum pumilum growing on trunks of street trees in
Center City. Published records indicate that Thomas Potts James, who was born just
outside Philadelphia in 1803 and died at age 79,3 was the last person before me to
have found this moss in Philadelphia.4

Figure 28.2 Cemetery at Old Pine Street Church. Burials began here in 1764. Acid rain accelerates natural
weathering of marble and limestone. The acidity is due to sulfuric acid and nitric acid from sulfur dioxide and
nitrogen oxides in air pollution,5 which improved in Philadelphia in the 20th century after reduction in the
burning of coal.
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The rise of industrial pollution of air in Philadelphia preceded introduction of methodical monitoring of air quality, but historic collections of moths provide objective
evidence of it. In Britain, the peppered moth (Biston betularia) has melanic (black)
forms that increased in frequency when soot in air pollution turned tree bark black.
When soot subsided, the abundance of melanic forms decreased. The phenomenon, called industrial melanism, offered a textbook case of evolution in action. As
in Britain, industrial melanism showed up in populations of the peppered moth in
Philadelphia, and subsequently abated in Pennsylvania as the quality of air improved.

Water pollution
Shad, initially abundant in the tidal Schuylkill River in Philadelphia, disappeared by
1914, the year Henry Fowler at the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia
produced an inventory of fish collected in the polluted Schuylkill River.6 Like tree
mosses and light-colored peppered moths, shad returned when pollution abated.
Construction of a fish ladder at the Fairmount Dam in Philadelphia and, later, release
of shad fry upstream supported the recovery.
In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the native, pollution-tolerant brown bullhead catfish inhabited the Schuylkill River, whose pollution probably protected the
fish from pollution-sensitive enemies such as tapeworms. The brown bullhead disappeared from inventories of fish in the Schuylkill River below the Fairmount Dam
in the twenty-first century after pollution declined and nonnative competitors and
predators, such as flathead and channel catfishes, established abundant local populations.
In nineteenth-century Philadelphia pollution-tolerant freshwater sponges such as
Spongilla (Eunapius) fragilis were abundant in the polluted Schuylkill River. They tolerate pollution better than do specialized predators such as the spongillafly, Climacea
areolaris (order Neuroptera), a flying insect whose aquatic larvae feed exclusively on
freshwater sponges. In Center City spongillaflies fly to light in our backyard, a few
blocks from the river.Their presence implies that the river here continues to support
freshwater sponges.

Thermal pollution
Temperatures typically run from 1.7 to 3.3°C (3 to 6°F) higher in Center City than
in surrounding suburbs, and on clear, calm winter nights they often exceed those
in nearby rural areas by 5.6 to 11°C (10 to 20°F).7 Philadelphia’s urban heat island
is due to passive trapping of solar energy plus active production of heat, such as
that released into the environment by gasoline engines, electric motors, computers,
and furnaces. In the winter, man-made sources of heat are estimated to account for
2–3°C of Philadelphia’s nighttime heat island.8
Philadelphia’s heat island advances the onset of leafing out in the spring. This shift
is superimposed on advances due to global warming. Satellite imaging of the Washington-Philadelphia-New York corridor in 2001 showed that leafing out occurred
almost nine days earlier inside urban zones compared to 8–10 kilometers outside
these zones.9
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Thermal mapping graphically displays geographic differences in temperature within
Center City’s heat island. Shaded by trees, Rittenhouse Square stands out as a “cool
island” during the day within the heat island.10 Studies performed in Raleigh, North
Carolina, demonstrated the ecological importance of temperature differences within
an urban heat island. In Raleigh, higher temperatures drove the abundance of a scale
insect (order Hemiptera: Parthenolecanium quercifex) that infests willow oak trees. The
study controlled for confounding variables such as parasitism and habitat. Abundance
of the scale insect in Raleigh was thirteen times greater in hot areas compared to
cooler areas.11
In Center City, animals vulnerable to desiccation from heat limit their activities to
the night; during the day they find shelter underground or beneath leaf litter or
stones. Examples include pillbugs, slugs, millipedes, and the red back salamander. Pillbugs and slugs avoid desiccation by bunching together. The silvergreen bryum moss
(Bryum argenteum), a common moss in Center City, tolerates desiccation.12
In theory, Center City’s heat island might attract birds such as American robins that
overwinter here but also migrate south. Against this theory are William Bartram’s
detailed records of robins around his home in Philadelphia during frigid spells in January in the early nineteenth century, long before one would expect development of a
significant urban heat island effect. In the winter of 2012, the number of silver-haired
bats people discovered in Center City and transported to a local animal rehabilitation
clinic totaled six. Theoretically Center City’s heat island offered these bats thermal
protection during winter hibernation.
Pumps serving power plants at Christian Street draw cooling water from the
Schuylkill River, circulate it around the plants, and discharge heated water into the
river. The average volume of water they draw from the river has exceeded the river’s
historic minimum rate of flow by more than fourfold. The river here is tidal, so that
the Atlantic Ocean maintains water levels in the river close to sea level despite the
withdrawals. The thermal plume of the power plants’ heated discharge could point
upstream toward Center City, depending on the plant’s discharge rate, river discharge
rate, and tidal flow.
In 1962 at the annual conference of the American Water Works Association in Philadelphia, Gerald E. Arnold, superintendent of the Philadelphia Water Department,
presented a paper on industrial thermal pollution. It reported results of studies on
the Allegheny, Monongahela, and Ohio Rivers in the vicinity of Pittsburgh. Among
the findings: as the temperature of water rises, water holds less dissolved oxygen, and
dissolved oxygen required by aquatic organisms increases. A reduction in dissolved
oxygen reduces the upper temperatures that fish can tolerate. As temperatures rise,
bacteria deplete dissolved oxygen. Some fish swimming into hot water are killed,
while fish acclimated to warm water are rapidly killed when they swim into cold
water. Elevated temperature disturbs activity, feeding, growth, and spawning of fish;
and it acts as a force repelling or attracting them. Lethal high temperatures vary according to species, developmental stage, and rate of temperature change.13 Arnold
added a worrisome caveat:
Water temperatures do not have to reach lethal levels in order to wipe out a species. Temperatures which favor competitors, predators, parasites, and diseases can destroy a species
at levels far below those which are lethal.14
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I have found no ecological reports on thermal discharges into the Schuylkill River
from the power plants just below Center City.
One of these power plants cogenerates electricity and steam. Customers in Center
City and University City, located across the river, purchase the steam for heating.
The power plant’s capacity is 170 MW of electricity plus 1.5 million lb/hr of steam,
which it distributes through steam pipes.15 In theory, heat in the form of steam piped
to customers reduces heat in the form of hot water discharged into the Schuylkill
River.

Light pollution
At the beginning of the twentieth century, powerful arc lamps mounted on top
of City Hall Tower disoriented nocturnal migrating birds, which collided with the
building. After storms, hundreds of dead and wounded birds accumulated below City
Hall Tower, which has since stopped producing the bright light.
Later in the twentieth century and into the twenty-first, windows and glass facades
of tall buildings in Philadelphia compounded the danger of collisions due to artificial light. Birds fail to recognize transparent or reflective glass as a barrier, and fatally
collide with it. Annually, the number of birds killed in collisions with buildings in just
two locations in Philadelphia has been estimated at over 2,000.
When municipal electric lighting was first introduced to big cities at the end of the
nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century, it attracted entomologists
because of the rich assortment of insects that flew to the lamps. Today, in comparison, urban lamps are among the worst places to look for insects. Paradoxically, light
pollution downtown can reduce attraction of insects to light. By increasing background light, it decreases contrast between light sources and their backgrounds. Insects downtown still fly to lamps surrounded by relative darkness, as in our backyard
garden, which is shielded from streetlights. From the perspective of moths, outdoor
electric lighting in Center City may be viewed as a double-edged sword, disturbing
or protecting them depending on circumstances.
Bridge spiders (Larinioides sclopetarius) have colonized lamps along the east bank of
the Schuylkill River in Center City. In the nineteenth century this spider was observed capturing prey in its web primarily during the day, but now in Center City
the spider captures prey at electric lamps at night. Lamp fixtures along the river offer
the bridge spider shelter and aquatic insects, and they distance the spider from a
predator, the black and yellow mud dauber.
The common eastern firefly (Photinus pyralis) appears in June and July in Center City.
It flies at dusk despite exposure to streetlamps. Center City endows this firefly with
a safe haven from its usual predator, femme fatale fireflies (Photuris). Femme fatales
emit flashes that lure in male common eastern fireflies, which the femme fatales
overpower and devour. The reason these predatory fireflies are absent from Center
City is unknown; they are present in Philadelphia’s suburbs. One hypothesis is that
femme fatale fireflies are more vulnerable than their victims to light pollution.
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Intense light pollution was found to advance the onset of early-morning singing by
American robins (Turdus migratorius) in Pennsylvania; the shift averaged 107 minutes.
In urban areas in Britain, the European robin (Erithacus rubecula) has shifted its song
from day to night; but noise pollution, rather than light pollution, caused the shift. In
Center City, noise and light pollution theoretically could act together to advance the
time in the morning when American robins begin singing.

Sound (noise) pollution
Noise from interstate highways surrounds Center City on three sides. Within Center City’s commercial core, vehicular noise peaks at rush hour. Intermittent sources
of noise downtown are geographically scattered, and include car alarms, sirens, air
conditioners, street cleaners, helicopters, freight trains, and amplified music. A city
ordinance defines limits of lawful noise.16
Noise pollution may protect house finches (Haemorhous mexicanus), which are common at our backyard feeder. In an experimental study in New Mexico, house finches
preferred to nest in a noisy habitat compared to a control habitat that was similar
but quiet. Its enemies, jays and cowbirds (nest predators and parasites, respectively),
avoided the noisy habitat.17
Urban noise can interfere with communication among songbirds. House finches
studied in Mexico City increased the minimal acoustic frequency (pitch) of their
songs according to the level of background urban noise.18 This capability has been
postulated to explain the house finch’s success in colonizing cities.19 American robins
and cardinals (Cardinalis cardinalis) also modulate the pitch of their songs according
background noise.20
Mourning doves (Zenaida macroura), like house finches, are frequent visitors to our
backyard, where they forage for seed on the ground. In contrast to house finches,
mourning doves in the experiments in New Mexico preferentially nested in the
habitat that was less noisy.21
In Center City, common insects that sing include cicadas, crickets, and katydids. The
response of these insects to man-made noise has not been studied, but in Germany,
the maximum pitch of songs of grasshoppers was tested under standard background
noise in the laboratory. The maximum pitch of grasshoppers from noisy roadside
habitats was higher than that of grasshoppers of the same species from relatively quiet
habitats.22
Mouse-eared bats, which find food by passively listening for rustling sounds of
prey on vegetation, avoid foraging near highway noise.23 Using an ultrasonic monitor, I observed bats emitting ultrasonic sounds as they foraged for insects flying in
Schuylkill River Park, well within human earshot of the noisy Schuylkill Expressway
across the river.
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Persecution
In Center City green space is scarce and manicured. Wild plants colonize vulnerable
sanctuaries like pavement cracks, strips along curbs, and untended borders of parking
lots or playgrounds.
Wild plants successful at escaping persecution are those that colonize small spaces,
mature quickly, keep a low profile, and are hard to pull up. Tall, broad-leaved perennials that occupy more than a few square centimeters of ground are attractive targets
for removal; an example is common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca), recently extirpated
from Center City.
Persecution downtown takes aim against habitat as well as particular plants. Outside
Center City, a fern called purple-stemmed cliffbrake (Pellaea atropurpurea) thrives in
cracks in old mortar that has weathered. Downtown, the fern and its habitat are both
absent, casualties of property maintenance such as painting and repairing of masonry.
An old granite masonry pier supporting the Chestnut Street Bridge is an exception.
In an inaccessible refuge near the top of this stone structure is a colony of ebony
spleenwort (Asplenium platyneuron), another fern with an affinity for old masonry.
Ferns have populated old inaccessible masonry retaining walls around the Fairmount
Water Works, but they have disappeared from nearby rocky cliffs scoured by maintenance crews with weed whackers.

Figure 28.3 Community of wild ferns on an old stone retaining wall near Fairmount Water Works. It contains
ebony spleenwort (Asplenium platyneuron), purple-stemmed cliffbrake (Pellaea atropurpurea), and bladder fern
(Cystopteris). So far, inaccessibility has protected this wall from weeding.
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Persecution in Center City targets animals as well as plants. Property owners try to
rid facades of unsightly nests of black and yellow mud dauber wasps. Positioned in
inaccessible nooks high on exterior walls below eaves, these nests often defy removal.
The nest of the organ pipe mud dauber, in contrast, is more vulnerable, because this
mud dauber positions its nest lower, and the male hangs around loudly buzzing—
although it cannot sting. I have yet to find the organ pipe mud dauber downtown,
although I have found it under suburban railroad trestles. Mud daubers are solitary
and less aggressive than paper wasps, which also build nests under eaves.

Prejudice
In 1808 Alexander Wilson puzzled over why people persecute the American robin
less than other birds. He suggested that people like this bird because they associate
its song with spring and its name with the European robin, a traditional English favorite. Popular affection for the American robin endures even though the bird strips
ornamental berries off garden shrubbery; harbors deer ticks and the pathogen for
Lyme disease; and is a reservoir for West Nile virus, an introduced cause of human
encephalitis.
In Center City animus toward the Norway rat has been constant since earliest records, while historical attitudes toward the gray squirrel and house sparrow have
shifted according to circumstances. The status of the Canada goose reversed as the
bird changed from migratory icon to perennial nuisance. Love for the ailanthus tree
turned to hate as people discovered its invasiveness. When first described in Philadelphia in 1819, the brown bullhead was esteemed as dinner fare, but dismissed as
a game fish; in Center City it has disappeared, and so is no longer a game fish, and
in Philadelphia’s Darby Creek, where it can still be found, PCB contamination has
spoiled its status as fine fare.
Downtown, rats, geese, sparrows, and squirrels have all survived bad reputations,
which may, paradoxically, serve the animals better than do good reputations. For
example, in the winter, well-meaning people pick egg cases of Chinese mantids and
bring them indoors, where they hatch prematurely, before the hatchlings can survive outdoors. Chinese mantids, which have reputations as “beneficial,” have become
scarce downtown compared to Carolina mantids, whose egg cases are smaller and
better camouflaged.

Populations
People
Center City’s high density of buildings and streets fosters an illusion that the city is
insulated from disruptive forces of nature except for geophysical disturbances such
as hurricanes, floods, and heat. In 1793 an epidemic of yellow fever swept through
Philadelphia and killed a tenth of the population. Nearly half of the people in the
city fled.Yellow fever epidemics in Philadelphia recurred six times until the final one
in 1805.24
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The yellow fever virus and its mosquito vector (Aedes aegypti) have not re-established
themselves in Philadelphia since the last epidemic, but a close relative, the Asian tiger
mosquito (Aedes albopictus), was discovered here in 2000 for the first time.25 In other
parts of the world, this mosquito has been a vector for viruses causing dengue and
Chikungunya fever,26 while in the Philadelphia region it carries West Nile virus. 27
Public surveillance programs in Philadelphia are finding West Nile virus most often
in two other mosquitoes, Culex pipiens and Culex restuans.28 From 1999 to 2012,West
Nile virus caused over 37,000 cases of encephalitis nationwide29 and over a thousand
deaths.30 A state-sponsored program to control this disease in Philadelphia uses trucks
to spray insecticide against populations of mosquitoes found to be infected with the
virus.31

Figure 28.4 Asian tiger mosquito (Aedes albopictus) on the stucco rear wall of our row house. A recently introduced vector for viral pathogens, it is spreading globally, and elsewhere has caused outbreaks of dengue and
Chikungunya fever.
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Bagworms
Diverse forces have shaped populations of plants and animals downtown over the
past 200 years. In public squares in mid-nineteenth-century Philadelphia, plagues
of insects attacked municipal shade trees. One of the pests was the bagworm. Its
populations are controlled primarily by parasitic wasps, which take time to establish
numbers sufficient to suppress infestations. In disturbed habitats, this grace period
offers bagworms windows of opportunity, which bagworms likely exploited in the
nineteenth century as Philadelphia expanded its plantings of trees in public spaces. At
that time, the absence of flowerbeds and flowering shrubs in public squares may have
contributed to population explosions of bagworms: parasitic wasps whose larvae eat
bagworms feed on nectar and pollen of flowers. Use of insecticides against bagworms
may have disrupted parasitic control and paradoxically prolonged infestations.

House sparrows
Populations of some introduced species exploded initially, only to taper off with the
passage of time and loss of favorable conditions. In 1869 the City of Philadelphia
released 1,000 house sparrows imported from England to prey on insects infesting
municipal shade trees. Numbers of house sparrows at first multiplied exponentially,
but lately their numbers have been declining. Hypotheses to explain the decline have
cited many factors: exotic ornamental plants resistant to insects have reduced the
house sparrow’s supply of insect prey; destruction of weeds has reduced availability
of both seeds and insects; parasites of insect pests reduced the house sparrow’s prey;
predation by raptors and cats increased house sparrow mortality; introduction of
house finches has increased competition; the design of new buildings denies house
sparrows suitable nesting sites. Since 1966 numbers of house sparrows have declined
in Pennsylvania by 62 percent, and nationally by 85 percent.

Yellowjackets
Changes in abundance of some species downtown are shrouded in mystery. Populations of yellowjackets in Center City exploded in the late 1990s. During this period
a series of papers in medical and veterinary journals documented yellowjacket stings
in Philadelphia, but the outbreak was neither formally monitored nor evaluated, and
the causes for its onset and remission remain unknown. Its geographic distribution
was never mapped. During the outbreak, which peaked annually in late August and
September, yellowjackets would swarm around food and drink of people dining
outdoors; meat, fruit, and sweet beverages would attract yellowjackets within minutes. In recent years, yellowjackets downtown have been rare or absent. Spikes in
abundance of yellowjackets have recurred for reasons unknown in England and the
Pacific Northwest..

Geese
Canada geese outside of captivity never bred in Pennsylvania until the twentieth
century. In 1814 Canada geese were selling in Philadelphia markets for seventy-five
cents to a dollar per bird. Hunters kept captive flocks of decoy geese to lure in wild
Canada geese as they migrated overhead. Over generations, these captive geese lost
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their migratory behavior, which is learned rather than innate. With their migratory
habits broken, captive Canada geese nested and reproduced locally, even when freed.
After use of decoy flocks for hunting geese was outlawed, hunters released their
semidomesticated Canada geese or turned them over to state game managers, who
in turn transplanted them throughout Pennsylvania, unintentionally unleashing the
current proliferation of urban Canada geese. The Canada geese game managers distributed in Pennsylvania were giant Canada geese of Midwestern stock.

Stink bugs
In Center City accidental introduction of pests continues to occur. In 1996 the
brown marmorated stink bug showed up for the first time in North America in
Allentown, Pennsylvania, 79 kilometers outside of Philadelphia. This bug had been
known as an agricultural pest in Asia. By 2010 the stink bug had reached our house
in Center City. In Pennsylvania it has proved damaging to crops and difficult to control with insecticides and parasites. A sand wasp discovered in Pennsylvania in 1823 is
a predator of stink bug nymphs, including those of the brown marmorated stink bug.
In Logan Circle it drags prey down holes to its underground nests. This wasp has so
far not controlled the outbreak of stink bugs.

Evolution
Industrial melanism demonstrated the power of big cities like Philadelphia to generate selective forces strong enough to drive evolution, as in the case of the melanic
(black) form of the peppered moth. Cities also drive evolution by importing foreign
strains; hosting genetic mixing; and subjecting hybrids to new selective pressure.
Mugwort naturalized in New England and Canada after Jesuits introduced it into
North America from Europe in the sixteenth century. Around Philadelphia, populations of mugwort stayed quiescent or disappeared until the latter half of the nineteenth century, when sailing ships deposited it in ballast dumps in the city. These
dumps allowed strains of mugwort imported from around the world to hybridize.
The plant evolved competitive strains whose populations exploded out of port cities.
Today this perennial populates pavement cracks and edges of gardens and parking
lots throughout Center City. It forms dense monocultures that exclude other plants.

Habitats
Row house courtyards
A habitat characteristic of Center City and surrounding neighborhoods is the courtyard behind a row house. Courtyards have graced the rear of Center City’s row houses since they were built in the nineteenth century. Even when not cultivated, rear
courtyards function as refuges for wild plants and animals, especially invertebrates, in
a downtown otherwise saturated with buildings and pavement.
The longevity of Center City’s courtyards allowed time for introduction and establishment of populations of earthworms, which may in part explain the abundance
here of fireflies, whose larvae prey on earthworms. Longevity also contributed to
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the diversity of isopods such as pillbugs, which support pillbug hunters, spiders that
specialize in consuming them. The abundance of soil invertebrates attracts American
robins, which in turn harbor parasitic worms that infect pillbugs, which transmit the
worms back to robins.
The community of animals on the ground in our garden decomposes leaf litter and
aerates the soil. Although most of them are introduced, some are native, such as fireflies, or support species that are native, such as American robins. In a pristine habitat,
exotic animals such as those in Center City courtyards might be condemned as
invasive or destructive, but here they inhabit territory long ago stripped of endemic
flora and fauna.

Sidewalk cracks
In Center City sidewalk cracks are the only places where I have found some plants,
like lawn pennywort (Hydrocotyle sibthorpioides), which leafs out and produces flowers and seed entirely within cracks between the pavers of brick walkways. Sidewalk cracks are the predominant habitat for Japanese mazus (Mazus pumilus), whose
flowers barely poke above the pavement surface in zones that are heavily trampled.
Cracks at the juncture of sidewalks and buildings are the most common location for
Pennsylvania pellitory (Parietaria pensylvanica), a tall, upright native annual. On the
paved island in the middle of Broad Street, fine cracks between snugly fitted pavers
accommodate plants with stems that are thin, as exemplified by lovegrasses (Eragrostis
pectinacea and E. spectabilis). Between the pavers of brick sidewalks on the south side
of east-west streets, mosses flourish—beneficiaries of shade cast by row houses.
Plants in sidewalk cracks in Center City contribute not only to botanical diversity,
but also to the city’s hydrology. Center City’s sewage system, a legacy of infrastructure
dating back 200 years, drains storm water and sewage through a single pipe rather
than through two separate pipes, the standard in modern municipal drainage systems.
Ordinarily Center City’s sewers direct their flow to treatment plants. During heavy
storms, however, surface runoff overwhelms the system, and the overflow containing
raw sewage mixed with storm water spills into the Schuylkill River. By impeding
storm runoff and directing it into cracks, plants growing in pavement cracks retard
the flow of storm water into the sewers. They also soak up storm water and divert
it into the ground. Wide, deep cracks with thick vegetation offer the most effective
barriers.
A common inhabitant of sidewalk cracks is purslane (Portulaca oleracea). Leroy G.
Holm and his colleagues highlighted it in The World’s Worst Weeds. They rank weeds
according to type and number of published reports in agricultural literature. Among
the world’s seventy-six worst weeds, purslane ranked number nine. It infests the
earth’s major crops: corn, wheat, rice, potatoes, sugarcane, linseed, safflower, sugar beets, sorghum, bananas, citrus, millet, peanuts, vineyards, cotton, vegetables, and
coffee. It poisons and kills livestock and is an alternative host of harmful agricultural
viruses, nematodes, and insects.32 In Center City, it is an attractive, maintenance-free,
compact flowering succulent that tolerates harsh conditions on pavement.
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Figure 28.5 Purslane (Portulaca oleracea) in bloom at curb on Spruce Street. Here it impedes storm runoff that
pollutes the Schuylkill River, although wider cracks with thicker vegetation offer more protection. Agronomists have ranked purslane number nine among the world’s worst weeds.

Five of the world’s ten worst weeds as cited by Holm et al. inhabit Center City’s
sidewalk cracks. They are Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon), barnyard grass (Echinochloa crus-galli), goose grass (Eleusine indica), lambsquarters (Chenopodium album),
and purslane. House sparrows, which are declining in Pennsylvania, feed on the seeds
of common wild plants such as these. Flora in sidewalk cracks may degrade pavement
and impede foot traffic even as it supports wildlife and enriches urban vegetation.

Tidal alluvial mudflat
Specialized habitats downtown include an artificially created tidal alluvial mudflat in
an 8-meter gap in the bulkheading along the Schuylkill River just below the Walnut Street Bridge. Here wild purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) quickly overran a
garden of carefully selected plants native to Pennsylvania wetlands. The Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture has posted this notice online:33

Purple Loosestrife Alert
An Attractive but Deadly Threat to Pennsylvania’s Wetlands and Waterways
Purple loosestrife is an aggressive plant that is
invading our wetlands, replacing valuable wetland
plants; eliminating food and shelter for wildlife; and
choking waterways.
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Figure 28.6 Purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) an exotic species growing wild in tidal alluvial mud below
the Walnut Street Bridge along the east bank of the Schuylkill River. It attracts native bees, as shown in Figure
29.1. It has replaced native wetland flora that had been planted in a garden here several years before.

In this site along the Schuylkill River, purple loosestrife has colonized former
wharves and industrial property, now a recreational park. It attracts honeybees and
native pollinators such as bumblebees, to the admiration of visitors in the park. It
deters children from wandering into the river. It is care free. Occupying but a small
patch of ground, it belongs to a lush community of wild plants in fierce competition.
Such a botanical spectacle flourishing unfettered in Center City is unique.
Just outside Center City, north of Chinatown and the Vine Street Expressway, are
more extensive communities of wild plants. They inhabit the Reading Viaduct, an
abandoned elevated commuter railway operational from 1893 to 1984. When trains
ran here, the railroad used herbicide and maintenance crews to suppress vegetation,
but now trees, shrubs, and herbaceous annuals and perennials thrive along the tracks
high above city streets. Common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca), recently extirpated
from Center City, thrives here. Conversion of the Reading Viaduct into a public park
would inevitably transform these botanical communities.
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Figure 28.7 Reading Viaduct, December 11, 2011. Elevated above city streets, it carried trains into Reading
Terminal Station from to 1893 to 1984. In 1894, 290 trains on thirteen sets of tracks were scheduled to run
daily from this station onto tracks such as those that once ran here.34
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Center City as beneficiary of environmental protection
In Center City, the tree moss Orthotrichum pumilum returned to Philadelphia after
disappearing over a century earlier. It embodies the triumph of campaigns for clean
air. Its counterparts among animals include the American shad, which returned with
restoration of clean water, and the red-tailed hawk, once a victim of DDT and persecution. Center City is no Wilderness Area, but environmental activism has nevertheless rewarded it.
Downtown the fate of populations of plants and animals attracts interest either when
it defies human control and comprehension, or when it appears, directly or indirectly,
to affect people. The attraction may also come from what E. O. Wilson calls biophilia—the human bond with other species.35 In Center City, accounts of the journeys
of populations of plants and animals out of the past—documented in publications
and museums and linked to familiar streets and buildings—illuminate the present and
introduce the future.
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SP TLIGHT
BOXELDER

Seedlings of boxelder (Acer negundo), also known as ash-leaved maple, colonizing stone stairs rising from Bonsall
to Walnut Streets in Center City.

In Philadelphia two hundred years ago boxelder was described as a “very large tree,”
occurring “on the Schuylkill, near the falls, east side, and elsewhere.”1 In 1831 it was
offered for sale in Bartram’s Garden in Philadelphia for 25 cents each.2 Currently it
grows wild in Center City where it typically occurs as a shrub or small tree, except
along the Schuylkill River bank where it still attains a large size.
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CONCLUSION

The ecology of Center City is
dynamic and resilient.

Figure 29.1 A digger bee (Melissodes bimaculata) visiting purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), the same plant shown in figure 28.6. The bee
is native to North America; the plant is native to Europe
and Asia.

At first glance, downtown Philadelphia seems to embody what Bill McKibben projected in his book The End of Nature: complete subordination of Earth to people.1
Here every parcel of land is zoned, and each zone is identified with a code specifying
permissible development and use.2 Michael L. McKinney, at the University of Tennessee, pointed out that plants and animals in central core districts of big cities tend
to be similar—mostly cosmopolitan species, products of ecological homogenization.
He blamed this uniformity on the dedication of downtowns everywhere to serving
just one species: human beings.3
People do dominate the landscape of Center City, and exotic organisms are common
here, especially in soil; but the ecology of Center City is largely hidden.While buildings and pavement cover the landscape, wild plants and animals, including native species, thrive—albeit in small fragments such as in pavement cracks and courtyards, or
underwater or in darkness; or as tiny, taxonomically obscure organisms.While Center
City’s mass of concrete and asphalt epitomizes habitat destruction, it also exemplifies
habitat creation, represented by dry vertical walls—ideal nesting sites for black and
yellow mud daubers, for example.

Figure 29.2 Lawn pennywort (Hydrocotyle sibthorpioides) in sidewalk cracks in front of our row house in Center
City. The plant leafs out, blooms, makes seed, and spreads entirely within these cracks, which protect it from
trampling. A creeping perennial introduced as an ornamental from Asia, it was first reported naturalized in
Philadelphia in 1909.4

Ecological disturbance in Center City has benefited some urban populations at the
expense of others. Water pollution benefited brown bullheads at the expense of its
enemies, who were intolerant of it. Municipal streetlamps nurtured bridge spiders at
the expense of insects attracted to artificial light. Some populations reaped benefits at
no cost to others. Disruption of migratory behavior in Canada geese opened urban
and suburban territory, including Center City, as breeding grounds. Creative destruction, a process Joseph A. Schumpeter described in Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy,5
shaped Center City’s ecology much as described for ecosystems generally.6
Center City is ecologically dynamic. Populations of the ailanthus silkmoth exploded
in the nineteenth century, only to go locally extinct in the twentieth. Yellowjackets
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that just over a decade ago swarmed around outdoor food and drink have mysteriously vanished as table pests. Red-tailed hawks once absent here have proliferated,
while cries of nighthawks, once heralding summer nights, have gone silent. Numbers
of house sparrows and starlings in Pennsylvania are declining after a century of superabundance. In the tidal Schuylkill River, populations of channel catfish and flathead
catfish have surged, while brown bullhead catfish have disappeared; American shad
have returned, while northern snakeheads have just moved in. Mugwort, absent in
early nineteenth-century Philadelphia, is now one of its most common wild herbaceous plants. Japanese mazus, a denizen of sidewalk cracks in old residential sections
of Center City, is also relatively new. Ailanthus, imported here at the end of the eighteenth century and naturalized in the nineteenth, faces an uncertain future in the
twenty-first: a fungal epidemic is destroying stands of ailanthus in a Pennsylvania state
forest 210 kilometers to the west.
While communities of plants and animals in Center City have been transformed,
so has its human population, increasing in number and wealth. New construction
is increasing the height and density of buildings. These physical and demographic
changes present Center City’s wild inhabitants with new demands and opportunities,
maintaining pressures for ecological change.
Political and cultural shifts have driven ecological change in Center City. Action to
protect the environment has brought back to Center City plants and animals once
locally extirpated. Timothy Beatley’s Biophilic Cities details programs that cities, including Philadelphia, have implemented to promote environmental health.7

Figure 29.3 Green roof on top of PECO (Philadelphia Electric Company) building in Center City.

Commerce and transportation will continue to introduce exotic strains and species
into Center City, enabling genetic mixing among strains once geographically isolated. Center City will continue to apply selective pressure and catalyze evolution.
Center City does not epitomize the end of nature; on the contrary, it exemplifies
nature’s resilience.
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SP TLIGHT
JAPANESE MAZUS

Japanese mazus (Mazus pumilus) filling in most of the cracks on sidewalk, Pine Street.

Japanese mazus was first reported naturalized in Philadelphia in 1935.1 In residential
neighborhoods, it colonizes sidewalk cracks, where it keeps its top close to the surface of the bricks. If not trampled, it grows upright with its top several centimeters
above the bricks (as shown in Figure 23.8).
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Figure 29.4: Paved islands in the middle of South Broad Street, terminating at City Hall. I have found 26
species of plants growing in these islands.
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3 Sauer JR, et al. (2014) The North American Breeding Bird Survey, Results and Analysis 1966 - 2012. Version
02.19.2014 USGS Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, Laurel, MD.
4 Dhondt A, Tessaglia D, & Slothower R (1998) Epidemic mycoplasmal conjunctivitis in house finches from
eastern North America. Journal of Wildlife Diseases 34(2):265-280.

Spotlight: Lambsquarters
1 Barton WPC (1818) Compendium Florae Philadelphicae Containing a Description of the Indigenous and Naturalized
Plants Found within a Circuit of Ten Miles around Philadelphia, vol 1 (M. Carey and Son, Philadelphia), 148.
2 de Schweinitz LD (1828 ) Remarks on the plants of Europe which have become naturalized in a more or
less degree, in the United States. Annals of The Lyceum of Natural History of New York 3(1):148-155.
3 van Zeist W (1970) The Oriental Institute Excavations at Mureybi, Syria: Preliminary report on the 1965
campaign part III: The paleobotany. Journal of Near Eastern Studies 29(3):167-176.
4 Asingh P & Lynnerup N eds (2007) Grauballe Man. An Iron Age Bog Body Revisited. (Jutland Archeological
Society and Moesgaard Museum, Moesgaard, Denmark).
5 Johnston A (1962) Chenopodium album as a food plant in Blackfoot Indian prehistory. Ecology 43(1):129-130.

Spotlight: Milkweed aphid
1 Harrison JS & Mondor EB (2011) Evidence for an invasive aphid “superclone”: Extremely low genetic
diversity in oleander aphid (Aphis nerii) populations in the southern United States. PLOS ONE 6(3): e17524.
doi:17510.11371/journal.pone.0017524.

Spotlight: Pavement ant
1 McCook HC (1878) The mode of recognition among ants. Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences
of Philadelphia 30:15-20; Ibid (1879) Combats and nidification of the pavement ant, Tetramorium cæspitum.
Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 31(2):156-161; Weber NA (1965) Note on the European pavement ant, Tetramorium caespitum, in the Philadelphia area (Hymenoptera: Formicidae). Entomological News 76(5):137-139; Steiner FM, et al. (2008) Combined modelling of distribution and niche in invasion
biology: a case study of two invasive Tetramorium ant species. Diversity and Distributions 14: 538–545.
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Spotlight: Red-eared slider
1 Stone W (1906) Notes on reptiles and batrachians of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware. The American
Naturalist 40(471):159-170; Ernst CH & Lovich JE (2009) Turtles of the United States and Canada, 2nd edition
(Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore); Stone JE (2010) Distribution and abundance of non-native
red-eared slider turtles (Trachemys scripta elegans) and native red-bellied turtles (Pseudemys rubriventris). Master’s
Thesis (Drexel University, Philadelphia).

Spotlight: Common ragweed
1 W
 odehouse RP (1971) Hayfever Plants, second revised edition. (Hafner Publishing Company, New York).
2 Durham, OC (1935) The pollen content of air in North America. Journal of Allergy 6: 128-149; Solomon
AM & Buell MF (1969) Effects of suburbanization upon airborne pollen. Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical
Club 96(4):435-445; Port A, Hein J, Wolff A, & Bielory L (2006) Aeroallergen prevalence in the northern
New Jersey-New York City metropolitan area: a 15-year summary. Annals of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology
96(5):687-691; Levetin E & Avery J (2008) Long term trends in airborne ragweed pollen in Tulsa, Oklahoma: 1987 to 2006. Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology 121(2, Supplement 1):S21.

Spotlight: Boxelder
1 Barton WPC (1818) Compendium Florae Philadelphicae Containing A Description Of The Indigenous And Naturalized Plants Found Within A Circuit Of Ten Miles Around Philadelphia v1 (M. Carey and Son, Philadelphia), 185.
2 Carr R (1831) Catalogue Of American Trees, Plants And Seeds, Cultivated And For Sale At The Bartram Botanic
Garden Near Philadelphia (Russell & Martien, Philadelphia).

Spotlight: Japanese mazus
1

Pennell FW (1935) The Scrophulariaceae of Eastern Temperate North America (Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA)
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Index
A
Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University 45, 77, 89, 111, 151, 178, 198,
247, 276. See also Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 2,
35, 48, 53, 68, 78, 87, 111, 118, 155, 164,
168, 179, 206, 208, 212, 216, 230, 300
Acanalonia conica 228
Acanthocephala 168–170
“An Account of the Crustacea of the United
States” 164
Acer 78
acerifolia, Platanus 5
Acer negundo 314
Acer palmatum 41
Acer platanoides 247
acid rain 299
Acrelius, Israel 128, 130
adventitium, Bipalium 136
Aedes aegypti 307
Aedes albopictus 307
aegypti, Aedes 307
Aesculus sp. 16
Ageratina altissima 55
aggregation behavior
agricultural pests 274, 275. See also specific
pests
Ailanthus altissima 48, 49, 57, 62, 181, 182
ailanthus silkmoth 45–52, 316
ailanthus tree 20, 28, 46–47, 50, 53, 57, 62, 63,
64, 65–66, 181, 182, 307, 317
ailanthus webworm moth 55–64, 81
protective traits 62–63
survival in Pennsylvania 65
vs. cynthia moth 58
air pollution 179, 243, 245–246, 249, 298–300
abatement of 245
liverworts and 244–245
mosses and 244–245
recovery of tree moss after abatement of
246–247
refuges from 248
Air Pollution Control Board 245
Aix sponsa 269
alba, Ardea 224
alba, Melilotus 282
Alberta, Canada 142, 214
albicollis, Zonotrichia 257
albo-atrum, Verticillium 63
albopictus, Aedes 307
album, Chenopodium 85, 180, 184, 214, 313
algae 191, 223

alkaloids 293
Allee effects 178, 179
Allee, Warder Clyde 172, 178
Allegheny River 301
Allentown, Pennsylvania 271, 272, 274
altissima, Ageratina 55
altissima, Ailanthus 48, 49, 57, 62, 181, 182
Amaranthus 26
Amaranthus hybridus 184
Amaranthus retroflexus 180
Ambigolimax valentianus 172
Ambrosia 26
Ambrosia artemisiifolia 203, 296
Ameiurus catus 216
Ameiurus nebulosus 215–226. See also brown
bullhead catfish
americana, Malacosoma 51
americana, Phytolacca 140–142
americana, Setophaga [Parula] 67–74. See
also parula warblers
American Civic Association 243
American crow 150
American Ornithologist’s Union 70
American Ornithology 9, 140
American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia
48, 174, 238
American robin 138, 139–149, 298, 301, 303,
306
American Spiders and Their Spinning Work 96
American toad 230
americanus, Bufo 230
American Water Works Association 301
Ampelopsis brevipedunculata 117, 123
Amphibia 230
amphibians, urban dryness and 230–231
Amphidasys betularia 245. See also peppered
moths
Anas platyrhynchos 269
Animal Aggregations: A Study in General Sociology 172
annual cicada 281
annuus, Erigeron 180
annuus, Helianthus 143
Antheraea polyphemus 50, 77–88
antheridea 242
antheridium 239
Anthropocene 298, 299
ants 62, 118, 249
pavement 270
velvet ants 115
aphids 236, 285, 293
Aphis nerii 236
Apis mellifera 175, 176
Aporrectodea rosea 131, 136
aposematic coloration 58, 60, 61, 62, 65
archegonium 238, 239
Ardea alba 224
Ardea herodias 223
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Área de Conservación Guanacaste 57
areolaris, Climacea 212–213, 300
argenteum, Bryum 192, 193, 244, 248, 301
argus, Channa 226
Arizona 143
Arkansas 256
Armadillidium 163–171
Armadillidium nasatum 163, 171
Armadillidium vulgare 164, 165, 166, 168, 172
Arnold, Gerald E. 301
Artemisia vulgaris 195–202, 296. See also
mugwort
artemisiifolia, Ambrosia 203, 296
arthropods 164, 235, 249, 286
Asclepias 62
Asclepias curassavica 60, 62, 184
Asclepias incarnata 184
Asclepias syriaca 58, 61, 173–183, 236, 285, 305,
313. See also milkweed
Asclepias tuberosa 184
Asian tiger mosquitos 307
Asplenium platyneuron 187, 305
asters 26, 203
atalanta, Vanessa 51, 52
ater, Molothrus 146–147
Atlantic Flyway 266
atropurpurea, Pellaea 185–192, 305
Atteva aurea 55–64, 81. See also ailanthus
webworm moth
Audubon, John James 140, 142
aulacomnium moss 249
aurea, Atteva 55–64, 81
auritus, Lepomis 221
auritus, Phalacrocorax 224
Autographa precationis 84
aviculare, Polygonum 180
axyridis, Harmonia 285–294, 297

B
bacteria 191
bagworm 33–52, 308
eggs of 36–37
electric lighting and 41
mating of 35, 36, 41–42
new enemies of 42
nineteenth-century outbreaks 38
termination of recent outbreaks 42
Baily, William L. 70
Baker, Herbert George 177–179
Baker’s Law 177–179
bald cypresses 298
bald eagles
bald-faced hornets 124, 125
Barber, H. S. 130
Barclay, Robert M. R. 256
Bardsley, John W. 20
barn bats 254. See also bats
Barney, Jacob 196

barnyard grass 313
Barrows, William Bradford 22, 23–24, 24
Barton, Benjamin Smith 147, 174, 176, 264
Barton, William P. C. 145, 176, 188
Bartram, John 106, 107, 111, 116, 184, 298
Bartram’s Garden 121, 138, 154, 162, 314
Bartram, William 147, 148, 184, 301
bass 223
bats
barn 254
big brown 254
collections of in nineteenth-century Philadelphia 254
comparison with birds 257
harms and benefits of overwintering in Center
City 262
house 254
in a state of torpor 257, 257–260
in Center City 254
little brown 89
mouse-eared 303
rabies and 258, 261–262
regulation of body temperature 256
silver-haired 253–261
tricolored 261
white-nose syndrome and 260, 261–262
Beatley, Timothy 317
bedbug 166, 234
bee fly 115
bees 30, 118, 121, 122, 125, 154, 174, 175, 176,
182, 183, 315
beetles 58, 286
lady beetles 285–294, 287, 290, 291
soldier beetles 181, 182
Belvidere, New Jersey 3
Benjamin Franklin Parkway 78
Benjamin Rush Medicinal Plant Garden 130
Benson, Etienne 8
Benton, Allen 120
Berks County 9, 210
Bermuda grass 313
Bernhard, Karen M. 272
berries 144–145, 149, 306. See also specific
berries
Betula 78
Betula nigra 88–89
betularia, Amphidasys 245
betularia, Biston 245, 300
Bicyrtes quadrifasciatus 271–282. See also stink
bug hunters
Biddinger, David J. 274, 281
biennis, Oenothera 180
big brown bat 254. See also bats
bimaculata, Melissodes 315
biocontrol 275, 281–283
biophilia 78
Biophilic Cities 317
Bipalium adventitium 136
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Bipalium pennsylvanicum 135–138. See
also flatworms
birches 78, 88–89
birding, recreational 9
birds. See also specific birds
decline in populations of urban 25
electric lighting and 68–75
polarized light and 76
birdseye pearlwort 241, 242
Birds of America 140, 142
bisselliella, Tineola 89
Biston betularia 245, 300. See also peppered
moths
bittersweet 86, 144, 145
black and yellow mud daubers 105–116, 298,
306
as hunters 110–111
longevity of populations of 114–115
powers of reasoning attributed to 110
prehistoric links to human houses 115
spiders and 113, 114
urban lighting and 112
Black River 225
blackseed plantains 32
black swallowtails 51
bladder ferns 305
Blatta orientalis* 44
Block, Timothy A. 5
blowflies 194, 249, 251
blue jays 62
Boathouse Row 111, 112, 113, 116, 223, 231
Boisselier-Dubayle, Marie-Catherine 252
Bombus impatiens 122
Bombyliidae 115
Bombyx mori 48
borealis, Epilachna 294
borealis, Lasiurus 254
Borrelia burgdorferi 143, 149
Botanicum Officinale 196
Botanologia 196
Bourletiella hortensis 249, 250, 251
Bowen, Daniel 79
boxelders 314
boxwood leaftier moths 83
brachyrhynchos, Corvus 150
Branta canadensis 263–268. See also geese
Branta canadensis maxima 233, 267. See
also giant Canada geese
Brassicaceae 51
Breeding Bird Survey 9, 78, 142
brevipedunculata, Ampelopsis 117, 123
Brewer, Thomas M. 22
bridge spiders 91–102, 302, 316
aggression within colonies of 103
capture of prey 94–96
colonies of 103
diurnal vs. nocturnal activity 94–97
food security and 103–104

lamp fixtures and 94–96, 97
mud daubers and
use of visual lures to attract prey 100–101
webs of 97, 98–99, 100
broad-headed sharpshooters 228
broadleaf plantains 180
brook trout
Brower, Lincoln 62
brown bullhead catfish 215–226, 300, 307, 316,
317
abundance of in Schuylkill River 216
charisma 227
diet of 216–219, 219
disappearance of 226–227
in Schuylkill River 226–227
pollution and 219–225, 225–226
power plant intake pipes and
power plant water intake pipes and 227
tumors in 225–226
brown lacewing 295
brown marmorated stink bug 272–273, 281
as agricultural pests 274–275
theoretical ideal agent for control of 275
Brush Electric Company 79
bryophytes 244, 247, 248
bryozoans 206, 212
Bryum argenteum 192, 193, 244, 248, 301
bryum moss 244
bubonic plague 14
buckeye 32
Bufo americanus 230
Bug Fest 276
bugs 58, 276. See also insects
leaf-footed 276
bug zappers 89
building maintenance, mud daubers and 116
bulkheading 226–227
bullfrog 231
bull thistle 180
bumblebees 122, 182
Bureau of Boiler Inspectors 245
burgdorferi, Borrelia 143, 149
butterflies 30, 32, 162
monarch 58, 59, 60, 62, 184
viceroy 58
butterfly weed 184

C
cabbage white 51
caementarium, Sceliphron 105–116
caespitum, Tetramorium 270
Calhoun, John C. 275
Calliphoridae 194, 249, 251
Callosamia promethea 50, 87
calycula, Erythroneura 228
Camden, New Jersey 196, 198
Canada 190, 214, 256, 267
Canada Department of Agriculture 180
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Canada geese 233, 263–268, 307, 309, 316
adaptations to cold 269
breeding of 264
domestication of 267
local nesting of 266
mixed populations in the winter 267–269
canadensis, Branta 263–268
canadensis, Erigeron 180
canadensis, Solidago 196
Canadian Atlas of Bird Banding 148
Candelaria concolor 104
caninus, Mutinus 249, 251
Cantheridae 181
Cape Cod 97
Cape May 142
Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy 316
carcinogens 225, 226
carcinoma 225
cardenolide poisons 62
Cardinalis cardinalis 148, 257, 303
cardinal 148, 257, 303
cardui, Vanessa 51
Carlisle, Pennsylvania 191
Carolina mantids 151, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159,
160, 162, 307
carolina, Stagmomantis 151, 155, 156, 157, 158,
159, 160, 162
carolinensis, Sciurus 7–16
carota, Daucus 184, 282
carpenter bees 122
Carpodacus mexicanus 303
Carson, Rachel 9, 213
Carter, M. E. 272
Cassinia 70
A Catalogue of Insects of Pennsylvania 288, 289
Catalpa speciosa 181
caterpillars 31, 32. See also bagworms
monarch 58, 60
tent 51
catesbeiana, Rana 231
Catesby, Mark 139, 140
catfish 216, 226, 300, 317. See also brown bullhead catfish
channel 226
flathead 226
Catocala minuta 86
cats 145
catus, Ameiurus 216
cecropia, Hyalophora 50
Celastrus orbiculatus 144
Celastrus scandens 86, 145
Celtis 144
Cemetery at Old Pine Street Church 299
Center City iv, vi, vii, 26, 42, 54, 63, 66, 90, 124
as heat island 148, 162, 256, 262, 300–302
as thermal refuge for bats 256
decline in number of insects in 27–28
ecology of 297–310

habitats of 309–313
light pollution in 79–80, 81
map of v
people in 307
persecution in 305
populations in 307–309
sewage system of 311
centipedes 235
European 171
Central America 143, 147
Central Park 10
centrarchids 221
cestodes 221
chalcid wasps 51, 115
Channa argus 226
channel catfish 226, 317
charismatic species 227
Chauliognathus marginatus 181, 182
Chenopodium 26
Chenopodium album 85, 180, 184, 214, 313
Chenopodium sp. 143
cheopis, Xenopsylla 14
cherry trees 144
Chesapeake Bay 267
Chester County 135, 188, 199, 200
Chestnut Street Bridge 92–93, 95, 305
Chicago, Illinois 73
chickweed 180
chicory 122
Chikungunya fever 307, 308
Children’s Hospital 120
Chinatown 313
Chinese mantid 151–160, 307
Chironomidae 216–219
chironomids 216–219, 223
chlordane 223
Chordeiles minor 89
chrysanthemum 203
Chrysididae 115
Chuang, Chih-Yuan 100–101
cicada killer 281, 282
cicadas 281, 303
Cichorium intybus 122
Cimex lectularius 166, 234
Cincinnati, Ohio 102
cinereus, Plethodon 229–234
Cira Centre 74
Cirsium vulgare 180
citrus flatid planthopper 228
City Hall 71, 74, 319
City Hall Tower 67, 69, 70, 71, 76, 302
“City’s New Pastime: Talon Shows” 9–10
Cook, Christopher 50, 53
Clean Air Act (Great Britain) 246
Clean Air Act (U.S.) 245, 246
Clean Water Act 210
Cleave, Harley J. Van 168
cliffbrake, purple-stemmed 185–192, 305
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Climacea areolaris 212–213, 300
climate vii
climate warming 1-6, 148
clones 196
clothes moths 89
cloud cover 81
clover 182, 184, 282
coal 208, 210, 299
coal mining 210
Coccinella 286, 289. See also specific species
Coccinella 9 notata 291
Coccinella 20 maculata 287
Coccinella novemnotata 291
Coccinella septempunctata 290, 291
Coccinellidae 286, 294
Coccygomimus disparis 38, 39, 42
coenia, Junonia 32
Colinvaux, Paul 162
College of Physicians 130
Collegeville, Pennsylvania 136
Collinson, Peter 106
Colorado 148
coloration, aposematic
58, 60, 61, 62, 65
Columba livia 142
Columbia railroad bridge 224
Columbus, Ohio 148
Comcast Center 71, 72, 74
Committee on Entomology, Pennsylvania
Horticultural Society 8
common blue violets 54, 66
common dandelions 84
common eastern fireflies 127–133, 302
common groundsel 90
common looper moths 84
common milkweed 58, 61, 173–183, 236, 285,
292, 305, 313
common morning glory 126
common mullein 180
common nightcrawlers 131, 136
common nighthawks 89
common pygmy woodlice 172
common ragweed 203, 296
common striped woodlice 172
common tan wave moths 86
Compendium Florae Philadelphicae 145, 176
Compsilura concinnata 53
concinnata, Compsilura 53
concolor, Candelaria 104
conica, Acanalonia 228
conifers 276
Connecticut 143
continental drift, liverworts and
252
Conura maria 50
Convolvulus sp. 85
Cooke, Wells W. 70–71
Cooper’s hawks 145

Coppinger, Ray 62
Coreidae 276
cormorants 223, 224
corn earworm moths 83
Cornell University 118
Insect Diagnostic Lab 272
Cornus 144
cornutus, Larinioides 112
Corvus brachyrhynchos 150
Cottrell, Ted E. 293
Coues, Elliott 22
cowbirds 76, 146–147, 303
crabapple trees 144
Crataegus 144
creative destruction 316
Crepis sancta 233
Cresson, Ezra Townsend 118
crickets 29, 30, 303
Criminal Justice Center 137
Cristatella (Pectinatella) magnifica 212
crocata, Dysdera 171
crows 150
crus-galli, Echinochloa 313
Crustacea 164
crustaceans 165. See also specific crustaceans
Crutzen, Paul J. 298, 299
Cryptops hortensis 171
CSX railroad tracks 161
cuckoo wasps 115
Culex pipiens 307
Culex restuans 307
Culver, Delos E. 68–69
curassavica, Asclepias 60, 62, 184
Curcurbita pepo 143
cylindraceus, Plagiorhynchus 168–170
Cynodon dactylon 313
cynthia moths 45–52, 62
extinction in Philadelphia 50
parasites and 49–50
parasites in Philadelphia in 50–53
vs. ailanthus webworm moths 58
cynthia, Samia 45–52, 62. See also cynthia
moths
cypress trees 38, 298
cyprinids 221
Cystopteris 305

D
dactylon, Cynodon 313
Danaus plexippus 58, 59, 60, 62. See also
monarch butterflies
dandelions 84, 180, 181
seeds of 180
Dappen, Glen E. 170
Darby Creek 225, 307
Darlington, William 188, 199, 203
Daucus carota 184, 282
Davis, Harry G. 120
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Day, William H. 294
DDT 9, 223
deer 269
deer ticks 306
De Geer, Charles 128
Delaware River vii, 2, 3, 128, 197, 206, 225, 226
Delaware River basin 217
Delaware River Basin Commission 225
Delaware Valley 5
Delaware Valley Ornithological Club 68–69, 70
Delmarva Peninsula 267
dengue 307, 308
Denmark 214
Denton, Sherman F. 79
Deroceras reticulatum 172
desiccation 301
destructans, Pseudogymnoascus [Geomyces]
260
Devigne, Cédric 170
dieldrin 223
differentialis, Melanoplus 28
digger bees 315
Dionaea muscipula 174
Diptera 39, 76, 131
Directions for Collecting and Preserving Insects
79
disparis, Coccygomimus 38, 39, 42
dispar, Lymantria 42
distichum, Taxodium 1–6
dock 26
dogs 104
dogwood 144
Dolichovespula maculata 124
domesticus, Passer 19–31, 89, 142, 257, 274
dominula, Polistes 121, 123, 125
dominulus, Polistes 121, 123, 125
Dorwaldt, Lynn 2
double-crested cormorants 224
doves 303
Downing, Andrew Jackson 46, 47
Drexel University 221. See also Academy of
Natural Sciences of Drexel University
Driscoll Pond 215
Drosera 174
drought 189. See also desiccation
Ducey, Peter K. 137
ducks 269. See also mallards
Dunbar, Miranda B. 256
dung mosses 249
Dysdera crocata 171

E
eagles, bald 223
earthworm 131, 138, 143, 219, 230, 310
common nightcrawlers 131
flatworms and 136, 137
rosy-tipped 131, 136
Eastern College 136

eastern garter snake 194
eastern gray squirrel 7-16, 87, 307
eastern redbelly turtle 284
eastern red cedar 36, 40
Eastern State Penitentiary 185, 186–187, 188,
190
eastern yellowjacket 117, 118
Eberhard, William 112
ebony spleenwort 187, 305
Echinochloa crus-galli 313
ectoparasites 143
egrets 224
Eisenbeis, Gerhard 80
Eiserer, Leonard A. 143
Eisner, Thomas 129
electric lighting 41, 68, 74-80, 302
birds and 70–71
mud daubers and 112
Eleusine indica 313
Emmelina monodactyla 85
Empire State Building 160
encephalitis 307
The End of Nature 316
English ivy 144
English plantain 32
The English Sparrow (Passer domesticus) in
North America: Especially in Its Relations
to Agriculture 22
English sparrow 19–31
Entomological News and Proceedings of the
Entomological Section of the Academy of
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 56
Epeira sclopetaria 96
ephemeraeformis, Thyridopteryx 33–52
Ephemeroptera 76
Epilachna borealis 294
Epilachna varivestis 294
Eptesicus fuscus 254
Eragrostis pectinacea 311
Eragrostis spectabilis 311
ericoides, Symphyotrichum 203
Erigeron annuus 180
Erigeron canadensis 180
Erigeron philadelphicus iv
Erithacus rubecula 149, 303
Erythroneura calycula 228
European centipede 171
European mantid 160
European paper wasp 121, 123, 125
European robin 149, 303, 306
European starling 25, 150
Evans, Howard E. 276
evening primrose 180
Evening Telegraph 20
evolution 309
Exelon Generation Company 227
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F
Fairfax, Virginia 191
Fairmont Park 11
Fairmount Dam 205, 206, 210, 224, 226, 263,
268, 300
Fairmount Hill 206
Fairmount Park 28, 46, 58, 61, 117, 125, 137,
176, 181, 183, 230, 275
Fairmount Water Works 41, 111, 116, 188, 190,
191, 194, 212, 266, 305
Faroe Islands 137
fasciatus, Oncopeltus 58, 178
feather-legged fly 274, 275
femme fatale firefly 302
Fernald, Merritt Lyndon 196
ferns 185–192, 186, 305
insects and 190, 191
life cycle of 188, 192
Field Museum 73
finches 142, 204, 257, 303
Findlay, Judy N. 180
fireflies 127–133, 138, 231, 235, 302
common eastern
deciphering flashes of 128
diet of 131–132
discovery of firefly poisons 129
femme fatale 129, 132–133
light pollution and 132–133
revision of taxonomy based on flashes
129–130
fish ladder 205, 210, 300
Fitch, Asa 57
Fitler Square 29, 30, 130, 229, 231, 232, 235,
282, 298
flathead catfish 226
flatworm 135–138
barriers to observing 138
earthworms and 136, 137
fleabane 180
flesh flies 115
flies 51, 52, 113, 194, 249, 282
bee fly 115
blow fly 194, 249
feather-legged fly 274, 275
flesh fly 115
greenhead fly 94, 97
moth flies 159
tachinid 51, 53, 62
floods 2, 3, 160
Flora Cestrica 199
Flora of North America 197
Fort Drum, New York 261
four-spotted tree cricket 30
Fowler, Henry Weed 164–165, 216, 221, 230,
300
Fox, Daniel M. 20
foxtail 180, 195
fragilis, Spongilla [Eunapius] 205–212, 300

Framingham, Massachusetts 78
Franklin, Benjamin 48
Franklin Institute 10, 13
Franklin Square 78
Frecon Farms 283
frenchii, Lespesia 51, 52, 53
freshwater sponges 205–212
frog 231
Frost, C. A. 78
Frost, Stuart W. 179
fungi 191, 260, 293
fuscatus, Polistes 125
fuscus, Eptesicus 254

G
Gagnon, Daniel 190
Galasa nigrinodis 83
gallopavo, Meleagris 269
gametophytes 188
Ganter, Philip F. 166
garden ecology
garden springtail 249, 250, 251
garter snake 194
gas lamps 78–79, 93
Geer, Charles De 130
geese 233, 263–268, 307, 308, 316
adaptations to cold 269
breeding of 264
commercial hunting with decoys 264
domestication of 267
local nesting of 266
mixed populations in the winter 267–269
proliferation in southeastern Pennsylvania
265
urban 265
Gelhaus, Jon 276
gemmae 248, 249
Gentry, Thomas 22, 23–24, 26
geologic time 298
“Geometry of the Selfish Herd”
George Washington National Forest 81
Georgia 74
Gerhard, W. W. 6
germanica, Vespula 118, 120, 121, 125
Germantown Nursery 153
Germantown, Pennsylvania 152
German yellowjacket 118, 120, 121, 125
giant Canada geese 233, 267
giant garden slug 172
giant silkmoths 86, 87, 89
Gilbert, Oliver S. 244, 248
Gillespie, John A. 9
Ginkgo biloba 29
glaciation 3, 5, 164
glaciers 2, 3
glass facades 71–76, 302
glauca, Setaria 180
glauca, Simarouba 57, 180
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glaucus, Papilio 51
Gleditsia triacanthos 86
Glenside, Pennsylvania 154
glyphosate 184
Godman, John Davidson 13–14
goldenrod 26, 86, 196
golden-yellow chalcids 50
goosefoot 26, 143
goose grass 313
gracilis, Urnatella 206, 211
Graff, Frederick 41
Grant, Bruce S. 246
grasses 184, 313
grasshoppers 28, 303
Grauballe Man 214
Gray, Asa 197
gray cross spider 91–102
Grays Ferry Crescent 280
great blue heron 223
Great Britain 149, 192, 245–246
great egret 224
green cloverworm moths 82
Green coneheaded planthopper 228
green foxtail 195
greenhead flies 94, 97
Green, Jacob 230, 231, 234
Greenland 267
grey field slug 172
groundsel 90, 180
Grout, Abel Joel 246
Gulf of Mexico 70–71
gypsy moth 42

H
habitats 309–313
row house courtyards 309–310
sidewalks 310–311
tidal alluvial mudflat 313
hackberry 144
Haddonfield, New Jersey 215
Haemorhous mexicanus 142, 204, 257. See
also house finches
Halyomorpha halys 271, 272–273. See
also brown marmorated stink bug
halys, Halyomorpha 271, 272–273
Halysidota tessellaris 179
Hamilton, William D. 29, 49, 64, 65
Hanton, Wilma Kane 166
Harlan, Richard 254
Harmonia axyridis 285–294, 297. See also
multicolored Asian lady beetle
harmonine 293
Harris, Thaddeus William 21
Hartzler, Robert G. 184
Harvard Museum of Comparative Zoology 287
Hassall, Mark 172
Hawk Mountain Sanctuary 9
hawks 298

Cooper’s 145
red-tailed 9–11, 15, 145, 317
hawthorn 144
heat 189. See also thermal pollution
heath asters 26, 27
Hedera helix 144
Heiling, Astrid M. 96, 97
Helianthus annuus 143
Helicoverpa zea 83
helix, Hedera 144
helvola, Strophostyles
Hemiptera 228, 301
hemisphaerica, Reboulia 237–248
hemolymph 293
Hentz, Nicholas Marcellus 112
Herberstein, Marie E. 97
herbicide 26, 184, 313
milkweed and 184
mugwort and 203
herbs, medicinal 196
herodias, Ardea 223
heron 223
herringbone grasshopper 28
Hertig, Marshall 166
Hesperomyces virescens 293
Heteroptera 234, 276
Hill, Ellsworth Jerome 191
Hindermyer, Joseph 152
Hodek, Ivo 291
Hoebeke, E. Richard 272
Holbrook, John Edwards 230
Hollenback House 113
holly 144
Holm, Leroy G. 311, 313
Holyoak, Marcel 80, 81
honeybees 175, 176, 182, 183
honey locust 86
honeysuckle 144
hornet, bald-faced 124
horse chesnut 16
horseweed 180
hortensis, Bourletiella 249, 250, 251
hortensis, Cryptops 171
Horwitz, Richard J. 212
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania 119
Hospital of the Veterinary School of the University of Pennsylvania 120
house bats 254. See also bats
house finch 142, 204, 257, 303
house sparrow 19–31, 42, 89, 142, 257, 274,
307, 308, 313
Howard Gittis Student Center 74
human body lice 6
humanus humanus, Pediculosis 6
hunting 264
Hurd, Lawrence 160
Hyalophora cecropia 50, 87
hybridus, Amaranthus 184
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hydrocarbons 179
Hydrocotyle sibthorpioides 184, 310, 316
hyemalis, Junco 257
Hyloniscus riparius 172
Hymenoptera 118, 121
Hypena scabra 82
Hypericum perforatum 180

I
Ichneumonidae 115
ichneumon wasps 38, 39, 41, 42, 115
Ictalurus punctatus 226
Ilex 144
Ilg, Carl 56, 57
Illinois Poison Center 121
impatiens, Bombus 122
implicata, Lacinipolia 84
implicit arches moths 84
incarnata, Asclepias 184
Independence Hall 4, 13, 254
Independence Mall 25
Independence National Historic Park 12
indica, Eleusine 313
industrial melanism 248, 300, 309
in Great Britian 245–246
in Philadelphia 246
Industrial Revolution 299
insecticides 41, 274, 307, 308
insects 21, 29, 30, 31, 32, 162, 303. See also specific insects
declines in number of 27–28, 76
ferns and 190, 191
infestations of 20
insularia, Pleuroprucha 86
intybus, Cichorium 122
invasional meltdown
Ipomoea purpurea 126
isopods 163–171, 298, 310. See also specific
isopod
ivy 144
Ixodes scapularis 143

J
Jacobs, Ella 152
James, Thomas Potts 246, 299
Janzen, Daniel 57, 87
Japanese honeysuckle 144
Japanese maples 41
Japanese mazus 241, 242, 311, 317, 318
japonica, Lonicera 144
Jason Weintraub 87
jays 303
Jesuits 196, 309
John Bartram’s House 111
John Heinz National Wildlife Refuge 225, 230
Johnson, Lyndon Baines 246
Jones, Frank Morton 35
Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia 164
jumping spider 97
Junco hyemalis 257
juncos 257
juniper 144
Juniperus 144
Juniperus virginiana 36, 40
Junonia coenia 32
Jurassic period 298
Jutland 214

K
Kaighns Point 198
kalmii, Lygaeus 58, 61
Kalm, Peter 8, 142
katydids 303
Kemble, Fanny 41
Kentucky 150
Kew 178
Kipling, Rudyard 133–134
Kleinteich, Anja 102
Klein, William M. 200
Klem, Daniel 73
Krakatau 190
Krakker, James J. 115

L
Lacinipolia implicata 84
lady beetle 286. See also multicolored Asian
lady beetle
diverse enemies of 293
fungi and 293
introduction at seaports 294–295
Mexican bean beetle 294
nine-spotted lady beetle 291
non-predaceous 294
predaceous 295
seven-spotted lady beetle 290, 291
squash lady beetle 294
twenty-spotted lady beetle 287, 294
ladybug 286. See also lady beetle
Lake Erie 216
lambsquarters 85, 180, 184, 214, 313
lamps, 302, 316
Lampyris pensylvanica 128
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania 188
lanceolata, Plantago 32
land planarians 135–138
lapathifolium, Polygonum 180
largemouth bass 223
Larinioides cornutus 112
Larinioides sclopetarius 91–102, 302. See
also bridge spiders
Lasionycteris noctivagans 253–261. See also silver-haired bats
Lasiurus borealis 254
Latrobe, Benjamin Henry 110
Laurent, Philip 151, 152
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lawn pennywort 184, 310, 316
leaf-footed bugs 276, 276–280
leafhoppers 228
Leconte, John L. 128
lectularius, Cimex 166, 234
Lehmannia valentiana 171-172
Leidy, Joseph 28, 34, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41, 46, 47,
48, 137, 206, 207, 208, 210, 212, 213, 219
Lemon Hill mansion 46
Lepomis auritus 221
Leptoglossus occidentalis 276
leptospirosis 15
Lespesia frenchii 51, 52, 53
leucopus, Peromyscus 40, 42
Lewis, Henry Carvill 2
Lewis, Sara 132–133
lice, human body 6
lichens 76, 104, 191, 246, 248
light. See also electric lighting
polarized 76
lighthouses 70–71
lighting, electric 302. See electric lighting;
See light pollution
light pollution 77, 78, 79–80, 302
fireflies and 132–133
in Center City 81
milkweed and 179
protective effects on moths 80–81
robins and 149
light traps 179
Limax maximus 172
Limerick Nuclear Power Plant 227
Limnodrilus 219
Lindahl, Josua 207
Linnaeus, Carl iv, 194
little brown bat 89, 260
little underwing moth 86
liverworts 237–248
air pollution and 244–245
continental drift and 252
dispersal of 248–251
in Center City 238–243
refuges from air pollution 248
scarcity in “civilized” habitats in the North
243
springtails as possible agents of dispersal 249
livia, Columba 142
Livshultz, Tatyana 178
Lloyd Hall 94, 95
Lloyd, James E. 129, 133
Logan Circle 270, 271, 276–280, 282, 309
London, England 192
London plane tree 5
Long, Stephen H. 275
Lonicera japonica 144
loosestrife 313, 315
Loss, Scott R. 78
Louisville, Kentucky 150

lovegrasses 311
Lozano-Hemmer, Rafael 78
lucifugus, Myotis 89, 260
Lucké, Balduin 225
Lumbricus terrestris 131, 136, 230
Lygaeus kalmii 58, 61
Lymantria dispar 42
Lyme disease 143, 149, 307
Lythrum salicaria 313, 315

M
Macon, Georgia 74
macroura, Zenaida 303
maculata, Coccinella 20 287
maculata, Dolichovespula 124
maculifrons, Vespula 117, 118
maggots 39, 194
magnifica, Cristatella (Pectinatella) 212
Maine 148
maize 143
major, Plantago 180
Malinics, Brenda 254, 261
mallard 269
Malus 144
Manayunkia speciosa 210
Manhattan, New York 10, 73, 160
Manitoba, Canada 256
mantids 307. See also Carolina mantids; See
also Chinese mantids
Mantis religiosa 160
maple 41, 78, 253, 254
Norway 247
silver 20
Marchantia polymorpha 237, 241, 242, 244,
248, 249
marginatus, Chauliognathus 181, 182
maria, Conura 50
mariae, Spilochalcis 50
Maryland 143
masonry 192
Massachusetts 78
maxima, Branta canadensis 233, 267
maximus, Limax 172
mayflies 76
mays mays, Zea 143
Mazus pumilus 241, 242, 311, 318
McCook, Henry C. 37, 92–97, 102, 110–111
McCormick Place 73
McDermott, Frank Alexander 128, 129, 130
McKibben, Bill 316
McKinney, Michael L. 316
McLean Library 152
media, Stellaria 180
medicinal herbs 196
Meehan’s Nursery 152
Meehan, Thomas 153
melanism 245–246, 248, 300, 309
Melanoplus differentialis 28
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Meleagris gallopavo 269
Melilotus alba 282
Melissodes bimaculata 315
Melittobia 115
mellifera, Apis 175, 176
Melsheimer, Frederick Valentine 286–287, 288,
291, 295
meltdown
Memorial Hall 11
Metcalfa pruinosa 228
methoxyprazines 293
Mexican bean beetle 294
mexicanus, Carpodacus 303
mexicanus, Haemorhous 142, 204, 257
mice, white-footed
40, 42
Michaud, J.P. 291
microbes 166
microbial biofilms 191
Micromus posticus 295
microsporidia 293
Middle Creek Wildlife Management Area 265
midges, nonbiting 216–219
migratorius, Turdus 138, 139–149, 303
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 265
mildew 294
milkweed 58, 62, 173–183, 236, 285, 292, 305,
313
air pollution and 179
common 61
herbicide and 184
light pollution and 179
persecution of 184–185
pollination of 174
pollinator scarcity and 180–182
scarcity downtown 176
scarcity of space and 182
seeds of 178, 180
swamp 184
tropical 60, 184
milkweed aphid 236
milkweed beetle 61
milkweed bug 61, 178
Miller, Mark W. 149
millipedes 301
Miltogramminae 282
Minnesota River 275
minnows 221, 223
minor, Chordeiles 89
minuta, Catocala 86
Mississippi valley 284
mollusks 206
Molothrus ater 146–147
monarch butterflies 58, 59, 60, 62, 184
monodactyla, Emmelina 85
Monongahela River 219, 301
Monroe, James 275
Moore, Janice 170

mori, Bombyx 48
morning glory 85, 126
morning glory plume moth 85
Morse, Douglass H. 174
mortar 192
Morus 144
mosquitoes 307
mosses 104, 241, 242, 244, 248–249, 299, 300,
301
air pollution and 244–245
aulacomnium 249
dung 249
recovery of tree moss after abatement of air
pollution 246–247
silvergreen bryum 192, 193
tree 246–247, 247, 248
moth fly 159
moths 300, 316
ailanthus webworm 55–64
bagworm 33–52
boxwood leaftier 83
clothes moths 89
common looper 84
common tan waves 86
corn earworm 83
cynthia 45–52
electric lighting and 80
flying into light in Center City 81
green cloverworm 82
gypsy 42
harmful effects of light pollution on 80
implicit arches 84
light pollution and 80
little underwing 86
morning glory plume 85
peppered 245–246
polyphemus 77–88
protective effects of light pollution on 80–81
Suzuki’s promalactis 85
tussock moths 179
mountain ash 144
mourning doves 303
mouse-eared bats 303
Mt. Airy 151, 152
mud daubers 105–116, 120, 298, 306. See
also specific species
black and yellow 105–114
destructive impact of building maintenance
on nests 116
organ pipe mud daubers 106
mudflats 313
mugwort 195–202, 296, 309, 317
as a medicinal herb 196
dissemination of 199–200
evolution in North America 196
future of 203
herbicide and 203
ships’ ballast and 197
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Muhlenberg, Henrico 238
Muhlenberg, Henry 188
mulberry 48, 144
mullein 180
Mulligan, Gerald A. 180
multicolored Asian lady beetle 285–294
biological arsenal of 293
diverse enemies of 293
municipal lighting 78
muscipula, Dionaea 174
muscorum, Philoscia 172
Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle 252
Museum of Science, Boston 133
mushrooms 249, 251
mustard family 51
Mutillidae 115
Mutinus caninus 249, 251
Myotis lucifugus 89, 260

N
Narberth, Pennsylvania 125
nasatum, Armadillidium 163, 171
National Audubon Society 74
National Museum of Natural History 115
Native Americans 143, 298
native plant species 41
The Natural History of Carolina, Florida and the
Bahama Islands 139, 140
nebulosus, Ameiurus 215–226
negundo, Acer 314
nerii, Aphis 236
Neuroptera 212, 300
New England 148
New Jersey 196, 198, 215, 221
New Mexico 143
New York 49, 136, 232, 256
New York Audubon Society 73
Nickol, Brent B. 170
Nicotiana sp. 143
nighthawks 317
nigra, Betula 88–89
nigrinodis, Galasa 83
nigrovittatus, Tabanus 94, 97
nine-spotted lady beetle 291
nitric acid 299
nitrogen oxide 299
noctivagans, Lasionycteris 253–261
noise pollution 149–150
Nolan, Edward J. 49
nonbiting midges 216–219
Norris, Thaddeus 216
North Carolina 219, 301
northern cardinal 148, 257
northern catalpa 181
Northern Ireland 137
northern parula 67-74
northern snakehead 226, 317
norvegicus, Rattus 13–14, 15

Norway maples 247, 253, 254
Norway rat 13–14, 15, 307
notata, Coccinella 9 291
novemnotata, Coccinella 291
Nuttall, Thomas 196

O
oaks 16, 78, 86, 87, 247
Oberhauser, Karen S. 184
Obin, Martin S. 113
occidentalis, Leptoglossus 276
occidentalis, Platanus 5
O’Connor Swimming Pool 47
Odocoileus virginianus 269
Oecanthus quadripunctatus 30
Oecanthus sp. 29
Oenothera biennis 180
Official Handbook of City Hall 70
officinale, Taraxacum 84, 180
Ogren, Robert E. 135, 136
Ohio 148
Ohio River 301
oil lamps 78
oleander aphid 236
oleracea, Portulaca 180, 311, 312
oligochaetes 219, 223
olivaris, Pylodictis 226
Olsen, O. Wilford 169
Oncometopia orbona 228
Oncopeltus fasciatus 58, 178
orbiculatus, Celastrus 144
orbona, Oncometopia 228
organ pipe mud dauber 106, 115, 116
oriental bittersweet 144
oriental cockroach 44
orientalis, Blatta 44
Orthotrichum 246, 248, 299
Orthotrichum pumilum 104, 246, 247, 299
ospreys 223
Owen, Denis F. 246
owls 9–18
ozone 179

P
painted ladies 51
Palisot de Beauvois, Baron 254
palmatum, Acer 41
paper wasps 118, 121, 123, 125
Papilio glaucus 51
Papilio polyxenes 51
Papilio troilus 51
papillosa, Syntrichia 246
paradise trees 57
parasites 293
pillbugs and 168–170
parasitoids 274, 275
Parietaria pensylvanica 51, 53, 311
Parthenocissus quinquefolia 144
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Parthenolecanium quercifex 301
parula warblers 67–74
collisions and 68–75
disruption of visual cues and 70–75
electric lighting and 68–75, 78
glass facades and 71–76
impact of collisions on 76, 78
lighthouses and 70–71
polarized light and 76
skyscrapers and 71–76
windows and 71, 71–76
Passer domesticus 19–31, 89, 142, 257, 274. See
also house sparrows
Patrick, Ruth 208
pavement ants 270
PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) 221, 223,
226, 307
Peale, Charles Willson 254
Peale Museum 260
Peale, Titian Ramsay 77, 78, 79, 89, 179, 254
pearl crescent 27
pearlwort 241, 242
Peck, George Wilbur
PECO (Philadelphia Electric Company) 317
pectinacea, Eragrostis 311
pedestrians 184
Pediculosis humanus humanus 6
Peigler, Richard 62
Pellaea atropurpurea 185–192, 305. See
also purple-stemmed cliffbrake
pellitory 51–52, 311
pennipes, Trichopoda 274, 275
Penn Square 270
Penn State University 179
Pennsylvania 9, 135, 136, 154, 191, 209, 271,
274
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture 313
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection 221
Pennsylvania Flora Database 200
Pennsylvania Game Commission 265
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society 8, 152
Pennsylvania Hospital 107, 111
Pennsylvania pellitories 51, 53, 311
Pennsylvania State Board of Agriculture 9
Pennsylvania state game refuge 264, 265, 267
Pennsylvania State House 4
Pennsylvania State University 120
pennsylvanica, Photuris 128
pennsylvanicum, Bipalium 135–138
pennywort 184, 310, 316
pensylvanica, Lampyris 128
pensylvanica, Parietaria 51, 53, 311
pensylvanicum, Polyganum 180
Pentatomidae 272, 276
people 307
pepo, Curcurbita 143
peppered moths 245–246, 300

perforatum, Hypericum 180
Perillo, Joseph 226
Perimyotis subflavus 261
permafrost 164, 298
Peromyscus leucopus 40, 42
persecution 305
persicaria, Polygonum 180
pesticides 223
pestis, Yersinia 14
Phalacrocorax auritus 224
Phaseolus vulgaris 143
PHAs (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) 225
phellos, Quercus 87
Philadelphia Alms House Infirmary 6
Philadelphia brick clay 3–4
Philadelphia Electric Company (PECO) 245
Philadelphia fleabane iv
Philadelphia Gas Works 78, 208
Philadelphia Inquirer 9–10, 272
Philadelphia Museum of Art 205, 206, 233
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 151, 152. See
also specific locations; See also specific
locations
Bureau of Health 14, 15
City Councils 20, 28, 31, 34, 37, 38
demographics of vii
Department of Health 14
Department of Public Health 145
economy of vi, vii
Water Department 222, 226, 301
Philadelphia Water Works 110
philadelphicus, Erigeron iv
Philoscia muscorum 172
Philosophical Transactions 106
Phoridae 131
Photinus 129, 138
Photinus pyralis 127–133, 231, 302. See
also common eastern fireflies
Photuris 129, 130, 132–133, 302
Photuris pennsylvanica 128
Photuris versicolor 130
Phyciodes tharos 27
Phylum Platyhelminthes 136
Phytolacca americana 140–142
Pickett, Fermen Layton 188
Pieris rapae 51
Piersol, W. H. 234
pigeons 142
pigweed 26, 180, 184
pillbug hunters 171, 310
pillbugs 163–171, 301, 310
aggregation: avoidance of dessication 172
aggregation: avoidance of pillbug hunters
aggregation: vulnerability to enemies 171
introduction of 164
microbes and 166
parasites and 168–170
pilosum, Symphyotrichum 26, 27
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pipiens, Culex 307
Pittman-Robertson Act 265, 269
Pittman-Robertson Program 265
Plagiorhynchus cylindraceus 168–170
planarians, land 135–138
plane trees 5
Plantago 132, 184
Plantago lanceolata 32
Plantago major 180
Plantago rugelii 32
plantains 32, 132, 184
planthoppers 228
plants
exotic 29–31
native vii
nonnative vii
wild vii, 305
platanoides, Acer 247
Platanus acerifolia 5
Platanus hybrids 5
Platanus occidentalis 5
Platycryptus undatus 97
platyneuron, Asplenium 187, 305
platyrhynchos, Anas 269
“A Plea for the Bullhead”
Pleasants, John M. 184
Pleistocene 164, 298
Plethodon cinereus 229–234. See also red back
salamander
Plethodontidae 234
Pleuroprucha insularia 86
plexippus, Danaus 58, 59, 60, 62
poison ivy 145
pokeberry 140–142
polarized light 76
Polistes dominula 121, 123, 125
Polistes dominulus 121, 123, 125
Polistes fuscatus 125
Polistes wasps 62
politum, Trypoxylon 106, 115, 116
pollen baskets 183
pollen counts 26
pollinaria 174
pollinators 182
pollinator scarcity 180–182
pollinia 174, 175, 176, 178, 179
pollution. See also thermal pollution; See
also air pollution; See also light pollution;
See also water pollution
brown bullheads and 219–223, 225–226
in Schuylkill River 207, 213, 219–223
reduction in 210–211
polychaete worms 206, 210
Polygonum lapathifolium 180
Polygonum aviculare 180
Polygonum pensylvanicum 180
Polygonum persicaria 180

polymorpha, Marchantia 237, 241, 242, 244,
248, 249
polyphemus, Antheraea 50, 77–88. See
also polyphemus moths
polyphemus moths 77–88
increase in population in Center City 89
rarity at lamps in Center City 86–87
polyps 206
polyxenes, Papilio 51
porcelainberry 117, 123
Porcellionides pruinosus 172
Portulaca oleracea 180, 311, 312
posticus, Micromus 295
Potts, Edward 206, 213
power plants 227, 301, 302
praying mantis 151–160
as beneficial or harmful 154
egg case (ootheca) of 154–155, 156
importation into North America 152
means of dispersal 154–155
precationis, Autographa 84
predators 9–18, 162
robins and 145
used for biocontrol 281–283
prejudice 306–307
primrose 180
Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences
of Philadelphia 128
procumbens, Sagina 241, 242
Promalactis suzukiella 85
promethea, Callosamia 50
propagules 248, 249
protective legislation 9
Proteocephalus sp. 221
prothallia 188
protozoans 206
pruinosa, Metcalfa 228
pruinosus, Porcellionides 172
Prunus 144
Pseudemys rubriventris 284
Pseudogymnoascus [Geomyces] destructans 260
Psychidae 35
Psychodidae 159
Psyllobora vigintimaculata 287
pumilum, Orthotrichum 104, 246, 247, 299
pumilus, Mazus 241, 242, 311, 318
punctatus, Ictalurus 226
purple loosestrife 313, 315
purple-stemmed cliffbrake 185–192, 305
absence of in Center City 190
dessication and 188–189
distribution outside Center City 188
drought and 188–189
dry habitat and 188–189
favorable ingredients in mortar and 190
habitat loss due to property maintenance
192–193
insects and 190, 191
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weathering required for colonization 191–192
purpurea, Ipomoea 126
purslane 180, 311, 312, 313
pusillus, Trichoniscus 172
Pylodictis olivaris 226
Pymatuning Lake 264, 265, 267
pyralis, Photinus 127–133, 231, 302

Q
quadrifasciatus, Bicyrtes 271–282
quadripunctatus, Oecanthus 30
Queen Anne’s lace 184, 282
quercifex, Parthenolecanium 301
Quercus 16, 78
Quercus phellos 87
Quercus sp. 86, 87
quinquefolia, Parthenocissus 144

R
rabies
bats and 261–262
radicans, Toxicodendron 145
Rafinesque, Constantine Samuel 230, 231
ragweed 26, 203, 296
railroad tracks 161
Raleigh, North Carolina 301
ramets 196
Rana catesbeiana 231
rapae, Pieris 51
raptors 9–18, 145
rat flea 14
rat poison 14, 15–16
rat 15, 307
barriers to control 15–16
dangers to people 14–15
Norway 13, 15
Rattus norvegicus 13–14, 15
Reading Viaduct 313
rebecula, Erithacus 303
Reboulia hemisphaerica 237–248. See also see
also liverwort
red admiral 51, 52
red back salamander 229–234, 301
adaptations for an all-terrestrial life cycle
234–235
benefits of sedentary life cycles 233–234
habits adapted to urban gardens 231–233
life cycle of 230–231, 234–235
life cycles of 233–234
urban opportunity and vulnerability 235
red bat 254. See also bats
redbreast sunfish 221
red cedar 36, 40
red-eared slider 284
red milkweed beetle 61
red-tailed hawk 9–11, 15, 145, 298, 317
Red-Tails in Love 10
religiosa, Mantis 160

repens, Trifolium 132, 182, 183
restuans, Culex 307
reticulatum, Deroceras 172
retroflexus, Amaranthus 180
Rhoads, Ann Fowler 5, 200
Rhus 144
Rhynchodemus sylvaticus 137
Rice, Nathan 78
Richards, Horace G. 2
Riddick, Eric W. 293
Rigaud, Thierry 166
Riley, Charles Valentine 41, 79
Rinehart, Heather 138
riparius, Hyloniscus 172
Rittenhouse Square 3, 9, 12, 13, 15–18, 37, 41,
119, 130, 148, 255, 282, 283, 301
river birch 88–89
Riverfront Coliseum Sports Arena 102
rivers
rising 5
robin 138, 139–149, 298, 301, 303, 306, 310
altitude and 147–148
American
as a delicacy 140
attraction to human habitation 142–143
berries and 144–145
climate and 147–148
climate warming and 148
cowbirds and 146–147
ectoparasites and 143
eggs and 146–147
European 306
geography and 147–148
lawn mowing and 143
light pollution and 149
noise pollution and 149–150
people and 149–150
pokeberries and 140–142
precolonial contact with agriculture 143
predators and 145
shooting of 140–142
urban habitat of 142–143
viruses and 145, 149
Robinson, H. S. 81
Robinson, P. J. M. 81
Rochester, New York 232
Rocky Mountains 148
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano 265
rosea, Aporrectodea 131, 136
rosy-tipped earthworms 131, 136
rotifers 206
row house courtyards 309–310
Royal Botanical Gardens 178
Royal Society of London 106
rubecula, Erithacus 149
rubriventris [Miltogramminae], Senotainia 282
rubriventris, Pseudemys 284
rugelii, Plantago 32
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Rumex 26
Russell, Keith 74
Rynchodemus sylvaticus 137

S
Saffron, Inga 9–10
Sagina 241
Sagina procumbens 241, 242
salamanders 229–234, 301
salicaria, Lythrum 313, 315
Salix 78
Salmon, William 196
Samia cynthia 45–52, 62. See also cynthia
moths
sancta, Crepis 233
sand wasp 271–282. See also stink bug hunter
Sarcophagidae 115
saturniids 78, 89
saxifrage 192
Say, Thomas 164, 165, 275, 287, 288
scabra, Hypena 82
“Scalp Act” 9
scandens, Celastrus 86, 145
scapularis, Ixodes 143
Sceliphron caementarium 105–116
Schall, Mark 63
Schlumberger, Hans G. 225
Schmidt, Gerald D. 169
Schneider, Jutta M. 102
Schumpeter, Joseph A. 316
Schuster, Rudolf M. 243
Schuyler, Alfred Ernest 29
“Schuylkill cat” 216
Schuylkill County 149
Schuylkill Expressway 303
Schuylkill Park 130, 132, 155, 160
Schuylkill River vi, vii, 3, 5, 15, 26, 54, 74, 78,
94–96, 100, 102, 137, 147, 173, 176–177,
206–209, 213, 217, 225, 227, 244,
268–270, 284, 300–302, 313–314, 317
brown bullheads in 216, 226–227
pollution in 207, 210–211, 213, 219–223
Schuylkill River Desilting Project 209–210
Schuylkill River Park 42, 132, 138, 303
Schuylkill River Project 209–210
Schuylkill River Trail 36, 39, 40, 42, 43, 56, 98,
105, 251, 265
Schuylkill Wildlife Rehabilitation Clinic 254
Sciurus carolinensis 7–16. See also eastern gray
squirrel
sclopetaria, Epeira 96
sclopetarius, Larinioides 91–102, 302
scripta elegans, Trachemys 284
sea level, rising 5
seeds
dispersing vs. nondispersing 233
wild 26
Senecio vulgaris 90, 180

Senotainia rubriventris [Miltogramminae] 282
Senotainia trilineata 282
septempunctata, Coccinella 290, 291
Setaria glauca 180
Setaria viridis 180, 195
Setophaga [Parula] americana 67–74. See
also parula warblers
seven-spotted lady beetle 290, 291, 292
sewage
brown bullhead and 219
sewage system 311
sewage treatment plants 210
shad 300
shade trees 47. See also specific trees
bagworms and 33–52
outbreaks of pests in 274
Shapiro, Arthur M. 30, 49–50
sharpshooter 228
Sheffield, England 149
Sheldon, Joseph K. 135, 136
Shultz, Benjamin 142
sibthorpioides, Hydrocotyle 184, 310, 316
sidewalks 310–311
Silent Spring 9, 213
silk industry 48–49
silkmoths 78, 86–87, 89, 316
silkworms 48, 49
silvergreen bryum moss 192, 193, 244, 301
silver-haired bat 253–261
comparison with birds 257
harms and benefits of overwintering in Center
City 262
in Center City 254, 256
in North America 254, 256
regulation of body temperature 256
silver maple 20
Simaroubaceae 57
Simarouba glauca 57
Simberloff, Daniel
Simon, Roger 120
sinensis, Tenodera 151–159
Sinitsin, D. T. 168–169
sirtalis, Thamnophis 194
skyscrapers 71–76
slate-colored junco 257
slugs 172, 301
smartweeds 180
Smithsonian Institution 79, 115, 154
Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center 78
snails 223
snakehead 226, 317
snakes 145, 194
soldier beetle 181, 182
Solidago 26
Solidago canadensis 196
Solidago sp. 86
songbirds 149. See also specific birds
Sorbus 144
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sororia, Viola 54, 66
sound (noise) pollution 303
South Carolina
South Square Market 248
South Street Bridge 26, 27
sparrows 19–31, 89, 257, 274, 307, 308, 313
decline in abundance of 24
decline in supply of wild seeds and 26
exotic plants and 29–31
house 42, 142, 274
in Center City 31
methods to control population explosion
23–24
proliferation of 22
“sparrow wars” 22
white-throated 257
“sparrow wars” 22
speciosa, Catalpa 181
speciosa, Manayunkia 210
speciosus, Sphecius 281, 282
spectabilis, Eragrostis 311
Sphecius speciosus 281, 282
spicebush swallowtail 51
spiders 171, 235, 310, 316. See also specific
spider
bridge 91–102, 302
gray cross 91–102, 96
jumping 97
mud daubers and 113, 114
triangulate cobweb 297
Spilochalcis mariae 50
spiny-headed worms 168
spleenwort 187, 305
sponges 300
freshwater 205–212
on Fairmount Dam, 1887 206
Spongilla [Eunapius] fragilis 205–212, 300.
spongillafly 212–213, 300
Spongillidae 212–213
sponsa, Aix 269
spore banks 191
spores 249
Spring City 135
Spring Garden Street Bridge 268, 284
springtail 249, 250, 251
squamous cell carcinoma 225
squash 143
squash lady beetle 294
squirrels 7–16, 307
affection for 8–10
bounties for 8
dangers from rat poisons and 14
eastern gray 7–16
end of safe haven for 9–18
feeding of 17
gray 87
predators and 11–18
protection from rat poison 16

resilience of populations of 11–18
save haven from predators 9–18
survival in Rittenhouse Square 16–18
threat from Norway rats 13
Stagmomantis carolina 151, 155, 156, 157, 158,
159, 160, 162
starling 142, 145, 150
European 25
St. Davids 136
Steatoda triangulosa 297
Steil, William Nicholas 188
Stellaria media 180
Stewardson, Thomas 48–49
Steyermark, Anthony C. 221
stink bug hunter 271–282
at work in Logan Circle 276–280
discovery of 275–276
stink bug 271, 272, 276, 281, 309
brown marmorated 272–273
stinkhorn mushroom 249, 251
St. John’s wort 180
Stone, Hugh E. 199
Stone, Witmer 142
Stoops, James 4
Stouds Ferry 210
St. Peters River 275
Strophostyles helvola 103
Sturnus vulgaris 25, 142, 145, 150
subflavus, Perimyotis 261
Subway Tree 1–6, 298
sulfur dioxide 248, 299
sulfuric acid 299
sumac 144
sundews 174
sunfish 221
sunflowers 143
Surrendi, Dennis C. 266
suzukiella, Promalactis 85
Suzuki’s promalactis moth 85
swallowtails 51
swamp milkweed 184
Swedish Commission 207
sycamore hybrid 5
sylvaticus, Rhynchodemus 137
Symphyotrichum ericoides 203
Symphyotrichum pilosum 26, 27
Syntrichia papillosa 246
syriaca, Asclepias 58, 61, 173–183, 236, 285,
305, 313

T
Tabanus nigrovittatus 94, 97
Tabernacle Presbyterian Church 96
tachinid fly 51, 52, 53, 62
Tachnidae 131
Taichung 100
Taiwan 100
Takeda, Naokuni 172
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Tallamy, Douglas 28, 41
tapeworm 221, 300
Taraxacum officinale 84, 180
Taub, Frieda B. 231
Taxodium distichium 1–6. See also bald cypress;
See also Subway Tree
Temple University 74
Tenants of an Old Farm. Leaves from the Note
Book of a Naturalist. Illustrations from
Nature 37
Tenodera sinensis 151–160. See also praying
mantis
terrestris, Lumbricus 131, 136, 230
tessellaris, Halysidota 179
Tetramorium caespitum 270
Tetramorium species e 270
Tetraopes tetrophthalmus 58, 61
tetrophthalmus, Tetraopes 58, 61
thallus 238
thapsus, Verbascum 180
tharos, Phyciodes 27
The Moss Flora of New York City and Vicinity
246
thermal mapping 301
thermal pollution 300–302
Thierolf, Walter R. 154
Thomas Jefferson University Medical Center
119
Thoreau, Henry David 216
threeband gardenslug
Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis 33–52. See
also bagworm
Tibicen tibicen 281
ticks 306
tidal alluvial mudflat 313
tiger swallowtail 51
Tineola bisselliella 89
Tinicum, Pennsylvania 225
Titian Ramsey Peale Butterfly and Moth Collection 77, 89, 179
toads 230
tobacco 143
Toho University 172
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, Independence
National Historical Park 2
Toronto, Canada 73
Torrey, John 197
Toxicodendron radicans 145
Toxic Substances Control Act 226
Trachemys scripta elegans 284
Treatise on Some of the Insects Injurious to
Vegetation 21
tree crickets 29
tree moss 247, 248, 299, 300
recovery of after abatement of pollution
246–247
triacanthos, Gleditsia 86
triangulate cobweb spiders 297

triangulosa, Steatoda 297
Trichoniscus pusillus 172
Trichopoda pennipes 274, 275
Trichoptera 76
tricolored bats 261
Trifolium repens 132, 182, 183
trilineata, Senotainia 282
Trissolcus sp. 274
troilus, Papilio 51
tropical milkweed 60
trout
Trypoxylon politum 106, 115, 116
tuberosa, Asclepias 184
Tunghai University 100
Turbellaria 136
turbellarians 136
Turdus migratorius 138, 139–149, 303. See
also robin
turkey 269
turtles 284
Tuscarora State Forest 63
tussock moth 179
Tutt, James William 245–246
twenty-spotted lady beetle 287, 294
typhus 6, 14

U
undatus, Platycryptus 97
United States Army Corps of Engineers 209
United States Department of Agriculture Research Service 293
University City vi, 302
University of Colorado 169
University of Delaware 41, 160
University of East Anglia 172
University of Hamburg 102, 103
University of Kansas 14
University of Michigan 246
University of Nebraska 170
University of New Mexico 170
University of North Carolina 166
University of Pennsylvania 49, 142, 154, 168
urban dryness, amphibians and 230–231
urban sprawl 120
Urnatella gracilis 206, 211
Ursinus College 136
U.S. Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife
267
U.S. Department of Agriculture 23–24, 40–41,
120
Beneficial Insects Research Laboratory 294
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
120
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 221,
225, 226, 245
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 265
U.S. Geological Survey 149, 227
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Usnea sp. 76
U.S. Treasury 265

V
valentiana, Lehmannia 171-172
valentianus, Ambigolimax 171-172
Vanessa atalanta 51, 52
Vanessa cardui 51
varivestis, Epilachna 294
Vector Control unit 16
velvet ants 115
Venus flytrap 174
Verbascum thapsus 180
versicolor, Photuris 130
Verticillium albo-atrum 63
verticillium wilt 63, 64
Vespula germanica 118, 120, 121
Vespula maculifrons 117, 118
Vespula sp. 117–124. See also yellowjackets
viceroy butterflies 58
vigintimaculata, Psyllobora 287
Vilcinskas, Andreas 293
Vine Street Expressway 313
Viola sororia 54, 66
violets
common blue 54, 66
virescens, Hesperomyces 293
Virginia 191
Virginia creeper 144
virginiana, Juniperus 36, 40
virginianus, Odocoileus 269
virginica, Xylocopa 122
viridis, Setaria 180, 195
viruses 145, 149, 307. See also specific viruses
vulgare, Armadillidium 164, 165, 166, 168, 172
vulgare, Cirsium 180
vulgaris, Artemisia 195–202, 296
vulgaris, Phaseolus 143
vulgaris, Senecio 90, 180
vulgaris, Sturnus 25, 142, 145, 150

W
Wagner, David L. 89
Wagner Free Institute of Science of Philadelphia. 1
Walnut Street Bridge 94, 111, 199, 313
warblers, parula 67–74
Warner Robins Air Force Base 74
Warren, Benjamin Harry 9
Washington 191
Washington, DC 191
Washington Square 18
wasps 31, 63, 118, 121, 274, 306, 308. See
also sand wasps
black and yellow mud daubers 105–114
chalcid 51, 115
cuckoo 115
ichneumon 38, 39, 41, 42, 115

Polistes 62
yellowjackets 117–124, 317
wasp years 125
water pollution 207–208, 213, 300, 316
reduction in 210–211
Water Works 116
weeding 305
weeds 26, 313
Weintraub, Jason 53, 89
western conifer seed bug 276
West Nile virus 145, 149, 307
West Virginia 219
wetlands 230–231, 313
Wherry, Edgar 190
white clover 132, 182, 183, 184
white-footed mice 42
white heath aster 203
white nose syndrome 89, 260, 261–262
white snakeroot 55
white sweet clover 282
white-tailed deer 269
white-throated sparrows 257
Why Big Fierce Animals Are Rare 162
wildlife managers 264, 266
wildlife restoration, public financing of 265–
266
Wild, Matthew 190
wild plants, persecution of 305
wild turkey 269
Wilkes University 136
William Hamilton 65
Williams, Francis X. 129
willow oak 87
willow 78
Wilmington, Delaware 128
Wilson, Alexander 9, 11, 70, 140, 146, 148, 149,
150, 264, 267, 306
Wind, Elke 232
windows 71–76, 302
Wing, Steven 129
Winn, Marie 10
Wiseman, Lawrence L. 246
Wissahickon Creek 137, 230
Wolbachia 166, 170
Wolbach, S. Burt 166
wood duck 269
Woodlands cemetery 64
Woodlands estate 49
Works, Fairmount Water 213
worms 219, 310. See also earthworm; flatworm
polychaete 206, 210
spiny-headed 168–170

X
Xenopsylla cheopis 14
Xylocopa virginica 122
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Y
Yela, José Luis 80, 81
yellow fever 307
yellowjackets 117–124, 308, 317
causes of decline in Center City 125
causes of outbreaks 120
colonies of 120
danger from 120–122
decline in numbers of 121, 125
German 118
medical documentation of 119–120
Yersinia pestis 14

Z
zea, Helicoverpa 83
Zea mays mays 143
Zenaida macroura 303
Zonotrichia albicollis 257
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